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CHAFTER I 
INTRODUCTION: THE FRAMEWORK OF FOVERTY 
A: The World Froblem 
This study takes as ita point of departure the social problem 
of poverty. According to Walsh and Furfey, 
Poverty is a social problem because it interferes with the 
common good and society, which must be concerned with the ec-
onomic welfare of its members, must try to alleviate poverty 
by public relief, by social insurance, or by other measures 
which seem appropriate whenever private agencies are unable 
to cope with the problem. l 
What is poverty? The Council of Economic Advisers in the United 
States offers this definition: "By the poor we mean those who are 
not now maintaining a decent standard of living--those whose basic 
needs exceed their means to satisfy them.,,2 The Council recog-
nizes further that these "basic needs" depend upon many factors 
and are not the same for all families or in all nations. 
In order to estimate the standard of living of families in 
terms of human welfare, it is necessary to examine income and 
needs jOintly. Such a descriptive evaluation requires the 
1 
Mary Elizabeth Walsh and Faul Hanly Furfey, Social Froblems 
and Social Action (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Frentice-Hall, Inc., 
195b) , p. 5. 
2 
Economic Report of the F~esident, January, 1964, p. 57. 
1 
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comparison of cost of living estimates for each family with the 
family's actual income. David states that there is no fixed def-
inition of what a minimum standard of living iSj and the standard 
clearly moves up as average standards of living improve and socie-
ty recognizes more responsibility for the welfare of its members. l 
Staley classifies the countries of the world as: A. Highly 
2 
Developed, B. Intermediate, and C. Underdeveloped, mainly on the 
basis of the best available indexes of national income per person? 
Inasmuch as the economy of every country is "underdeveloped" in 
the sense that more can be done to build up its productive power 
and to improve the economic well-being of its people, Staley has 
specifically identified what he believes is an underdeveloped 
country in the case where poverty is chronic and methods to lessen 
1 
Martin David, "Welfare, Income, and Budget Needs," Review 
of Economics and Statistics, XLI (November, 1959), 393-99. 
2 
Eugene Staley, The Future of Underdeveloped Countries (New 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1954), p. 13. (Published for the Counci. 
on Foreign Relations.) The grouping is based mainly on per capita 
national income, as of 1950 or thereabouts. The estimated nation-
al income for countries in Group A. is $450, or more; in Group B., 
$150 to $450; in Group C., less than $150. However, degree of ur-
banization and proportion of working population engaged in nonag-
ricultural occupations were considered in this estimate, specifi-
cally in the case of countries for which income data are lacking, 
and also in a few instances to determine that a country should be 
in a lower or higher ~roup than the one in which income estimates 
alone would place it In. p. 17). 
3 
Sources: United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, 
June, 1952, pp. viii-ix; United Nations, Department of Economic 
Affairs, National Income and Its Distribution in Under-Developed 
Countries (New York: 1951. XVII.3) as quoted in StaleYt p. 17. 
~~~----------------~~--~ 
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it are obsolete. In the underdeveloped group, Group C, he in-
cludes almost all of the countries of Asia and Africa, most of 
Latin America, including Peru, and some of Europe. l 
One outstanding fact in the classification noted above is the 
disparity in income levels throughout the world. Staley observes: 
At one end of the scale are the United States and Canada with 
national incomes of more than $llOOO per person (in the case 
of the United States, more than ~1,500). At the other end 
are the underdeveloped countries, comprising two-thirds of 
the world's population, where incomes average less than $150 
per person. According to the United Nations statistical 
office, half the people of the world live in countries that 
have per capita incomes of less than $100, some of them much 
less. 2 
Staley notes further that countries with more than $600 
~nnual income per person include only one-tenth of the world's pop-
~lation. As for-the United States, with slightly more than six pel 
cent of the world's population, it accounted for forty per cent of 
the world total of national income in 1950. Europe, with twenty-
~1ve per cent of the world population, generated an additional 
~orty per cent of the world total national income. However, while 
Asia, Africa, and Latin America3 together account for more than 
1 
Ibid., p. 13. 2-
Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
3 
In his term Latin America, Staley includes the countries of 
Bolivia, Brazil, British West Indies, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dom-
inican Republis, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Argentina, Chile, Cuba Uruguay, 
land Venezuela. 
4 
sixty-five per cent of the world's population, they produce but 
seventeen per cent of the world's national income. l 
Furthermore, in any consideration of a world problem, atten-
tion must be drawn to the fact that modern transportation and com-
munication facilities have reduced the world of the 1960's to a 
much smaller, more interdependent and interrelated entity than 
ever before. Consequently, any significant social and technologi-
cal "revolution". or turmoil in one area has its inevitable impact 
and repercussion elsewhere. Undoubtedly, the consequences of ra-
pid population growth in some crucial areas of the world totay te 
to extend eventually to the rest of this shrinking world. 
Perhaps the most important reason why population growth 
should be considered a serious problem at this time is its adverse 
effect on standards and levels of living. In addition, dependent 
and newly independent underdeveloped nations in Africa and Asia 
and underdeveloped nations in Latin America are playing an in-
creasingly important role in determining the outcome of the East-
West struggle. Many of these so-called uncommitted nations are 
eager for improved levels of living. 
Although programs for social and eoonomic development have 
been established by government and private agencies in many of 
these underdeveloped nations, the success of such programs is 
1 
Ib id., p. 15. 
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already being jeopardized by the unprecedented growth of popula-
tion in these areas in recent years. Nevertheless, such programs 
are vital to the national stability of these nations--hence, their 
crucial bearing on the outcome of the East-West struggle. Concom-
itantly, population growth has also had an impeding effect on ef-
forts which these nations might be making to raise their standards 
and levels of living, to an even more marked degree in these back-
ward countries. 
A detailed statistical study of world population growth and 
living standards, specifically of poverty, would carry this inves-
tigation too far afield. However, it is believed that a brief 
~icture of (1) the world problemj (2) the problem in the Americas 
(the United States, specifically); (3) the problem in Latin 
~ericaj and (4) the problem in Peru will coritirbute toward a 
~etter understanding of the background of the present study. 
Estimates of the projected growth of world populations for 
the period 1950-1975 have been made by Kuan-I Chen as follows: 
(increase by per cent) World, 53.3 per cent; Africa, 52.3 per cent; 
~orth America, 54.8 per cent (includes Central America and 
~arribean); South America, 82.1 per cent; Asia (exclUding USSR), 
KIO.l ( ) 2 v per centj Europe excluding USSR, 1.1 per centj Oceania, 
KIO .3 ~. per centj Soviet Union, 51.9 Per cent. The South America 
total estimate includes those of Tropical South America and Tem-
Eerate South America. In the former, which includes Peru, the 
~----------------------~'~' ----~ 6 
1 increase for the period 1950-1975 is estimated at 93.1 per cent. 
Kuan-I Chen has divided these continents into world regions2 
and has ranked them numerically. According to this procedure, 
~ropical South America, which includes Peru, ranks second, with an 
estimated 93.1 per cent increase and is exceeded only by Central 
~merica with an estimated 108.4 per cent increase. North America 
is estimated at 54.8 per cent increase. In the regional break-
downs, the Northern America regional estimate is 42.9 per cent in-
creasej Central America,108.4 per centj and the Carribean, 66.2 
~er cent. 
While the magnitude and importance of population growth as an 
illustration of poverty is duly recognized, there are also other 
~actors which cannot be neglected. Harrington has called attentior. 
to these aspects with regard to the United States but they apply 
1 
Source: Estimated numbers of population from The Future 
~rowth of World Po~ulation, United Nations, New York, 1958, Appen-
~ix C, Table I ~A) and Table I (B), pp. 69-71, as quoted in 
~uan-I Chen, World Population Growth and Living Standards (New 
~ork: Bookman Associates, 1960), pp. 6b-69. 
2 . 
In his delineation of the nineteen world regions, this au-
thor follows the practice of the United Nations Populations Branch. 
~ropical South America includes Bolivia, Brazil, British Guiana, 
~olombia, Ecuador, French GUiana, Peru, Surinam, and Venezuela. 
~entral America includes British Honduras, Canal Zone, Costa Rica, 
~l Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Panama. 
~orth America includes regions delineated as Northern America, Cen-
tral America, and Carribean. Northern America includes Alaska, 
~ermuda, Canada, Greenland, St. Pierre and Miquelon, and U.S.A. 
~arribean includes British West Indies, Cuba, Dominican Republic, 
Guadeloupe, Haiti, Martinique, Netherlands, Antilles, Puerto Rico, 
and Virgin Islands (U.S.A.). Kuan-I Chen, OPe cit., p. 82. 
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in all areas of the world as well. "Poverty," he says, " ..• is a 
culture, an institution, a way of life."l In his analysis, some 
of the assumptions that underlie the assertions in his volume are 
contained in his attempt to define poverty, as follows 
Poverty should be defined in terms of those who are denied 
the minimal levels of health, housing, food, and education 
that our present stage of scientific knowledge specifies as 
necessary for life as it is now lived in the United States. 
Poverty should be defined psychologically in terms of 
those whose place in the society is such that they are inter-
nal exiles who, almost inevitably, develop attitudes of de-
feat and pessimism and who are therefore excluded from taking 
advantage of new opportunities. 
Poverty should be defined absolutely, in terms of what man 
and society could be. As long as America is less than its 
potential, the nation as a whole is impoverished by that fact. 
As long as there is the other America, we are, all of us, 
poorer because of it. 2 . 
It might well be added, as long as the underdeveloped nations ex-
ist in their present condition, the whole world is poorer because 
of it. 
In their discussion of the "culture ll of poverty, Walsh and 
Furfey indicate that, among the concomitants of poverty, the most 
obvious effect is a low level of everyday living--coarse food, 
lacking variety, shabby clothing and cramped and uncomfortable 
living quarters. There are, however, other effects that are less 
obvious but far more subtle. "Slum dwellers," these authors 
1 
Itork: 
2 
Michael Harrington, The Other America ("Penguin Books"; New 
The Macmillan Company, 1963), p. 22. 
Ib id ., p. 175. 
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assert, II ••• have a very low social status and this constantly af-
fects their interpersonal relations." 1 John Stuart Mill observed 
many years ago that oppressive poverty usually does not encourage 
people to delay marriage or sex and other gratifications in antici-
pation of a better future. It crushes all hope and it is on this 
account that the poor often seem so shiftless to opper classes. 
Education and economic opportunities, on the contrary, stimulate 
people to better themselves and so to postpone gratifications. 
Mill wrote, liAs long as masses have little opportunity to cultivate 
their minds and as long as they suffer from oppression of poverty 
they will have . . . neither the fear of worse nor the smallest 
hope of better." 
B: In the Americas 
Gordon asserts, "Poverty in the midst of affluence--it is the 
growing sharpness of this contrast that disturbs US." 2 Recently, 
Gunnar Myrdal has challenged the conscience of our affluent socie-
ty as follows: 
Our account of the actual extent of poverty in America proVes 
that the popular view of the great abundance and affluence of 
American society is highly exaggerated. A fifth of the 
American people is now officially recognized to be living in 
poverty .. Of these a very substantial part are really desti-
tute. And above the poverty-stricken fifth of the nation 
1 
Walsh and Furfey, pp. 382-87. 
2 
R.A. Gordon, "An Economist's View of Poverty," Poverty in 
America, ed. Margaret S. Gordon (San Francisco, California: Chand-
ler Publishing Company, 1965), pp. 3-11. 
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there are at least as many who do not share in any substan-
tial way in the abundance believed to be characteristic of 
America. For a large minority the affluent society is noth-
ing but a myth. l 
That is, viewed within the most measurable yardstick, the~onomic, 
"more than 30 million Americans, almost a fifth of the Nation, are 
living in poverty.,,2 Cohen maintains that the paradox of millions 
of Americans living in poverty and deprivation in the midst of the 
general prosperity which the majority of citizens enjoy is a blot 
on the country's economic and social institutions. 3 
Some data on poor families in the United States might be cit-
ed from a study of family income by the Survey Research Center In-
stitute for Social R~search at the University of MiChigan. 4 This 
study, based on a national sample of 2,800 families, was done in 
1960. By means of an extensive questionnaire, detailed informa-
tion for each family in the sample enabled the investigators to 
estimate closely the budgetary needs of each household on the 
basis of size and composition of family. A mean budget 
1 
GUnnar Myrdal, Challenge to Affluence (New York: Pantheon 
Books, A Division of Random House, 1962), p. 57. 
2 
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Adminis-
tration, Division of Research. "Converging Social Trends", Emerg-
ing Social Problems, p. 18. 
3Wilbur J. Cohen, liThe Elimination of Poverty: A Primary 
Goal of Public Policy", Poverty in Plent*( ed. George H. Dunne, 
S.J. (New York: P.J. Kenedy & Sons, 196 ), pp. 24-47. 
4 
James N. Morgan et al, Income and Welfare in the United 
States (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1962). 
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requirement for lIall poor families ll was established at $3,676, 
1 
annually. By this standard, some 10.4 million families--20 per 
cent of all families in the United States--were poor in 1959. 2 
HOnly a few years ago," says Harrington, lithe majority of 
this nation was blind to the very existence of the problems of 
113 poverty. According to Dunne, it was Harrington's own book, The 
Other America, which first opened the eyes of many, until then 
blinded by the multiple evidences of abundance, to the shabbier 
aspects of American Society.4 Dunne believes that President John-
son's declaration of war on poverty was chiefly responsible for thE 
recent surge of interest in this qUestion. His predecessor, the 
late President John F. Kennedy, had already begun to mobilize 
forces for such a war but was prevented from waging it because of 
his own tragic death. Walter Heller, Chairman of the President's 
Council of Economic Advisers, notes that in a last conversation be-
fore the shattering event of November 22, President Kennedy lIex_ 
pressed his deep concern over the problem and urged us to move 
ahead with our efforts to bring relevant agencies of government 
1 
Ibid., Table 16-7, p. 200. 2--
Ibid., p. 216. 
3-
Michael Harrington, IIPoverty and Politics ll , in Dunne, pp. 
48-60. 
4 
Dunne, Introduction, p. 13. 
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into consensus on a program to combat poverty."1 
Poverty is a social problem that is costly not only to the 
individual but likewise to society. Delinquency and crime, physi-
cal and mental disease, high infant mortality, loss of productive 
capacity--all of these social problems are component parts of the 
environment of poverty. Nevertheless, the most fundamental reason 
,for declaring war on poverty is a moral~. "In the final analy-
siS," says Keyserling, lithe desire of any great people to elimin-
ate the poverty in their midst represents a moral or ethical end-
[purpose. It has its roots in ultimate human values." 2 
Furthermore, the American nation and its institutions are 
founded upon the belief that each individual should have the oppor-
tunity to develop his potentiality to the fullest. Hence, those 
who are born into the Iw0rld" of poverty are deprived of most of 
the material comforts of life and, in addition, are also stunted 
in their emotional, intellectual, and social development. They 
are, thereby, effectively prevented from realizing their human po-
tentialities. 
With regard to the poverty problem in the United States, Theo-
bald maintains that there is a crisis. lilts manifestations are un-
employment, poverty and social unrest, but its moving force is the 
1 
Ibid., pp. 14-15. 2-
Leon H. Keyserling, "Key Questions on the Poverty Problem," 
in Dunne, pp. 91-117. 
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thrust of technology as a total system which is remaking our socio-
economic system to fit its own needs and not our needs as human 
,,1 beings. Traditionally, as Ornati observes, poverty has been con-
sidered to be the condition of persons whose resources are insuf-
2 ficient to satisfy minimum needs. He recognizes the fact that in-
dividuals differ in their ideas of need, their feelings for jus-
tice, and their values. Levels of poverty will be viewed as un-
acceptable on the basis of whether the viewers are economists, soc-
iologists, or engineers. Despite the fact that many recent and 
varied estimates of the number of the poor in the United States 
stern from such differences, the various statistical studies prepar-
ed for 1960, the last year with very detailed data, estimate the 
poor in this country variously as between twenty and seventy 
million .3 
Keyserling notes that some families undoubtedly spend their 
incomes more wisely or efficiently than others. lilt is still true 
for practical purposes in a nationwide sense,1I he says, "that fam-
ilies are poor because they do not receive enough personal income 
in money and other forms to lift them above the poverty level.,,4 
1 
Robert Theobald, "The Political Necessities of Abundance," 
in Dunne, pp. 70-80. 
2 
Oscar Ornati, "The Strategy and Political Economy of the War 
Against Poverty," in Dunne, pp. 81-90. 
3 
Ib id ., p. 83. 4-
Keyserling, in Dunne, p. 94. 
~-. ------~--------------~------~ 
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ccording to Cohen, the United States, unlike many undeveloped na-
tions throughout the world, has the productive capacity to provide 
an adequate level of living for all of its citizens. l Yet, Vice-
resident Humphrey states, "This is the revealing and paradoxical 
story of today's America--a country of unprecedented wealth and 
prosperity that harbors in its midst 35 million people without suf-
ficient food, shelter, and clothing."2 It is the story of one in 
five Americans who live in poverty, shame, misery, and degradation 
and he maintains: 
During 1963 there were 47 million families in the United 
States. Fully 9.3 million, one-fifth of the total, had in-
comes below $3,000. Translating these figures into numbers 
of people, this means that in rich America, we have over 35 
million persons living in "official" poverty. What is even 
more tragic is that this figure includes some 20 million chil 
dren--one-sixth of our youth--whose parents cannot give them 
enough to eat, cannot clothe them properly, and cannot afford 
proper medical and dental treatment. To compound the enormit 
of these statistics, 5.4 million of these families containing 
more than 17 million persons and more than 8 million children 
had total incomes of less than $2,000. 5 
In terms of dollar income, this author believes that the worst pov 
erty is found in rural America but the slums of the great cities 
are more wretched, more degrading, more soul-destroying. II More 
than half of the poor--some 20 million people live in metropolitan 
1 
Cohen, in Dunne, p. 25. 
2 
Hubert H. Humphrey, War on Poverty (New York: McGraw-Hill 
ook Company, 1964), p.9. 
3 
Ibid., p. 19. 
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In their concern for the future of the United States, the Ad 
Hoc Committee prepared a memorandum, The Triple Revolution, which 
they enclosed in a letter to President Johnson in March, 1964. In 
regard to the memorandum they stated: 
This memorandum was prepared out of a feeling of foreboding 
about the nation's future. The men and women whose names are 
signed to it think that neither Americans nor their leaders 
are aware of the magnitude and acceleration of the changes 
going on around them. These changes, economic, military, and 
social, comprise The Triple Revolution. We believe that 
these changes will compel, in the very near future and whet-
her we like it or not, public measures that move radically be 
yond any steps now proposed or contemplated. 2 
This statement was written in the recognition that mankind is 
at an historic conjuncture which demands a fundamental reexamina-
tion of existing values and institutions. At this time, according 
to the thinking of the Ad Hoc Committee, three separate and mutual-
ly reinforcing revolutions are taking place: 
The Cybernation Revolution: A new era of production . . • has 
been brought about by the combination of the computer and the 
automated self-regulating machine. This results in a system 
of almost unlimited productive capacity which requires pro-
gressively less human labor . 
The Weaponry Revolution: New forms of weaponry have been de-
veloped which cannot win wars but which can obliterate civil-
ization . . . the great weapons have eliminated war as a meth-
od for resolving international conflicts. The ever-present 
threat of total destruction is tempered by the knowledge of 
the final futility of war •..• 
1 
Ibid., p. 49. 2--
The Ad Hoc Committee, The Triple Revolution (Santa Barbera, 
California, March 22, 1964). 
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The Human Rights Revolution: A universal demand for full hu- . 
man rights . . . continues to be demonstrated in the civil 
rights movement within the United States. But this is only 
the local manifestation of a worldwide movement toward the es-
tablishment of social and political regimes in which every in-
dividual will feel valued and none will feel rejected on ac-
count of his race. l 
The Committee affirms that it is the simultaneous occurrence and 
interaction of all three developments which make evident the nece~ 
sity for radical alterations in attitude and policy. They state, 
"The adoption of just policies for coping with cybernation and for 
extending rights to all Americans is indispensable to the creation 
of an atmosphere in the United States in which the supreme issue, 
peace, can be reasonably debated and resolved.,,2 
This Committee maintained further that the Negro's claims, as 
a matter of simple justice, cannot be fUlfilled within the present 
context of society. Seeing adequate employment opportunities as a 
chief means of attaining this goal, he is trying to enter a social 
community and a tradition of work-and-income which are in the pro-
cess of vanishing even for the hitherto privileged white worker. 
"Jobs are disappearing," this Committee maintains, lIunder the im-
pact of highly effiCient, progressively less costly machines.,,3 
"A t S permanen ly depressed class is developing in the U ... 
1 
Ibid., p. 5. 2-
Ibid. 3--
Ibid. 
Some 
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38,000,000 Americans, almost one-fifth of the nation, still live 
in poverty. The percentage of total income received by the poorest 
20% of the population was 4.9% in 1944 and 4.7% in 1963."1 
Secretary Wirtz recently summarized these trends, as indicat~ 
in the above letter: 
The confluence of surging population and driving technology 
is splitting the American labor force into tens of millions 
of "have'sll and millions of "have-nots." In our economy of 
69,000,000 jobs, those with wanted skills enjoy opportunity 
and earning power. But the others face a new and stark prob-
lem--exclusion on a permanent basis, both as producers and 
consumers, from economic life. This division of people 
threatens to create a human slag heap. We cannot tolerate 
the development of a separate nation of the poor, the unskill-
ed, the jobless, living with another nation of the well-off, 
the trained and the employed. 2 , 
The Ad Hoc Committee members close this letter with a plea 
for the ideal type of democracy but it might well be used as the 
goal for all persons in every part of the world. They state: 
Democracy, as we Use the term, means a community of men and 
women who are able to understand, express and determine their 
lives as dignified human beings. Democracy can only be root-
ed in a political and economic order in which wealth is dis-
tributed by and for the people, and used for the widest soc-
ial benefit. With the emergence of the era of abundance we 
have the economic base for a true democracy of participation, 
in which men no longer need to feel themselves prisoners of 
social forces and decisions beyond their control or compre-
hension.3 
Much more could be said concerning the depressed conditions 
1 
Ibid. , 2-- p. 9. 
Ibid. , p. 9. 
3 
Ibid. , P. 13· 
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in the United States. This discussion must proceed, however, to 
conditions in Latin America and thence, specifically to Peru, fo-
cusing primarily on metropolitan Lima. 
C: In Latin America l 
In regard to the poverty problem in Latin America, Tannenbaum 
claims that "the Castro revolution and the Alliance for Progress 
are both efforts to answer the questions: How can a whole conti-
nent in deep poverty abide in peace in this restless world of ours 
~hen it is confronted daily by evidence of affluence among its 
,,2 
neighbors? How does Latin America move from an economy of pover-
ty to one of well-being without a political revolution? How does 
it achieve adequate nourishment, shelter, clothing, schooling, and 
public health? These are questions posed by Castro?3 On all of· 
these counts, provision for Latin Americans is inadequate and the 
difficulties, for the masses, are increasing in urban as well as 
rural areas. While most people in the world have always been poorJ 
1 
Unless otherwise stated, in the present study the term Latir. 
~merica is used to include the countries of Central America in the 
continent of North America and those of the continent of South ~merica. The term South America will include only those countries 
in the continent of South America. 
2 
Frank Tannenbaum, Ten Keys to Latin America (New York: Al-
fred A. Knopf, 1964), p. 200. Tannenbaum does not define his term 
Latin America specifically but he refers to the West Indies and 
Central and South America with a reference to Latin America in the 
following sentence, p.5. 
3 
Ib id., P. 204. 
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they have not necessarily been undernourished or hungry. The sud-
den increase in population in Latin America is out-pacing the in-
crease in food production and this makes the issue of poverty 
critical. The per capita production of food today is less than it 
was in 1938. As reported by the United Nations, "per capita food 
production in 1954-5 was 94 per cent of the 1934-8 per capita aVe~ 
age. In 1958 agricultural production increased 1.9 per cent while 
population grew by 2.6 per cent".l Raul Prebish says that overall 
food production increased 1.3 per cent in 1958 and by 0.3 per cent 
in 1959. Poverty is deepening, especially in the rural districts~ 
Not only are there more of the poor in Latin America than 
there were in the time of their forefathers, but they have learned 
to expect more from life--the poor are poorer today because they 
want more than their forefathers had. This is lithe revolution of 
rising expectations". They want more of the gadgets advertised in 
the United States. They have seen American movies (for many Latin 
Americans, movies are their only recreation), heard the radio 
broadcasts, or seen pictures in newspapers and magazines--which 
they could not read. New roads, such as the very excellent ones 
in Peru, have oPened the way to the great urban centers; large 
numbers of migrants have arrived in crowded buses or even on foot. 
1 
Ibid., p. 205. 
2-
Ibid. 
~----------------------~-------. 
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They have seen the wonders of the modern world and they want to 
participate in it. According to Tannenbaum: 
Hundreds of thousands of rural Brazilians, Venezuelans, Chil-
eans, and Peruvians have come to the metropolitan centers and 
decided to staY--living in growing shanty towns without 
streets, light, water, schools, or medical aid. But the 
lights they see from the hillsides are too bright to abandon 
and the house they have put together out of sticks and tin 
cans is no worse or not much worse than the one they occupied 
in the place they came from, for it, too, was made out of 
simple materials, reeds or unbaked bricks, had a dirt floor, 
no window or chimney, no running water and no bed. l 
While the new site is overcrowded and there is no land to 
till, the excitement and evening lights of the city seem to make 
the difference. The city is the visible embodiment of all things 
that the poor desire but have no means of obtaining. The city has 
schools, universities, libraries, newspapers, running water, sani-
tation, hospitals, doctors, stores, and theaters; its inhabitants 
have money and dark clothes and they wear shoes. The city is the 
twentieth century--the place these migrants left is back in the 
thirteenth. That is why they can neVer go back and it is this con-
trast between the modern city and the hinterland which contains 
the challenge Castro poses. 2 
This, then, is the great mark of Latin American culture--the 
city belongs to one world and the country belongs to another, for 
in the country most of the things that represent the modern world 
1 
Ibid., p. 206. 2---
Ibid., pp. 206-207. 
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exist for no one, not excluding only the poor. 
Castro resorted to political measures to achieve an egalitar-
ian society and a mass market. Americans have been promoting both 
of these ends as ideals while quite unaware of their political im-
plications. IIUntil the Alliance for Progress,1I says Tannenbaum, 
lithe United States was indifferent to the social and political con-
sequences of the consumers' revolution we have spread across the 
h ill face of the eart . The American standard of living, which the 
United States presents as model to the world, includes electric 
light, television, radio, refrigeration, air conditioning, frozen 
orange juice, electric typewriters, and canned pea soup--all of 
which the common folk cannot resist. The view that business pro-
motion is an innocent venture not supposed to have any political 
consequences has proved to be wrong, for political influence upon 
foreign nations has not been reserved to official policy. Private 
personal transactions in business are deeply revolutionary, even 
more pervasive than Communist propaganda. American private busi-
ness transactions are promoting an egalitarian society everywhere, 
as is eVidenced on the countless highways. Here, the driver of a 
MOdel T or a jeeP enjoys the same rights as the man who drives a 
Cadillac and, in case of accident, it matters little to a man what 
2 
make of car was responsible for it. 
1 
Ibid., p. 201. 2-
Ibid., pp. 202-203. 
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A "status" society cannot survive a culture saturated with 
mechanical gadgets but North Americans have been unable to under-
stand this, since the emphasis in their culture is upon production 
efficiency, and growth, requiring order, law, regularity, and the 
honoring of contracts. The fact is that the consumers' revolution 
is incompatible with a class-ridden and rigidly stratified society. 
The "American Way of Life", in other words, is a source of strain 
in a socially and politically stratified world. Unaware of their 
role in undermining the stratified society characteristic of Latin 
America and much of the rest of the world, Americans often assume 
that they are merely selling toothpaste, fountain pens, and modern 
plumbing. But an egalitarian society demands changes that are, in 
effect, political and social. In short, as Harrington states it, 
"if there is technological advance without social advance, there 
is, almost automatically, an increase in human misery, in impover-
ishment."l 
that: 
Urquidi has pointed out that it has become increasingly clear 
the government and influential private circles of the United 
States had no comprehension of the true nature of Latin Amer-
ica's problems. Economic and political relations between the 
United States and Latin America deteriorated to the point 
where, in 1957, the OAS economic conference in Buenos Aires 
was a total failure, and in 1958, the U.S. Vice President was 
attacked physically in two Latin American capitals during a 
1 
Harrington, The Other America, p. 174. 
1 
good-will tour. 
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D: In Peru 
Staley's definition of an underdeveloped country--a defini-
tion which is accepted for the present investigation--is as 
follows: 
A country characterized (1) by mass poverty which is chronic 
and not the result of some temporary misfortune, and (2) by 
obsolete methods of production and social organization, which 
means that the poverty is not entirely due to poor natural 
resources and hence could presumab~y be lessened by methods 
already proved in other countries. 
In order to indicate something of the meaning of poverty in 
underdeveloped countries, Staley makes the following comments. On 
a broad average, their People have a life expectancy about one-
half that of people of the highly developed countries. There is 
much suffering from malaria, dysentery, tuberculosis, trachoma, 
and other ills. In proportion to their population, they are serv-
ed by less than one-sixth as many doctors. Their food supply, 
measured in calories, is about one-third less than that of develo~ 
ed countries. When account is taken of the needs of the human 
body, for the relatively expensive "protective" foods such as milk 
and meat, the extent of malnutrition is very great. Attendance at 
school, even for the lower grades, is an opportunity limited to a 
1 
Victor L. Urquidi, The Challenge of Development in Latin 
America, trans. Marjory M. Urquidi (New York: Frederick A. 
Praeger, Inc., 19)4), p. 141. 
2 
Staley, p. 13. 
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small majority in these countries; high school, college, and pro-
fessional training are much less available. 
Approximately one adult person in four or five is able to 
read and write. The supply of cloth for clothing, home furnishing 
and other purposes, per person, is about one-fourth that in highly 
developed countries. Nonhuman energy, to supplement the labor of 
human beings, in industry, agriculture, transport, and household 
tasks is less than one-twentieth as plentiful, when measured in 
horsepower-hours, Per person. Incomes, on the average, are less 
than one-tenth as high--for Peru, per capita annual income is less 
than $150. 1 
In general, the continent of South America can be classified 
as underdeveloped. Upon examination of various indices of economic 
activity, however, Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay--the most southerr 
self-governing areas--might be considered as exceptions. If Sta-
ley's classification of countries were arranged in the form of a 
continuum; Peru would be found near the end opposite to that of 
the United States and Canada. 
Tannenbaum2 believes the impact of mountain, desert, and jung-
le on the history, politics, and social organization of Latin Ame~ 
ica to have been profound. Almost nowhere can men be found living 
1 
Ibid., pp. 15-19. 
2-
Tannenbaum, pp. 21-26. 
\ 
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in the countryside and in the spaces between the towns. Latin 
America consists of cities, towns, and villages, with almost no 
human habitation in between; Buenos Aires, Quito, Caracas, and 
Lima are all large cities surrounded b~ human vacuums. The thou-
sands of provincial capitals, pueblos, villages, great or small, 
are usually isolated from each other and surrounded by impassable 
mountains, for all practical purposes, of great height. In 1959, 
thirty of the c~pitals of the provinces of Peru had no road com-
munication with the rest of the nation. 
The capital city with its more than a million human beings . 
belongs to a different world and the difference is not merely 
in size. In 1958, the population of Lima was 1,186,212. 1 The 
case of Lima, according to Tannenbaum, is typical. It is the 
largest city and it dominates all the other towns. While the gap 
between Lima and the towns of Cuzco, Trujillo, or Cajamarca is 
very wide, the contrast between Lima and the thousands of little 
isolated towns hidden in mountain crevices is even greater. 
Here is one of the basic dilemmas in Latin America, maintains 
Tannenbaum, for it is true also of the capitals of Central America 
and of the islands of the Carribbean. The little town of 100 or 
00 families is the typical community--it is where the people live 
in Peru, and in most of Latin America. For the 50 to 70 per cent, 
1 
Annuario estadistico del Peru, 1956-1957, (1959), p. 80. 
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or more, of the people who live in villages and plantations (Ar-
gentina and Uruguay excepted), there is almost nothing to identify 
them with the modern world. In Peru, the villagers speak QUechua, 
not Spanish. They have no newspaper and no books--the people are 
illiterate, for there may be no school. They go barefoot or wear 
homemade sandals. They sleep on the floor. They carry their bur-
dens on their own backs for they have few animals. They have no 
modern tools and, if they have any land at all, they may work it 
in common. They have retained many of their ancient family cus-
toms, for example, trial marriage. But in look, manner, attitude, 
and belief, these Peruvians are not part of the same world as 
Lima. Lima, in any but a strictly legal sense, is the capital of 
itself and the nearby coastal region, but not of the mountains or 
of the rest of the country. 
Tannenbaum's description has been of the thousands of little 
towns that are not really a part of the same world as Lima. The 
little towns on the Peruvian coast, a distinct area in this pre-
sent study, are much closer to Lima. The inhabitants speak Span-
ish, they may have some modern tools and, if they work on a plan-
tation, it is likely to be fully equipped with modern machinery. 
The coast, however, is not typical for most agriculture on the 
coast is under irrigation on large modern plantations. The gap 
between the city and the country, between the large capital city 
and the prOVincial town, between the urban and the rural, however, 
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is so wide that those who live in the one do not really understand 
those who live in the other. The enforced physical isolation of 
the mountains is intensified by an almost complete lack of commun-
ication between country folk and city dwellers. 
Lima is the social and cultural center of the country--there 
is a general feeling, according to Whyte and Flores, that, for the 
socially or professionally ambitious, Lima is the place to be. l 
Tannenbaum explains it in these terms: 
The sophisticated university graduate whose eyes are turned 
toward Paris, who reads French, talks about dialectical ma-
terialism, psychoanalysis, and existentialism, has no lang-
uage with which to converse meaningfully with the peasant who 
lives in a one-room hut with his wife and six children, even 
if the peasant does possess a limited Spanish vocabulary. 
The proverbial wisdom of the peasant and the sophisticated 
knowledge of the elite operate on two different planes and it 
is difficult for them to meet. 2 
These are some of the social and cultural aspects of the fo-
cus of study for the present investigation. The economic situa-
tion requires some attention, also. Owens states that the Peru-
vian economy in the mid-1950's was typical of a relatively unde-
veloped country.3 Approximately 60 per cent of the population 
lived in rural areas and about 60 per cent of the labor force was 
1 
William Foote Whyte and Graciela Flores, "High-Level Man- . 
power for Peru," Manpower and Education, eds. Frederick Harbison 
and Charles A. Myers (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1965), pp. 37-72. 
2 
Tannenbaum, p. 26. 
3 
R.J.Owens i Peru (New York: Oxford University Press, 1963), pp.lOO-lO . 
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engaged in agriculture. Despite this fact, agricultural produc-
tivity was low and contributed only 30 per cent of the national 
income. The extractive industries earned 7 per cent of the na-
tional income, although employing less than 2 per cent of the 
working force. Manufacturing industries earned almost 17 per 
cent. 
Owens calls attention to the different conditions on the 
Coast and in the Sierra. As Peru may be thought of as comprising 
two nations, so she may be treated in terms of two economies. On 
the Coast, per capita income is about three times greater than in 
the Sierra. Agriculture is conducted efficiently and by modern 
methods. This is necessary when the products are intended for ex-
port. In the Sierra, by contrast, agriculture is carried on at 
subsistence level and increased productivity is hampered by back-
~ -
ward methods. On the Coast there is a relatively efficient and 
highly concentrated industrial activity while four times as many 
People, dispersed allover the country, are working as artisans. 
One of Peru's main tasks, at present, is that of integrating these 
two economies. 
To offset her economic disadvantages, says Owens, Peru can 
count on considerable natural resources, such as minerals (includ-
ing oil), irrigable land,and forests; on a diversified export 
economy; and on a well established commercial and banking system 
and a relatively industrious labor force. 
Per capita income has risen slowly but steadilY since before 
, 
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World War II. In 1959, the Central Reserve Bank calculated the 
per capita income to be $123 as compared with $90 in 1950 and $72 
in 1945. Owens states: 
In a country such as Peru, where wealth is concentrated in 
a relatively few hands, where over half the people live at 
sUbsistence level, and where the population is growing rapid-
ly, a rapid economic development is essential if political 1 
stability and a decent standard of living are to be achieved. 
For Peru, indeed, a culture of poverty exists. On this ac-
count, Peru, and specifically metropolitan Lima, has been chosen 
~ the primary focus of interest in this investigation. 
1 
Ibid., p. 101. The main source for figures indicated by 
Owens is United Nations. Economic Commission for Latin America, 
~nal1Lses and Projections of Economic Development: vi. The Indus-
trial Development of Peru (1959), p. xxii. The main source for 
much of the statistical material in the present investigation is 
the Owens volume. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
A: The OAS Work as Background 
The research for this investigation was supported by a fellow-
ship from the Organization of American States, extending OVer a 
five-month period from February 26, 1963 to July 26, 1963. The i~ 
vestigator proposed to make an intensive sociological analysis of 
100 workingmen with families in Lima, Peru, for the purpose of 
gaining some insight into the social, cultural, and economic as-
pects of this segment of the lower class which constitutes the vast 
majority of the population of Lima. It was expected that the find-
ings would elaborate on the culture of poverty which is an acknow-
ledged social fact in this area. Furthermore, within this economy 
of poverty, an analysis of the adjustment to urbanization was to be 
made which would involve families originating in the three dis-
tinct areas of Peru, namely, the Sierra, the coastal towns, and 
metropolitan Lima. l 
Incumbent upon the OAS Fellow is the obligation to submit a 
report of the research within a two-month period following his 
1 
port. 
Metropolitan Lima includes Callao, the ocean port and air-
It is about 9 miles outside of Lima. 
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return to his country of origin. Even a cursory glance at the 
questionnaire used in this investigation will give the initiated 
researcher an indication of the depth of the investigation. It 
will be understood readily that a two-month period would admit of 
nothing more than the submission of factual data collected during 
the research period, and this reported in a most sketchy form. 
Any attempt at analysis such as will be presented in this disserta-
tion would be virtually impossible. Consequently, the research re-
port which was submitted to the Organization of American States 
differs substantially from the analysis of the findings reported, 
which constitutes this dissertation. The report submitted to the 
OAS appears as Appendix I. 
B: Special Research Focus For This Dissertation 
The writer's purpose in preparing this dissertation is to ma~ 
a sociological investigation of a social problem of critical impo~ 
tance and one which has international implications. The investiga-
tion takes as its point of departure the social fact that Latin 
America--and specifically Lima, Peru--has a culture of poverty, 
particularly as it affects the lives of individuals in the lower 
class, the workingmen and their families. The analysis of finding~ 
will compare the adjustment to urbanization of families originatin€ 
in the Sierra and in the coastal towns and with Lima families whose 
origin and residence have been in the Lima-Callao area. 
In order to clarify reference to these areas in the statement 
of the hYPotheses set for the study a preliminary description of 
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them may be helpful. 
Peru is the third largest in land area of the Latin American 
republics and is exceeded in size only by Brazil and Argentina. 
The dominant geographical feature is the great mountain system o~ 
the Andes which traverses the country from north-west to south-
east. The continental watershed lies much nearer to the Pacific 
coast than it does to the eastern frontier. Most of the rivers 
flow northwards or eastwards into the Amazon basin. Those which 
flow down to the Pacific, though smaller and few~r in number than 
the Amazon tributaries, have enabled Peru's chief towns and most 
intensive agriculture to develop in the coastal valleys. ThUS, 
there are three strongly contrasted geographical zones in Peru: 
the Coast, the highlands (Sierra), and the eastern forested val-
leys and plains (Montana). Formidable economic and social proble 
arise in the development and linking up of these zones. Two of 
them--the Coast and the Sierra--are included in this analysis. 
There is little or no urbanization in the Montana, or Jungle~ It 
has been omitted, on this account, from the consideration of ad-
justment to urbanization. 
The Coast is a fringe 1,400 miles in length; it includes the 
lower slopes of the Andes up to about 6,500 feet. It varies in 
idth from over 100 miles to less than 50 miles. Comprising only 
13 per cent of the area of the country, it contains about 27 per 
cent of the inhabitants. The upper part of the region, between 
2,500 and 6,500 feet, consists of steep broken, and mainly barren 
p 
land. The lower part is quite barren, saVe for rock masses and 
cacti, and falls sharply to the narrow desert strip of the Coast 
proper. This narrow strip virtually disappears in the south since 
the Andes come so close to the ocean. In the center and north, 
however, it forms the most important agricultural area in Peru. 
The desert sand, apparently completely arid and with occasional 
crops of dry, red rock, is extremely fertile when irrigated. 
Irrigation is vital for this region for the Coast is almost 
rainless. Of the rivers flowing into the Pacific from the Andes, 
only ten carry water all year round; an additional forty flow for 
part of the year. By making the utmost use of this scant water 
supply, approximately 1,250,000 acres of desert have been brought 
under cultivation. A constant struggle is necessary, also, to 
saVe the land from slipping back into a desert state, either from 
neglect or from inefficient use of the slender water resources. 
Modern engineering projects are helping to bring more land under 
cultivation. 
The region known as the Sierra comprises all the Andean high-
lands and valleys OVer 6,500 feet; its average altitude is about 
13,000 feet. Three great mountain chains (Cordilleras) run lon-
gitudinally through the country from north-west to south-east. In 
the western chain many finely shaped peaks soar well above the 
snow-line, which varies from 16,500 feet in the latitude of Lima 
to 19,000 feet in the south. The northern and eastern portion of 
the Andes receiv rainfall rile The 
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chief towns in the Sierra are Arequipa and Cuz 
capital) in the south, Huancayo and Ayacucho in 
Cajamarca in the north. There are, in addition, OVer 1,500 small 
Indian communities. Some 65 per cent of the total Peruvian popu-
lation lives in the Sierra. 
The arid and inhospitable puna, a high narrow plateau situat-
ed between the central and western mountain chains, is too high 
for agriculture. The inhabitants of the scattered Indian settle-
ments survive by grazing llamas, alpacas, and sheep wherever the 
scanty pasture permits. About 6 million acres are cultivated by 
more or less primitive methods and an additional 26 million are 
grazed. In the semi-tropical climate of the fertile inter-Andean 
valleys the agricultural yields are considerable and dairy farming 
is carried on there. The most profitable economic activity of the 
region is mining, for most of Peru's valuable mining deposits are 
located in the Sierra. 
Lima was named the "City of Kings" by Francisco Pizarro in 
commemoration of the Feast of the Epiphany, January 6, 1535, the 
day on which the messengers sent out by Pizarro found the site of 
Lima. In 1536, one year later, the name was confirmed at Vallado-
lid. Colonial Lima develoPed vigorously from the start. It be-
came the seat of administration of the religious, political and 
legal affairs of the Viceroyalty. It was a leading commercial and 
political center; the opulence and wealth of the country were con-
centrated there. This was demonstrated by the ostentation of 
dresS and costume, as well as by the large number of carriages 
having silk and gold trappings. The rapid development of Lima is 
also demonstrated by the founding of the University of San Marcos-
-the first university in South America--by the Dominican Friars in 
1551, the opening of a theater as early as 1790, the establishment 
of the first printing press in the New World and also the publica-
tion of the first newspaper in 1790. 
Lima, the most important city of South America for three cen-
turies--from its foundation in 1535 until the independence (1891)-
-is the capital of the Republic of Peru. Greater or Metropolitan 
Lima includes the surrounding districts of San Isidro, Miraflores, 
San Antonio, Barranco, Chorrillos, Pueblo Libre, Magdalena del 
Mar, San Miguel, Surco, Surquillo, La Victoria, Brena, El Cerado, 
and El Rimac. It has an area of about 40 square miles. 
Lima is situated about half-way up the coast of Peru and is 
512 feet above sea level. It is an undulating valley which ex-
tends towards the interior for a distance of 50 miles or more into 
the foothills of the Andes. Since it is situated only 12 degrees 
south of the equator, Lima should have a tropical climate, yet due 
to the fresh Pacific breeze coming from the Humboldt Current, its 
climate is mild and pleasant although a little humid from June to 
October. The coast of Peru is considered rainless. However, dur-
ing the winter months, June to September, fog and mist prevail and 
a light drizzle called garua falls. This wets the streets of Lima 
and accumulates a small quantity of water at night, not enough, 
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however, for agricultural purposes. Including the suburbs, Lima 
has a population exceeding one million and is growing constantly. 
It is the fifth largest city of South America, after BUenos Aires, 
Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Santiago. 
Callao, the port of Lima, is also the main port of Peru on 
the Pacific Coast. It is one of the most modern ports of Latin 
America. It handles 75 per cent of the nation's imports and some 
25 per cent of its exports. It is a commercial town located 9 
miles west of Lima and has a population of 166,000. Also near 
Callao is the international Lima-Callao Airport. Preliminary re-
sults of the 1961 census show an increase of 180 per cent in the 
population since 1940 for Lima and 159 per cent for Callao. Lima 
had in 1961 about 1.7 million inhabitants and Lima and Callao com-
bined, about 2 million. l 
The latest Peruvian census was taken in 1961. Information 
available, according to Owens, when his volume went to press in 
the summer of 1962, gave the number of inhabitants actually enume~ 
ated as 10,016,000, as compared with 6,208,000 for the census of 
1940. This represents an increase of 61 per cent in twenty-one 
years, or an average annual increase of 2~ per cent. The number 01 
inhabitants not reached by the enumerators, that is, mostly forest 
Indians, was estimated at one million. 2 
1 
Peruvian Times, 29 December 1961, no page given 
2 
Owens, p. 6. The present writer has relied heavily on this 
source for the most recent factual material in this summary. 
1. Hypotheses Of The Present Study 
In this study it is postulated that a culture of poverty 
exists in Latin America, specifically in Peru. Within this cul-
ture of poverty and with specific emphasis on Le Play's triadic 
focus on place-work-family, the following hypotheses concerning 
the areas indicated are being tested: 
(1) Within the framework of the social implications of in-migra-
tion of families to pre-industrial cities in the process 
of urbanization development, a demonstrably higher level 
of living will be associated with families whose origin 
is in the Lima-Callao area than with.those originating in 
coastal towns or in the Sierra; 
(2) Within the framework noted above, a more demonstrable adjust-
ment, as indicated by their level of living, will be as-
sociated with families whose origin is in coastal towns 
than with those having reduced exposure in the urbaniza-
tion process as presumed to be associated with families 
originating in the Sierra; findings for coastal respon-
,dents will differ from those for Sierra respondents in 
being closer to findings for the Lima-Callao respondents; 
(3) Within the framework of the social implications of housing, 
as indicative of the standard of living, a more demon-
strable disorganization of family structure will be as-
sociated with poorer families who have low incomes and 
housing space limited to needs for eating and sleeping 
than with families whose incomes are higher and who have 
living-room space, in addition. 
Additionally, the following sub-hypotheses are being tested: 
(1) Within the framework of the Le Play and Engel theories, the 
poorer the family the greater the percentage of income 
necessary for the maintenance of physical sustenance, 
specifically, the portion allowed for food. 
(2) Within the framework of the social implications of housing, 
as indicative of the standard of living, the poorer the 
family the less space there is for needs other than for 
eating and sleeping purposes. 
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2. Methodology Of The Study 
The case-study method, with triadic focus on place-work-fam-
ldl, introduced by Le Play, was used in the present investigation. 
It must be noted, however, that time did not permit the investiga-
tor to live with the families selected for observation, as Le Play 
did. Instead, each family was interviewed once, unless for some 
reason it was necessary for the interviewer to return to the fam-
ily in order to complete the information desired. 
Ellwood's "Instruction in the Observation of Social Facts 
According to the Le Play Method of Monographs on Families,,,l was 
followed with adaptations required by the situation in Lima. The 
interview method was employed to ascertain the facts. 2 A copy of 
the schedule appears as Appendix II. 
3. Selection Of Respondents 
According to Ellwood, the Le Play method consists first, in 
basing the study of populations upon that of certain working class 
families judiciously chosen; and second, in describing these fam-
ilies according to a determined and uniform outline. 3 The families 
chosen for study in the present investigation were drawn from 
1 
C.A.Ellwood, trans. "Instruction in the Observation of So-
cial Facts According to the Le Play Method of Monographs on Fam-
ilies," American Journal of Sociology, II (1897), 662-679. 
2 
Since the Latin American is more familiar with "question-
naire", the term CUestionario was used. 
3 
Ellwood, p. 662. 
workingmen with families in the metorpolitan area of Lima-Callao, 
on the basis of lists provided by professional social workers em-
ployed in factories or similar places of employment. l These pro-
fessional social workers selected 200 workers from their lists be-
cause (1) they knew the workers, (2) they considered the workers 
representative of the working class segment of the population unda 
investigation and (3)--most important perhaps--because they indi-
cated their willingness to submit to this very personal type of in 
terview. Some workers were selected and were dropped from the 
prospects for the reason that they were unwilling to give this per-
sonal information. Two hundred qUestionnaires were then distribu-
ted to 34 interviewers.' Of the 200, 166 were returned but 56 had 
to be discarded because they were incomplete, or the worker had 
changed his address and was not available, or for some other rea-
son. Of the 100 completed questionnaires used in the analysis, aD 
1 . 
Social Work, in Lima, is a four-year academic program in the 
university. Trained social workers are employed in hospitals, fac-
tories, parish dispensaries, and similar agencies. A recent bill 
in Congress was passed in Peru making it obligatory for all factor 
ies employing more than 100 employees to have a social worker--
part-time or full-time, as the factory deems necessary. The role 
of the social worker is to give attention to the social, economic, 
and emotional needs of the workers. The social worker is availablE 
to all workers within the factory, or other place of employment, as 
needs arise on the part of the workers. In addition, the social 
worker often organizes group activities for workers--cooperatives, 
library, sports activities, cultural activities, and the like. In 
such instances, her services are available to most of the workers, 
eVen those who do not have individual social problems. As a conse-
quence of the lack of public welfare services in most of the Latin 
American countries, it has become more and more of a pattern that 
Iprivat~ welfare services are filling th~ needs 
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except two workers have families. It was thought expedient to use 
these two since the information provided was more complete than 
some others, where families were involved. 
4. The Interview Questionnaire 
The discrepancy between the Latin American's concept of time 
and that of the North American made it very apparent to the invest 
igator that the research proposed for this study could not possib 
be completed within the five-month period allowed by the OAS Fel-
lowship. An extension of time could have been requested but this, 
too, involved difficulties. July and August are the winter months 
in Lima and interviewing provides more of a hardship for both re-
spondents and interviewers. Perhaps the greatest handicap in do-
ing extensive research within such a comparatively short period of 
time in Lima arises from the fact that Lima still adheres in a 
large measure to the old Spanish siesta system and practically all 
businesses are closed during the midday hours from twelve to four 
in the afternoon. Most workers must go home for noon lunch since 
there are no facilities for them in downtown Lima. During the 
summer months--January to March--the midday resting period is 
longer, giving time to go to the beaches which are only about 20 
to 30 minutes from the city. 
As an expedient, in order to complete the research in time, 
the investigator decided to elicit the assistance of the School of 
Social Work. The ~irectora of the Escuela Sociale (School of Soc-
ial Work) a department of the Pontificia Unmversidad Catolica 
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(Pontifical Catholic University) of Lima agreed to participate and 
to allow members of the faculty to assist and supervise the grad-
uating class in conducting the interviews for this study. Thus, 
the 34 interviewers who did the field work for this investigation 
were Peruvian students in their fourth year in the School of Soc-
ial Work,in Lima. 
All of these students had had previous experience in similar 
interviewing projects. With this excellent beginning as a back-
ground, the student interviewers participated in a one-week train-
ing program conducted by the investigator at which all of the fac-
ulty were present. Because of the interviewer's previous exper-
ience, greater.emphasis was placed on Le Play's theory and method 
and the specific purpose and procedure of the present investiga-
tion. 
In order to insure a standardized interviewing procedure, the 
interviewers were ,trained as a group. Demonstration of the typicru 
interview was followed by a critical discussion. As a pilot study 
the interviewers, generally in rotating pairs, conducted actual 
~ield interviews. Later, in a group session, they discussed their 
~xperiences and were able to clarify any discrepancies in inter-
~retation of the questions on their part or ambiguities concerning 
~esponses elicited from those interviewed. These misunderstandings 
br differences were cleared up in group sessions and the inter-
~iewers were able to standardize their technique. It must be not-
ed, however, that interviews and information secured in the pilot 
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study were not included in the data for analysis in this disserta-
tion. 
Putting a sample design into actual practice always uncOVers 
some difficulties and this experience proved to be no exception to 
the rule. Interviewing in the slum districts was found to be ex-
ceedingly trying. Records of social workers in their places of 
employment were discovered to be inaccurate or otherwise inade-
quate on many occasions. Workers whom they had listed had moved 
to different locations and had left incomplete addresses or, in 
some instances, no record of the new addresses. Some workers had 
failed to notify the social worker of any change of address at all 
On other occasions, the social worker neglected, inadvertently, to 
notify the worker of the time the interview was scheduled with the 
result that no one at the worker's home knew about it. In these 
cases, families hesitated or even refused to give the information. 
Others, again; were not at home at the time the interview was 
scheduled. For reasons such as these, some interviewers made as 
many as five trips to the same address in order to conduct the in-
terview. It must be noted, however, that the interviewers were 
extremely patient, ingenious, and eVen tenacious about securing 
the information while following the sample design very closely. 
True to the general pattern of surveys such as the present 
one, it was more difficult to reach the male respondent than it 
was the female. In addition, the interview was quite difficult 
and lengthy. To OVercome this difficulty, the designated 
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respondents were either the husband or the wife. In a few in-
stances, especially where the designated respondents were illiter-
ate, an adult member of the household assisted with the responses. 
The deprivation of some intended respondents rendered them incap-
able of even understanding some of the questions. In these cases, 
the adult members of the household were able to communicate with 
the respondent and thus secure his response for the interviewer to 
record. Finally, the 100 schedules which have been used in the 
analysis were returned to the investigator, along with the 66 in-
complete schedules which were later discarded. It might be noted, 
parenthetically, that the last schedule was returned on the night 
the investigator left for the United States. 
The interview usually lasted for an hour and a quarter to an 
hour and a half. When adapting the questions to the situation in 
Lima, the investigator learned that it would be most profitable to 
consult as many agencies which these families might have occasion 
to use, as possible. In this way, questions pertinent to various 
social areas could be ascertained, as well as those suitable for .. 
the Le Play type of observation of social facts. In order to con-
duct these questions, the writer visited 300 typical homes ,of work-
ingmen and their families and numerous social agencies for family 
services. Pertinent material was solicited from all persons con-
cerned. In order to insure comparability of responses, interviews 
in this study were standardized: The same wording was used in all 
iquestions in the interviews and the Questions w~r~~sked in thp 
same order. 
5. The QUestionnaire 
The CUestionario (questionnaire) which evolved included per-
sonal data concerning the worker and his family; his marital stat-
us, his education and that of his family; and the age and sex of 
all persons living in the house. 
Regarding the worker's dwelling, questions referred to its 
location; his title of possession; the classification of the dwel-
ling and materials predominant in its construction; the general 
state of the house. As to the interior of the house, the number 
and use of rooms was asked; the presence or absence of sanitary 
facilities; cooking, washing, and lighting equipment; religious 
articles in the house; the number of beds or mattresses (without 
beds) and persons occupying them were among responses solicited. 
General observations concerning the dwelling and the presence of 
animals in the house were made. 
Pertaining to personal concerns of the worker, he was asked 
about his relations with parents, with members of the family, 
which person assumed responsibility in the house, and which person 
made the important decisions. The worker was asked to indicate 
the frequency of his attendance at Mass on Sundays and his recep-
tion of the sacraments. Concerning the other members of the hous 
hold, the respondent was asked if they had been baptized and had 
received the sacraments of Holy Communion and Confirmation. Other 
questions related to the worker's occu ation his free time his 
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recreational activities, sports, reading materials, and participa-
tion in associations and clubs. The worker was requested to indi-
cate some personal habits such as smoking, drinking, gambling, and 
the use of drugs; also, his positive or negative reactions to sat-
isfaction in regard to his work, the syndicate, and security for 
the future. QUestions concerning the health of the worker and 
other members of the house were asked and information regarding 
notable diseases in the family was requested. The interviewer was 
instructed to make personal observations with regard to some not-
able disease or deformity which might be present among family mem-
bers. The responses to questions and, personal observations were 
recorded by the interviewer on the forms. 
The section of the schedule on nutrition was divided accord-
ing to the following categories: fats; meats and fish; cereals; 
~ilk; cheese; and eggs. The respondent was asked to indicate the 
quantity of each which was consumed weeklY, monthly, or daily, as 
the respondent found most convenient. Basic foods, other foods 
consumed, the manner of preparing food, and other qUestions con-
cerning family meals--how often during the day, whether or not the 
family ate together, whether they used table service--were,includ-
ed. 
The family budget, the analytical tool used by Le Play, in-
volves "incom~1 and "outgo" in its tabulation. In the present in-
vestigation, the amount of the food listed by the respondent and 
the price paid for it were recorded on the schedule by the 
p 
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interviewer. Other items on the family budget of expenses includ-
ed rent, light, heat, water, municipal services, transportation, 
education, medical service, medicine, insurance, recreation, shoes 
and sundry expenses. These items were all recorded on the sched-
ule forms. As indicated above, the respondents were permitted to 
indicate these expenses monthly, weeklY, or daily, according to 
his preference. Le Play believed that the respondent should not 
be burdened with any unnecessary hardship in providing this infor-
mation since the investigator could later convert these expenses 
in order to make the information on all schedules uniform. 
With regard to income, the total income of the household was 
recorded--that of the worker and that of other members of the 
household, cachuelas (odd jobs), payment for sewing and for other 
works, rents, and any other receipts. These calculations were 
likewise made according to the respondent's preference--daily, 
weekly, or monthly. Le Play directed that monetary calculations 
were to be made in local currency terms and later converted by the 
investigator into the monetary system of his country of origin. 
Thus, income, as indicated in this analysis, refers to the total 
income of the worker and his dependents, where these might,contri-
buteo 
Notes annexed to the Le Play monographs were intended to com-
plete the picture of the life of the family, introducing facts re-
lating to social organization, environment, and race which had 
been omitted, thus far. These notes were ex ected to include in 
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addition, conclusions reached by the interviewer through his per-
sonal observations. In the present study, interviewers were re-
quested to make these notes in the form indicated as "General 
t " Observa ions • 
Direct observation, according to Le Play's method, ought to 
reveal the least details which might appear useless, at first, but 
the necessity of which later becomes manifest. Le Play believed 
in the need for collecting facts without drawing conclusions from 
them immediately. It is only after having finished the study of 
the family, after having Classified the observations in the frame-
work adopted for the monographs, that one may try to draw general 
deductions from them.l 
Furfey asserts that sociology's "real claim to the power of 
generalizing is based on its ability to form generalizations which 
lie somewhere between the purely empirical and the morally neces-
2 
sary.1I IIIn the area of human behavior,1I he states, "necessary 
\ 
and empirical generalizations should not be regarded as two sharp-
ly distinct categories into which propositions may be sorted. 
~ather they should be regarded as two extreme types between which 
most generalizations lie."3 It is these singular propositions, in-
, 
sufficient for science, yet occuring within the content of genuine 
lYork: 
1 
Ellwood, p. 662. 
2 
3 
Paul Hanly Furfey, The Scope and Method of Sociology (New 
Harper &-Brothers, 1953), p. 85. 
Ibid., p. 79. 
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science, that may be anticipated in the inferences to be drawn 
from the analysis of findings in the present investigation. 
p 
CHAPTER III 
THE LE PLAY METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 
"During the nineteenth century," according to Zirrunerman and 
Frampton, "two scientific methods for direct study of the stan-
dards of living of the masses came to the forefront, that by Le 
Play in France and the statistical analysis in Germany, England, 
and America."l These authors pay Le Play this tribute: 
A scientific thinker, primarily, he yet recognized the value 
of religious beliefs and institutions. He was a supporter 
of the social values of organized religion. He propounded a 
system of social reorganization with religion as one of the 
basic institutions and yet refused to permit an alliance be-
tween2his followers and the Catholic Political party of his time. 
Sorokin makes the following claim for Le Play: 
The name of Fr~deric Le Play deserves to be put among the few 
names of the most prominent masters of social science. He 
and his pupils have created a really scientific method of 
study and analysis of social phenomena; they elaborated one 
of the best systems of social science; and, finally, they 
formulated several important sociological generalizations. 
In all these contributions Le Play and his continuators have 
displayed a conspicuous scientific insight, a brilliant tal-
ent for scientific analysis and synthesis, and an originality 
of thought. As a result they compose a real school in soci-
ology with very definite methods and principles. 3 
1 
Carle C. Zirrunerman and Merle E. Frampton, Family and Socie-
(New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1959), p. 73. 
York: 
2 
Ib id ., p. 79. 3-
Pitirim A. Sorokin, Contemporary Sociological Theories (New 
Harper & Brothers, 1928), p. 63. 
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Pierre Guilliame Frederic Le Playl was born in the rural en-
vironment of a fishing village near Honfleur, France, in 1806. 
Until the death of his father in 1811, the younger Le Play lived 
in this village where he was more or less remote from the disor-
ganization which had spread OVer France since 1789. Here he had 
an opportunity for intimate contact with the Gestalts of families 
with a low material standard of living but with a correspondingly 
high development of the non-material factors. He received daily 
tutoring from 1811 to 1815 in Paris and attended the Coll~ge du 
Havre from 1818 to 1822, where he studied the classics and receiv-
ed his first university degree. 
He spent the year 1823 working as an engineer and reading 
literary, social, and scientific studies. His tours of "social 
investigation" began at this time and continued throughout his 
life. From 1824 to 1830, he studied in Paris at the College Saint-
Louis, the ~cole poly technique, and the Ecole des Mines. At the 
Coll~ge de France he had his first intellectual contact with what 
he later termed "the three false dogmas of the Revolution--Libert~ 
Equality, and the Right of Revolt." In 1840 he was elected Pro-
fessor of Metallurgy at the Ecole des Mines. 
During the ten years prior to this, however, he had spent six 
months of each year in field trips to Spain, Germany, Belgium, and 
England where he made case studies of typical families and 
1 
Zimmerman and Frampton, pp. 74-79. 
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schematic analyses of the "social constitutions" of particular so-
cieties. During this time he published his first contribution to 
" the social sciences--the first edition of Les ouvriers europeens. 
His succesS during this period took him to Russia, the Asiatic 
steppes of Siberia, and to numerous other countries. The Revolu-
tion of 1848 wrought a decided change in Le Play's life and from 
then until 1855 he gradually completed the manuscript of Les 
ouvriers europ~ens. 
At the insistence of Napoleon III, who was interested in ap-
plying some of Le Play's ideas, he prepared his three-volume work, 
La r~forme sociale en France. It first went to press in 1864 and 
by 1887 it had gone through seven editions. In 1875, Le Play made 
a special study of the constitutions of England. In 1876, he re-
vised his Les ouvriers europeens, adding many more monographs l and 
including the theoretical discussion which was omitted from the 
1855 edition. 
Before his death in 1882, he prepared a volume, La constitu-
tion essentielle de l'humanite, in which he sought to apply his 
ideas to other forms of human organization. All of these studies 
were carried on simultaneously with his work on family monographs. 
During his lifetime, he prepared more than three hundred of these 
and his theories are generalizations based upon these careful mon-
ographic studies. 
1 Le Play prepared more than three hundred of these monograph~ 
during: hiR 1ifpt.imp 
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A: Historical Importance Of The Le Play Approach 
Le Play studied the standard of living largely in its relatior 
to the social structure. Early in his work he formulated the idea 
that if one knew the family budget of the total standard of living 
one could tell the kind of family measured. Based on this was a 
corollary, that if one knew the type of family one would understand 
the total structure of which it was a part. Thus, he drew a triple 
parallelism among the type of total standard~ of living, the type 
of family, and the type of society or social structure. His ex-
tensiVe observations enabled him to predict many of the statistic-
al results which appear in a more precise manner in the works of 
Ernst Engel. 
The Le Play plan was to gather a great deal of information 
about a few representative families. His analysis was limited to 
-
people who work (ouvriers), for he considered that this class in-
cluded 95 per cent of the population of the world. The welfare of 
this 95 per cent, he believed, explained the welfare of the remain-
ing 5 per cent. Le Play's work, Les ouvriers europeens, was 
" ,,1 unique, unrepeated, and covered a most interesting period. The 
first part of this Period witnessed much of the last phase,of the 
change from the feudal to the factory system in France. His analy-
sis penetrates the problem of living much more deeply than the 
ordinary statistical studies. 
1 
Ibid., p. 74. 
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B: Importance Of The'Le Play Approach 
To The Present Inquiry 
According to the "Instructions" by Ellwood~ the Le Play case-
study method was chosen and adapted as the methodology for the 
present investigation, as it applied to the situation in Lima. Le 
Play was concerned with the problems arising out of industrializa-
tion in the nineteenth century. This investigation proposed to 
indicate the effects of industrialization in the twentieth century. 
While Le Play's work was done primarily in France, his case-study 
method was used in this investigation as he did, to "gather a 
great deal of information" about 100 workingmen and their families 
in Lima, Peru. As Le Play used the family budget as the tool of 
analysis in describing the social structure and standard of living 
of the masses, respondents in this study have indicated the major 
items on their family budgets and these have been used to describe 
the level of living of these 100 lower class workers and their 
families. 
The data gathered in the monographs of these 100 families--of 
which the items on the family budgets form a significant part--
provide the material for analysis of the level of living of the 
~ative-born Lima families and for the comparison of the degrees of 
adjustment to urbanization and industrialization with respect to 
differential places of origin. With specific attention to 
1 
Ellwood, pp. 662-679. 
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Le Play's triadic focus on p1ace-work-fami1y, the present inquiry 
has attempted to Use these data to analyze the social structure of 
this segment of the lower class. From the findings it is expected 
that some insights into the social, cultural, and economic aspects 
of people who work with their hands in this cultural system will 
be gained. The investigator made many futile attempts to ascer-
tain an official estimate of workingmen's families in Lima. Var-
ious sources stated that this statistic is not available. Acutely 
aware of the smallness of the sample, the writer inclines to as-
sume that the conditions found to be characteristic of respondents 
in this study would likewise be found within the universe of lower 
class workingmen comparable in background and occupation. 
c: Brief Survey Of Three Major Dimensions 
Zimmerman and Frampton, as indicated above, maintain that 
practically all studies of family living may be divided into two 
types: the Le Play analysis representing one tyPe and the statis-
tical stUdies, the other. These authors agree that, while all 
stUdies of family living belong partly to sociology and partly to 
the other social SCiences, the same may be said for the Le Play 
method with the exception that it deals with a higher proportion 
of the concepts and problems of pure sOci01ogy.1 They assert, 
further, that the outstanding characteristics of the Le Play 
1 
Zimmerman and Frampton, pp. 85-91. Here, the concepts of 
Durkheim and Sorokin are used as a standard of what is sociologi-
cal. Ibid., p. 85. 
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methodology may be summarized according to purpose, method, and 
results. Le Play seemed to find the chief explanation of the phe-
nomena of cyclical fluctuations in the economic and social pros-
perity of peoples in the social structure. Although the elements 
of the social structure were numerous, he paid particular atten-
tion to the family, the mores of the society, employment, labor 
unions, and relations between the individual and the government. 
Cognizant of the fact that each individual is a product of many 
factors in the social structure, he attempted to show that a study 
of the family in its relation to the general social structure 
could explain, to a great extent, the state of well-being of the 
family. In other words, the well-being of the individual depends, 
to a considerable degree, upon the nature of the various lines and 
forces which bind him to the social structure. 
The basic point at which the Le Play studies differ from all 
others lies in the utilization of the case-study of the family liv-
ing for the purpose of understanding the social structure. Accord 
ing to Le Play, this social structure. determines social welfare. 
Timasheff comments on the Le Play method as follows: 
Le Play's principal method of study consisted of careful 
observation of social phenomena in terms of a unitary scheme. 
This scheme, in its essentials, was completed in 1833. This 
approach incorporated what is known today as the case-stUdy 
method--and here is one of Le Play's outstanding contribu-
tions to social-science methodology. Agreeing with Comte 
that the family is the basic social unit, he utilized the 
family budget as a quantitative expression of family life and 
as a basis for the quantitative analysis of social facts. 
One of the primary functions of the family is that of obtain-
ing subsistence for its members through work and, he 
contended, the mode of that 
by geographical conditions. 
phasis on Plac1-work-family logical study. 
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is determined by place, that is, 
Hence Le Play's well-known em-
as the triadic focus of socio-
The material for analysis in the present study will be class-
ified according to the components of the Le Play triad, place, 
work, and family, and will be discussed in Chapters IV, V, and VI. 
A brief survey of these three dimensions, therefore, will suffice 
here. 
Place 
In Chapter IV, dealing with place, the special geographic and 
demographic characteristics distinguishing respondents' place of 
origin will be indicated. It will be recalled that some respond-
ents originated in the Sierra, some in coastal towns, and some 
were native to the Lima-Callao area. Breakdowns for each of these 
areas for the variables of age of the head of the family and for 
the age-sex distribution of all individuals in the family groups 
will be included in the next chapter. In all instances, the sep-
arate breakdowns will be related to respective places of origin as 
compared with the total number of respondents in the study. 
Work 
Chapter V will treat work and the various factors relating to 
income and work performance or work satisfaction. In this discus-
sion, an age-income control will be used in breakdowns to show 
1 
Nicholas S. Timasheff, Sociological Theory (New York: Ran-
dom House, 1955), p. 45. 
distinctly low income and high income groups (with median group 
omitted). The same procedure will be followed for age, thus yiel~ 
ing four categories: (1) Low Age - Low Income; (2) Low Age - High 
Income; (3) High Age - Low Income; (4) High Age - High Income. 
Similarly, these factors will be grouped with respect to place of 
origin of the respondents and, also, as they are related to the 
total sample. 
Family 
Chapter VI will deal with the family dimension of the Le Play 
triad. One of the most significant adaptations of the Le Play 
method has been made with regard to the term famil~, as used in 
this study. Because of the situation in Lima, a family, in this 
investigation, is understood as the group residing in the house on 
the night previous to the interview. Since, in addition to the 
kinship group, domestic servants l might, in some instances, be in-
cluded (as they are dependents on the head of the family), they 
are considered as part of the family. The sociological connota-
tion of the term family is understood to consist "primarily of 
1 
According to Owens, "Domestic servants form a considerable 
group, since most Peruvians return home for a midday meal, possess 
few labour-saving machines, and have several children and/or rela-
tives living with them. As labour is cheap and one extra is 
easily fed, servants 'living in' are common right down the social 
scale. In some cases the domestic help may come from an Indian 
boy sent down from the Sierra to learn Spanish and go to school 
for a year or two at the expense of his guardian, who receives his 
services in return. As illegitimacy is high and tolerantly regard-
ed, unmarried mothers often seek domestic employment as the easi-
est way of supporting their families." Owens. pp. 72-7~. 
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both parents, proPerly married, and,their children (including 
those acquired by adoption); and secondarily of the kindred on bofu 
sides, and is characteristically formed upon the kinship tie;"1 a 
neW term has been substituted here. The term household unit will 
be used when reference is made to the family group. 
The discussion in Chapter VI will involve those items relat-
ing to familial structure, housing, food, possessions (television, 
radio, mirrors and sewing machine), and the like. The same gener-
al framework as that used in Chapter V will be followed with the 
exception that income and size of the household unit--that is, the 
number of dependents on the family head--will be used as the con-
trols. In this framework, four categories will be indicated: (1) 
Low Income - Smaller Household Unit; (0-3 dependents); (2) High 
Income - Smaller Household Unit; (3) Low Income - Larger Household 
Unit (5 or more dependents); (4) High Income - Larger Household 
Unit. Other factors such as Housing Density, Type of Housing, 
Sanitary Facilities, and the Number of Rooms in the House will be 
considered. 
As with Le Play, this part of the triad, family or household 
unit in this investigation, will receive the greatest emphasis. 
Hypothesis 3 and Sub-Hypotheses 1 and 2 will be relevant here. 
These hypotheses deal with the social implications of housing as 
1 
J. O. Hertzler, Social Institutions (Lincoln, Nebraska: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1946), p. 108. 
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indicative of the standard of living; the percentage of income 
spent for food; disorganization of family structure, specifically 
for families whose space is limited to "eating and sleeping needs!' 
, 
CHAPTER IV 
"THE PLACE" 
With reference to Le Play's observation of social phenomena 
in terms of a unitary scheme, Timasheff says, "Agreeing with Comte 
that the family is the basic social unit . • . One of the primary 
functions of the family is that' of obtaining subsistence for its 
members through work and, he [Le:~lay] contended, the mode of that 
is determined by place, that is, by geographical conditions."l In 
the Ellwood "Instructions'! 2 descriptions of the locality and of 
the family are indicated among the "Preliminary Observations". 
Hence the geographic and demographic breakdowns for this study are 
believed to be properly located under "The Place". 
Peru, the "place" in this investigation, has been making 
spectacular attempts, recently to develop her varied economic re-
sources and to integrate the three zones of coast, mountain and 
jungle,sharply contrasted in wealth,climate, and way of 'life. In a 
general view of the geographic and demographic situation in Peru,3 
1 
Timasheff, p. 45. 
2 
Ellwood, pp. 662-679. 
3 
For a useful review of geographic and demographic factors, 
See Thomas R. Ford, Man and Land in Peru (Gainesville, Florida: 
University of Florida Press, 1955). 
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Holmbergl makes some pertinent observations regarding these three 
zoneS into which the Andes divide her. He says, "As a habitat for 
man, Peru has been abundantly blessed and mightily cursed by na-
ture.,,2 Interspersed with its majestic mountains and £ertile val-
leys are barren wastes and impenetrable jungles. There is sub-
stantial agreement that Peru is a land of fantastic geographic and 
climatic contrasts among and within its three principal geographic 
areas. 
Although the montana, or jungle, cOVers about fifty per cent 
of the total area of Peru, it has been, historically, the least 
significant geographical area. While it belongs to the Amazon 
drainage basin and is potentially rich in natural resources, this 
whole area lacks both the communications and the population neces-
sary for its further development. The jungle will not be treated 
in the present study. 
With respect to population distribution and social structure, 
Holmberg believes Peru to be a nation of relatively unintegrated 
,plural societies. For example, the Quechua and Aymara Indians are 
but two instances of fragmented social communities. They are 
separated from each other and from the nation as a whole by 
1 
Allan R. Holmberg, "Changing Community Attitudes and Values 
in Peru: A Case Study in Guided Change", Social Change in Latin 
America Today, eds. Richard N. Adams et ale (nVintage Books"; New 
York: A Division of Random House, 1960), pp. 66-69. 
2 
Ibid., p. 66. 
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geographic, linguistic, and cultural differences. More signifi-
cant for the present investigation are two major groupings, 
mestizos and Indians. 
The distinction between these two groups in Peru, Holmberg 
believes, can be attributed in part to an imputed racial inferior-
ity of the Indian derived from colonial times. Over the past four 
centuries since the arrival of the Europeans, however, there has 
been a gradual fusion of the Spanish and other subsequent immi-
grants with the native Indians. As a result, the population has 
become rather thoroughly mixed, biologically. Today in Peru, as 
in other countries of Latin America which are predominantly 
"Indian", an individual is not assigned to the subordinate group 
primarily on the basis of physical characteristics such as skin 
color, as in the case of the Negro in the United States. This 
distinction rests largely on a configuration of cultural charac-
teristics, the most important of which are language, dress and 
manners. Holmberg says: 
A person who speaks an Indian language, wears homespun dress, 
and chews coca will be classed as an Indian. If the same per-
son speaks Spanish, wears Western dress and does not chew co-
ca he may be classed--depending on other characteristics such 
as family name, occupation, education, and wealth--as either 
mestizo or white. l 
In a biological sense, at least, Peru, according to Holmberg, 
has no racial problem--its so-called "racial" problem is, largely, 
a cultural one. The problem of achieving a homogeneous national 
1 
Ibid., p. 68. 
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culture is even more complicated by the factor of regionalism--
geographical and cultural. 
Population 
The latest census (1961) and information available in the 
summer of 1962 gave the number of inhabitants actually enumerated 
1 
as 10,016,000. This represents an increase of 61 per cent in 
twenty-one years, as compared with 6,208,000 for the census of 
1940--an average annual increase of 2~ per cent. An estimated one 
million inhabitants, mostly forest Indians, were not reached by 
the enumerators. 2 Early in 1960, the Inter-American Health Ser-
vice published statistics based on data collected from 1956. 
Their findings indicated a rate of increase of 3.4 per cent for 
the entire country of Peru and as much as 4 per cent for some 
areas. Were this rate to continue, the population would have 
doubled by 1980. 3 
The Peruvian birth-rate is estimated at between 40 and 50 per 
thousand. Infant mortality and the death-rate in the first four 
or five years of life are very highj despite this fact, the death-
rate in the urban centers is gradually decreaSing. 4 
1 
Owens, p. 6. 
2 
Ibid. 
3-
Peruvian Times, 8 January 1960, no page given, as quoted 
in Owens, p. 6. 
4 
Owens, pp. 7-8. 
Owens says that the low density of population--only 18 inhab-
itants per square mile--is due to the exceptionally low figure for 
the Sierra. He does not give this figure but he states that it 
would be erroneoUs to assume that Peru has room to support many 
times the number of inhabitants that it now has. Most Peruvians 
live by farming and, with the population at its present level of 
11 million, even now there is only about half an acre of cultivat-
1 
ed land per person. 
In recent years, the population of the Sierra has been grad-
ually decreasing--the Coast has experienced the greatest gain. 
Economic opportunities on the Coast, the attraction of city life 
with its greater amenities, and the decision of many serranos (in-
habitants of the Sierra), drafted to the Coast for military ser-
vice, not to return to the Sierra are reasons which account, in 
part, for the increase. As already noted, Lima had 1.7 million 
inhabitants in 1961; Lima and Callao combined had about 2 million.2 
The 1940 census had already indicated that 31 Per cent of the pop-
ulation in the Lima-Callao department3 originated in the Sierra. 
The drift to the Coast, especially to Lima, itself, has gone on 
steadily. There has been some migration from the Sierra to the 
1 
Ibid., p. 8. 2--
Peruvian Times, 29 December 19b1, no page given, as quoted 
in Owens, p. 8. 
3 
Peru's largest administrative units are called departments. 
~------~--------~----~------~ 
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Montana (jungle) but the mountain Indian dislikes the climatic 
conditions in the jungle and usually returns to the highlands when 
he considers he has earned enough money to warrant it. 
Owens maintains that urban IIcovers all persons resident in 
departmental, provincial, or district capitals, or communities 
having a population above the arithmetical average of these capi-
tals (which, in 1957, was 2,200)."1 According to British stan-
dards, a good deal more than 55 per cent of the population of Peru 
would be considered as rural. 
Racial Composition 
The racial composition of the Peruvian population is the re-
sult of a long process of intermixing which involves several races 
According to the 1940 census, the figures for the somewhat confus-
ing categories are as follows: "White and mixed (mestizo) 
3,283,360 (52.89 per cent); Indian 2,847,196 (45.86 per cent); 
Yellow 41,945 (0.68 per cent); Negro 29,054 (0.47 per cent); Not 
declared 6,412 (0.10 per cent; Total 6,207,967 (100 Per cent).,,2 
In a country where race carries social consequences, these 
proportions cannot be relied upon very far, for few who can do 
otherwise will admit to being Indian or Negro. The only criterion 
used in the 1940 census was the purely subjective one of 
1 
Owens, p. 9. Owens' definition of urban is accepted for the 
present study. ' 
2 
6 Source: Ministry of Finance, Censo nacional de 1940 (1941) p. 2. These figures are quoted from Owens, p. 11.--
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self-declaration. l According to this criterion, only those who 
called themselves Indians were so listed. Owens maintains that 
many Spanish-speaking Indians passed themselves, falsely as 
mestizos.2 He believes, further, that the underenumeration of In-
dians was aggravated by other factors such as the traditional In-
dian's dislike for giving information, the concealment of births, 
and the scattered nature of the Indian communities in the higher 
Andes. 3 
White Peruvians, still intensely proud of their Spanish de-
scent, are a small minority in Peru. They own most of the best 
land and they dominate business and politics. The mestizos are 
descendants of the great majority of the Spaniards who came to the 
country in the wake of the conquest. 
In the earlier days following the conquest, Negro slaves were 
imported, following great losses among the Indians who were 
brought down to the Coast to labor in the plantations. Some of 
these escaped and were interbred into the population. In 1854, 
when slavery was abolished, an estimated 22,000 Negroes were freed. 
Miscegenation ensued so that the Negro has been absorbed into the 
total population. Less than one-half per cent of the inhabitants 
1 
The criterion of self-declaration is used in the present 
study also. 
2 
Owens, pp. 10-11. 
3 -
For a detailed study of the percentage of Indians in the 
population See G. Kubler, The Indian Caste of Peru, 1745-1940 
(1952). No publisher given. 
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are Negroes and it is not possible to state the percentage of per-
sons who are partly Negro. In Peru, Negroes are found almost ex-
clusively in the coastal section. Owens observes that this fact, 
together with the Spanish element, may be responsible for the no-
ticeably gayer and more emotional temperament of the costeno (in-
habitant of the Coast) compared with that of the phlegmatic and 
taciturn Sierra mestizo. l 
While there is no color bar in Peru, there is a range of pre-
ferred racial or ethnic mixtures, extending from the basic pure 
2 
Indian or Negro through every combination to pure Spanish descent. 
The term cholo is used, customarily and neutrally, to denote a 
person of mixed ancestry. However, the connotation of the word 
ranges from a friendly nickname for any dark-complexioned person 
to a term of racial contempt. According to Owens, much will de-
pend upon the family and the position of the individual involved, 
for many of the most important families are of mixed parentage. 3 
Overview Of The Three Settings Of Origin 
Much of the literature on Peru begins with the magic words, 
Coast, Sierra, and Montana, to indicate that this country of half 
a million square miles (five times the size of Ecuador) is divid-
ed, geographically into three distinct parts. Herring says: 
1 
Owens, p. 11. 
2 
Ibid. 
3-
Ibid., p. 12. 
p 
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If any visitor would senSe the drama of the three Perus, he 
can start out in the morning from Lima (choosing a car with 
trustworthy brakes), push across the hot sand of the coastal 
desert, climb the fine highway to the 15,680-foot diVide, 
drop down to Oroya, where copper smelters blanket the moun-
tains with sulphuric fumes, continue to Tarma, and find the 
road which leads to the Amazon Valley .... The traviller 
will have seen 'the three Perus between dawn and dusk. 
Transportation problems have occupied all Peruvian rUlers, 
from the Incas, who built roads and bridges that are the wonder of 
the modern world, to the President of the present era. The 1,200-
mile coastline is paralleled by narrow deserts reputedly drier 
than the Sahara. "The Coast, like the plateau," says Baudin, 
is extremely isolated; it is geographically young, rectilin-
ear, and without bays and large ports. The centres of popu-
lation are on the banks of rivers, at some distance from the 
sea, in the midst of country on which they depend, and they 
are separated from each other by deserts of sand. 2 Only a few fishing villages are situated near the ocean. 
Concerning economic problems, conditions on the Coast differ 
sharply from those of the Sierra. As Peru may be Viewed as com-
prising two nations, Coast and Sierra, so it may be considered in 
terms of two economies. According to Owens, 
Per capita income on the Coast is about three times greater 
than in the Sierra. On the Coast agriculture is conducted 
efficiently, and by modern methods, as is necessary when the 
products are intended for export. In the Sierra it is 
carried on at subsistence level, and increased productivity 
is hampered by backward methods. Parallel to a relatively 
1 
Hubert Herrin~, A History of Latin America from the Begin-
ning to the Present (London: Cape, 1956), p. 511. 
2 
Louis Baudin, Daily Life in Peru (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 196~, p. 20. 
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efficient and highly concentrated industrial activity on the 
Coast four times as many people,dispersed allover the coun-
try, are working as artisans. l 
As Owens Sees it, one of Peru's main tasks at present is that 
of integrating these two economies. Other problems, however, are 
closely connected with this one, for by geographical conformation, 
Coast and Sierra are denied easy acceSs to each other. This makes 
the building and maintenance of roads extremely difficult and ex-
pensive. The uneducated rural population, by clinging to tradi-
tional and inefficient farming methods, retards the possible in-
crease in agricultural productivity. 
In 1959, the Economic Commission for Latin America made the 
following conclusions. The population is growing rapidly and it 
has been stated that the economy must expand between 1955 and 1965 
to provide a million new Jobs for the ever-increasing labor force. 
The population actually increased by 34 per cent--23 per cent in 
rural areas and 52 per cent in urban--between 1945 and 1955. In 
the same period, however, agricultural contribution to the nation-
al income declined from 33.5 per cent to 30.2 per cent, eVen 
though agricultural production increased by 47 per cent. 2 As 
estimated by Tad Szulc, "Latin American manpower is not yet adapt-
ed to the technical needs of modern industry • • • They are said 
1 
Ibid., p. 100. 2---
United Nations. Economic Commission for Latin America, Anal 
yses and ProJections of Economic Development: vi. The Industrial 
Development of Peru (1959), pp. xxxiii, 3-5. 
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to maintain habits of life and work that prevailed in the period 
'of great agricultural explorations of the traditional type."l 
In addition, Owens observes that the life of the Peruvian 
coastal dweller has almost nothing in common with that of the 
highland Indian. 2 On the Coast, there are many modern and fairly 
well-furnished homes while the average Indian dwelling is a two-
room shack, made from blocks of earth cut from the ground. A few 
clay pots and animal skins which make the communal bed constitute 
the limited furnishing. On the floor between three or four bricks 
a cooking fire is lighted. Dried animal dung provides the fuel 
and, since there is neither chimney nor window, the smoke finds 
exit where it may. Pictures and ornaments which adorn the coastal 
home are not found in the Indian dwelling where earthen floor and 
walls go unpainted. 
A variety of materials for his clothing is made available to 
the urban coastal worker by the textile industry. From up-to-date 
shops he may choose his food, from the world's foodstuffs. For 
the Indian, by contrast, roughly woven garments, products of his 
wife's handicraft, are his wearing apparel and he is shod in san-
dals cut from discarded motor tires. His diet is limited to what 
he can produce. Since he needs a small sum of money to purchase 
articles he cannot make himself, he cannot afford the choicest 
1 
Tad Szulc, "Crowding Found in Latin America," New York 
Time s, December 11, 1955, p.' 19. 
2 
Owens, pp. 90-91. 
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among those articles which he does make. He must sell items such 
as eggs and fowl for they will bring in a price in urban markets. 
Of necessity, then, his own diet is limited mainly to vegetables. 
Potatoes, turnips, yuca (manioc), maize, and guinoa (a high-pro-
tein cereal), form his staples. Fats and meats are eaten only on 
feast days. 
Highland Indians are often sparsely scattered in isolated 
communities, where there is no electricity and newspapers would be 
useless, since no one can read. The coastal dweller, on the other 
hand, reads his newspaper, listens to the radio, watches films and 
television, and has most of the modern amenities of life. The In-
dian requires all that he produces to maintain his family and his 
animals, and to purchase his small supply of condiments, coca, and 
alcohol. Comparatively few coastal dwellers eVer visit the more 
remote parts of the Sierra. Gasping for breath in the bleak land-
scape, those who do feel even more out of touch with the solitary 
poncho-draped Indian who, laboriously and with the aid of primi-
tive tools, has somehow succeeded. in establishing a man-made 
civilization on the "roof of the world." 
The problem here is a particular one in the field of social 
change, precisely; it entails alterations in the present social 
structure of the area under investigation. Levy claims that, with 
considerable uniformity, the social structure of relatively nonin-
dustrialized societies is characterized by relationship patterns 
that emphasize traditional thinking, particularism, and functional 
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diffuseness. He defines the functionally diffuse relationships as 
those in which "the activities, rights, etc., are vaguely defined 
and delimited."l The relationship of family members is typical of 
the predominantly functionally diffuse one. The typical business-
contract type of relationship, by contrast, is, in theory at least 
functionally sPecific in that the person claims "something extra'. '.' 
In the functionally diffuse relationship, the statement of some 
overriding obligation impels the person to refuse "something 
extra. '~ 
The economic structure of nonindustrialized societies, accord 
ing to Levy is likewise marked by those characteristics observed 
in their social structure. Concerning this aspect, Levy says, 
While the Marxist theory of social change is hardly to be 
taken seriously as a scientific theory, Marx contributed at 
least one major service to the development of social analysis 
He made it virtua~ly impossible to ignore the relevance of 
economic factors. 
While it need not be assumed that economic factors are the 
sole relevant factors, they will always have some relevance. This 
is true since the limits of possible variation of members of 
societies, and of societies themselves, are such that survival 
cannot take place in the absence of allocation of goods and 
1 
Marion J. Levy, "Some Sources of Vulnerability of the 
Structures of Relatively Nonindustrialized Societies to Those of 
Highly Industrialized Societie~' in The Progress of Underdevelop-
ed Areas, ed. Bert F. Hoselitz (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1952), p. 118. 
2 
Ibid., p. 119. 
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services. While other factors are necessary for survival, econom-
ic factors can neVer be ignored. 
Paradoxically, the most ambitious attempt at revolutionary 
theorizing about Latin American society arose in Peru, a country 
that until now has gone through a minimum of social change. 
Hirschman makes this claim in reference to the writings of Haya de 
la Torre and Mariategui. l 
The traditional system is constantly being subjected to many 
inroads for few communities are untouched by the technological 
revolution. In penetrating even the most remote haciendas of the 
Andes, Coca Cola, the tin can, penicillin, and, indeed, the wrist 
watch and radio have left their impact. Added to this, there. has 
been a shift of political power from the landowning aristocracy of 
former times to the more commerciallyminded hacendado (the owner 
of the hacienda) and a newly arising entrepreneurial class. This 
shift has been accompanied by a change in ideology, deflected from 
the maintenance of the status qU2 toward the demand for a more mo-
bile society. The force of industrialization has been responsible 
for most of these changes and demands for a society which can 
eventually provide sources of skilled labor and a solid market for 
manufactured goods. 
"For better or worse," states Holmberg, "the effects of these 
changes have thus far been confined largely to the coastal region--
1 
Albert O. Hirschman (ed.)~ Latin American Issues (New York: 
The Twentieth Century Fund, 1961), p. 11. 
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to the big-scale commercial haciendas and the urban centers." 1 He 
maintains, further, that changes in the Sierra are much less 
apparent. "The coast has been and is the high-status area of 
Peru; Lima is the Mecca of prestige .. power, and wealth.,,2 To gain 
stature in the social system, the Peruvian literally comes down 
from the Andean heights, he does not reVerse the process. Move-
ment of a permanent nature is confined, almost entirely, to a 
week-end in the mountain air or a business venture. Such a shift, 
according to Holmberg, can bring on "social soroche"(sickness) as 
well as "physical soroche.'~ Moreover, while the Peruvian is tak-
ing root in the coastal area, the mountain valley in which he grew 
up not infrequently becomes hardly more than a memory to him. 
Holmberg maintains that this raises what is perhaps Peru's 
most serious social issue, frequently referred to as the "Indian 
problem." It is a problem of the Sierra or the mountain region as 
a whole, for it involVes mestizos and Indians, as well. The 
Sierra is still the backbone of Peru for it contains the country's 
major resources, natural and human. Yet, by comparison with what 
it has contributed and has the potential to contribute to the en-
tire nation, it has received relatively ,little in return. Its 
best manpower and most of its wealth are siphoned off to the coast 
1 
Holmberg, p. 70. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 70-71. 
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In Holmberg's opinion, new attitudes toward the Sierra must be 
accepted both in the Sierra and on the coast--in particular, new 
attitudes toward the indigenous population. Until this is a reccg-
nized fact, Peru is destined to remain a relatively "underdevelop-
ed" nation. l 
From the social and economic factors noted above, support 
might be expected for Hypothesis 2, in the present study, in which 
it is postulated that "a more demonstrable adjustment" to urbaniz-
ation, "as indicated by their level of living, will be associated 
with families whose origin is in coastal towns than with those • • 
.. originating in the Sierra." It will not be surprising, how-
ever, if these coastal towns will present a challenge ~o the pre-
viously undisputed claim of Lima to "prestige, power and wealth." 
It remains to say something about the third "setting of 
origin," the Lima-Callao Metropolitan area. According to William 
Foote Whyte and Graciela Flores,2 centralization is a familiar pa~ 
tern in Latin America, but Peru shows this pattern in more extreme 
form than most countries of the area. Of Peru's population of ap-
prOXimately lO~ million, more than 2 million live in the metropol-
itan area of Lima and Callao. Lima is the seat of ·centralized 
government and it is the dominant financial center. More than 75 
per cent of the manufacturing industry is concentrated in the 
1 
Ibid., p. 71. 
2 
Whyte and Flores, p. 44. 
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Lima-Callao area. Lima is also the social and cultural center of 
Peru. 
Compared to the simple, hard life in many parts of the 
country, the attractions of Lima support the pattern of absentee 
ownership--of the land and eVen of industry. Most landlords pre-
fer to hire a manager to operate their farms in order that they 
can live in the provincial capital or in Lima. They are concerned 
with the land and the people, not as a problem in economic and 
social development, but as a source of income enabling them to 
live in comfort in the city. 
Even in industry, according to these authors, some of this 
pattern persists. For example, the spectacular growth of the 
fish-meal industry has taken place not only in Callao but also in 
other coastal cities, especially in Chimbote. Many a Lima entre-
preneur has built a plant in another coastal city. Few, if any, 
however, have actually moved with their families out of Lima. 
Professional men are drawn to Lima by the social prestige and 
economic opportunity that it offers. This is not all, however, 
for the professional man values the intellectual and social stimu-
lus of associating with fellow professionals in his own field. In 
many provincial areas, few such contacts are available. The 
bright young man is apt to feel that the best men in his line have 
already left for Lima. "Like other Latin American countries," 
Whyte and Flores state, "Peru tends to emphasize profession as 
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against position in an organization."l 
As indicated above, the present investigation proposes to 
make an intensive sociological analysis of 100 workingmen with 
families in Lima, Peru. The study is designed to gain some in-
sight into the social, cultural, and economic aspects of this low-
er class segment of the population. Despite the absence of pre-
cise statistics, available data suggest that this class is very 
numerous.
2 For Latin America, as a whole, the middle strata con-
stitute just under 20 per cent of the national society (exclusive 
of Indians).3 It is believed that the upper class total is con-
siderably lower than that of the middle class. The theory advanc-
ed here is that, within the culture of poverty that is 'assumed to 
exist, there is a difference between in-migrant groups, determined 
by the cultural level of their place of origin and defined in 
terms of the degree of their adjustment to the urbanization pro-
cess. The level of living of the native Lima-Callao families in 
this study will provide a "norm" for comparison. 
1 
Ibid., p. 48. 2--
Guillermo Briones conducted a study in the Sociology Depar~ 
ment of the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos in Lima,about 
occupational mobility and adaptation to economic and social change. 
Workers in manufacturing industries situated in an area stretching 
between Lima and Callao, in Peru, numbered 49,381, for this study. 
See Guillermo Briones, 'Training and Adaptation of the Labour For~ 
in the Early Stages of Industrialization'," International Social 
Science Journal, XV (1963), 571-580. 
3 
Holmberg, p. 25. 
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Urbanization, as the term is used in this analysis, is under-
stood as defined by Wirth, who says: 
Urbanization no longer denotes merely the process by which 
persons are attached to a place called the city and incorpor-
ated into its systems of life. It refers also to that cumu-
lative accentuation of the characteristics distinctive of the 
mode of life which is associated with the growth of cities 
and finally to the changes in the direction of modes of life 
recognized as urban which are apparent among People, wherever 
they may be, who have come under the spell of the influences 
which the city exerts by virtue of the power of its institu-
tions and personalities operating through the means of com-
munication and transportation. l 
For purposes of this study, Wirth's definition of a city as "a 
relatively large, dense, and permanent settlement of socially 
heterogeneous individuals" is also accePted. 2 
The Special Geographic And Demographic 
Characteristics Of The Lima-Callao Group J 
In General 
The City of Lima lies half way up the coast_of Peru and in-
land about nine miles from its port, Callao. It was laid out in 
characteristic Spanish manner on a strictly rectangular pattern 
around a central- plaza. The dimensions of the blocks, the width 
of the streets, the arrangement of government buildings and the 
church around the plaza are standardized in most of the Spanish 
colonial cities--they characterize those from California to the 
1 
Louis Wirth, "Urbanism as a Way of Life~" Cities and 
Socie~~: The Revised Reader in Urban Sociology, eds. Paul K. Hatt 
and Albert J. Reiss, Jr., ~ Glencoe,' Illinois: The Free Press, 
1957), pp. 46-63. 
2 
Ibid. 
p 
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Strait of Magellan. Although Lima was patterned before this plan 
had been prescribed by law, it incorporated all of these features. 
Today Lima performs a variety of functions. As capital of 
Peru it has attracted and given support to an army of government 
workers, representative of all parts of Peru. As chief commercial 
center, it receives most of Peru's imports: most of the business 
enterprises of the country have offices in Lima. As center of art 
and education, many artists, teachers, and other literary people 
have been attracted to it. The University of San Marcos--the old-
est university in South America--draws students from Peru and from 
beyond its borders. Capital of a Latin American country, Lima is 
also a social center in which are concentrated many of the aristo-
cratic landowning families. Speaking of their standard of living, 
James says: 
Their high standard of living is possible for only a very 
small proportion of the whole population in a land where pov-
erty is so widespread; this small group, through its exploi-
tation of large areas of the Peruvian soil, has created in 
Lima. the flower of the older Spanish civilization. l 
General Tabulation or Respondents (Lima-Callao) 
1. Origin of the Head of the Family. The 22 respondents who 
constitute the Lima-Callao section of the present analysis were 
born in the Lima-Callao area. 
2. Location of Residence in Lima. These respondents are 
equally represented in Lima and in Callao--ll respondents in each. 
1 
Preston E. James, Latin America (New York: The Odyssey 
Press, 1950), p. 168. 
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In Lima their residence is in central Lima, Rimac, Surquillo, Ven-
tanillo, San Martin, and Villa Maria. These are all sections of 
metropolitan Lima. 
3. Period of Residence in Lima. Since they were born there, 
all respondents in the Lima-Callao sample have resided in this 
metropolitan area for 20 years or more. As a result, the category 
30 years and over is highly overrepresented with Sl.S per cent 
shown for Lima-Callao respondents as against 24 per cent, for this 
category of the total sample. Again, respondents are "urbanized" 
by birth, so it might be expected that observable indications of 
urban living would be present to a greater degree than would be 
the case with families originating in coastal towns and, particu-
larly in the Sierra. 
TABLE I a 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF RESIDENCE IN LIMA (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Number of Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Years of 
Per cen19 Residence Number of Families Number of Families Per cent 
o - 9 - - 23 23.0 
10 
- 19 - - 36 36.0 
20 
- 29 4 lS.2 17 17.0 
30 and 18 Sl.8 24 2.4.0 
over 
Total 21. 100.0 100 100.0 
aA combined table showing years of residence for all respond-
.ents in the total sample appears in Appendix·III. 
bpercentages in all tables throughout the study have been 
rounded, where necessary. 
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4. Age of Family Head. In the Lima-Callao sample, as indi-
cated in Table II, the higher percentage of family heads are under 
40 years of age. Of these, 40.9 per cent of the sample are in the 
30 to 39 year age group. The same percentage (40.9 per cent) are 
40 years of age or more. Since all of these respondents have re-
sided in Lima for 20 years, or more, and, in addition, such a high 
percentage (40.9 per cent) of them are in the 30 to 39 year age 
group, the expectation that a high degree of evidence of urban 
living might be observed in them would seem to be strengthened. 
TABLE II 
AGE OF FAMILY HEAD (LIMA-CALLAO) 
For the Lima-Callao sample, the mean age is 38.1 years; med-
ian, 37 years and mode, 35 years. 
For the total sample, the mean age is 37.4 years; median age 
is 37 years and modal age, 36 years. 
5. Age-Sex Distribution of All Individuals in the Lima-
~allao Group. In Table III the age-sex distribution for all 
~----------~----------8~1--------~--------~ 
persons in the Lima-Callao sample is indicated. It will be ob-
served here that 59.7 per cent of the 82 males in the Lima-Callao 
sample are under 21 years of age and 62.1 per cent of the 74 fe-
males in the sample are in the same age group. For the total 
sample, percentages are reversed. Of the 348 males in the total 
sample, 62.6 per cent are males under 21 years of age; of the 307 
females, 56.4 per cent are in the same age group. 
TABLE III 
AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTION 
OF ALL INDIVIDUALS IN THE FAMILY GROUP (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Age-Sex 
Distri-
bution 
Males 
Under 6 
6 - 12 
13 - 20 
21 and 
over 
;>ub-Total 
Females 
Under 6 
6 - 12 
13 - 20 
21 and 
over 
Sub-Total 
Total 
Lima-Callao Respondents 
Number 
24 
14 
11 
33 
9 
19 
18 
28 
74 
156 
Per Cent 
29.2 
17.1 
13. 4 
40.2 
12.2 
25.6 
24.3 
37.8 
99.9 
100.0 
Other Respondents 
Number 
91 
80 
47 
130 ~5' 
148 
~§ 
49 
134 
307 
655 
Per Cent 
26.1 
23. 0 
13·5 
37·3 
19.2 
21.2 
16.0 
43.6 
100.0 
23.8 
Age is always an important factor in any family study and it 
is particularly true of the head of the family. Heads of families 
constitute the structure of the labor force. If frustrated in 
their search for Jobs and earnings of the kind which they had been 
led to expect according to their level of skill, they are liable 
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to become an important source of social unrest. They are the per-
sons for whom age is a leading factor determining consumption, in-
come, and propensity to save, for these variables change in the 
life-span of a group of individuals. For these and many other 
reasons, age composition and expected changes therein are impor-
tant considerations in the sphere of economic and social policy or 
progress of action. 
6. Religion of the Head of the Family. No little discussion 
has been devoted to the qUestion of whether it is proper at all to 
describe Latin America as a Catholic region. It is probable that 
as many as 80 per cent of the population are baptized in the Cath-
olic Church and regard themselves as Catholics. Many Catholic 
leaders recognize that Catholicism in this continent reveals de-
ficiencies wherein the vigor of the faith rooted in these peoples 
is not always accompanied by a practice of that faith, whether in 
the life of the individual, the family, the society. 1 or 
All respondents in the Lima-Callao sample stated that they 
are baptized Catholics. It would be very difficult, if not im-
possible, to measure the intensity of the respondent's faith. 
Positively, it is beyond the scope of sociological analysis; nega-
tively, time did not permit the observance of behavioral patterns 
OVer a period of time. The local situation in Peru provides many 
factors which must be taken into account. The work-week of many 
1 
Gary MacEoin, Latin America--The Eleventh Hour (New York: 
P.J. KenedY & Sons 1962) PP. 163-64. 
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of these respondents consists of seven daysj for these, attendance 
at Sunday Mass, for example, is not possible. Much time would be 
required to investigate religiosity levels and reasons for them 
and this would not be indicated for the present study. 
7. Race of the Head of the Family. Reference was made above 
to the gradual fusion of Spanish and other subsequent immigrants 
with the native Indians which has taken place during the past four 
centuries. A characteristic type of mixed genetic traits has re-
sulted and is predominant throughout the more populated areas of 
the country. The present investigator, being unable to obtain 
more precise data on racial history, used the subjective criterion 
of self-declaration which was employed in the 1940 Peruvian Census 
to describe the present sample. On this basis~, 21 respondents 
(95.4 per cent of the Lima-Callao sample) are mestizos, by self-
declarationj the remaining respondent, white. 
8. Education of the Head of the Famill. At the termination 
of his visit to Latin America in 1960, William Benton commented as 
follows: 
An estimated 70,000,000 to 80,000,000 of Latin America's 
peoples can neither read nor write. About half of these are 
more than 15 years old. The range of illiteracy percentages 
among those over 10 runs from 13% for Argentina to 80% for 
Haiti, with huge Brazil listed as 51% • . . . Compounding 
the whole problem of education is the current population 
bulge. The proportion of children to adults is growing 
greater • • • Thus the burden of education is • • . heavy 
on each adult worker. And this burden is the more onerous 
because so many people are hungry, and because they need 
money for new roads, for new hospitals, and new housing, as 
, 
1 
well as new schools. 
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As a result of the UNESCO Major Project for the Extension of 
Primary School Education in Latin America, in the interim 1956 to 
1959 primary enrollment was increased by about 4 millions--slight-
ly more than 6 per cent annually, and more than twice the rate of 
growth of school-age population. According to UNESCO calculation~ 
Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Panama, and Uruguay are the only 
countries now fairly close to universal primary enrollment. The 
lowest national ratio of enrollment to population is about 6 per 
cent while in the majority of the other countries the ratio is 
more than 10 per cent. 2 
Latin-American Business Highlights maintains that growing 
economies are geared to rapid technological changes which involve 
new ways of working and living for large number.s of people. Such 
changes can be accomplished more easily by those with some formal 
education than by those who are without it. Indeed, many critical 
industries could not exist Were it not for the fact that a sub-
stantial proportion of their employees can read and write. Thus, 
for the economy as a whole, this publication concludes, "education 
is a capital good as well as a consumer good."3 
1 
William Benton, The Voice of Latin America (New York: Har-
per & Brothers, 1961), p. 103. 
2 
United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 
~eport on the World Social Situation, New York, 1961, p. 11. 
3 
The Chase Manhattan Bank, Latin American Business Highlightf 
II, No.1, First Quarter 1961, No page given. 
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It will be observed in Table IV that 59.1 per cent of the 
Lima-Callao sample have primary education, by comparison with the 
79 per cent of the total sample who have primary education. It 
will be observed, though, that 37 per cent of the total sample 
have less than 5 years of primary education whereas, for the Lima-
, . 
Callao sample, only 18.2 per cent is shown for this category. The 
40.9 per cent of the Lima-Callao sample with 5 or 6 years of 
- - ! Type 
of , , 
Education 
----
Primary 
1 - 4 
Primary 
5 - 6 
Secondarya 
Other 
None 
Total 
TABLE IV 
EDUCATION OF FAMILY HEAD (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Lima-Callao Re spondents 
Number Per cent 
4 18.2 
9 40.9 
8 36.4 
Ib 4.5 
0 0.0 
22c 100.0 
~otal Respondents 
Number 
37 
4l 
Per cent 
37.0 
4l.0 
14 14.0 
5 5.0 
l 2.0 
100 100.0 
aOf these, one respondent has 5 years of secondary education; 
2 each have 4 and 3 years, respectively, and three have l years. 
bThis respondent has 4 years of technical training. 
cOf the 22 respondents in the total Lima-Callao sample, 8 are 
alfabetos (they can read but cannot write). A departure from the 
pattern in the United States is the fact that, of these 8 respond-
ents, 3 have secondary education and one has technical training. 
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primary education approaches more closely the 42 per cent of the 
total sample indicated for this category. The higher incidence of 
secondary education for the Lima-Callao sample is seen in the 36.4 
per cent of the respondents in this category as against the 14 per 
cent of the total sample with secondary education. Since these 
findings indicate a higher level of education for a greater per-
centage of the Lima-Callao respondents than is true of the total 
sample, it is expected that a more demonstrable eVidence of their 
higher level of living will be present for this section of the in-
vestigation than of the Sierra and Coastal sections. 
When asked directly, "Can ,'you read?" the entire Lima-Callao 
sample--22 respondents--answered in the affirmative. Five Lima-
Callao respondents (22.7 per cent of the sample) gave affirmative 
answers to the direct question, "Can you write?" 
The Special Geographic And Demographic 
Characteristics Of The Coastals 
In General 
The coastal fringe of Peru, which includes the lower slopes 
of the Andes up to about 6,500 feet, is 1,400 miles in length and 
varies from 50 to more than 100 miles in width. Constituting 
approximately 13 per cent of the entire area of the country, the 
coast contains about 27 per cent of the inhabitants. The costa 
alta, or upper part of the region, between 2,500 and 6,500 feet, 
consists of steep, broken, and mainly barren land. The lower part 
quite barren save for rock mosses and cactus, falls sharply to the 
~----------~--------~8~7------------------~ 
narrow desert strip of the Coast proper, or costa baja. 
"The coast," says Holmberg, "is the most important part of 
Peru, economically, socially, and Politically."l The Pacific 
offers ready access to the outside world and the Andes provide the 
rich silt-bearing rivers which irrigate the large fan-like coastal 
valleys. Only ten of these rivers carry water all the year round 
but an additional forty flow for part of the year. By making the 
utmost Use of this scant water supply, approximately 1,250,000 
acres of desert have been brought under cultivation. 
Off the coast, the ocean is dotted with islands covered with 
guano, a natural fertilizer formed by the droppings of several 
species of sea birds which feed on the marine life native to the 
Humboldt Current. This unique industry, developed as a result of 
the valuable nitrates, formerly provided Peru with a tremendous 
income. Today, however, the domestic demand far exceeds the 
supply. 
In Peru, the country of relatively unintegrated ~lural socie-
ties, the coastal area is almost exclusively mestizo in population. 
It is rapidly moving toward a commercial agricultural and indus-
trial economy, with a mobile social structure founded on an essen-
tially dynamic system of values. In many respects, Holmberg be-
lieves that it is not unlike some parts of the United States. 2 
1 
Holmberg, p.66. 
2 
Ibid., p. 68. 
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General Tabulation of Respondents (Coastal) 
1. Origin of the Head of the Family. The 36 heads of famil-
ies in the Coastal section of the present investigation came from 
the departments of Ancash and La Libertad and from the towns of 
Piura, Chimbote, Trujillo, Huacho, Pascasmayo, Bambamarca, 
Salaverry, Talara, and Lambayeque, on the coast north of Lima 
(which is also on the coast, but which forms the third area of in-
vestigation in this study); from the coast south of Lima, family 
heads came from Ica, Palpa, Atico, Pisco, Canete, Mollendo, Arica, 
and Chincha. 
2. Location of Residence in Lima. In Lima, they are now re-
siding in old Lima, Surquillo, Callao (17 family heads, or 47.2 
per cent of the coastal sample), Brena, Miraflores, Ventanilla, 
Rimac, Magdalena del Mar, and Villa Maria. 
3. Period of Residence in Lima. As shown in Table V, less 
than one-third (30.5 per cent) of the coastal sample have resided 
in Lima for a period of less than 10 years. One-third (33.3 per 
cent) of the coastal sample have residence of 10 or more years but 
less than 20 years. A total of 69.4 per cent of the sample have 
lived there 10 years or more; 36.1 per cent, are there 20 years or 
ore. Since approximately 70 per cent of the coastal sample have 
resided in the Lima-Callao area for 10 years or more, it might be 
expected that evidence of their adjustment to urban living could 
be demonstrated. 
p 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF RESIDENCE IN LIMA (COASTAL) 
--- '" 
Number of Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Years of ~umber 01' House- ~umber 01' House-
Residence hold Units Per c~nt hold Units Per cent 
o - 9 11 30 .5 23 23. 0 
10 - 19 12 33·3 36 36.0 
20 - 29 9 25.0 17 17.0 
30 and 4 11.1 24 24.0 
over . 
Total 36 99_.9_ ' 100 100.0 
4. Afi5e of Famill Head. Table VI shows that more than half 
(55.5 per cent) of the coastal sample have family heads in the 20 
to 39 year age group. Of these, 41.6 per cent of the sample are 
in the 30 to 39 year category. This high percentage of family 
heads in the high potential age categorY--30 to 40 years--would 
only strengthen the expectation that a comparable degree of adjust 
ment to urbanization would be evinced by their level of living. 
The mean age for coastal family heads is 38 yearSj coinciden-
tally, median and modal ages are 38 years, also. 
TABLE VI 
AGE OF FAMILY HEAD (COASTAL) 
-
Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Age Number Per cent Number Per cent 
20-29 5 13·9 17 17.0 
4°-R9 15 41.b 47 47.0 0- 9 12 33·3 27 c' 27.0 
50 and 4 11.1 9 9.0 
over 
Total 36 99.9 100 100.0 
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5. A~e-Sex Distribution of All Individuals in the Coastal 
Familil Group. In Table VII it can be Seen that the coastal sample 
follows total sample percentages in the age-sex distribution of 
all persons under 21 years of age. For the latter, there is some 
difference for both males and females. For males, the coastal 
sample percentage (42.2 per cent) is greater than the total sample 
(37.3 per cent) percentage by 5 per cent. For females, there is a 
similar pattern but it is higher--7.4 per cent. These findings 
indicate that more females tend to migrate from coastal towns than 
do males from these areas. 
The increased job opportunities provided by the growing in-
dustrialization of coastal towns may explain, in part, the reason 
TABLE VII 
AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTION 
OF ALL INDIVIDUALS IN THE FAMILY GROUP (COASTAL) 
Age-Sex Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Distri-
bution Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Males 
Under 6 26 22.4 91 26.1 
6 - 12 28 24.1 80 23. 0 
13 - 20 13 11.2 47 13·5 
21 and 49 42.2 130 37·3 
OVer 
-_.---
-
Sub-Total 116 
.. 
99.9 348 99.9 
Females 
Under b 17 17.0 59 19.2 
6 - 12 19 19.0 65 21.2 
13 - 20 13 13. 0 49 16.0 
21 and 51 51.0 134 43.6 
OVer 
Sub-Total 100 100.0 ~07 100.0 
Total 216 100.0 655 3~ .0 
jiP 
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why fewer males tend to seek these opportunities in Lima. 
There are 216 persons in the total coastal sample and 36 
household units, that is, an average of 6 dependents on each 
family head. 
6. Religion of the Head of the Family. All family heads in 
the coastal sample are baptized Catholics. 
7. Race of the Head of the Family. Thirty-four heads of 
coastal families (94.4 per cent of the sample) declared themselves 
to be mestizos and two, Indian. 
8. Education of the Head of the Family. As indicated in 
Table VIII, 86.1 percent of the coastal sample have only primary 
education and, of these, 41.7 per cent of the coastal sample have 
less than 5 years of primary education. 
When asked directly, "Can you write?" 10 family heads (27.8 
per cent of the sample) answered affirmatively; 18 (50 per cent of 
the sample) gave negative responses; 8 respondents (22.2 percent 
of the sample) did not answer the question. In response to the 
direct question, "Can you read?" 32 family heads (88.8 per cent of 
the sample) answered "yes"; 2 (5.6 per cent of the sample) gave 
negative responses and the same number failed to answer the 
question. 
, 
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TABLE VIII 
EDUCATION OF FAMILY HEAD ( COASTAL) 
. -
Type I Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
of I Education Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Primary 
1 - 4 15 41.7 37 37.0 
Primary 
44.4 42. 42.0 5 - 6 16 
Secondarya 2. 5.5 14 14.0 
Otherb ·3 8.3 5 5.0 
None 0 2 2..0 
--
Total 36c 99.9 100 100.0 
aOne respondent has l years and the other has 3 years of 
secondary education. 
bOne respondent has poly technical education; the other 2. have 
2 and 4 years of commercial education, respectively. 
cThere are no analfabetos (can neither read-nor write) in the 
coastal sample; 10 respondents (27.8 per cent of the sample) are 
alfabetos (can read but cannot write). 
The Special Geographic And Demographic 
Characteristics Of The Sierras 
In General 
The region known as the Sierra comprises all the Andean high-
lands and valleys over 6,500 feet, the average altitude being 
about 13,000 feet. Three great mountain chains (Cordilleras) run 
longitudinally through this area from north-west to south-east. 
Between the central and western mountain chains, there is a high 
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narrow plateau, known as the puna. In the central and northern 
regions, the puna is striated by gorges and ravines cut long since 
by torrential rivers but crossed, also, by many wider fertile 
valleys which sink, in places, to 5,000 feet below the level of 
the plateau. The land to the south is more arid and includes the 
Altiplano--a cold, dry, windswept, treeless plain. 
Life is difficult in the Altiplano where the average altitude 
is between 10,000 and 11,000 feet. The rarefied atmosphere, wide 
diurnal variations in temperature, and scanty vegetation combine 
to make it, probably, one of the world's most inhospitable areas. 
Although the Indian inhabitants of this region have adapted over 
the centuries to these bleak conditions, strangers find themselves 
gasping for breath and frequently succumbing to soroche (mountain 
sickness) from the lack of oxygen in the atmosphere. It is neces-
sary for purposes of health for North Americans who work in the 
Altiplano to come down to sea level for a period during each year. 
Altitude, perhaps, is the most important single factor in the 
physical environment of the Sierra region and in the influence 
that this environment exerts on the way of life of the Highland 
peoples. The town of Cuzco, at 11,254 feet above Sea level, is 
the old Inca capital of Peru. Other important towns south of Lima 
are Arequipa, at 7,661 feet, and Huancavelica with an altitude of 
12,398 feet. North of Lima, the town of Cerro Ide Pasco rises to 
13,969 feet and Cajamarca, to 9,022 feet. The chief towns in the 
central Sierra area are Huancayo, at 10,729 feet and Ayacucho. at 
p 
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9,056 feet above sea level. 
Sierra towns, however, are not to be confused with the coast-
al towns which are included in the lower slopes of the Andes up to 
about 6,500 feet and which lie along the coastal rringe which var-
ies in width from more than 100 miles to less than 50 miles. These 
coastal towns form the distinct coastal area which will be one 
section in the analysis. In addition to the Sierra towns mention-
ed above, there are also in the Sierra region more than 1,500 
small Indian communities in scattered settlements. The inhabi-
tants of these communities survive by grazing llamas, alpacas, and 
sheep wherever the scanty pasture permits. In all, some 65 per 
cent of the total Peruvian population lives in the Sierra. l 
In this region of marked contrasts, the favored valleys are 
under intensive cultivation and are centers of population and of 
commerce. Farms and villages are numerous also. Above and be-
tween these fertile valleys rise the high punas--cold, windy, and 
sparsely populated. Aside from a few stunted shrubs, the vegeta-
tion consists mainly of mOSseS and lichens. Settlements are few 
and far between in these vast puna zones and many of the larger 
towns are, or were at one time, mining centers. Regardless of 
whether one travels to the north. or to the south, to the Pacific 
~ Coast or to the jungle of the montana, it is necessary to cross 
the punas. High above them rise the snow-capped peaks of the 
~ 
1 
Owens, p. 4. 
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Cordilleras--today, as in the past, beyond the range of human hab-
itation. The isolation resulting from these conditions has been a 
strong influence in shaping the separate destinies of the contem-
porary communities. 
Adequate analysis and an attempt to deal systematically with 
the numerous social and cultural problems which exist in the 
Sierra must await further investigation. It might be pertinent to 
note, however, that, in his study of the Central Peruvian High-
lands, Tschopik claims to have revealed a diversity of patterns 
1 
and an essential lack of cultural unity. He hopes, nevertheless, 
that the data he presents will serve in some measure to correct 
the widespread misconception that the entire Sierra of Peru is 
"Indian" and that its peoples are uniformly primitive, backward, 
and nonprogressive. 
Despite Tschopik's observation, however, since all Sierra 
families have been subjected to the "reduced exposure to the ur-
banization process" to which reference is made in Hypothesis 2, 
set for this study, the possibility of treating them as a single 
force in the process of being "urbanized" is recognized. 
These preliminary remarks have been made for the purpose of 
calling attention to the environmental factors which must, of 
necessity, have an important bearing on the adjustment of the 
1 
Harry Tschopik, Jr. Highland Communities of Central Peru 
(WasDington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 
1947) . 
, 
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in-migrant to an urbanized area. Indeed these factors may well 
have provided serious obstacles to the amelioration of the exist-
ing culture of poverty. 
General Tabulation of Respondents (Sierra) 
1. Origin of the Head of the Family.l The 42 family heads 
in the study, whose origin is in the Sierra, came from the north 
and south of Lima with equal representation--21 from each direc-
tion. From the north, the Departments of Huanuco, Cajamarca, An-
cash, Cerro de Pasco, and Iquitos are indicated. Although Iquitos 
is in the montana, the one family head originating from there has 
been included in the discussion of Sierra families. Ayacucho, 
Huancayo, Cuzco, Abancay, Huancavelica, Apur{mac, and Puno claim 
family heads whose origin is from the south of Lima. 
2. Location of Residence in Lima. The present residence of 
families originating in the Sierra is widely distributed through-
out Lima. There are representatives from central Lima, rural Lima, 
Surquillo, Callao, Pampas de Comas, Rimac, Villa Maria, Barranco, 
Ventanilla,Magdalena del Mar, Pueblo Libre, Miraflores, San 
Martin, and Su Gorge. San Martin and Su gorge are barriadas. 2 All 
1 
It will be observed that most of the variables in these dis-
cussions refer to the head of the family. The Latin American cUl-
tural stress on male dominance and the cult of machismo, or mascu-
linity, accounts for this fact. 
2 
Although the government has built a few low~rent houses in 
various towns, the housing problem remains acute for all but the 
wealthy. Lima is particularly overcrowded. The thousands of In-
dians who have come into the city since the war have been compelled 
, 
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of the areas mentioned above are sections of metropolitan Lima, 
including rural Lima, which is within commuting distance from the 
respondents' places of work. 
3. Period of Residence in Lima. It will be observed in 
Table IX that more than half (57.1 per cent) of the Sierra respon-
dents have resided in Lima for a period of from 10 to 19 years. 
This is some 21.1 per cent in excess of the total sample percent-
age for this time period. It will be noted, also, that there is a 
discrepancy between percentages of families who have resided in 
Lima for the 20 to 29 year period and the "30 years or more" 
category. For the former, the Sierra sample is underrepresented 
by 7.5 per cent; for the latter, by 19.2 per cent. Since 71.4 
TABLE IX 
Number of 
!Years of 
lResidence 
o - 9 
10 - 19 
20 - 29 
30 and 
OVer 
Total 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF RESIDENCE IN LIMA (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
12 28.5 23 23·0 
24 57.1 36 36.0 
4 9.5 17 17·0 
2 4.8 24 24.0 
42 99.9 100 100.0 
I. 
either to share space already occupied by other families or to be-
come squatters in the barriadas (shanty-towns) on the outskirts. 
Inadequately supplied with clergy, medical service, or even police 
these barriadas are a breeding ground for crime and unrest as well 
as disease. Owens, p. 79. 
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per cent of the Sierra sample have resided in Lima for more than 
10 years, it would Seem reasonable to expect a demonstrable ad-
justment to urbanization in such a high Percentage of Sierra 
families. 
4. Age of the Family Head. It will be observed in Table X 
that more than half (54.8 per cent) of the Sierra sample are 
family heads in the 30 to 39 year age category. If these are com-
bined with the 19 per cent of the sample who are in the 20 to 29 
year category, a total of 73.8 per cent of the Sierra family heads 
are in the 20 to 40 year age group. Age of these family heads 
strengthens the expectation that, since these young family heads 
have a high percentage who have resided in Lima for 10 years, or 
more, they should give demonstrable evidence of adjustment to 
urban living. 
The mean age for Sierra family heads is 36.6 years; median 
and modal ages are 36 years. For the total sample, mean age is 
TABLE X 
AGE OF FAMILY HEAD (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Age Number Per cent Number Per cent 
20 - 29 8 19.0 17 17.0 
30 - 39 23 54.8 47 47.0 
40 - 49 9 21.4 27 27.0 
50 and 2 4.8 9 9.0 
OVer 
Total 42 100.0 100 100.0 
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37.4 years; median age is 37 years and modal age, 36 years. 
5. Age-Sex Distribution of All Individuals in the Sierra 
Family Group. Of the 655 persons constituting the total sample in 
this investigation, it will be observed in Table XI that 283 of 
them are in household units in which the head of the family orig-
inated in the Sierra. Of these 283 persons, 67.9 per cent are 
males under 21 years of age and 58.6 per cent, females in the same 
age group. Of the persons 21 years of age, and oVer, approximate~ 
one-third (32 per cent) are males and 41.3 per cent are females. 
In the combined table in Appendix III the Sierra family group 
follows the total sample percentages for persons under 20 years of 
age and, likewise, for those 21 years or more. That is, of the 
Age-Sex 
Distri-
bution 
Males 
Under 6 
6 - 12 
13 - 20 
21 and 
OVer 
Sub-Total 
l~emales 
Under b 
6 - 12 
13 - 20 
21 and 
OVer 
. SUb-Total 
Total 
TABLE XI 
AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTION 
OF ALL INDIVIDUALS IN THE FAMILY GROUP (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
41 27.3 91 26.1 
38 25·3 80 23.0 
~~ 15·3 47 13·5 32 .0 130 37·3 
150 99.9 348 99.9 
33 24.8 g§ 19.2 27 20·3 21.2 
18 13·5 49 16.0 
55 41.3 134 43·6 
133 99.9 307 100.0 
283 100.0 655 43. 2 
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655 persons in the investigation, 62.6 per cent are males and 56.4 
per cent are females 20 years or under, in age. For the Sierra 
sample, 67.9 per cent are males and 58.6 per cent, females in the 
same age category. For the total sample of persons 21 years or 
more, 37.3 per cent are males and 43.6 per cent, females; for the 
Sierra sample, these percentages are 32 per cent and 41.3 per 
cent, respectively. With 283 persons in 42 household units in the 
Sierra sample, the average number of dependents on each family 
head is 6.7 persons. 
6. Race of the Head of the Famill. Thirty-seven (88.1 per 
cent) family heads in the Sierra sample declared themselves to be 
mestizos; two, Indian and three, white. 
7. Religion of the Head of the Family. All respondents in 
the Sierra sample stated that they are baptized Catholics (one in-
dicated that he is now an Evangelist). 
8. Education of the Head of the Family. As shown in Table 
XII, 83.3 per cent of the Sierra family heads have only primary 
education and 47.5 per cent, have less than 5 years of primary ed-
ucation. Of the 42 respondents in the Sierra sample, 10, or 23.8 
per cent, cannot write. For these Sierra family heads, the impor-
tance of education--particularly the ability to read and write--
emphasized in Latin American Business Highlights is applicable. 
Findings indicated in Table XII show that 28.5 per cent of the 
sample (23.8 per cent plus 4.7 per cent who have no education) 
cannot write. 
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When asked the direct question, "Can you read?" 35 Sierra re-
spondents (83.3 per cent of the sample) answered affirmatively. 
When asked directly "Can you write?" there were 16 affirmative re-
sponses (38.1 per cent of the sample) and 17 negative responses 
(40.5 per cent of the sample). Twenty-one per cent did not ans-
were 
TABLE XII 
EDUCATION OF FAMILY HEAD (SIERRA) 
--..... -.:.:-.= "===t=============t==============1 
Type Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
of 
Education Number Per cent Number Per cent 
... -.---------1-------+---------1--------;--------1 
Primary 
1 - 4 18 42..8 37 37.0 
Primary 
5 - 6 17 
Secondarjl 40.5 42 42.0 
1 - 5 4 9.5 14 14.0 
- . 
Otherb 1 l.4 5 5.0 
None l 4.7 2 2.0 
.... 
Total 42c 99.9 100 100.0 
--------~-------~---------~-------~---------I 
aOf these, one respondent is in each category of secondary ed-
ucation--2 years, 3 years, 4 years and 5 years. There are 5 years 
of secondary education in Lima. Since the number of respondents 
who have secondary education is small, it was deemed advisable to 
group them all in one category. 
bThis respondent is in a category which is called 4th year 
Pedagogy. 
cor the total 42 Sierra respondents, 10 (23.8 per cent) are 
alfabetos (can read but cannot write) and 5 are analfabetos (can 
neither read nor write). 
~·----------------------~1~02~------------------~ 
SUMMARY OF NOTABLE VARIATIONS 
liTHE PLACEII 
1. Period of Residence in Lima 
Lima-Callao Sample. Since they were born there, all 
Lima-Callao respondents have resided in the Lima-Callao 
area for 20 years or more. More than four-fifths (81.2 
per cent) of the sample have residence of 30 years or 
more. As they are "urbanized" by birth, it might be ex-
pected, with reason, that a demonstrably higher level of 
living will be observed for them than for in-migrants 
from coastal towns or from the Sierra. 
Coasta1s. More than two-thirds (69.4 per cent) of the 
coastal respondents have a period of residence in the 
Lima-Callao area of 10 years or more. More than a third 
(36.1 per cent) of the sample have resided there for 20 
years or more. It is expected that these extended perJ:~ 
~ods of living in an urban area will be reflected in 
their adjustment to the urbanization process. 
Sierras. Almost three-fourths (71.4 per cent) of the 
Sierra respondents have re.sided in the Lima-Callao area 
for 10 years or more. Only 14.3 per cent, however, have 
lived there for LO years or more. It might be consider-
ed that a period of 10 years' residence in an urban area 
is adequate for adjustment. Approximately the same per-
centage of respondents in the coastal and Sierra samples 
have resided in the Lima-Callao area for 10 ears or 
~-----------------------1-0~3--------------------~ 
more. A higher percentage (36.1 per cent) of coastal 
respondents than for those originating in the Sierra 
(14.3 per cent of these) have a residence period of LO 
years or more. This difference and the reduced exposure 
to urbanization for Sierra respondents, as postulated in 
this study, are factors which are expected to be reflec 
ed in a higher level of living observable in coastal 
respondents. 
1. Age of Family Head 
Lima-Callao Sample. Slightly more than 40 per cent (40 . 
. ,' per cent) of these family heads are in the 30 to 39 
year "active age ll group. More than one-fourth (27.3 per 
cent) of the sample are in the 40 to 49 year category. 
Since all of these respondents have resided in the Lima-
Callao area for LO years or more, the expectation of 
evidence of a high level of living is increased by the 
age factor. 
Coastals. More than half (55.5 per cent) of the coastal 
respondents are under 40 years of age. Again, the age 
variable in addition to the high percentage (69.4 per 
cent) of these respondents who have residence of 10 ye 
or more, in the Lima-Callao area gives reason for ex-
pecting a demonstrably high level of adjustment to urban 
living. 
Sierras. The 71.4 per cent of tne Sierra respondents 
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who have resided in tne Lima-Callao area for 10 years or 
more, are overrepresented by the 73.8 per cent of the 
sample who are under 40 years of age. While these per-
centages are Doth h1iher than oorrGsponQ1n~ PQrQ4nta$ •• 
for the coastal sample, it is expected that these facto 
will be reflected in the degree of their level of 
However, this will be affected, if not determined, by 
their "reduced exposure to the urbanization process" in 
the Sierra prior to their in-migration to Lima, by 
hypothesis. 
3. Age-Sex Distribution of All Individuals in the Total Sample 
Lima-Callao Sample. For males, under 21 years of age, 
the 62.6 per cent of the total sample declines to 59.7 
per cent for the Lima-Callao sample. For females, the 
56.4 per cent shown for the total sample is increased to 
62.1 per cent, for the Lima-Callao sample. Percentages 
are reversed, however, for persons 21 years of age, or 
over. For males in this age group, the total sample pe 
centage is 37.3 per cent while the Lima-Callao sample 
shows 40.2 per cent. For females, the 43.6 per cent of 
the total sample declines to 37.8 per cent for the total 
sample. 
Coastals. Findings for coastal individuals show higher 
percentages for in-migrants who are 21 years of age, or 
more--both male and female. Total sample percentages 
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are overrepresented in both instances. For males, the 
coastal sample shows 4l.2 per cent against the 37.3 per 
cent of the total sample. For females, corresponding 
percentages are 51 per cent for the coastal sample and 
43.6 per cent for the total sample. The attraction to 
"big city life" for coastal in-migrants, according to 
these findings, is effective at 21 years bf age for both 
sexes. 
Sierras. For individuals in the Sierra samp1e, findings 
for coastal individuals are reversed. Sierra in-migrants 
tend to be under II years of age since total sample per-
centages are overrepresented for males and for females, 
and underrepresented for both sexes for persons 21 years 
of age or more. Again, the "reduced exposure to urban-
ization" for inhabitants of the Sierra, postulated in 
this study, is believed to be a dependent variable in 
the age difference between in-migrants from these two 
places of origin. The growing industrialization of 
coastal towns has "conditioned" in-migrants from this 
area. 
4. Education of the Family Head 
Lima-Callao Sample. Of the Lima-Callao respondents, 59.1 
per cent have primary education as compared with 79 per 
cent of the total sample in this category. Furthermore, 
the higher incidence of secondary education is observed 
in the 36.4 per cent of the sample with this type of 
, 
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education while only 14 per cent of the total sample are 
in this category. Since a larger percentage of these 
respondents have more education than is true of the tota 
sample, a demonstrably higher level of living is expect-
ed than will be observed in respondents who are In-
migrants from coastal towns or from the Sierra. 
Coastals. A high percentage--86.1 per cent--of the 
coastal sample have only primary education; 41.7 per 
cent of the sample have less than 5 years of this type 
of education. Fifty per cent of the sample gave negativ 
responses when asked directly, "Can you write?" Twenty-
two per cent of the sample did not answer the question. 
Sierras. Of the 42 family heads in the Sierra sample, 
83.3 per cent have only primary education; 42.8 per cent 
have less than 5 years of primary education. When these 
respondents were asked if they could write, 40.5 per cen 
of the sample gave negative responses but only 38.1 per 
cent answered affirmatively; 21.4 per cent of the sample 
did not respond. As indicated above, the ability tor~ 
and write is essential to the operation of many critical 
industries. The culture of poverty with regard to educa 
tion is clearly evident in the high percentages of 
in-migrants who cannot write. Their lack of education i 
neither a "consumer good" nor a "capital" good. Further-
more, the urban advantages, as indicated by findings for 
the Lima-Callao sam 1e are unmistakable. 
p 
CHAFTER V 
"THE WORK" 
As indicated above, one of the distinguishing features of the 
lower class, as a whole, in Latin America is that it earns its 
living by manual work; it is this, together with illiteracy, that 
sets its members off from the middle-class segment of the popula-
tion. This barrier is erected by the middle-class disdain for 
work done with the hands, as a means of earning a living. In the 
present study, the term work applies to work done with the hands 
since it is the type of work done by all respondents in the in-
vestigation. 
Contrary to what might be expected, in Latin American cities 
and towns, employment in services predominates over employment in 
the production of goods. This imbalance is part of the overall 
picture in Latin America. As Rycroft and Clemmer point out, al-
though few statistical studies have been made of these phenomena, 
the 1950 Census showed that only 5.7 per cent of the urban popula-
tion are engaged in industrial work and, of these, a large share 
are construction workers. l 
1 
W.Stanley Rycroft and Myrtle M. Clemmer, A Study of Urbani 
~ation in Latin America (New York: Commission on Ecumenical 
Mission and Relations, The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. 
1963), p. 47. In future references, Urbanization will be used to 
indicate this work. . 
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Family heads in this investigation are industrial workers em-
ployed in factories for the production of goods. None is engaged 
in the construction industry. In the distribution of manufactur-
ing activities and the employment figures by manufacturing activ-
ity, Whyte and ~lores show that, of the 151,674 workers employed 
in manufacturing in Peru for the year 1962, 78,070, or 51.5 per 
cent, were unskilled blue-collar workers.l That is, slightly more 
than half of all those employed in manufacturing were then unskil~ 
ed labor. 
It would have been highly rewarding for the writer to make a 
thorough investigation of the work actually done by the family 
heads in this study. Time was at a premium, however, and, in view 
of the fact that Le Play directed most of his attention to the 
family dimension of the triad, it became a matter of expedience to 
follow the same procedure in the present investigation. 
The writer did, however, visit most of the factories in which 
the respondents were employed, in person, for the purpose of ob-, 
serving the men at work. It was noted that the larger factories 
among them were not unlike those in the United States. It was 
very obvious, nevertheless, that the work done by the men was 
1 
Source: Figures from SENATI manuscript, based on data of Di-
vision of Industries and Electricity, Ministry of Development and 
Public Works, and research by SENATI staff. (SENATI is the Natio~ 
al Service for Apprenticeship and Industrial Work Training.) as 
quoted in 
Whyte and Flores, p. 47. 
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particularly laborious, on account of the lack of technological 
devices and technological skill. It would be safe to say that all 
of the respondents in this study are included in the unskilled 
workers indicated by Whyte and Flores. Attention is called to the 
fact that SENATI figures are for 1962. The present study was done 
in 1963, one year later. 
In his study indicated above, Briones found that only an in-
significant percentage--l.2 per cent--of his sample of 1,096 work-
ers had ever attended an institution of technical education and 
that only 5.5 per cent had ever taken a course directly connected 
with their present industrial activity.l Added to this deficiency 
was the finding that 49.7 per cent of his sample had 4 or 5 years 
of primary education; 17.6 per cent, 2 or 3 years of primary 
schooling and 6.7 per cent, IIUp to 1" year. Respondents in the 
Briones' study who have secondary education, 4 or 5 years, consti~ 
tute 6.6 per cent of the sample; those with 1 to 3 years of secon-
dary education are shown as 19.4 per cent of the samPle. 2 
Summing up with regard to the question of present qualifica-
tions of workers, Briones states that, according to the criteria 
(education and levels of skill) applied, 74 per cent of his sample 
should, strictly speaking, be classified as lI unskilled" for pur-
poses of modern industry. His reservation, "strictly speaking," 
1 
Briones, p. 574. 
2 Ibid., p. 573. 
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was necessary since practical skill acquired by workers on the job 
was not taken into consideration. In assessing qualifications 
with those required for industry at a given stage of economic and 
technological development, Briones states: 
In referring to the skilled labour required for economic de-
velopment, it should be remembered that shortages exist not 
only in comparison with the degree of industrialization of 
the most advanced countries or with some ideal model; they 
also exist--and this is extremely important--in relation to 
the technological situation (machinery, raw materials, organ-
ization, etc.) and capital already available in an underde-
veloped country. In such cases, a shortage is an example of 
maladjustment between elements of the social structure: be~ 
tween material progress on the one hand, and educational and 
economic organizations and institutions on the other. l 
The first factory, a textile mill, was built in Peru in 1844. 
Until recent years, however, manufacturing has developed slowly. 
The large industrial operations have been concentrated in the ex-
tractive fields of mining and petroleum; the largest of these en-
terprises have been foreign-owned. As might be expected of a 
country in the early stages of industrialization, food processing 
ranks first in number of employees and is followed by textiles. A 
newer activity, chemicals, is third. 2 
In the present study, workers are all engaged in the manufac-
turing industry. They are distribute~ as follows: 21 are engaged 
in food processing; 19, in the manufacturing of glass products; 17 
are employed in the beer factories; 16 are engaged in making water 
1 
Briones, pp. 575-76. 
2 
Whyte and Flores, p. 46. 
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pumps; 14 work at printing and publishing; 7 are employed by a 
petroleum company; 2 each, in manufacturing wood products and 
crockery; mosaics and leather goods employ one worker in each. l 
Shifts in these factories are 8 hours in length and some fac-
tories work around the clock. In general, the week consists of 
five and one-half work days. Some workers, however, work six and 
one-half days in the week and others work seven days a week. Of 
those working six days or less, some have Sundays free in turns; 
others do not. Some have a free day every two weeks; others, 
again, do not. It should be noted that extra remuneration is paid 
for over-time and this provides an incentive for supplementing the 
income. 
The Special "Work" 
Characteristics Of The Lima-Callao Sample 
Respondents in the Lima-Callao sample and their places of em-
ployment are indicated in Table XIII. As indicated above, the 
criteria used in the choice of respondents were, possibility and 
availability of the workers and willingness, on their part, to sub-
mit to the very personal type of interview used in the investiga-
tion. The Several agencies consulted--the Ministry of Health, the 
Ministry of Work and Social Assistance{ the Hospital for Workers, 
the Bureau of Census--on advice of the Pan American Union were un-
able to supply statistics on workingmen with families in Lima. 
1 
Since there are 100 respondents in the total sample, abso-
lute numbers are likewise percentages. 
IlL 
The original intention was to select the sample on a proportional 
basis. Failing this, recourse was had to professional social 
workers employed by factories where these men work. The final 
selection of respondents was deemed by these social workers and 
others, who employed them or who knew· them otherwise, representa-
tive of the type of workingmen indicated in the design of this 
study. 
TABLE XIII 
PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT OF FAMILY HEAD (LIMA-CALLAO) 
TYP~=-=O=f=====F~t~i~m=a=-~c~a~1~1~a=o~R~e=s=p=o=n=d7e=n=t~S====~===T=o~t=a~l==R=e=s=p=o=n~d=e=n~t=s======~ 
g~ctory Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Glass 
Water Pumps 
Daily Press 
Beer 
Petroleum 
Noodle 
Flour 
Fish Flour 
Mosaics 
Boat-
building 
Crockery 
Leather· 
Total 
L 9 • 1 19 19 .0 
4 18.2 16 16.0 
. 5 22 • 7 14 14 .0 
3 13.6 17 17.0 
3 13.6 7 7.0 
o r 3 3.0 
5 21...7 16 16.0 
o 2 2.0 
o 1 -- 1.0 
o 
o 
o 
22 99.9 
2 
2 
1 
100 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
100.0 
1. Health of the Worker. Much may be said of the heavy em-
phasis, on the positive side, concerning the disease-health dicho-
tomy in Latin America. There is a larger aspect of the health 
problem, however, than that of the benefit of the individual. In 
a review of Latin American nations, one can readily understand 
what Abraham Horowitz, Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bur-
eau, means when he writes about "the permanent interrelation 
p .. 
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between health economics and social progress."l That industrial 
corporations are aware of the importance of the health factor in 
their organizations and operations is expressed in the pages of 
the Chase Manhattan Bank Quarterly. Emphasizing the three charac-
teristics of the population of Latin America from the economic 
point of view--motivation, skill, and health--is the following, 
"These are interrelated: improvement in one tends to improve the 
others. A person with good health is apt to have an optimistic 
frame of mind, work with more enthusiasm, and more readily acquire 
neW skills.,,2 
The subjective assessment of respondents' health in the Lima-
Callao sample is shown in Table XIV. It will be observed here 
that 18 respondents (81.8 per cent of the sample) aSSess their 
health as "good." It will be observed, further, that the, total 
sample percentage for this category is 75 per cent. Similarly, 
the 23 per cent of the total sample, who indicate that they have 
some infirmity, is underrepresented by the 13.6 per cent of the 
Lima-Callao respondents in this category. These findings Seem to 
justify the assumption that their self-defined better health 
pattern is in some way related to the urban setting. 
Among infirmities mentioned by these respondents were high 
1 
Abraham Horowitz, "The Role of the Pan American Health Or-
~anization in the OAS Economic Development Program," in On Health 
& Wealth, (Washington, D.C., July, 1962), p. 1. 
z-
Chase Manhattan Bank of New York Quarterly, Latin American 
~usiness Highl~ghts. Vol. 10. Third Quarter 1960. P. 6. 
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blood pressure, stomach disorder, and thyroid trouble. 
Nine respondents (40.9 per cent of the sample) receive treat-
ment through social security. Each worker in Lima is required by 
law to have social security. Ten respondents (45.4 per cent of 
the sample) are treated in the Polyclinic in Callao. It might be 
mentioned, parenthetically, that the Polyclinic in Callao can care 
for 28 bed patients. There are upwards of 30,000 factory workers 
in Callao. 
TABLE XIV 
HEALTH OF THE WORKER (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Subjective Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Assessment 
of Health Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Good Health 18 81.8 75 75.0 
Some 
Infirmity 3 13.6 23 23·0 
--No Answer 1 4.5 2 2.0 
Total 22 99.9 100 100.0 
2. Contentment With Work. Almost the entire Lima-Callao 
sample--21 respondents, or 95.5 per cent--indicate that they are 
contented with their work. The one respondent who is not content-
ed is 40 years of age and has but 4 years of primary education; he 
has 7 dependents and earns $1,078, annually~ Table XV shows these 
findings. It will be observed that contentment among Lima-Callao 
respondents is virtually unanimous. Their urban environment is 
without doubt, largely responsible for this feeling. 
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TABLE XV 
CONTENTMENT WITH WORK (LIMA-CALLAO) 
State of Lima-Callao Respondents Total Resl2_ondents 
contentment Number Per cent Number Per cent 
-
contented 21 95.5 85 85.0 
Not 
contented 1 4.5 4 4.0 
Not 
Entirely 0 3 3·0 
No 
Answer 0 8 8.0 
Total 22 100.0 100 100.0 
3. Membership in the Syndicate. According to Rycroft and 
Clemmer, labor organizations in Latin America are relatively youn& 
having begun during World War I or after. Argentina, alone, can 
trace the history of a labor movement, without substantial inter-
ruption, as far back as 1894. Many of the early labor organiza-
tions were predominantly political--in the sense that they were 
political parties of workers or that they were primarily ideologi-
cal in character. l The United States Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations states: 
Immigrants from Spain, Italy, or Germany with syndicalist or 
Marxian leanings played an influential part in the formation 
of the Latin American labor organizations • • • Although 
later events have produced substantial changes in the pattern 
of Latin American labor, it has largely continued to follow 
", 
1 
W. Stanley Rycroft and Myrtle M. Clemmer, A Factual Study 
of Latin America (New York: Commission on Ecumenical Mission and 
~elations, The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.,1963), p. 
64. In future· references, Factual will be used to indicate this 
work. 
,.. 
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lines differing from those of the United States. l 
Serafino Romuldi, executive director of the American Insti-
tute for Free Labor Development, asserts: 
The old concept that the role of organized labor was confined 
to matters pertaining to wages and working conditions and 
above all, to fighting indiscriminately against the employer, 
is being supplanted by the new concept of labor as a full-
fledged partner, able to deal with the government as well as 
the emploYer, and capable of offering both of them its own 
contribution toward maki~g social and economic progress 
feasible and attainable. 
Rycroft and Clemmer explain that Latin American unionism is 
relatively strongest in the extractive industries, in transporta-
tion, power, communications, and, in some cases, in white collar· 
groups ,such as employees of the government. Since manufacturing 
is not far advanced in most countries and many manufacturing in-
dustries are rather small, unionism is, in general, not too well 
developed in that branch of industry.3 
Lack of time prevented this investigator from studying the 
operations of the Syndicate in Lima. It was possible, however, to 
ascertain the extent of membership in this organization among re-
spondents in this analysis and to gain some knowledge of their 
1 . 
"Latin American Labor Unions,1l United States-Latin American 
Relations. Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate. 
~6th Congress, 2nd Sessions, Document No. 125. 1960. p. 366, as 
quoted in . 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 64. 
2 
Americas, August 1963, p. 18, as quoted in 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, pp. 64-65. 
3 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 66. 
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satisfaction or dissatisfaction with its workings. In the Lima-
Callao sample, 19 respondents (86.4 per cent) are members; the re-
maining 3 respondents are not members. 
Inspection of Table XVI shows that 17 respondents, or 77.4 
per cent of the sample, are satisfied with the work of the Syndi-
cate. It will be noted that this overrepresents the total sample 
percentage by b.4 per cent. The 18.1 per cent of the sample who 
are not satisfied overrepresents the total sample percentage also. 
If these are combined with the one respondent who did not answer 
the question, a total of 22.6 per cent of the Lima-Callao respon-
dents are not satisfied with this organization or, at least, have 
not indicated that they were satisfied with it. This rather high 
percentage of dissatisfied respondents is inferred to indicate, at 
least for this study, that the operations of the Syndicate are not 
esteemed unanimously. It must be pointed out, however, that the 
operation and purpose of the Syndicate are not clearly understood 
by all, including the workers. 
Satisfaction 
Satisfied 
Not 
Satisfied 
No 
Answer 
-
Total 
TABLE XVI 
SATISFACTION WITH THE WORK OF THE SYNDICATE 
(LIMA-CALLAO) 
Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
17 77.4 'Pl 71.0 
4 18.1 13 13.0 
1 4.5 16 16.0 
22 100.0 100 100.0 
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4. Future Security. Sixteen respondents in the Lima-Callao 
sample (72 .7 per cent) indicated that they felt secure for the 
future. This slightly overrepresents the total sample percentage 
of 66 per cent. The "insecure" category is likewise overrepresent-
ed with 27.3 per cent for the Lima-Callao sample as against 26 per 
cent for the total sample. It will be noted, further, in Table 
XVII that no respondent in this sample failed to answer the ques-
tion while 8 per cent of the total sample are shown in this cate-
gory. From these findings it might be inferred that Lima-Callao 
respondents are somewhat more hopeful about their future security, 
since almost three-fourths of the sample verbalize this feeling. 
TABLE XVII 
FUTURE SECURITY (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Future 
Security 
Secure 
Insecure 
No Answer 
Total 
Lima-Callao Respondents 
Number Per cent 
16 
6 
o 
22 
72.7 
27·3 
100.0 
Income (Lima-Callao) 
Total Respondents 
Number Per cent 
66 
26 
8 
100 
66.0 
26.0 
8.0 
100.0 
In their survey of the values of high school boys in relation 
to economic development, Whyte and Flores l asked the following 
qUestion: "If you had to choose between two jobs earning an equal 
1 
Whyte and Flores, pp. 51-52. 
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amount in either one, but in one you would be an obrero [blue col-
lar worker] and the other an empleado [white-collar worker), 
which job would you prefer?" For those who gave the expected ans-
wer, "Empleado," the: most extreme statement among the responses 
was: "Under no circumstances would I choose to be an obrero." This 
question, when applied to boys taking courses in letters, sciences 
and commercial studies in the high schools, yielded the overwhelm-
ing preference for the status of empleado that the authors 
expected. 
However, when the same question was applied to the boys in 
the industrial arts program, the authors found a difference--"but 
not enough difference to give much encouragement to Peru."1 These 
boys were supposedly being educated to be skilled workers and only 
13.3 per cent of them chose obrero when offered the same amount of 
pay they would receive as an empleado. For 31.1 per cent of them, 
the choice would be obrero only if they received 300 soles more 
per week. "Under no circumstances would I be an obrero,1I was the 
response given by 35.6 per cent of them. That is, two-thirds of 
these boys flatly rejected the possibility of being an obrero or 
else imposed conditions that are, extremely difficult, if not im-
possible, to realize~ 
Whyte and Flores present this explanation for that finding: 
"The category of obrero seems to occupy a very low social status 
1 
Ibid., p. 5'1. 
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in Peru, and apparently the notion of being a skilled obrero has 
not yet affected this social reputation very much."l 
As these authors look at the educational pyramid in Peru, an-
other explanation becomes apparent. They state: 
In a country where over 50 per cent of the population is il-
literate and those who finish high school represent a very 
small proportion of those who began schooling, it is natural 
and inevitable for those boys in their last year of high 
school to think of themselves as members of an elite group. 
Why then shoU2d a member of the elite lower himself to do manual labor? 
In this way, the authors conclude, the shape of the educational 
pyramid tends to reinforce the cultural barrier against manual 
work. 
In spite of these observations, however, since the underde-
veloped countries, it is to be hoped, will aspire to the North 
American seemingly higher regard for manual work as an honorable 
means of earning a living, this study has adopted the rationale 
for pairing age and income, in the consideration of income for 
these respondents. The subjects in the present study are attempt-
ing to do the manual work of the type for which the subjects in 
the Whyte and Flores' study are being trained. The important dif-
ference, however, is that subjects in the present investigation 
are deprived of the training; any skill they acquire comes through 
experience on the job, which, as indicated by Briones, is not to 
1 
Ib id., p. 52. 2--
Ibid. 
P' 
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be spurned. 
By North American Standards, then, a worker who has acquired 
experience with time expended on the job might reasonably be ex-
pected to "add years: to his age and dollars to his income .. " Using 
this as a rationale, an age-income control has been used in the 
following discussion. 
The Le Play plan was for the observer to calculate income in 
local currency of the country in which observations were made and, 
later, to convert it into that of the observer's country of origin 
Le Play was most insistent upon sparing the respondent any un-
necessary inconvenience. In the present study, income was calcu-
lated in Peruvian soles and later converted by the investigator 
into American dollars. All incomes reported here are in American 
currency. 
In an attempt to place the income of respondents in the 
present study in some kind of perspective, an indication of the 
per capita distribution of income for Latin America in 1961 might 
be helpful. According to the United Nations'. reportl, per capita 
income for twenty countries2 of Latin America averaged $420.7. 
1 
Source: UN Economic and Social Council, Economic Commissi~ 
for Latin America, 10th Session, Mar de Plata, Argentina, May, 
1963. The Economic Development of Latin America in the Post-War 
Period. Vol. II. Tables and Figures. E/CN.l~/b59/Add.l, 7 April 
19b 3 ., p. 122. 
2 
These countries are: Argentina, Venequela, Uruguay, Cuba, 
Chile, Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, Dominican Re-
public, Nicaragua,' Peru, El Salvador. Guatemala. Honduras.Ecuador. 
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Included in these countries is Peru, whose per capita income in 
1961 was $268.5. The same source reports Peru as having 5.3 per 
cent of the total population of these countries. By contrast, 
Argentina, with 10.1 per cent of the population, had the highest 
per capita income of these countries--$799 per year. 
In the present analysis, as a means for establishing compari-
son, it was deemed useful to break the distributions of income in 
such a way that distinctly low and high income groups would 
emerge. Similarly, for age, by omitting the intermediate age 
group, distinctly low age and high age groups could be obtained. 
As a result of this procedure, four categories will be in-
cluded for each area in the analysis--the Lima-Callao sample, the 
coastal sample, and the Sierra sample. These categories are: (1) 
Low Age - Low Income; (2) Low Age - High Income; (3) High Age -
Low Income; (4) High Age - High Income. 
Income (Lima-Callao Sample) 
Age-Income Distribution. For Lima-Callao respondents, Table 
XVIII shows some interesting findings. The low age group is over-
represented in both low income and high income categories. For 
the high age group, the low income category is underrepresented 
but the high income category is overrepresented. It might be in-
ferred from these findings that, for the Lima-Callao respondents, 
there is a positive correlation between high age and high income. 
Paraguay, Haiti, and Bolivia. The countries are arranged in de-
scending order of national annual per capita incomes for 1961. 
p 
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This might also be interpreted as one of the effects of industri-
alization, somewhat like the North American standard mentioned 
above. 
It will be noted, in Table XVIII, that the base for total re-
spondents is 81 incomes. Since the median income for the total 
sample in the investigation is $1,142.5 (approximately $1,150), it 
was decided that incomes in the range of $100 above this median 
income and $100 below it would constitute the intermediate range, 
referred to above. That is, 15 incomes in the total sample which 
range between $1,050 and $1,250 have been omitted from the analy-
sis. 
With respect to age, the median age of the total sample is 
TABLE XVIII 
AGE - INCOME DISTRIBUTION (LIMA-CALLAO)a 
Age !1-------------~--------------+!------------~----------4 'Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Income I Number Per cent Number Per cent 
..... _----------+--...::..:..;=::::...::.;;::--1----.:=-.::...=--...::;..::.:.=...:;..--+_--=..:=:.=..;:;-=----4--...:;;...;;;;..;:.-...;:;..;:=-. 
Low Age - I 
Low Income I 
Low Age - I 
High Income 
High Age ..: 
Low Income 
High Age -
High Income 
Total 
7 35.0 
4 20.0 
1 5.0 
8 40.0 
20 100.0 
29 35.8 
14 17.3 
10 12.3 
28 34.6 
81 100.0 
aIn this distribution, 2 incomes--$1,078 and $1,144--have 
been omitted from the Lima-Callao sample. N 22. 
... 
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37 years. Consequently, for purposes of establishing a "low age" 
and a "high age" group, the incomes of 4 respondents whose ages 
are 37 years, respectivelYJhave been omitted. The remaining 81 
incomes form the material for the analysis. Without further ex-
planation, this "age-income" control will be used for all dis-
cussions of income in each area under investigation. 
The distribution of incomes for the Lima-Callao sample is 
shown in Table XVIII, above. 
The Special "Work" 
Characteristics Of The Coastals 
Places of employment for respondents in the coastal sample 
are shown in Table XIX. It was indicated above that the criteria 
for selection of respondents were the possibility and availability 
of the workers and their willingness to submit to the very person-
al type of interview used in the investigation. While, on the 
advice of professional persons who knew the workers, the respond-
ents are deemed representative of workingmen which are called for 
in the design of the study, the possibility of choosing them on a 
proportional basis had to be abandoned for such reasons as the 
, 
absence of precise statistics, the time factor, and other conside~ 
ations. Consequently, although all respondents are engaged in the 
manufacturing industry, specific industries or places of employ-
ment have not been singled out in preference to others. The 
writer was advised by professional social workers in these fac-
tories that, for purposes of this investigation. they are 
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comparable. 
TABLE XIX 
PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT OF FAMILY HEAD (COASTAL) 
=:~·=·=--=-==~=====================1===================1 Type of 
Factory 
Glass 
\~ater Pumps 
Daily Press 
Beer 
Petroleum 
Noodle 
Flour 
Fish Flour 
Mosaics 
Boat-
building 
Crockery 
Leather 
Total 
Coastal R~spondents 
Number Per cent 
5 
1 
4 
7 
2 
1 
10 
1 
o 
2 
2 
1 
13·9 2.8 
11.1 
19.4 
5.5 
2.8 
27.8 
2.8 
5.5 
5.5 
2.8 
99.9 
Total 
Number 
19 
10 
14 
17 
7 
l~ 
2 
1 
-2 
2 
1 
100 
Respondents 
Per cent 
19.0 
10.0 
14.0 
17.0 
7.0 
3 .. 0 
16.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
100.0 
1. Health of the Worker. Slightly less than three-fourths 
of the coastal sample state that their health is good, it will be 
-
observed from findings in Table XX. It will be seen, also, that 
the total sample shows 23 per cent admitting some infirmity where-
as 25 per cent of the coastal respondents are in this category. 
Among the infirmities mentioned were tonsilitis~ poor eyesight, 
loss of leg, stomach disorder, bad blister, ulcers, tuberculosis, 
epilepsy, asthma, low blood pressure,bronchitis, and liver ail-
ment. 
Nin~ respondents (25 per cent of the sample) indicated that 
they receive assistance from social security; 16 (44.4 per cent of 
the sample), are treated in the Polyclinic in Callao. Three re-
spondents have their own doctor and 3 are treated in the Hospital 
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for Employees. 
TABLE XX 
HEALTH OF THE WORKER (COASTAL) 
" " , 
Subjective Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Assessment 
of Health Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Good Health 26 72.2 75 75.0 
Some 
Infirmity 9 25.0 23 23·0 
No 
Answer 1 2.8 2 2.0 
Total 36 100.0 100 100.0 
2. Contentment With Work. As indicated in Table XXI, 29 
coastal respondents (80.5 per cent of the sample) are contented 
with their work. It will be observed, however, that this under-
represents the total sample percentage of 85 per cent for this 
category. Four respondents (11.1 per cent of the sample) failed 
-
to answer the question--the total sample shows 8 per cent for this 
category. 
TABLE XXI 
CONTENTMENT WITH WORK ( COASTAL) 
:!I:" 
State of Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Contentment Number Per cent Number Per cent 
"~" 
Contented 29 80.5 85 - 85.0 
Not 
Contented 1 2.8 4 4.0 
Not 
Entirely 2 5.5 3 3·0 
No 
Answer 4 11.1 8 8.0 
Total 36 99.9 100 100.0 
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In his study of the psychological consequences of industrial-
ization and, more particularly, of the degree of personal satis-
faction derived by manual workers from the new environment in 
which they work, Briones made some interesting findings, relevant 
:ltO the present investigation. Of the 813 male workers studied by 
Briones, 29.2 per cent claimed to be "satisfied" with their work 
and 51.5 per cent, "fairly satisfied~lIl It will be noted that 
these percentages, when combined (80.7 per cent), are almost iden-
tical with that of the contented coastal workers (80.5 per cent) 
in the present investigation. Briones concludes that the low per-
centage of dissatisfied individuals in his study might indicate 
that "the new environment offers more satisfaction than the limit-
ed opportunities of their former prOVincial or rural surround-
ings.,,2 Only 35 per cent of Briones' sample were born in the Lima-
Callao area. 3 It would have been interesting and rewarding to 
1 
BrioneS, p. 578. 
2 
Ibid. 
3-
The information supplied here forms part of a broader study 
which was conducted by Briones in the Sociology Department of the 
Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos in Lima, about occupation-
al mobility and adaptation to economic and social change. It was 
gathered by means of interviews held with 1,096 workers in manu-
facturing industries situated in an area stretching between Lima 
and Callao, in Peru. Workers were selected by taking a stratified 
probability sample in the first stage from establishments employ-
ing twenty or more workers. The total number of workers in this 
category amounted to 49,381. Field work was carried out in Octob& 
and November 1962. The part of the investigation concerned with 
the dissemination of information about occupational opportunities 
was prepared by Dr. Paul J. Deutschmann, of the University of 
jiP 
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investigate this percentage of Briones'sample and compare the 
findings with those of the present study. The time factor exclud-
ed this possibility, however, but Briones gave unstinting1y of his 
time and advice to the present writer. 
3. Membership in the Syndicate. Continuing the discussion. 
of the special "work" characteristics of the coastal respondents, 
31 family heads in the sample (86.1 per cent) have membership in 
the Syndicate; 4, are not members and one respondent failed to 
~nswer the question. It will be observed in Table XXII that 69.4 
per cent of the coastal sample--25 respondents--are satisfied with 
the work of the Syndicate. Four respondents (11.1 per cent of the 
sample) are not satisfied and 7 others (19.4 per cent of the sam-
ple) did not respond to the question. When combined, these latter 
two categories constitute 30.5 per cent of the coastal respondents 
~ho are not satisfied with the operations of the Syndicate-~or, if 
TABLE XXII 
SATISFACTION WITH THE WORK OF THE SYNDICATE 
(COASTAL) 
~==========~~==~~====~====~==~==~~==~==~ Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
~atisfaction 
fgatisfied 
Not 
fSatisfied 
No 
!Answer 
[rotal 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
25 
4 
7 
69.4 
11.1 
19.4 
99.9 
71 
13 
16 
100 
71.0 
... 
13·0 
16.0 
100.0 
Michigan, with the assistance of Professor GUillermo Briones. 
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they are, it seems interesting that they did not indicate this 
fact. The difference is slight but combined percentages f9r these 
two categories in the total sample amount to 29 per cent, by com-
parison. Again, the growing industrialization in coastal towns 
might account for this finding. 
4. Future Security. More than three-fourths of the coastal 
respondents--28,or 77.7 per cent of the sample--view their future 
as secure. Of those that remain, 5, or 13.9 per cent of the sam-
ple, indicated that they were insecure with respect to the future. 
~s shown in Table XXIII, almost 23 per cent of the sample are 
wither insecure about the future or, at least, did not answer con-
fidently about it. It will be noted in these findings that the 
coastal sample overrepresents the total sample by 11.7 per cent 
for the category of respondents who feel "secure" for the future 
and underrepresents it by 12.1 per cent for those who expressed 
- --
Future 
~~curity 
Secure 
Insecure 
;No Answer 
--
Total 
_. 
TABLE XXIII 
FUTURE SECURITY (COASTAL) 
Coastal Respondents Total 
Number Per cent Number 
28 77.7 66 
5 13·9 26 
3 8·3 8 
36 99.9 100 
ResQondents 
Per cent 
66.0 
26.0 
8.0 
100.0 
"insecurity" in this regard. When combined, the result--23.8 Per 
cent--woUld Seem to indicate that this portion of the coastal sam-
[PIe have a somewhat complacent attitude toward future security. 
p 
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Their introduction to the industrialization of coastal towns has 
possibly been aided by the increased opportunities in the larger 
metropolitan area. 
Income (Coastal) 
Age-Income Distribution. Inspection of Table XXIV shows the 
total sample percentage for the category low age - low income 
(35.8 per cent) underrepresented by 10.8 per cent for the coastal 
respondents in this group. This indicates a better pattern in 
favor of the coastal sample than is true for the total sample. 
Percentages for other categories follow the total sample or are 
a In this distribution 8 incomes have been omitted from the 
coastal sample. Of these 7 are in the intermediate income group--
they range from $1,066 to $1,204. One respondent is 37 years of 
age--the median age group--and his income has been omitted; it is 
$827. 
I 
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The Special "Work" 
Characteristics Of The Sierras 
Places of employment for respondents in the Sierra sample are 
shown in Table XXV. As indicated above, the factories enumerated 
here are considered comparable for purposes of this investigation. 
They were not singled OIJ.t for any definite reason, hence the pro-
portion of workers selected from them is not significant. 
TABLE XXV 
PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT OF FAMILY HEAD (SIERRA) 
F==-c_:.:.:=.======t==============:::::;::============1 Type Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
of 
Factory 
Glass 
water Pumps 
Daily Press 
Beer 
Petroleum 
Noodle 
Flour 
Fish Flour 
Mosaics 
Boat-
building 
Crockery 
Leather 
Total 
Number 
II 
11 
5 
7 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
42 
Per cent 
28.6 
26.2 
11.9 
16.6 
4.8 
4.8 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
100.1 
Number 
19 
16 
14 
17 
7 
3 
16 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
100 
Per cent 
19.0 
16.0 
14.0 
17.0 
7.0 
3.0 
16.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
100.0 
1. Health of the Worker. It will be observed in Table XXVI 
that, by self-assessment, almost three-fourths (73.8 per cent) of 
the Sierra sample consider themselves as having good health. Re-
spondents who indicated they had some infirmity--26.2 per cent--
overrepresent the total sample percentage of 23 per cent. All 
p 
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Sierra responses are indicated, whereas L per cent of the total 
sample did not respond. It will be observed that the self-assess-
ed health pattern of Sierra respondents is not as good as that 
presented by the total sample. It is inferred that the Sierra en-
vironment prior to their migration to Lima is possibly responsible. 
Nine respondents (21.4 per cent of the sample) reported that 
they receive treatment from social security. Fourteen respondents 
(33.3 per cent of the sample) are treated in the Polyclinic for 
workers in Callao. Six respondents (14.3 per cent of the sample) 
are treated at work; one respondent· has his own doctor and is 
treated in the hospital. Infirmities reported include stomach 
trouble (2 cases), spinal injury, constant backache, heart 'trouble, 
tonsilitis, bad eyesight, diabetes, spinal surgery, foot injury, 
rheumatism, mental illness, and allergy. 
In medical care, as in other social services, Latin American 
cities are incomparably better off than the rural areas. The high 
concentration'of doctors and hospitals in the cities is well 
known. Hospital facilities are measured by taking into account 
the number of hospital beds per 1,000 population. The World 
Health Organizationl reports that there are less than 2 beds per 
1,000 inhabitants in Peru. The United States has 4.5 beds per 
1,000 population. 
1 
World Health Organization, Facts on Health Problems, p. 8. 
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TABLE XXVI 
HEALTH OF THE WORKER (SIERRA) 
-- _ .. ._- -. 
- ---
. ~- -. 
Subjective Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Assessment 
of Health Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Good Health 31 73·8 75 75.0 
Some 
Infirmity 11 26.2 23 23.0 
No 
Answer 0 2 2.0 
Total 42 100.0 100 100.0 
2. Contentment With Work. When Sierra respondents were ask-
ed if they were contented with their work, 35, or 83.3 per cent of 
the sample, gave affirmative answers. Thre responses were nega-
tive and, in four cases, the question was not answered. This is 
an exceptionally high level of agreement when compared with the 
total sample percentage of 85 per cent. It will be recalled that 
-
Briones offered as explanation of his finding of such a high de-
gree of satisfaction the possibility that workers found that the 
new environment provided more satisfaction than the limited oppor-
tunities of their former rural or prOVincial surroundings. Find-
ings for contentment of Sierra respondents are shown in Table 
XXVII. 
Blauner reports that, in five surveys conducted and analyzed 
between the years 1935 and 1957, the percentage of dissatisfaction 
varies between 10 and 21 per cent. Briones concludes that, accord-
ing to these figures, the labor force in the early stages of in-
dustrialization does not differ in respect of work satisfaction 
, 
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from workers similarly employed in countries with a more advanced 
economy, though the source of satisfaction may be different. l 
TABLE XXVII 
CONTENTMENT WITH WORK (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
State of 
Contentment 
-~~.~---------+------------+--------------+------------+------------
Contented 
Not 
Contented 
Not 
Entirely 
No 
Answer 
Total 
35 
2 
1 
4 
42 
83.3 
4.7 
2.4 
9.5 
99.9 
85 
4 
3 
8 
100 
85.0 
4.0 
3·0 
8.0 
100.0 
3. Membership in the Syndicate. Thirty-seven family heads 
in the Sierra sample (88.1 per cent) have membership in the Syndi-
cate. Two family heads are not members and three, did not respond 
to the question. As indicated in Table XXVII, 6~ per cent of the 
Sierra sample express contentment with the work of the Syndicate. 
Rycroft and Clemmer state that Latin American labor has a high de-
gree of class consciousness. Until very recently, social mobility 
has been limit~d in most countries. Because of the low social 
status of manual labor, workers have kept within their own group 
eVen outside of the plant. Furthermore, in his social life, the 
worker is never allowed to forget the facts of a class society for 
1 
Briones, pp.578-79. Source: Robert Blauner, "Work Satisfac-
tion and Industrial Trends in Modern Society," Labor and Trade 
Unionism, eds. Walter Galenson and Seymour M. Lipset (New York: 
John Wiley, 1960), pp. 339-60. 
p 
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Satisfied 
Not 
Satisfied 
No 
Answer 
Total 
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TABLE XXVIII 
SATISFACTION WITH THE WORK OF THE SYNDICATE 
(SIERRA) 
Sierra Res~ondents 
Number Per cent 
29 
5 
8 
42 
69.0 
11.9 
19.0 
99.9 
Total Respondents 
Number Per cent 
71 
13 
16 
100 
71.0 
13·0 
16.0 
100.0 
they are continually impressed upon him. Furthermore, employers 
have been very anti-union in their attitudes. As a rule, unionism 
arose as part of a revolutionary movement aimed at reforming the 
semi-feudal society and, from its inception, was allied to broad 
social and political reform movements of a revolutionary character 
As a consequence, unionism itself has not only a revolutionary 
tradition but it is even more accustomed to a revolutionary lang-
uage. These authors maintain that the pure business unionism of 
the United States' type holds little appeal for industrial workers 
raised in the circumstances and the traditions of Latin America. 
Added to this, conditions are not such as to make it likely that 
business unionism would be particularly effective in a practical 
way.l 
In view of these observations, one cannot exclude the pos-
sibility that the 69 per cent of the Sierra sample who expressed 
1 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 66. 
"satisfaction" with the work of the Syndicate might more accurate-
ly have termed their feeling one of "resignation." 
4. Future Security. More than half of the Sierra respondenm 
--22, or 52.4 per cent of the sample--gave affirmative answers 
when asked if they felt secure for the future. Fifteen, or 35.7 
per cent of the sample, answered negatively and 5, or 11.9 per 
cent of the sample, did not respond. These findings are shown in 
Table XXIX. 
Here, it will be noted, is an interesting departure from the 
norm for the whole sample. The 66 per cent of the total sample 
who feel "secure ll declines to 52.4 per cent, for the Sierra re-
spondents. Furthermore, the 26 per cent of the total sample who 
indicated a feeling of lIinsecurity" for the future is increased to 
35.7 per cent for the Sierra respondents. Support for Hypothesis 
TABLE XXIX 
FUTURE SEC"URITY (SIERRA) 
--
"--
Future Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Security Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Secure 22 52.4 66 66.0 
Insecure 15 35.7 26 26.0 
No Answer 5 11.9 8 8.0 
Total 42 100.0 100 100.0 
2 of the present study is inferred from these findings. This is 
one of the components of the "reduced exposure to the urbanization 
process ll which is associated with their Sierra environment prior 
~---------------------1-3-7---------------------
to migration to Lima. Its effect is demonstrated in this high 
percentage of the sample whose adjustment to urban living has not 
resulted in a feeling of security for their future. 
Income (Sierra) 
Age-Income Distribution. It will be observed in Table XXX 
that 45.5 per cent of the Sierra sample (15 respondents) are under 
37 years of age (low age) and have incomes under $1,050 (low in-
come). Similarly, 27.3 per cent of the sample (9 respondents) are 
38 years of age or more, (high age) and have incomes of $1,250 or 
TABLE XXX 
AGE - INCOME DISTRIBUTION (SIERRA)a 
Age Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
-
Income Number Per cent Number Per cent 
..... ~----
Low Age 
-
. 
Low Income 15 45.5 29 35.8 
Low Age 
-
High Income 5 15.2 14 17.3 
High Age 
-
Low Income 4 12.1 10 12.3 
High Age 
-
High Income 9 27.3 2.8 34.6 
Total 33 100.1 81 100.0 
aIn this distribution 9 incomes have been omitted: 6 incomes 
are in the median income group--they range from $1,066 to $1,192. 
Three incomes are those of respondents who are 37 years of age--
the median age group. (One income is $700; the other two are $800 
each. ) 
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over (high income). A discrepancy between these percentages and 
those of the total sample is obvious. Low incomes for the low age 
group overrepresent the total sample percentage for that category 
by 10 per cent. High incomes, for both age groups, are underrep-
resented, when compared with total sample percentages. The high-
est incidence is found in the high income category, where it might 
be expected, with reason, that income would have increased with 
age. It is inferred from these findings that the Sierra respond-
ents are disadvantaged in both directions. 
SUMMARY OF NOTABLE VARIATIONS 
"THE WORK" 
1. Health of the Worker 
Lima-Callao Sample. The 75 per cent of the total sample 
whose health is good (self-assessment) is increased to 
81.8 per cent shown for the Lima-Callao respondents. 
Additionally, the l3 per cent of the total sample who 
indicate some infirmity declines to 13.6 per cent, for 
the Lima-Callao respondents. The inference from these 
findings is that they are the effects of urbanization, 
among which are the greater availability of medical care 
and services. 
Coastals. The "good" health category for the coastal 
sample declines to 72.2 per cent. The 23 per cent of the 
total sample with tl some infirmity" has increased to 25 
per cent for the coastal sample. These findings support 
jP 
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Hypothesis 1. 
Sierras. Sierra respondents present a health pattern 
similar to that of the coastal sample. Respondents in" 
"good" hea"lth underrepresent the total sample percentage 
while those with "some infirmity" are overrepresented. 
The difference, however, is not so great as that for the 
coastal sample and it is not in the direction indicated 
in Hypothesis 2.. 
2.. Contentment with work 
Lima-Callao Sample. The high percentage of the Lima-
Callao respondents--95.5 per cent--is conspicuous in the 
category of workers who are contented. Since they are 
all native to the Lima-Callao area, this finding is as-
sumed to be related to their urban experience. 
Coastals. Support for Hypothesis 1 is inferred from 
the findings for the coastal sample. The 85 per cent of 
the "total sample who are "contented" declines to 80.5 
per cent for the coastal sample. Furthermore, the com-
bined "not entirely contented" and "no answer" categor-
ies amount to 16.0 per cent of the coastal sample while 
only 11 per cent is shown for the combined categories in 
the total sample. 
Sierras. For Sierra respondents, the decline from the 
85 per cent of the total sample in the "contented" cate-
is to 83.3 er cent for the Sierra sam leo 
jP 
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Other percentages follow the total sample percentages. 
Using the Lima-Callao findings as a norm, Hypothesis 1 
is supported insofar as it presents a better pattern t 
that of the coastal sample. Findings for the Sierra s 
ple, however, are not in the expected direction. Since 
they make the better showing, Hypothesis 2 is not sup-
ported; it postulated a better pattern for the coastal 
sample. 
3. Satisfaction With the Work of the Syndicate 
Lima-Callao Sample. Membership in the Syndicate numbers 
19, or 86.4 per cent of the sample. For those who are 
satisfied with the work of the Syndicate, the 71 per 
cent shown for the total sample is increased to 77.4 per 
cent, for the Lima-Callao sample. While the "not satis-
fied" percentage of the total sample is 13 per cent, the 
corresponding percentage for the Lima-Callao sample is 
18.1 per cent--an increase of 5.1 per cent. This is 
somewhat balanced, however, by the 4.5 per cent of the 
Lima-Callao sample who did not respond to the question 
when the total sample percentage for this category is 
16 per cent. 
Coastals. The percentage of "satisfied" respondents in 
the coastal sample declines very slightly from the 71 
per cent of the total sample to 69.4 per cent. Although 
the coastal sample shows a decline of approximately 2 
p 
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per cent for the category of "not satisfied" respondents 
there is also an increase of 3.4 per cent over the total 
sample percentage of those who gave no answer. For the 
better pattern, the Lima-Callao sample tends to support 
Hypothesis 1. 
Sierras. The very slight decline of 69 per cent for the 
"satisfied" category--the coastal sample percentage is 
69.4 per cent--offers practically no support for Hypotm 
sis 2. Sierra percentages follow the total sample pat-
tern for remaining categories. 
4. Future Security 
Lima-Callao Sample. The 66 per cent of the total sample 
who indicate securit~ for the future are overrepresented 
by the 72.7 per cent of the Lima-Callao sample in that 
category. There is a slight overrepresentation (1.3 per 
cent), however, in the "insecure" category. All respom 
ents answered the question. In the total sample, there 
are 8 per cent in the "no answer" category. 
Coastals. Support for Hypothesis 1 is lacking when 
findings for the Lima-Callao respondents are compared 
with those originating in coastal towns. There is ~n 
increase of 11.7 per cent for those who are "secure" in 
the coastal sample, when compared with the total sample 
and the 26 per cent of the latter who are "insecure" 
declines to 13. er cent for the coastal sam leo 
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Sierras. The disadvantage for Sierra respondents is 
seen for all categories. The 66 per cent of the respond 
ents in the "secure" category declines to 52.4 per cent, 
for the Sierra sample. The Sierra percentage .for re-
spondents who are "insecure" is 35.7 per cent while the 
total sample percentage is 26 per cent. Eight per cent 
of the total sample failed to answer the question--the 
Sierra percentage for this category is 11.9 per cent. 
Hypothesis 1 is supported insofar as the Lima-Callao 
pattern is better than that of the Sierra sample; it is 
not supported since the coastal respondents make the be 
ter showing, when compared with Lima-Callao respondents. 
Hypothesis 2 is supported; the coastal showing is better 
than that of the Sierra respondents. 
5. Age-Income Distribution 
Lima-Callao Sample When compared with the total sample, 
Lima-Callao respondents show a higher percentage of high 
incomes and a lower percentage of low incomes, with the 
exception of the low age-low income category. This lat-
ter category follows the total sample percentage. 
Coastals. Low incomes for the coastal respondent"s are 
underrepresented by 10.8 per cent in the low age group 
and slightly overrepresented (0.6 per cent) for the high 
age group, when compared with the total sample. High 
incomes for low age res ondents follow the total 
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sample percentage; for high age respondents, they over-
represent the total sample by 4.7 per cent. The Lima-
Callao sample makes the better showing, when compared 
with the coastal sample and, hence, Hypothesis 1 is sup-
ported. The difference, when all calculations are made, 
is only 5.9 per cent in their favor. The industrializa-
tion of the coastal towns presents a challenge, it is 
believed. 
Sierras. Low incomes for Sierra respondents in the low 
age group overrepresent the total sample percentage b~ 
9.7 per cent: for respondents of high age, the pattern 
is the same as that for the total sample. High incomes 
for respondents in the low age group fall short of the 
total sample percentage by 2.1 per cent. For high in-
comes in the high age group, the 34.6 per cent of the 
total sample declines to 27.3 per cent, for the Sierra 
respondents. 
Hypothesis 1 is supported since the Lima-Callao showing 
is better than that of respondents originating ~n coast-
al towns or in the Sierra. Coastal respondents, howeve~. 
present a challenge to the Lima-Callao sample. 
Hypothesis 2 is supported since the coastal pattern is 
notably better than that of the Sierra respondents. 
~--------------------------------~ 
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CHAPTER VI 
"THE FAMILY" 
In their volume, Family and Society, Zimmerman and Frampton 
have this to say: 
This work emphasizes the need for the greater development of 
methods of investigation which apply direct field observa-
tion as well as theoretical analysis to the problem of the 
relation between the social and economic orders and the 
human family. Frederic Le Play gave the problem its great-
est prominence by his studies in the period following the 
French Revolution of 1789. 
With reference to his own method, Le Play says: 
The method employed in this work has not been derived from a 
theory. It imposed itself gradually upon the author while 
he acquired, by observation itself, the knowledge of the ma-
terial and moral facts which rule in the organization of 
socie tie s .2 
Since Le Play's central idea was that the laboring classes 
were the foundations of society~ he immersed himself in the life 
of the common people. While he paid great attention to the ideas 
and mores of a people, he held that institutions were the primary 
factors and that opinions were derivative-and secondary. "Whilst 
1 
Zimmerman and Frampton, p. 3. 
1. 
Le Play, Les ouvriers europeens, p. 48. "La methode em-
ployee dans cet quvrage n'a pOint ete inv~ntee de-toutes pieces. 
Elle n'esr-imposee peu a peu a l'AUteur, a mesure qu'll acqu~rait, 
~ l'observation m~,-la connaissance des faits mat~rials et _ 
moraux qui president a lTOrganisation des-5ocletes." --3-- - - -
Zimmerman and Frampton, pp. 81ff. 
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adhering to our present forms, society must be re-established upon 
its eternal bases, namely: domestic life upon the discipline of 
the fireside, the workshop, the parish and the corporation."l 
La Play oonoeived a future sooiety re-oreated on the basis 
of its original segments. The home and the community would be 
formed or strengthened by more permanent relations between the 
hearth and family and between employer and employee. These were 
necessary, for in his opinion, the inherent selfishness and fool-
ishness of human beings made other schemes impractical. 2 Accord-
ing to Zimmerman and Frampton, Le Play's 
..• work was unique, unrepeated, and covered a most inter-
esting period. It lasted from 1829-1882, during Le Play's 
life, and was continued by his followers ..• The first 
part of this period witnessed much of the last phase of the 
change from the feudal to the factory system in Europe. 
If the reader will remember that Le Play saw the family 
budget and the standard of living as a picture of the family 
in operation, he will understand Le Play's emphasis on the 
family, although the tool of analysis which he used was a 
description of the family budget and standard of living. 
Hence, he did not think it necessary to consider the two 
separately.3 
Le Play4 found definite relations between social structure 
and the welfare of the people. The studies of family living 
1872, 
1 
Le Play, The Organization of Labor, Emerson's Translation, 
pp. xvi-xvII, as quoted in 
Zimmerman and Frampton, p. 83. 
2 
Zimmerman and Frampton, p. 83. 
3 
Ibid., p. 74. 
4 
Ibid., pp. 90ff. 
, 
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provided a clear picture to him of these relations which he could 
present to the public. Zimmerman and Frampton observe that the 
system of sociology developed by Le Play is very close to that of 
some of the early Chinese theorists. In this system, the funda-
mental idea is that society depends upon certain structural rela-
tionships. Le Play emphasized, particularly, two forms of rela-
tionship--those within the family and those between the employer 
, 
and the worker. These he analyzed and classified. 
Le Play's first classification concerns the type of family, 
which he considered the most important social unit. While he rec-
ognized other forms of aggregation, such as nations, social 
classes, and so on, it appeared to him that the family was the 
ultimate social unit which reflects all the important character-
istics of a society. He developed his theories in accordance with 
the system of functional relationships, rather than following an 
evolutionary hypothesis. He saw the family as influenced by other 
forms of social organization and, in turn, influencing these other 
forms. Because he believed that the family would sooner or later 
reflect conditions within society, his. classification of the fam-
ily unit is based on a system parallel with his classification of 
societies and types of standards of living. 
In their discussion of social change in Latin America, 
Rycroft and Clemmer make the following comments concerning the 
family: 
~~------------------~1~47~----------------~ 
In the Latin American countries, the family is one of the 
most important of all social institutions. An individual's 
rank in the community is derived in large part from his 
family. His position at the top of the social pyramid is a 
birthright, and accounts for more than individual effort 
and ability.l 
Concerning the family, as a reflection of conditions within socie-
ty mentioned by Le Play, Stokes makes the following statement re-
garding the family in Latin American countries, "The family is so 
important that upper-class families who lose their money do not 
immediately drop to the middle class • • • Because status depends 
more on family than upon the individual, class lines in Latin 
America are relatively rigid."l 
Since the present study involves lower class families in an 
area in Latin America, the importance of the family as a social 
institution, indicated above, and the heavy emphasis, placed on 
this social unit by Le Play have impelled the writer to direct 
most of her attention to this dimension of the triad--family. It 
will be recalled that the term "household unit"has been substitut-
ed for the term family, in this investigation. The discussions 
which follow will concern "household units" in the three areas in 
this study, namely, the Lima-Callao area, the coastal towns, and 
the Sierra. 
1 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Urbanization, p. 62. 
2 
William S. Stokes, Latin American Politics (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1959), p. 19. Emphasis in the 
original. 
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GENERAL REVIEW OF VARIABLES 
CONCERNING "THE HOUSEHOLD UNIT" 
Dependents On The Head Of The Family. In any study adapta~ 
tion of in-migrants to an urban area, the number of dependents l 
on the family head is thought to be an important variable. This 
is especially true in an area where poverty exists. Because of 
the numerous social problems created by massivermigration, popula-
tion is so i~portant in its relation to social structure that it 
cannot be overlooked. 
New directions in population research combining demographic 
and sociological skills in areas of work such as (1) population 
change in relation to social and economic changej (2) the labor 
force with respect to population structure and social organizatio~ 
(3) the family with regard to demographic behavi~r testify to the 
importance of this variable. 2 As reported in The New York Times, 
Lima is a phenomenon of growth through migration: 
Since 1940, when it had 400,000 residents, the population 
has risen fivefold. The city sprawls 20 miles from north to 
south over the sandy dunes of Peru's coastal desert on either 
1 
As indicated above, a family, in this study, is defined as 
the group residing in the house on the night previous to the inte~ 
view. On account of the particular situation in Lima and for the 
sake of conformity, two members have been excluded in each case--
the head of the family and the spouse, or the equivalents. Depend-
ents on the head of the family, therefore, include all other per-
sons residing in the house--that is, children, relatives, and ser-
vants. The term household unit has been substituted for the term 
family. 
2 
Merton et al" p. 314. 
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side of the Rimac River. The tallest building is 20 stories. 
. . • Tens of thousands of Indian families that have flooded 
into Lima from the poverty-stricken highlands live in some 
of the world's most remarkable slums. In 1959 nobody lived 
on these s~ndY slopes north of Lima. Today more than 100,000 
I are there. I While sweeping generalizations must be guarded against, since 
"demographic and· related conditions vary among Latin American 
countries, a few features emerge as most characteristic of the 
demographic situation as a whole. According to the United Nations' 
report, these are: (a) the overall rate of population growth is 
high; (b) the growth of cities is even more rapid; (c) children 
,and young persons predominate in the population; (d) for purposes 
~ 
~ 
IOf economic and social advancement, there are considerable de-
:jficiencies in the educational levels and occupational composition 
f,i 
I,lof the economically active population. L. 
By comparison with the United States, it may seem something 
of a paradox to include servants among dependents on the family 
~head, in a study of lower class workingmen's families within an 
~I 
~economy of poverty. As indicated above, however, domestic ser-
vants can be found in families in the entire social scale. Actual 
ly in Lima, remuneration of servants consists almost exclusively 
of board and lodging. Upper- and middle-class persons can easily 
1963, 
ition 
p.7. 
1 
Juan de Onis, Special Report, New York Times, September 8, 
p. 38. 
2 
United Nations, Population Trends in Latin America in Rela-
to Economic and Social Policy. E/eN. 12/583, April 5,1961, 
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secure the assistance of these domestics for an additional monthly 
allowance of twenty dollars. Domestic servants, in this study, 
receive no monetary remuneration for services rendered, according 
to expenditures listed in the budget section of the questionnaire. 
Percentage Of Income Spent For Food. Findings in studies 
made by the Food and Agriculture Organization and other agencies 
show from one-half to two-thirds of the world population of rough-
ly three billion people who are seriously underfed or' malnourished 
and most of these live in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. l 
In Latin America, the main health problem is malnutrition. 
"It is not so much a matter of undernourishment as it is of mal-
nourishment, of an unbalanced diet, one lacking in animal proteins 
and vitamins and minera1s."l To change the food habits of millions 
of people is a formidable task, especially when these constitute 
the lower income groups. In general, Latin Americans are small in 
stature. Exceptions are found in Argentina and Uruguay, where 
food consumption is higher and protein content greater. In Brazil 
and Mexico, the average annual protein intake is sixteen grams per 
day; in Peru, it is only twelve, which is one-fourth and one-fifth, 
respectively, of the average intake in the United States. As a 
result, growth is slow and the average individual, regardless of 
April 
1 
See Article: "The Mathematics of Hunger" in Saturday Review, 
27, 1963, p. 17. 
2 -
Am~ricas. Special Health Issue, XIV (July, 1962), p. 28. 
, 
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age, is underdeveloped. In ever-increasing numbers, persons are 
showing the symptoms of old age in their forties. l In addition to 
its effect on physical growth and development, protein deficiency 
is the cause of dietary dystrophies. "Three out of every four in-
habitants of Lima, Peru," says MacEoin, "are reported to show the 
clinical symptoms of this deficiency."l 
Rycroft and Clemmer report that, on the basis of the United 
Nations' studies, in Latin America as a whole about 20 per cent of 
the population in the upper income brackets received at least 60 
per cent of the total income. The remaining 40 per cent of the 
total income was left for the other 80 per cent of the population. 
, 
These statistics were for the period immediately following World 
War II.3 
These authors maintain that ways and means must be found to 
enable the wage-earners in each sector to enjoy an increasing 
share in the benefits of the increase in production. They hold 
that this has not been done to date. In fact, lower income groups 
spend a large part of their earnings on food and clothing. 4 
As estimated by the United Nations, for 1957, the proportion 
of urban wage-earners' incomes spent on food and clothing in Peru 
1 
MacEoin, p. 39. 
2 
Ibid. 
3 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 182. 
4 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Urbanization, p. 74. 
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was 55.3 per cent for food and 8.7 per cent for clothing. Nine 
countries were listed in this est1mate--Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela. The 
percentage of income spent for food in Peru is highest, except for 
that of Ecuador, which is 56.9 per cent. A note indicates, how-
ever, that the percentage for Ecuador includes beverages and to-
bacco. Since, no such indication was given for Peru, its estimate 
is probably the highest for the countries listed. For clothing, 
Peru's 8.7 per cent is the lowest. Argentina stands at the top 
for this commodity with 20.2 per cent; its food estimate, includ-
ing beverages and tobacco, is 47.6 per cent. l 
Since the present investigator observed, while visiting the 
300 representative workingmen's houses, that clothing is an 1mpor-
tant commodity for the worker only, and that to a very limited de-
gree, no attempt was made to use the percentage of income spent 
for clothing as an index of adjustment to urbanization in this 
study. The ragged clothes and bare feet of the women and children 
testify to the validity of the UNESCO estimate. 
Housing. "That housing is an important practical problem 
needs no argument," states Louis Wirth, in his. discussion of hous-
ing as a field of sociological research. 2 One aspect of the 
1 
United Nations, Economic and Social Council, Economic De-
velopment and Problems of Social Change in Latin America by Jorge 
Ahumada. UNESCO/SS/SAED: LA/A-I. November 25, 1960, p. 36. 
2 
Louis Wirth, "Housing as a Field of Sociological Research," 
American Sociological Review, XII (April, 1947), 137. 
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subject of housing is the density of the slum populations in large 
cities, chiefly the number of persons living in a room. According 
to Svend Riemer, 
Home planning is aimed at the accomodation of specific social 
functions, visualized by the good architect on the basis of 
informal experience. After construction, the four walls of 
the house and the interior partitions dictate a pattern of 
social interaction from which the inhabitants can free them-
selves only at the cost of considerable frustration. Thus, 
home planning involves social policy, framing the very de-
tails of our private lives for a period of half a century or 
more. l 
Rycroft and Clemmer hold that it, is the rate of population 
growth which gives concern. The rate of growth in 1963 is estima~ 
ed at approximately 2.9 per cent annually. This is higher than 
, 'l. 
that of any other major area of the world. The seriousness 
~rises from the fact that the rate of economic growth is not keep-
ing pace with that of the population. 
The movement of people from rural to urban areas has created 
an acute housing problem. For Latin America as a whole, it is 
estimated that 90 million persons now live in 18 million housing 
units in urban areas--a very large percentage of which is below 
acceptable standards. The United Nations has estimated the number 
of homes that should be rebuilt in Latin American cities at about 
1 
Svend Riemer, "Maladjustment to the Family Home'," American 
Sociological Review, X (October, 1945), 642. 
"-Rycroft and Clemmer, Urbanization, p. 8. 
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l:l million. l 
To replace this many units over a twenty-year period would 
involve, initially, nearly half a million units annually. With 
urban population expanding at the rate of 5 per cent annually, a-
cording to Rycroft and Clemmer, it is estimated that almost a mil~ 
ion new homes would need to be constructed, annually, to keep pace 
2. 
with urban growth. Thus, "a twenty-year rehabilitation program, 
plus annual population growth, would mean building one and a half 
- - ~ 
million new homes each year. At an assumed average cost of $2.,500 
each, this would mean a total annual investment of 3.75 to 4 
billion dollars' yearly.,,3 
Housing Density. High housing density has been considered, 
generally, as a challenge to social organization. Housing is an 
article of joint consumption and, hence, is more --closely connected 
with family solidarity. According to Zimmerman, in spite of the 
great meaning attached to food and clothing, "the house assumes a 
higher proportion of group significance. This is a difference in 
degree, but the intrusion of the family into consumption of hous-
ing immediately turns the emphasis away from the material and more 
1 
The Chase Manhattan Bank, "Housing in Latin America,'" Latin 
American Highlights, Second Quarter 196:l, .Vol. 12, No.2. No 
page given. 
2 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 133. 
3 
Chase Manhattan Bank, loco cit. 
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toward social factors."l To some degree, it exerts an influence 
on the personality and the interaction process. It is conceivable 
that this influence might not be a favorable one when many persons 
are obliged to share the same room. 
Housing Space. It is postulated in this study as follows: 
the poorer the family the less space there is for needs other than 
for eating and sleeping purposes. 2 This physical condition might 
be expected to reinforce the adverse influence on family solidar-
ity observed with regard to housing density. "It has been remark-
ed," says Wirth, "that a civilization can be judged, at least to 
some extent, by the minimum housing conditions which a society 
will tolerate for its members."3 
, 
Modern Technology has made pos-
sible the continuous improvement in housing standards because of 
the awareness of the interconnection between standards of housing 
and standards of health and well-being. Furthermore, Wirth main-
tains that housing is involved with community life arising out of 
1 
Carle C. Zimmerman, Consumption and Standards of Living 
(New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1936), p. 143. 
2 
After visiting 300 houses in Lima, comparable to the type 
of those of respondents in this study, it was considered expedient 
to regard a separate living-room as indicative of space "other 
than" that for eating and sleeping purposes. Kitchens, in most of 
the houses visited, are improvised or included in "eating" or 
"sleeping" quarters. Consequently, kitchen space, where this 
might be present, is not treated in this analysis. The respondent 
indicated the kitchen space, verbally, and in order to spare him 
further embarrassment--since the interview-schedule was already 
quite personal--his estimate wasJaccepted. 
3 
Wirth, p. 139. 
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the fact that, at least in the urban community, the house does not 
stand by itselfj it is a part of a neighborhood, a local community, 
and the metropolis. No individual house can be completely insula~ 
ed against influences of neighbors or the trends prevailing in the 
community. 1 Relying on Wirth's observations, an attempt will be 
made in this study to show that physical conditions of housing 
might be expected to do little to alleviate the state of poverty 
which is postulated to prevail at present, in Lima. 
Possession Of The House. Many leaders in Latin America are 
of the opinion that lack of adequate housing constitutes their 
most serious social problem. Most assuredly, it is one of the so-
cial consequences of urbanization. When the wage scale of workers 
is low, baSic necessities claim most of their income at the ex-
pense of adequate housing. The solution of the housing problem, 
however, does not depend entirely upon purely economic considera-
tions. There is, in addition, a social aspect closely bound up 
with the worker's security of tenure of the house in which he 
lives. Where he enjoys this security in some measure, he can more 
easily adapt to the tensions and strains of adjustment to the ur-
banization process. 
State Of The House. When visiting Latin America in 1960, Am-
bassador Adlai Stevenson and Senator William Benton were shocked 
by the slums they ~aw. They called them the "blight of the Latin 
1 
Ibid., p. 140. 
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American cities." Benton states: 
Governor Stevenson and I visited the slums of Lima, Bogota, 
Rio de Janeiro, Santiago and Caracas. Somehow those in Lima 
seemed the most degraded of all--perhaps because we had just 
had lunch at the Club Nacional, one of the most luxurious 
men's clubs in the world. Within a five-minute drive of this 
citadel of Lima's w~~lth we reached the most execrable slums 
I have seen in this hemisphere, vast stretches of one-room 
brick and mud huts in which people live in utter squalor, 
without plumbing and surrounded by filth and pigs--and empty 
beer bottles. l 
Materials Predominant In The Construction Of The House. Among 
the indicators of the scope of , the urbanization process in Latin 
America is that of the proportion of cement used in the construc-
tion of housing, that is, the transition from houses of adobe, mu~ 
or wood to those of concrete or brick. In addition to the econom-
ic and traditional forces militating against this transition, is 
the fact that, according to the report of the Lima Observatory, 
rainfall averages 1.27 inches, annually. Adobe has been adequate. 
Windbws In The House. In support of the assertion that all 
the physical and social diseases of man have at one time or an-
other been attributed to housing, Villier says: 
Environment leaves its ineffaceable records on the souls, 
minds and bodies of men, there to be read by all able to un-
derstand. A child living its early years in dark rooms, 
without sunlight or fresh air, does not grow up to be a nor-
mal healthy person, but is anaemic, weak, sickly, like a 
plant grown in the dark. He is handicapped in his school 
life; his earning capacity is diminished and his resisting 
power weakened. It is not of! such material that strong na-
tions are made. Improvement of social conditions, as indeed 
1 
William Benton, The Voice of Latin America (New York: Har-
per & Brothers, 1961), p. 18. 
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of all others, starts with the improvement of domestic life. 
When there are no homes there will be no nation. 1 
Villier's study, Housing Reform, was made in New York but it 
seems safe to say that the quotation above applies to this aspect 
of housing, in general. Subnormal housing conditions such as 
these constitute an acute menace to health, morals, and family 
life--conditions which produce degenerative changes in those sub-
ject to them. 
Animals In The House. The stark reality of the description 
of housing as an aspect of the social conditions in Latin America 
is a shock to the North American who is totally unfamiliar with 
such conditions. Owens' description is a case in point. He 
says: 
Although only 58.5 per cent of the population lives in the 
rural areas the Commission took the view that 63 per cent 
of the new housing was needed there. Most of the dwellings 
in the Sierra and other country districts are one-roomed huts 
with thatched roofs and earth floors. People and animals 
share one room. Even when houses were owned by an employer, 
the Commission found that--with few honourable exceptions--
matters were no better, owners being chiefly concerned with 
profits. Not unnaturally theri was little community spirit 
among people housed like pigs. 
The authenticity of the above statement is corroborated by 
Oscar Lewis in his study of families in Mexico. He says, "In the 
daytime, the patios are crowded with people and animals, dogs, 
1 
Zimmerman, p. 145. 
'l. 
Owens, p. 80. 
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L' .. 
turkeys, chickens, and an occasional pig. Children play there be-
cause it is safer than the streets."l Lewis's Gutierrez Family 
were not much better off. Of their environment, Lewis says, "Some 
families had a wooden bird cage on a nail outside their door, one 
tenant kept pigeons, another chickens, and almost everyone had a 
dog or a cat. They loved animals and also needed them as protec-
tion from rats and thieves."Z Of the S~nchez Family, which com-
bines working-class and lower-middle-class traits, "more" was ex-
~ected. 
An open space under the stairway provided the family with a 
lavadero, or laundry. Beyond the laundry two rooms for the 
animals ranged along the right side of the rectangle, first 
a room for the pigeons, then one for the pigs. At the far 
end of the patio were a chicken coop, additional space for3 the pigeons and the dogs, and an enclosed nonflush toilet. 
The animal quarters had been plastered as neatly and care-
fully as the rooms occupied by the family. In fact, the animals 
"played an important role" in the household. Lupita sometimes 
wondered whether Jesus had built the house for the animals or for 
the family. From these descriptions, the social effects of human 
beings sharing space with animals would seem to be obvious. 
Sanitary Facilities. One of the headings concerning aspects 
of low level housing mentioned above applies to the effect it has 
1 
Oscar Lewis, Five Families (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 
1959), p. 62. 2 \ 
Ibid., p. 128. 
3 
Ibid., p. 215. 
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on individuals subject to it, especially with regard to health. 
Another aspect, concerning health but aside from the benefit to 
the individual, however, is the bearing which it has on economic 
development and social progress. Abraham Horowitz, Director of 
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, observes that the relation be-
tween sickness and poverty, or, to put it positively, between 
health and production, is patent. ,"Low production means inade-
quate wages, which in turn mean deficient diet, lack of proper ed-
'-
ucation, unsanitary housing, and the like; these conditions breed 
disease; and disease destroys human energy and lowers production--
in all, a deadly sPiral."l 
It is becoming increasingly clear, especially to public 
health planners, that the program for public health must not be a 
unilateral one. The problem is complex and multifaceted and must 
take into account such aspects as: defective sanitation, communic-
able, acute, and chronic diseases, malnutrition, patient care, ig-
norance concerning the origin and possible prevention of disease, 
and unsanitary housing. Biological causes accompany social causes 
in many cases and this is what makes it imperative to include all 
of the relevant factors. 
As indicators of health conditions in some countries of Latin 
1 
Abraham Horowitz, "The Role of the Pan American Health Or-
ganization in the OAS Economic Development Program," in On Health 
and Wealth (Washington, D.C.: Pan American Health Organization, 
July, 1962), p. 2. 
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America in recent years, UNESCO gives the infant mortality rate 
for Peru as 97.9 per 1,000 inhabitantsj the total death rate for 
Peru is 10.5 per 1,000 inhabitants. Life expectancy for men and 
women in Peru is 46.1 years.l "The 1eacl1ng cause of cleath among 
infants," Rycroft and Clenuner state, "is intestinal disease, and 
the main source of this is unsanitary drinking water.,,2 Horowitz 
says, "There are in Latin America today 110 million persons who 
for all practical purposes are without a safe supply of drinking 
water. 113 
Possessions. Visitation of 300 houses of workingmen, such as 
those of respondents in this analysis, left the investigator with 
no illusions as to the limited number of their possessions. Some 
respondents had television. This was considered the "ultimate" in 
possessions. Professional social workers and others, who would be 
expected to know, advised the investigator that mirrors in the 
house were a "status symbol" among lower class families. Hence, 
this possession was included among the indicators of the urban way 
of life. The sewing machine and radio were also included. 
Television and radio were selected to measure the standard of 
1 
United Nations Economic and Social Council, Economic Com-
mission for Latin America, 10th SeSSion, Mar del Plata, Argentina, 
May 1963. E/CN. 659/Add.lj 7 April 1963. THE ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT OF LATIN AMERICA IN THE POST-WAR PERIOD. Vol. II, p. 133. 
2. 
Rycroft and Clenuner, Factual, p. 177. 
3 
Horowitz, Americas, Special Health Issue, pp. 3-4. 
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living because of the importance of the effect of mass ~ommunica- · 
tion and, particularly for television, the monetary outlay it rep-
resents. The reason for selecting "mirrors" was given above. The 
sewing machine was included because of the utilitarian value plac-
ed on it by lower class Peruvians, especially. The investigator 
observed that it was used by many of these families for cachuelos, 
or odd jobs--as a means of supplementing the family income. Among 
these odd jobs were the stitching of textiles such as bed linen 
for factories, dress-making for persons of middle class level, and 
the like. There was scarcely any evidence that families utilized 
the sewing machine to augment personal "wardrobes~" 
Possession of television is, doubtless, the best indicator of 
the effect of urbanization on these families. Oscar LewiS ob-
serves that radios have become so common that they are no longer 
diagnostic of wealth. l In his study of families in Mexico, Lewis 
found that "79 per cent of the households have radios.,,2 Findings 
in the persent investigation show that 82 per cent of the house-
holds possess radios--one household has managed to acquire 2 
radios. 
Possessions And Number Of Dependents. The study of posses-
sions raises the question of whether or not the presence and num-
ber of dependents on the family head act as a deterrent in the ' 
1 
LeWiS, Five Families, p. 13. 
2 
Ibid. 
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acquisition of possessions. Some attention to this question as an 
aspect of urban influence will be given in the analysis to deter-
~ine whether the number of dependents might be considered an inde-
~endent variable in this context: the more dependents, the fewer 
iPossessions. 
Important Decisions. Although, in Latin America, the rela-
tions between the sexes are changing with the emancipation of wo-
men and the redefinition of their roles in society, at present, 
this is a middle-class phenomenon in which their emergence into 
business and public affairs has been spectacular. l "Originally'," 
according to Gillin, "the family was patriarchal, with the father 
officially in absolute authority and with the mother and unmarried 
females restricted in their close contacts with males to their 
relatives and members of the ·clergy."Z Gillin observes, further, 
that, in some provincial centers and conservative circles, women 
"are still expected to follow the older pattern, confining their 
activities mainly to the home and the church.,,3 With respect to 
adherence to the traditional pattern with the father in absolute 
authority, as indicated by Gillin, in this study reliance is 
strictly on verbal responses to questions. Some attempt will be 
.1. 
John P. Gillin, "Some Signposts for Policy,'" Social Change 
in Latin America Today ("Vintage Books"j New York: A Division of 
Random House, 1960), p. 49. 
Z 
Ibid., p. 33. 
3 
Ibid., p.. 49. 
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made to discern the pattern, at least verbally, in this important 
area of family life. "In most rural communities of Latin America',' 
according to Rycroft and Clemmer, "women are kept in a subordinate 
position. Urbanization usually means an improvement in the status 
of women, since in the cities they are able to earn their own 
liVing."l 
Responsibility. As reviewed in detail in the United Nations' 
study,2 this effect of urbanization in itself implies some disrup-
tion of the traditional family organization. Rycroft and Clemmer 
state that many women, without doubt, come to the cities to escape 
from domination of their families, or because their local status 
has been compromised by a sexual indiscretion. These authors be-
lieve that the numerical predominance of women among the migrants 
to cities and of the younger adults in the cities implies that 
many of them must be unable to find marriage partners. The social 
consequences of this facet have yet to be explored. However, many 
of the young migrants become domestic servants and various obser-
vers have asserted that irregular sexual relationships are common 
in this group--many of them are even recruited into prostitution. 
Rycroft and Clemmer3 assert further that it is frequent~y stated 
1 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 120. 
2 
United Nations. 
World Situation 1957. 
p. 191. 
Bureau of Social Affairs. Report on the 
E/cN. 5/324.Rev.l ST/sOA/33, April 1957, 
3 
Rycroft and Clemmer. Ibid. 
Ii" 
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that many self-supporting working-class women in cities prefer co~ 
sensual unions in order to preserve their freedom from male com-
ination. 
As indicated above, for the area of decision-making this 
study relies solely on verbal responses. Findings concerning male 
dominance, or its absence, will be shown as verbalized by respon-
dents in this analysis. The zest for action, including verbal 
"action," daring, and especially, absolute self-confidence expect-
ed of the macho (literally, "male") is, no doubt, the primary in-
fluence in fostering the offical male dominance of the father. 
Verbal responses will be expected to give some indication of the 
"survival" of male dominance in the family structure. 
Religious Practice--Sacraments. Religious practice, in this 
analysis, is again limited to verbal responses. The sacraments of 
Baptism, Confirmation~ Holy Communion, and Matrimony will be trea~ 
ed in the discussions. 
Religious Practice--Mass Attendance. Attendance at Sunday 
Mass is also verbalized by respondents. It might be pOinted out 
here that many of the respondents in this study work six and a 
~alf days in the week--some even work seven days. While attendan~ 
at Sunday Mass is mandatory by precept, for Catholics, it can be 
seen that some workers in the study may find it possible to attend 
.l 
It is customary, in Lima, to administer the sacraments of 
Baptism and Confirmation to infants at the same time. 
p 
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only "at times'~" This would likely be on the "free" Sunday which 
they get every two weeks, by turns. 
Family "Organization." Baudin says: 
Marriage in pre-columbian times very much resembled marriage 
in the Andes today--an economic institution, or in more pre-
cise terms, a utilitarian mating. A modern jurist has given. 
the following definition of it--a contract for procreat1on 
and mutual aid, the duration of which equals the will and 
affection of the parties. l 
Peru is "Catholic'," but there has been freedom of religion 
since 1916. Divorce has been permitted since 1933. 
The San Marcos medical school reports that a survey showed 43 
per cent of the births in Peru are illegitimate. 2 
Hoffman states, "From the religious and spiritual point of 
view, the most serious of all problems of the Church 1n Latin 
America is the lack of priests •••• All other problems of the 
Church there are, in a sense, the consequence of-this shortage of 
priests.,,3 
Findings such as the above have prompted the investigator to 
attempt to ascertain something about the pattern of family "organ-
ization" as evidenced in respondents in the present analysis. The 
data in this area of the investigation will be inspected in order 
1 
Louis Baudin, Daily Life in Peru (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1962), pp. 204-~05. ' 
2 
Chicago Tribune, March 7, 1966, Sec. lA, p. 3. 
3 
Ronan Hoffman, O.F.M. Cony. and Msgr. James A. Magner,Latin 
America: Pattern for the 'Sixties (Cincinnati, Ohio: Catholic 
Students Mission Crusade, 19b1) , pp. 33-34. 
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to learn whether there is some cleavage to marriage customs "in 
pre-Columbian times" which were indicated by Baudin. 
It is possible that the shortage of priests, observed by Hof-
fman, explains, in part, the fact that there is a high percentage 
of unions by civil ceremony--even higher, perhaps, than by reli-
gious ceremony. It might be mentioned, here, that a religious and 
a civil ceremony is the ideal Catholic pattern in Lima. The fact 
that it is not possible to transfer property in Lima unless some 
type of marriage ceremony has been performed is believed to have 
some bearing on the findings which will be presented in this 
analysis. 
Findings reported by the San Marcos medical school survey 
substantiate those of the United Nations and the definition of 
"marriage in the Andes today" in Baudin, indicated above. Against 
these findings as background, this study defines family "organiza-
tion" with the type of union of the workingman and his spouse. 
Type Of Marital Union. In Lima, there is what is known as 
the conviviente type of union--in which partners live together 
without civil or religious ceremony. This may be the IIcontract 
for procreation and mutual aid, the duration of which equals the 
will and affection of the parties" to which Baudin referred. The 
type of marital union--religious, civil, or both, and the convi-
viente type--will be analyzed numerically for areas in the present 
investigation. Account ,will be taken of those respondents who are 
living in a conviviente type of union at present, or who had been, 
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prior to religious or civil ceremony, or both. 
Housing Space Related To Family "Organization~"" In Hypothe-
sis 3, set for this study, it is postulated that there is a posi-
tive correlation between "disorganization of ,family structure" and 
"poorer families who have low incomes and housing space limited to 
needs for eating and sleeping"purposes. Time periods of the con-
viviente type of union will be related to this specific distribu-
tion of space in the house--space limited to purposes of eating 
and sleeping, and those houses which have a living-room, in addi-
tion. It is expected that this analysis will demonstrate support 
for Hypothesis 3. 
General Tabulation of Respondents 
(Lima-Callao) 
Dependents On The Head Of The Family. In order to establish 
the smaller household ~nit and the larger household unit for com-
parative purposes, household units with 4 dependentsl are the 
median group. Units having no dependents--there are two units 
(Sierra) in the total sample--or 1, 2, or 3 dependents constitute 
the smaller household units while those having 5 or more dependentf 
constitute the larger household units. Distributions in Chapter 
VI will be based on these categories of dependents. 
It will be observed in Table XXXI that smaller household 
units in the Lima-Callao sample underrepresent the total sample 
1 
It will be recalled that dependents, in this study, are ex-
clusive of head of family and spouse. or their eauivalents. 
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percentage by 10.7 per cent. This is true of the modal category, 
also, but the difference is only 7.9 per cent. Larger household 
units are more numerous--63.6 per cent of the Lima-Callao sample 
and 45 per cent, for the total sample. Lack of precise statistics 
on "families" of lower class workingmen in Lima makes it difficult 
to offer an explanation for the more numerous larger household 
units. Rycroft and Clemmer claim that the rate of natural in-
crease in most Latin American cities appears to be fairly high. l 
TABLE XXXI 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS ON FAMILY HEAD (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Number 
of 
Dependents 
0-3 
4 
5 or more 
Total 
Lima-Callao Respondents 
Numoer 01" 
Household Units Per cent 
6 
2 
14 
22 
27.3 
9.1 
63.6 
100.0 
. Total Respondents 
Number of 
Household units Per cent 
38 
17 
45 
100 
38.0 
17.0 
45.0 
100.0 
Age Of Family Head And Specific Number Of Dependents. It will 
be useful in the following discussions to have the distribution of 
household unIts according to the respective ages of family heads. 
As indicated above, age categories have been established as: Low 
Age--under 37 yearSj Median Age 37 yearSj High Age--38 years or 
more. Distributions which follow will be made according to these 
age categories. 
1 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Urbanization, p. 40. 
F 
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In Table XXXII, the age of the family head is related to the 
specific number ,of dependents. It can be seen here that in both 
low age and high age categories of family heads, larger household 
units are overrepresented when compared with the total sample per-
centages. In the low age group, the difference is 6.8 per cent; 
in the high age group, it is almost doubled--12.9 per cent. 
TABLE XXXII 
AGE OF HEAD AND SPECIFIC DEPENDENTS (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of I Number of 
Dependents Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
Low Age - Under 37 
0 
- 3 5 21..7 25 2.5.0 
4 1 4.5 8 8.0 
5 or more 5 22..8 16 16.0 
Sub-Total 11 50.0 49 49.0 
"- Median Age 
- 37 " 
0 
- 3 0 2 2.0 
4 0 1 1.0 
5 or more 0 1 1.0 
Sub-Total 0 4 4.0 
-
High Age 
- 38 or over J 
0 
- 3 1 4.5 11 11.0 
4 1 4.6 8 8.0 \ 
40.9 28 2.8.0 5 or more 9 
Sub-Total 11 50.0 47 47.0 
Total 2.l 100.0 100 100.0 
For the low age group, smaller household units are underrepre-
sented by 2..3 per cent; for the high age group, the same is true 
but the percentage is increased to 6.5 per cent. Household units 
in the modal group of dependents fall short of the total sample 
percentage by approximately 3 per cent. No family head in the 
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Lima-Callao sample is 37 years of age--the median age. 
Larger household units are not only overrepresented in the 
Lima-Callao sample but they are likewise proportionately higher in 
the category of high age family heads. The explanation for this 
might be sought as an effect of in-migration. 
Income - Dependency. As indicated in Table XXXIII, low in-
come-household units show a difference of 10 per cent less than 
that of the total sample, where there are less than 4 dependents. 
This is also true of the low age-high income category but the dif-
ference is slightly greater •. There is a different pattern for 
larger household units. In the low income category, the total sa 
ple percentage is underrepresented by 4.7 per cent and the high 
income category, overrepresented by 7.4 per cent. 
With respect to the size of the household unit and its rela-
tion to age of family head and to income, findings in Table XXXII 
show that smaller household units fall short of the total sample 
percentages--the difference is greater for family heads in the 
high age category. When larger household units are considered, 
both categories of family heads--low age and high age--are over"'!" ,i 
:repres.enJded. 
When income is related to the size of the household unit, 
findings in Table XXXIII show that both income categories are un-
derrepresented when smaller household units are compared with 
total sample percentages. When larger household units are Similar 
ly compared, however, the low income category is underrepresented 
p 
17;' 
and the high income category, overrepresented. Age of the family 
head, for the Lima-Callao sample, does not seem to be a factor 
since both smaller and larger household units are proportionately 
higher than the total sample. Income, however, shows a positive 
correlation with the number of family dependents. 
TABLE XXXIII 
INCOME - DEPENDENCY DISTRIBUTION (LIMA-CALLAO) 
.:::..::;..::::.C·c-.::: . :-""====r=============r=============1 
Income 
Dependents 
Low Income 
High Income 
Low Income 
High Income 
Total 
Lima-Callao Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
4 ;'2.2 
1 5.5 
Total Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
20 
11 
28.2 
15.4 
5 or more DependEnts 
3 
10 
16.7 
55.5 
99·9 
13 
27 
18.3 
38.0 
99.9 
a Omitted: Household Units with 4 dependents: Low Income 1; 
High Income 1; Median Income;'. Total 4. 
bOmitted: Low Income-4 Dependents: 10; High Income-4 Depend-
ents: 4; Median Income: 15. Total 29. 
Percentage Of Income Spent For Food. It is postulated in 
this study that the poorer the family is, the greater the percent-
age of its income will be necessary for the physical sustenance, 
specifically, the portion allowed for food. This is in accordance 
with the food budget theor1( held by Ernst Engel: 
~---------------------1-73~----------------~ 
The poorer an individual, a family, or a people, the greater 
must be the percentage of the income necessary for the main-
tenance of physical sustenance, and again of this a greater 
portion must be allowed for food.l 
With reference to the Engelian hypotheses, Zimmerman states: 
In this category will be examined a number of theories which 
are not only held to be valid laws of consumption but are 
also proposed as measures of social progress. This type of 
study is named after Engel because in his final report of 
family expenditure he held that the percentage used to buy 
food provided "an accurate and truthful measure of the ma-
terial well-being of a people." Engel developed some of the 
earlier theories such as the one by Le Play, that economic 
progress could be measured by changes in the proportions of 
food expenditure especially the relation between animal and 
vegetable food. Engel restated his theory of proportions 
used for food as follows: 
The proportion of the outgo used for food, other things being 
equal, is the best measure of the material standard of living 
of a population. l 
Zimmerman developed the housing budget theory beyond this as 
follows: 
Not only do the expenditures of the lower class families in-
dicate a greater nearness to physiological requirements but 
their houses are so organized that more of the space is de-
voted to 3ating, sleeping, and the physical needs of the in-
dividual. 
Percentages of incomes expended for food for respondents in 
this study have been calculated and findings will be presented in 
the following discussions. As a mid-point, the 55 per cent--the 
~p. 
1 
Carle C. Zimmerman, Consumption and Standards of Living, 
39-40. 
l 
Ibid. 
3 
Ibid., p. 53. 
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united Nations' estimate for the proportion of urban-wage-earners' 
incomes spent on food in Peru in 1957--will be used. Categories 
showing household units exceeding this percentage and those spend-
ing less than this estimate will be indioated. 
For the Lima-Callao sample, findings relating the size of the 
household unit and the percentage of income spent for food are 
shown in Table XXXIV. It will be observed that smaller household 
units with low incomes show an underrepresentation of 8.6 per cent, 
when compared with the total sample, in the "more than 55 per 
cent" category. The "55 per cent" category is overrepresented by 
4.1 per cent and the "less than 55 per cent" category falls short 
of the total sample peroentage by 1.5 per oent. 
Smaller household units with high incomes are overrepresented 
by 7.1 per cent, when compared with total sample percentage of 
households spending less than 55 per cent. 
Findings for larger household units with low incomes overrep-
resent the total sample percentage for the category spending more 
than 55 per centj none is indicated in the category spending less 
than 55 per cent, although the total sample shows 4.1 per oent for 
this category. When these larger household units have high in-
comes, however, they follow the total sample percentage for those 
spending more than 55 per centj there is an overrepresentation of 
4.1 per cent in the category spending 55 per cen~ and 33.3 per 
cent of the sample spend less than 55 per cent--the total sample 
percentage for this category is 19.7 per cent. As presented here. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME ' -
SPENT FOR FOOD (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Percentage Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number 01" Number of 
Income Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Income 
More than 
55 per cent 2 11.1 14 19.7 
55 per cent 1 5.5 1 1.4 
Less than 
55 per cent 1 '5.5 5 7.0 
Sub-Total 4 22.1 20 i8.1 
.. --
High Income , 
More than . 
55 per cent 0 2 2.8 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 
55 per cent 1 5.6 9 12.7 
Sub-Total 1 5.6 :1,.1 15.5 
---
5 or more Dependents 
Low Income 
More than 
55 per cent 3 16.7 10 14.2 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 
55 per cent 0 3 4.1 
.-
Sub-Total 3 16.7 13 18.3 
High Income 
More than 
55 per cent 3 16.7 12 17.0 
55 per cent 1 5.5 1 1.4 
Less than 
55 per cent 6 33.3 14 19.7 
SUb-Total 10 '1'1 '1 27 38 1 
'J.lota,:l.. 18 qq.q 71 100.0 
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these findings support Sub-Hypothesis 1. The assumption here is 
that the larger household units with 5 or more dependents are the 
"poorer" families. With low incomes, these findings show them di 
advantaged; with increased incomes, the proportion of the incomes 
necessary for food is decreased. 
One might argue that a "mixed" factor is present here. That 
is, a higher proportion of the income might be allowed for food 
"because the urban taste s a:re not satisfied with simple staple s.'" 
The writer would counter that argument with personal observations. 
In any of the 300 families visited it was more than obvious that 
these individuals have little in the way of food--common staples 
are their regular diet. Furthermore, this is evident in the foods 
enumerated on the interview-schedule. Protein foods are conspic-
uous by their relative absence; starcrufoods are indicated most 
frequently. Milk is probably adequate, in some cases, but it is 
generally powdered or canned. Fruits are scarcely indicat~d and 
vegetables are available in small quantities. 
Housing Density. In Table XXXV, the number of dependents on 
the family head is related to the specific number of rooms in the 
house. No household unit is shown in the one-room category in the 
Lima-Callao sample, although the total sample shows 5 per cent. 
Two-room houses fall short of the total sample percentage by 3.2 
per cent. Three-room houses show an increase of 6.8 per cent over 
the total sample percentage; 7-, and 8-room houses show a combined 
er cent--the combined the total 
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sample are 5 per cent. There is a difference of 3.9 per cent in 
the 4-room category, an underrepresentation for the Lima-Callao 
sample. Houses of 6 rooms or more show a 4.6 per cent increase 
over those of the total sample. 
There is a total of 79 rooms in houses of respondents in the 
Lima-Callao sample. With 156 persons in the sample, housing den-
sity for this group is 1.97 persons per room. This calculation is 
not shown in Table XXXV. 
TABLE XXXV 
SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Number ! Lima-Callao Respondents 
of 
Rooms Number of Houses Per cent 
One 0 
Two 7 31.8 
Three 7 31.8 
Four 2 9.1 
Five 3 13.6 
Six 1 4.5 
Seven 1 4.5 
Eight 1 4.6 
Total 22 99.9 
Total Respondents 
Number of Houses Per cent 
5 5.0 
35 35.0 
25 25.0 
13 13.0 
13 13.0 
4 4.0 
2 2.0 
3 3.0 
100 100.0 
Findings for the number of dependents and the specific number 
of rooms in the house are shown in Table XXXVI. Smaller household 
~nits in the Lima-Callao sample present a singular pattern. Six-
room houses are 5.2 per cent in excess of the total sample percen~ 
age. One-, 4-, and 5-room houses are not represented and 2-, and 
3-room houses are underrepresented. 
Urban influence would seem to be evident with regard to the 
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number of rooms in houses of larger household units in the Lima-
Callao sample. Two, 3-, and 5-room houses are overrepresented--
the greatest difference being in the excess of 10.5 per cent in 
the 3-room category. In-migrants will be compared with the norm 
set by the Lima-Callao respondents as well as by total sample per-
centages. 
--" .' ~ -
TABLE XXXVI 
DEPENDENTS AND SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE 
(LIMA-CALLAO) 
Number Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
of 
Rooms Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
One 0 4 4.8 
Two 2 10.0 13 15.7 
Three 2 10.0 10 12.0 
Four 0 4 4.8 
Five 0 3 3'.7 
Six or 
__ !!lQ~_~ 2 10.0 4 4.8 
Sub-Total 6 30.0 38 45.8 
---- 5 or more Dependents 
One 0 1 1.2 
Two 3 15.0 11 13.3 
Three 5 25.0 12 14.5 
Four 2 10.0 8 9.6 
Five 3 15.0 8 9.6 
Six or 
more 1 5.0 5 6.0 
Sub-Total 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 20a 100.0 83b 100.0 
a Omitted: l household units with 4 dependents 
bOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents 
Housing Space. With regard to the specific type of housing 
space, it will be observed in Table~XXXVII that larger household 
units in the Lima-Callao sample are at a disadvantage. In the 
~·---------------------------1-7-9------------------------~ 
living-room space indicated for them the percentage follows the 
total sample. "Eating and sleeping" space is indicated for 38.6 
per cent of the total sample--for larger household units in the 
Lima-Callao sample this percentage is 55 per cent. 
For smaller household units 1n the Lima-Callao sample the 
pattern is reversed. Living-room space 1s overrepresented by 2 
per cent and "eat1ng and sleeping" space is underrepresented by 
13.8 per cent, when compared with total sample percentages. 
Actually, the difference of 30 per cent, taking all categories in-
to consideration, is in favor of smaller household units. This 
aspect of urban living in a large metropolitan center favors smal~ 
er household ,units, at least in this analysis. 
TABLE XXXVII 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND TYPE OF HOUSING SPACE 
(LIMA-CALLAO) 
Type of Llma-Ga.u.ao He sponct.en ts 'l'ota.L He sponct.ents 
Space Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Living-Room 2 10.0 10 12.0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 4 20.0 28 33.8 
--
Sub-Total 6 30.0 38 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
Living-Room 3 15.0 13 15.7 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 11 55.0 32 38.6 
Sub-Total 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 20a 100.0 831:> 100.0 
aOmitted: 2 household units with 4 dependents 
bOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents 
~---------------------------1-8~0------------------------~ 
... '\-. 
Possession Of The House. "Type of housing space" may be in 
their favor for smaller household units in the Lima-Callao sample 
but, as indicated in Table XXXVIII, the type of possession of the 
house gives the larger household units tn@ ~dvantage. For smaller 
units, "owners" underrepresent the total sample percentage by 4.6 
per cent--it must be noted, however, that there is but one owner. 
"Renters" fall short of the total sample percentage by 8.9 per 
cent and occupantes ~ hecho (no title) show a difference of 3.4 
per cent, to the credit of smaller household units. Again, there 
is only one respondent in this category. 
For larger household units in the Lima-Callao sample,"owners" 
are in excess of the total sample percentage by 5.6 per cent. Ac-
tually, this is a 10.2 per cent difference in favor of the larger 
Lima-Callao household units. This "urban advantC!-ge" gives larger 
household units the additional security of tenure. "Renters;" 
however, are overrepresented and the difference is conside~able--
16.3 per cent. It will be observed, also, that no larger house-
hold unit occupies a house, without title. The total sample per-
centage for this category is 4.8 per cent, or 4 respondents. 
There are 15 respondents in the total analysis who live in 
barriadas. Of these, only one was born in Lima. He has 4 depend-
ents, a low income, and lives with his dependents in 2 rooms. 
Of the 5 "owners" indicated in Table XXXVIII, .one is a small-
er household unit and the remaining 4 are larger household units. 
The former has 2 dependents, a median income, and 7 rooms in his 
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house. The remaining two with high incomes, among the larger 
household units, have 7 dependents in an 8-room house and ~ depen~ 
ents in a 4-room house, respectively. The third larger household 
unit has a high income, 5 dependents and a 5-room house. The 
fourth, of the 4 larger household units (owners) has a median in-
come, 7 dependents and a 3-room house. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
DEPENDENTS AND POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Type Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number 01" Number 01" 
Possession Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Owner 1 5.0 8 9.6 
Renter 4 20.0 24 28.6 
Occupantes 
en necno 1 5.0 7 8.4 
-
Sub-Total 6 30.0 39 46.9 
5 or more Dependents 
, 
Owner 4 20.0 12 14.4 
Renter 10 50.0 28 33.7 
Occupantes 
en necno 0 4 4.8 
-
Sub-Total 14 70.0 44 53.0 
.. ~ _ .... _-_. 
Total 20a 100.0 83b 99.9 
aOmitted: 2 household units with 4 dependents. 
bOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents. 
Jose Matos Mar maintains that the ,ibarriadas of Lima repre-
sent a fairly tyPical example of the manner in which the 
,.,.-----------------------------1-8-2--------------------------~ 
urbanization of Peru is taking place."l He describes the barriadas 
as follows: 
At Lima, as in other capitals of South America, various 
factors, which are generally representative of defects in 
tne economic and social structure of the nation as a whole, 
nave given rise to colonies of dwellings .that are known by 
different names but are, as a rule, fairly similar. In 
nearly all cases, these colonies are just outside the law and 
are the result of various economic, social and political 
pressures. They are established on tracts of wasteland on 
the outskirts of towns and gradually develop into typical 
forms of community, which often follow traditional cultural 
patterns or patterns representative of the culture of their 
inhabitants, who endeavor to2secure recognition of these colonies as urban districts. . 
State Of The House. Respondents were asked to indicate the 
condition, or state of the house. The interviewer also made com-
ments, where necessary, and these were combined for responses 
shown in Table XXXIX. Categories reflect the respondents' esti-
mate of the condition of their houses. It will be observed in 
TableXXXIX that smaller household units are disadvantaged when the 
condition of the house is considered. For them, houses in "good" 
condition fall shortof the total sample percentage by 5:1 per cent . 
Similarly, "restorable" houses are underrepresented--7 per cent 
less than the total sample percentage. It will be noted, how-
ever, that no house of a smaller household unit is in "danger-
ous" condition--there is one in the total sample, who does not 
1 
Jos~ Matos Mar,"Migration and Urbanization," Urbanization 
in Latin America, edt Philip M. Hauser (New York: INTERNATIONAL 
DOCUMENTS SERVICE, A division of Columbia University Press by 
arrangement with UNESCO, 1961), p. 171. 
2 
Ibid. 
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know the condition of his house and l, are in "dangerous" condi-
tion. 
The pattern is reversed for larger household units. Houses 
in "good" condition overrepresent the total sample percentage by 
15.2 per cent. Houses that could be restored fall short of the 
tot-al sample percentage by 3.4 per cent. The 3.8 per cent who 
"don't know" the condition of the house must not be overlooked--
they represent an excess over the total sample percentage of 1.2 
per cent. The better pattern for the larger household units, at 
-
least, is inferred to be an- effect of the urban way of life. 
TABLE XXXIX 
STATE OF THE HOUSE (LIMA-CALLAO) 
State Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
of the 
House Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents -
Good 5 l5.0 l5 30.1 
Restorable 1 5.0 10 12.0 
Dangerous 0 2- 2.4 
Don't know 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 6 30.0 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
Good 11 55.0 33 39.8 
Restorable 1 5.0 7 8.4 
Dangerous 1 5.0 4 4.8 
Don't know 1 5.0 1 l.l 
Sub-Total 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 20 100.0 83 99.9 
Materials Predominant In The Construction Of The House. It 
was indicated above that the extent to which cement is used in the 
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construction of housing is one of the indicators of the scope of 
the urbanization process in Latin America. It represents the 
transition from houses of adobe, mud, or wood to those of concrete 
or brick. For roofs of houses, it is the transition from matting 
to more durable material, especially concrete. 
Evidence ~ of the more "urbanized" Lima-Callao re spondents is 
found in Table XL, where materials predominant in the construction 
of the house are indicated. This evidence applies particularly to 
the use of concrete, the brick-concrete combination, matting, and 
earth .. 
It will be observed that the use of concrete for walls is 
slightly short (1.4 per cent) of the total sample percentage of 15 
per cent. For floors, this material shows approximately the same 
percentage as that of the total sample; for roofs, it is 4.2 per 
cent less than the total sample percentage. 
The brick-concrete combination follows the total sample per-
centage for walls; for floors, it is 5.1 per cent in excess of the 
total sample percentage and for roofs the excess is 4.1 per cent, 
when compared with the total sample. 
No matting--the traditional material used in the construction 
of Andean houses--is used for walls, although 5 per cent is shown 
for the total sample. The decline of 7.8 per cent, from the total 
sample percentage of 26 per cent, in the use of matting for roofs 
is especially indicative of the departure of these respondents 
from traditional ways. This is also true for the 
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TABLE XL 
MATERIALS PREDOMINANT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOUSE 
(LIMA-CALLAO) 
~ "._- - - .. ~ 
Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Materials Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
Walls 
Adobe 9 40.9 39 39.0 
Brick- , 
Concrete 8 36.4 36 36.0 
Concrete 3 13.6 15 15.0 
Matting 0 5 5.0 
Earth 0 0 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 2 9.1 5 5.0 
Total 22 100.0 100 100.0 
-_ ... ,._-.---
Floors 
Adobe 1 4.5 1 1.0 
Brick-
Concrete 2 9.1 4 4.0 
Concrete 12 54.5 54 54.0 
Matting 0 0 
Earth 1 4.5 19 19.0 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 6 2.7.3 '1.2 22.0 
, .,._-
Total 22 99.9 100 100.0 
Roofs 
Adobe 0 1 1.0 
Brick-
Concrete 2 9.1 5 5.0 
Concrete 7 31.8 36 36.0 
Matting 4 18.2 26 26.0 
Earth 0 0 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 9 40.9 32 32.0 
Total 22a 100.0 100a 100.0 
aThe base here is the Lima-Callao sample N ;::. 22; and the total 
sample N::::: 100. There are no omissions. 
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underrepresentat10n (14.5 per cent less than the total sample per-
centage of 19 per cent) of earth for floors. Some reluctance to 
adapt to urban ways 1s seen 1n the use of wood or the wood-mud 
combination. There is an overrepreeentatiQn 1n all categories--
walls, floors, and roofs--the roofs show the greatest d1fference 
(8.9 per cent) when compared w1th the total sample. 
W1ndows In The House. A departure from the pattern 1n the 
United States 1s that of houses of lower class persons 1n wh1ch 
the absence of w1ndows 1s consp1cuous. In the corralon (large co 
ral) and callejon (alley), espec1ally, houses are adjacent to each 
other w1th only a front door. Hence, there 1s no w1ndow 1n the 
ouse. Other houses, of wood construct10n, have four separate 
walls but no w1ndow. In some, there may be a small oblong aper-
ture wh1ch allows some a1r to pass through 1t. Th1s 1s not a w1n-
ow, such as North Amer1cans--even lower class persons--are accus-
tomed to see1ng 1n a house. Of course, there 1s no glass 1n such 
"w1ndows'~ '.' Th1s 1s espec1ally true of the barr1adas but 1t 1s al-
so to be found 1n all parts of L1ma. Lower class slums are s1de 
by s1de w1th houses of m1ddle-·and upper-class persons. For the 
North Amer1can, accustomed to segregated slum areas, more or less, 
th1s comes as part of the culture shock. The presence of w1ndows 
(and the absence, 1f that 1s the case) 1n houses of L1ma-Callao 
respondents 1s shown 1n Table XLI. Her(f:1t w111 be observed that 
12 per cent of the total sample have no w1ndows 1n the house. The 
percentage for smaller households falls short of the total sample 
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percentage by 5 per cent and no respondent is indicated in the 
larger household unit with no window in t he house. The "two win-
dow" category has no representation for smaller households and is 
overrepresented by 3.1 per cent for larger household units. All 
other categories of windows fall short of total sample percentages 
the greatest differences being in the "3" windows for smaller 
household units--9 per cent--and 12.3 per cent, for larger house-
hold units. These findings would give the impression that lower 
class workingmen in this analysis have not made the transition to 
urban house construction--it is assumed that houses in great urban 
TABLE XLI 
WINDOWS IN THE HOUSE (LIMA-CALLAO) 
--- ... ~ . -., .. 
Number I Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
of i Windows Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses 
~ 
0-3 Dependents 
-
None 1 4.0 8 
One 3 13.0 13 
Two 0 2 
Three or 
~ 
more 2 9.1 15 
Sub-Total b 2.7.3 38 
.~---
5 or more Depend-ents 
None 0 2 
One 4 18.1 18 
Two 2 9.1 5 
Three or 
more 8 36.4 20 
Sub-Total 14 63.6 45 
Total 20a 99.9 83b 
aOmitted: 2 household units' with 4 dependents. 
bOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents. 
Per cent 
9.6 
15.7 
2.4 
18.1 
45.8 
2.4 
21.7 
6.0 
24.1 
54.2. 
100.0 
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centers have windows--to any considerable degree. Where the tran-
sition has been made, it is under the urban influence of modern 
housing. While the respondents in this sample are enculturated 
Lima-Callao born, it seems reasonable to conclude that the f1nding 
of so many houses with more than one window--even though they are 
nderrepresented--is a reflection of industrialization and urban 
development. 
Animals In The House. Animals in the house with the family 
are shown for Lima-Callao respondents in Table XLII. 
It will be observed in Table XLII that more than half of the 
total sample--54 per cent of it--have animals in the house. For 
the Lima-Callao sample, this percentage declines to 50 per cent. 
Of the 50 per cent who have animals in the house, 40.9 per cent 
have one or two animals and 9.1 per cent, more than two. When the 
Lima-Callao percentages are cQmp!red with 
pIe, it will be noted that the 33'1,per cent 
more than two animals, declines tJ 9.1 per 
those of the total sam-
of the latter, with 
cent, for Lima-Callao 
respondents. The 21 per cent of the total sample in the "one or 
two" category is increased to 40.9 per cent of the Lima-Callao 
sample. 
It is inferred from these findings that Lima-Callao respond-
ents reflect their urban experience by the high percentage with 
"no more than two" animals, typical of urban households, and the 
low percentage with "more than 2" animals, characteristic of rural 
areas. Animals ~ ~ house with ~ family can be conSidered a 
~---------------------------1~8~9------------------------~ 
lack of adjustment to the urbanization process, especially when 
these animals include, as they do for some households in the stud~ 
hogs, turkeys, hens and chickens. In fully urbanized households, 
none of these would be- found in ~ house with the family. Animals 
as pets or source of food was not investigated. This, indeed,is a 
possibility but where many members of the household are living in 
one or two rooms, animals, in addition, only increase the discom-
fort. 
TABLE XLII 
ANIMALS IN THE HOUSE (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Animals Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Present .Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
Yes 
No 
Sub-Total 
- -- ... -
1 or 2 
animals 
More than 
-
Sub-Total 
2 
11 
11 
9 
2 
11 
a Lima-Callao sample N 22. 
bTotal sample N 100. 
50.0 
50.0 
100.0 
40.9 
9.1 
50.0 
54 
46 
21 
33 
54 
54.0 
46.0 
100.0 
21.0 
33.0 
54.0 
Sanitary Facilities. It will be recalled above, that Horo-
witz emphasized the importance of sanitary facilities in his 
article, liThe Role of the Pan American Health Organization. 
• • 
Since this is such an important aspect of health as affected by 
" 
/:1 
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housing, especially in Latin America where these facilities are 
often lacking, or at best inadequate, an attempt was made in this 
analysis to place these facilities on a comparable basis for com-
parison. For this reason, a score point system was introduced. 
Four sanitary facilities are considered--a flush tOilet, a shower, 
drainage, and water. These are not listed in order of importance, 
necessarily, but in order of the frequency with which they are 
found in the houses of the type of respondent in this study. It 
might also be added that the shower is the usual type of facility 
for bathing--the bathtub is rarely found in houses of lower class 
persons. 
These four sanitary facilities are typed according to "pri-
vacy"--for the sole use of the household unit. In this study, 
this type is considered "private'." Where many household units li\e 
in one building, sanitary facilities are for the use of all occu-
pants in the building. These are termed "common in the building~ '} 
Some facilities are for the use of all household units living in 
the enclosure, or corralon (large corral). These sanitary facili-
ties are generally outside the house, where all occupants can have 
access to them. These are termed "common" in this analysis. 
Finally, there are families with no sanitary facilities, or with 
only some of them. 
In the point system adopted for the analysis, 4 points were 
assigned to a "private" sanitary facility since that is the "norm" 
for urban living. Furthermore, this type is the least numerous in 
, 
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this study. For sanitary facilities for the use of all persons in 
a building--that is, "conunon in the building;" a score of 2 pOints 
was assigned. This type of facility was found next in numerical 
order, in this study. For san1tary fac1l1tle~ 1n conunon, that 1s 
generally outside the house, a score of one point was assigned. If 
a particular type of sanitary facility was not found in the house 
the score is zero. Obviously, a household unit with none of these 
faci11ties would also have a score of zero. 
An illustration of this scoring system in operation might be 
helpful. A respondent who had all four sanitary facilities--
flush tOilet, shower, drainage, and water--for 'bheprivate use of 
the household unit would score 16 pOints. One who had only three 
of these facilities for the private use of the household unit wou~ 
score II pOints. A household with two facilities for private use 
would score 8 pOints. Hence, it will be noted that scores vary at 
intervals of 4 pOints--8, 12 and 16 pOints. Private sanitary fa-
cilities would ordinarily be found in single dwellings, thus crea~ 
ing this interval. On occasions, one facility might be for pri-
vate use such as water, and another for use in "conunon', '! such as 
drainage. This would yield a score of 6 points. 
When score pOints for all sanitary facilities in the analysis 
were calculated on the basis indicated above, it wa~ observed that 
there were 4l scores of 16 pOints each; 4 scores of 12 pOints each; 
11 scores of 8 pOints each and 43 scores ranging from zero pOints 
to and including 6 pOints. In an effort to put these scores on a 
19l 
comparable basls, lt seemed equltable to extract the 42 scores of 
16 polnts and the 43 scores of 6 polnts, or less, leavlng the 4 
scores of 12 polnts and the 11 scores of 8 polnts, as a medlan 
group. As a result, the 42 scores of 16 polnts were each conslde~ 
ed the "hlgh scores" and the 43 scores of 6 polnts, or less, "low 
scores." 
Thls procedure was followed and flndlngs for the Llma-Callao 
sample are presented ln Table XLIII. 
It wl11 be observed ln Table XLIII that 75 per cent of the 
Llma-Callao sample have hlgh scores as agalnst the 49.4 per cent 
of the total sample ln thls category. Low scores, where lndlcate~ 
TABLE XLIII 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF SANITARY FACILITIES (LIMA-CALLAO) 
- - .-- ~-
Score Llma-Callao Res;:>ondents Total Respondents 
Polnts Number of Scores Per cent Number of Scores Per cent 
Hlgh Scores , 
16 12 75.0 42 49.4 
Low Scores 
~ 6 1 6.2 9 10.6 
5 0 2 2.4 
4 1 6.2 9 10.6. 
2 2 12.5 14 16.5 
1 0 5 5.9 
0 0 4 4.7 
Total 16a 99.9 85b 100.1 
aOmltted: 6 scores--one score of 12 polnts and 5 scores of 8 
polnts each. 
bOmltted: 15 scores--4 scores of 12 polnts each and 11 scores 
of 8 polnts each. 
~~------~------~ ~ ~3 
underrepresent total sample percentages. F1nd1ngs for the Lima-
Callao sample m1ght well be cons1dered the norm for san1tary faci~ 
1t1es in houses in this analysis, since three-fourths~ of these 
respondents have high scores. that is, sanitary facilities for 
the private use of the household unit. Furthermore, it will be 
noted that no L1ma-Callao household has a score of 0, although the 
total sample shows 4.7 per cent for this category. 
The mean score for the total sample 1s 9.4 pOints. The L1ma-
Callao sample scored a total of 258 points--a mean of 11.7 pOints. 
In Table XLIV, scores for sanitary facilities are distributed 
according to the size of household units. Here it will be observ-
ed that larger household units make the better showing. Compared 
with total sample percentages, high scores for these respondents 
are 14.7 per cent in excess of the total sample and low scores 
fall short of the total sample percentage by 5.7 per cent. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that median scores overrepresent the 
total sample percentage by 11.6 per cent. 
While it is true that smaller household units follow the tot~ 
sample percentage for high scores and underrepresent it by 17.9 
per cent for low scores, the larger household un1ts still have the 
advantage over them. These findings indicate a positive correla-
tion between the size of the household unit and the number of san~ 
tary facilities in the house. 
A total of 941 points was scored for all sanitary facilities 
1n the total sample, giving a 9.4 pOint mean score. 
,. 
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The Lima-Callao sample scored a total of 258 pOints. With 22 
respondents in the Lima-Callao sample, the mean score for sanitary 
facilities is 11.7 pOints. 
TABLE XLIV 
SCORES FOR SANITARY FACILITIES IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Lima-Callao Respondents : Total Responde~_t_s ____ 1 
Scores 
High Scores 
16 
Middle Scores 
II or 8 
Low Scores 
1 to 6 
Scores of 0 
Sub-Total 
High Scores 
Middle Scores 
Low Scores 
Number of 
HousehQld Units Per cent 
4 
1 
1 
o 
0-3 Dependents 
20.0 
5.0 
5.0 
6 30.0 
Number of .' 
Household Units Per cent 
16 
3 
19 
o 
38 
19.3 
3.6 
22.9 
5 or more Dependents 
8 
4 
2 
40.0 
20.0 
10.0 
21 25.3 
7 8~4 
13 15.7 
Scores of 0 0 4 4.8 
-·----··---···-------1-----;------+------+----,------1---,---1 Sub-Total 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 20a 100.0 85b 100.0 
aOmitted: 2 households with 4 dependents 
bOmitted: 17 households with 4 dependents 
Possessions. A scoring technique, similar. to that for sani-
tary facilities, was employed to estimate the relative importance 
of possessions held by households in the analy~is, as indicators 
of adjustment to the urbanization process. It will be recalled 
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above, that possessions, in this study, consist of television, 
radio, the sewing machine, and mirrors. Because of the monetary 
outlay involved in the acquisition of television and the relative 
rarity with which it is found in households in this analysis (there 
are 24 television sets in the total sample), a score of 4 pOints 
was assigned to this possession. Mirrors occurred next in numeri-
cal frequency; a score of 3 pOints was allowed for mirrors (45 
mirrors in the total sample). Sewing machines were more numerous-
-68, in the total sample; 2 pOints were assigned as score for this 
possession. Radios were found most frequently--83,in the total 
sample--and 1 point was given to this possession. 
The total of 450 points for all possessions in the total sam-
ple is distributed as follows: Television: 24--96 pointsj Mirrors. 
45--135 pointsj Sewing Machine: 68--136 pointsj Radios: 83--83 
points. This gives a mean score of 4.5 pOints for the total 
sample. 
The Lima-Callao sample scored a total of 124 points. With 22 
respondents in the sample, the Lima-Callao mean score is 5.6 
pOints. 
The distribution of score pOints and percentages of posses-
sions is shown in Table XLV. It will be observed here that no 
high score of 11 pOints is indicated for a respondent in this sam-
ple but the next highest score--10 points--shows an overrepresent~ 
ation of 8.9 per cent when compared with the total sample. Simi-
larly, when scores of 7, 8, and 9 pOints are combined, the 
~---------------------------1~9~6------------------------~ 
Lima-Callao sample shows l3.6 per cent and the total sample, 13.3 
per cent--this, despite the fact that no Lima-Callao respondent 
has a score of 9 pOints. 
TABLE XLV 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS 
( LIMA-CALLAO) 
Score Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Points Number of Scores Per cent Number of Scores Per cent 
High Scores 
11 0 
10 4 23.5 
9 0 
8 2 11.8 
7 2 11.8 
Low Scores 
-
5 1 5.9 
4 2 11.8 
3 3 17.6 
l 0 
1 2. 11.8 
0 1 5.9 
Total 17a 100.1 
aOmitted: 5 median scores--6 pOints each. 
b Omitted: 25 median scores--6 pOints each. 
" 
1 1.3 
11 14.~ 
1 1.3 
2 2.7 
7 .9.3 
, 
2 2.7 
5 6.7 
18 24.0 
5 6.7 
11 14.0 
12 16.0 
75b 99.9 
For low scores, the Lima-Callao sample is' overrepresented by 
scores of 5 and 4 pOints. Scores. of 3 pOints decline from the 24 
per cent of the total sample to 17.6 per cent, for the Lima-Callao 
sample. No scores of 2 pOints are indicated--total sample per-
centage for this category is 6.7 per cent. The 1 pOint scores fa~ 
short of the total sample percentage by 2.8 per cent and there is 
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a 10 per cent difference in scores of zero, in favor of Lima-
Callao respondents. For larger household units in the Lima-Callao 
sample, the inference is that as members who are dependents on the 
family head increase so do possessions. 
Additionally, it will be recalled that the mean score for the 
total sample is 4.5 points--for the Lima-Callao sample the mean 
score is 5.6 points. 
Possessions And Specific Number Of Dependents. In Table 
XLVI, scores for possessions are related to specific number of de-
pendents in the Lima-Callao sample. As can be seen in these find-
ings larger household units again present a petter pattern. High 
scores for these units are 15.7 per cent in excess of the total 
sample. Median scores are overrepresented by 6.7 per cent. Low 
scores fall short of the total sample percentage by 1.8 per cent 
and there are no scores of zero--the total sample percentage is 
4.8 per cent. 
High scores for smaller household units follow the total sam-
ple percentage and modal scores are not represented, although the 
total sample shows 9.6 per cent. Low scores are underrepresented 
by l.9 per cent and scores of zero, by 3.4 per cent. The larger 
household units, however, make the better showing from the finding 
of the 15.7 per cent excess in high scores, when compared with the 
total sample. 
Why is this? Logic would require that the number of depend-
ents be negatively correlated with possessions. A review of some 
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characteristics of the "high scorers" among larger household units 
may throw some light on the question. There are 7 larger house-
hold units with high scores. Ages of the family head range from 
23 years to 57 years. Two are in the low age category--ages 23 
and 36,respectively; 5 are in the high age category. There is a 
total of 44 dependents in these household units. When 2 members 
are added to each--head of family and spouse, or their equivalents 
--the result is 58 members. This averages d.3 members per 
TABLE XLVI 
SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Scores Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
High Scores 
7 to 11 
Modal Scores 
6 
Low Scores 
1 through 5 
Scores of Zero 
Sub-Total 
High Scores 
Modal Scores 
Low Scores 
Scores of Zero 
Sub-Total 
Total 
1 
o 
4 
1 
0-3 Dependents 
5.0 
20.0 
5.0 
6 30.0 
7 
4 
3 
o 
14 
5 or more Dependents 
35.0 
20.0 
15.0 ' 
70.0 
100.0 
aOmitted: 2 households with 4 dependents. 
bOmitted: 17 households with 4 dependents. 
4 
-8 
19 
7 
38 
16 
11 
14 
4 
45 
4.8 
9.6 
22.9 
8.4 
19.3 
13.3 
16.8 
4.8 
54.2 
99.9 
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household unit. One family head has a low income ($978) and 7 de-
pendentsj one has a median income ($1,078) and 7 dependents. The 
remaining 5 family heads have IIhigh" incomesj one has 8 dependents 
and 2 each have 5 and 7 dependents, respectively. From these ad-
ditional characteristics it seems reasonable to infer that the 
"opportunities" provided by urbanization and industrialization in 
the Lima-Callao metropolitan area for these household units, at 
least, account in some measure for these findings. 
Important Decisions. Among the social consequences of urban-
ization and its effect on urban family life is the changed status 
of women. Middle-class women work in clerical positions, as 
teachers, as trained nurses and hygiene experts, as physicians and 
lawyers, and in a variety of other callings. From the traditional 
point of view, Gillin says, 
One of the most startling phenomena is the rise of prominent 
women politicians. The cities of San Juan, Puerto Rico, and 
Santiago, Chile, have recently had women mayors, and women 
are serving as senators or congressmen in several legisla-
tures, even that of tradition-bound Peru. l 
Under the assumption that decision-making in an urbanized 
modern family is a bilateral procedure, some attempt is made in 
this investigation to discern this pattern in household units in-
volved. Attention is called to the fact that findings are based 
on verbal responses. The actual situations may be somewhat dif-
ferent. However, the patterns of responses for the Lima-Callao 
1 
Gillin, pp. 49-50. 
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sample, as indicated in Table XLVII, are interesting. Male domin-
ance is less evident in smaller household units. The father makes 
the decisions in 9.9 per cent less of the cases than the total 
sample. IIBoth" partners are underrepresented by 3.4 per cent. 
For the larger household units in the sample, the father cat-
egory overrepresents the total sample percentage by 4 per cent. 
Verbal 
Responses 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No Answer 
Sub-Total 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No Answer 
Sub-Total 
Total 
TABLE XLVII 
PERSON WHO MAKES THE IMPORTANT DECISIONS 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (LIMA-CALLAO) 
Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
5 
o 
1 
o 
6 
9 
2. 
3 
0 
14 
20a 
0-3 Dependents 
30.0 
5 or more Dependents 
45.0 
10.0 
15.0 
70.0 
100.0, 
29 34.9 
1 1.2. 
7 8.4 
1 1.2 
38 45.7 
34 41.0 
4 4.d 
6 7.'1. 
1 1.2 
45 54.2. 
83b 99.9 
aOmitted: 2 households with 4 dependents. 
bOmitted: 17 households with 4 dependents. 
This difference combined with the 4.1 per cent underrepresentation 
for fathers in the smaller households shows a 14 per cent varia-
tion in pattern between the two household units. Some tendency 
",---------------------------------2.-0-1----------------------------~ 
away from the traditional pattern is noted in the excess of 5.2 
per cent for the "mother" category and the 7.8 percent for the 
"both" category over total sample percentages, also. 
Responsibility. As indicated in Table XLVIII, the pattern 
for persons who assume responsibility in the household is similar 
to that for persons who make the important decisions. In smaller 
household units, the "father" category falls short of the total 
sample percentage by 9.7 per cent. Nothing is indicated for "both' 
TABLE XLVIII 
PERSON WHO TAKES THE RESPONSIBILITY 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (LIMA-CALLAO) 
, 
Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Verbal 
Responses 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No Answer 
Sub-Total 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No Answer 
Number.of Number 
Household Units Per cent Household 
0-3 Dependents 
6 30.0 33 
0 0 
0 4 
0 I 
6 30.0 38 
5 or more Dependents 
12. 60.0 3d 
I 5.0 3 
I 5.0 3 
0 I 
of 
Units Per cent 
39.7 
4.8 
1.2. 
45.7 
45.8 
3.6 
3.6 
1.2. 
-----------+----------------4----------~--------------~--------~ Sub-Total 14 70.0 45 54.2 
----·----------+---------------t----'------+--------''-------+----''-------I 
Total 20a 100.0 83b 
aOmitted: 2 household units with 4 dependents. 
bOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents. 
99.9 
partners, although 4.8 per'cent is shown for the total sample.' For 
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larger household units, male dominance is very evident--the 45.8 
per cent shown for the total sample increases to 60 per cent, for 
the Lima-Callao sample. A less conspicuous difference is seen in 
categories indicating the "mother" and "both" partners assuming 
responsibility but Lima-Callao percentages overrepresent those of 
the total sample. When Tables XLVIII and XLVII are compared, it 
will be observed that fathers, in both distributions, are under-
represented for the smaller household units. For larger household 
units, fathers are overrepresented in both distributions, also--
the difference being 10 per cent higher with reference to IIrespon-
sibility." As indicated above, male .dominance, at least in verb-
alized action, is demonstrated to be present in these findings. 
Religious Practice--Sacraments. As shown in Table XLIX, all 
respondents in the Lima-Callao sample are baptized Catholics. All, 
likewise, have made their First Communion, although 6 per cent of 
the total sample have not made it and 3 per cent did not answer 
the question. All but one respondent in the Lima-Callao sample 
have been confirmed--the one respondent did not answer the ques-
tion. The total sample shows 89 per cent who have received this 
sacrament, 6 per cent who have not received it and 5 per cent who 
did not respond to the question. In explanation of this high per-
centage of Lima-Callao respondents who have received these sacra-
ments, the availability of priests in this metropolitan area might 
be offered to account for it. 
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TABLE XLIX 
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE--SACRAMENTS1(LIMA-CALLAO) 
-~ - --
Lima-Callao Respondents Total Re sponden..t~ 
Verbal Responses Number Per cent Number i Per cent 
------ ! 
I 
Baptism l2 100.0 100 I 100.0 
I 
I 
First Communion 22 100.0 91 91.0 
Have not made it 0 6 6.0 
No Answer 0 - 3 3.0 
----
Total 22 100.0 .100 100.0 
---
Confirmation 21 95.5 89 89.0 
Have not made it 0 6 6.0 
No Answer 1 4.5 5 5.0 
Total 22a 99.9 100b 100.0 
aN 22 Total Lima-Callao sample. 'c 
bN 100 Total sample. 
Religious Practice--Sundal Mas sAt tendance. -. Ve rbal re sponse s 
concerning fulfillment of the precept of attendance at Sunday Mass 
for Lima-Callao respondents is indicated in Table L. Attention is 
called to the fact that some respondents work seven days a week 
and are unable to attend Mass regularly. This is relevant to the 
finding.', that 63.6 per cent of the Lima-Callao sample "attend 
regularly" when 67 per cent is shown for the total sample. Similap. 
ly, 31.8 per cent attend "at times" and lO per cent is shown for 
the total sample. The findings that 4.5 per cent of the 
, 
.l 
The sacrament of Matrimony will be treated under the head-
ing: Type of Marital Union. 
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Lima-Callao sample "does not attend" as against 10 per cent for 
the total sample is a reflection of the ideal urban pattern in 
which persons attend regularly. Again, the availability of priest3 
and of churches is believed to account for this finding. 
TABLE L 
ATTENDANCE AT SUNDAY MASS (LIMA-CALLAO) 
__ ~c,=._=··· =====:;============r=========1 
Verbal Responses 
Attends regularly 
"At times" 
Does not attend 
No Answer 
Total 
Lima-Callao Respondents 
Number Per cent 
14 
7 
1 
o 
63.6 
31.8 
4.5 
99.9 
aTotal Lima-Callao sample N 22. 
bTotal sample N 100. 
Total Respondents 
Number Per cent 
67 
20 
10 
3 
67.0 
20.0 
10.0 
3.0 
100.0 
Family"Organization"--Type Of Marital Union. As indicated 
above, family -"organization" is defined, in this study, as the tYJ2 
of union between the workingman and his spouse, or partner. Per-
centages of different kinds of unions in the Lima-Callao sample 
are related to total sample percentages of these in Table LI. Here 
it can be seen that the 67 per cent of the total sample of unions 
by religious ceremony is increased to 77.4 per cent, for the Lima-
Callao sample. Similarly, the 76 per cent of the total sample in 
the "civil" category is advanced to 95.5 per cent, for the Lima-
Callao respondents. For both civil and religious ceremonies--the 
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ideal Catholic marriage pattern in Lima--the total sample percent-
age is 56 per cent while. the Lima-Callao percentage is 77.4 per 
cent. Both conviviente categories are conspicuous. Where there 
has been a subsequent ceremony, the total sample shows 46 per cent 
but the Lima-Callao percentage declines to 31.8 per cent. The 13 
per cent of the total sample of cases where there has been no sub-
sequent ceremony include only one case--4.5 per cent--in the Lima-
Callao sample. Doubtless, the fact that property cannot be trans-
ferred unless some type of marriage ceremony has been performed 
has some bearing on these findings. It is also inferred, however, 
that the availability of priests and, perhaps, spiritual counsel~ 
Img, as an aspect of urbanization, may provide the explanation. 
TABLE LI 
FAMILY "ORGANIZATION"--TYPE OF MARITAL UNION 
(LIMA-CALLAO) _ 
_ ._-. -_ .. 
Lima-Callao Re s )ondents a Total Respondents h 
Type of Union Number of Unions Per cent Number of Unions Per cent 
- _.-._ ... 
Religious 17 77.4 67 67.0 
Civil 21 95.5 76 76.0 
Religious 
and Civil 17 77.4 56 56.0 
Conviviente 
--subsequent 
ceremony 7 31.8 46 46.0 
Conviviente 
--no ceremony 1 4.5 13 13.0 
apercentages of Lima-Callao sample N :::..22. 
b Percentages of total sample N:: 100. 
l06 
Housing Space Related To Famill "Organization.'" Findings for 
conviviente unions--at present, or for a time prior to a marriage 
ceremony--in relation to specific housing space are shown in Table 
LII. It will be observed here that more than half (52 per cent) 
of all respondents in this analysis have been part of unions, at a 
time prior to a marriage ceremony, or are now part of these unions 
that are not regularized. Of these, only 8, or 36.4 per cent of 
the Lima-Callao sample, are included. It will be observed,furthe~ 
that only 2 of the 8 conviviente type unions in the Lima-Callao 
sample have living-room space. Attention is also called to the 
TABLE LII 
SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION" 
(LIMA-CALLAO) 
. _ .. --. - ._ . 
-,,-" ... . - -
Period of Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Conviviente ! 
Union Number of Unions Per cent Number of Unions~Per cent 
Living-room Space 
., 
Under 5 years 1 12.5 5 9.6 
5 to 9 years 0 3 5.8 
10 to 14 years 1 12.5 3 5.8 
15 years or 
more 0 1 1.9 
Sub-Total 2 25.0 12 23.1 
Eating and Sleeping Space Only 
Under 5 years 2 25.0 20 38.5 
5 to 9 years 3 37.5 11 21.1 
10 to 14 years 0 6 11.5 
15 years or 
more 1 12.5 3 5.7 
-
SUb-Total 6 75.0 40 76.8 
--._--
Total 8 100.0 52 99.9 
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finding that the 23.1 per cent of the total sample with living-
room space is overrepresented by the 25 per cent, shown for the 
Lima-Callao sample. 
Not shown in Table LII are the 13 un1Qns in tne total sample 
that are still irregular. Of these, only one is in the Lima-Call~ 
sample. In this study, family "organization" is understood as tha: 
type of marital union'which has not been regularized by some kind 
of marriage ceremony. It is inferred that findings in Table LII 
support Hypothesis 3 in thiS study. 
General Tabulation Of Respondents 
(Coastal) 
Dependents On The Head Of The Family. It will be observed in 
Table LIII that larger household units underrepresent the total 
sample percentage while, for the smaller household units, the 
TABLE LIII 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS ON FAMILY HEAD (COASTAL) 
- ~,-
Number Coastal- Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number of Number ot" 
Dependents Household-Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 16 44.4 38 38.0 
4 , 9 25.0 17 17.0 
5 or more 11 30.5 45 45.0 
rrotal 36 . , 99.9 100 100.0 
reverse is true. For the former, the difference 'is 14.5 per cent; 
for the latter, 6.4 per cent. The median group, constituting 17 
per cent of the total sample, composes 25 per cent of the coastal 
2.08 
sample. This group is omitted in the analysis, as indicated above 
Age Of Family Head And Specific Number Of Dependents. The 
distribution of all household units in the coastal sample is re-
lated to age of the family head in Table LIV. It can be seen that 
smaller household units are overrepresented in both age categories 
of family heads; the difference is not very great--2.8 and 2.9 
per cent, respectively. For larger household units, the pattern 
is reversed and the difference is greater--7.7 per cent, for fam-
ily heads in the low age category and 6 per cent, approximately, 
TABLE LIV 
AGE OF HEAD AND SPECIFIC DEPENDENTS (COASTAL) 
Number C.oastal' Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number of Number of 
Dependents Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
Low Age - Under 37 
o - 3 10 27.8 25 25.0 
4 3 8.3 8 8.0 
5 or more 3 8.3 16 16.0 
-
Sub-Total 16 44.4 49 49.0 
-.---
Median Age 
- 37 
o - 3 1 ~.t) 2 2.0 
4 0 1 1.0 
5 or more 0 1 1.0 
Sub-Total 1 L.8 4 4.0 
High Age 
- 38 or over 
o - 3 5 13.9 11 11.0 
4 6 16.6 8 8.0 
5 or more 8 22..2 28 28.0 
'~---'--
Sub-Total 19 52.7 47 47.0 
Total 36 99.9 100 100.0 
for those in the high age group. Although the modal group is not 
included in the analysis in this chanter. the 8 per cent in the 
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, 
total sample is overrepresented by the 16.6 per cent shown for the 
coastal sample in the high age group of family heads. 
According to Rycroft and Clemmer, "in most cities the major-
ity of migrants appear to be young unmarried persons." l This may 
be the explanation for the finding that the families of low age 
family heads are not completed yet--the 5 or more dependents fall 
short of the total sample percentage by 7.7 per cent--while fam-
ilies of 5 or more dependents with a family head in the high age 
group overrepresent the total sample percentage by 6 per cent, ap-
proximately. 
Income - Dependency. Table LV shows the distribution of in-
come according to smaller and larger household units for the coas~ 
al sample. Here it will be observed that smaller household units 
are overrepresented in both income categor1es, when compared w1th 
total sample percentages. Larger household un1ts fall short of 
the total sample percentage by 14 per cent, 1n the low income cat-
egory. In the high 1ncome category, the coastal percentage (39.1 
per cent) overrepresents the total sample percentage (38 per cent) 
by 1.1 per cent. When compared with the norm set by the Lima-
Callao sample, it can be seen that there is a negat1ve correlat1on 
between income and dependency with respect to coastal migrants, 
percentagew1se. For the former, the 38 per cent of the total sam-
ple shown for larger household units in the high income category 
~ 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Urbanization. P. 114. 
, 
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increases to 45.4 per cent; for the latter, or coastal sample, the 
increase is to only 39.1 per cent. This supports Hypothesis 1 
since, with the high income, a higher percentage of larger house-
hold units will be in a position to show a "demonstrably higher 
level of living" than would be possible for larger coastal house-
hold units. 
TABLE LV 
INCOME - DEPENDENCY DISTRIBUTION (COASTAL) 
Income Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Dependents Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
Low Income 
High Income 
Low Income 
High Income 
Total 
aOmitted: 
ents: 2; Median 
b Omitted: 
ents: 4; Median 
0-3 Dependents 
8 34.8 
5 21.7 
5 or more Dependents 
1 4.3 
9 39.1 
20 
11 
13 
27 
28.2 
15.4 
18.3 
38.0 
99.9 
Low Income-4 Dependents: 4; High Income-4 Depend-
Income: 7. Total 13. 
Low Income-4 Dependents: 10; High Income-4 Depend-
Income: 15. Total 29. 
Percentage Of Income Spent For Food. Findings indicated in 
Table LVI show that smaller household units with low incomes over-
represent the total sample percentage of those spending more than 
55 per cent for food--the United Nations' estimate for wage-earn-
ers in urban centers in Peru, for 1957--by 10.8 per cent; smaller 
household units spendi~g less than 55 per cent fall short of the 
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TABLE LVI 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME 
SPENT FOR FOOD (COASTAL) 
-Percentage Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number of Number of 
Income Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Income 
More than 
55 per cent 7 30.5 14 19.7 
55 per cent 0 1 1.4 
Less than 
55 per cent i 4.3 5 7.0 
-
Sub-Total 8 34.8 20 28.1 
- -----
High Income 
More than 
55 per cent 1 4.,3 2. 2.5 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 
55 per cent ,4 17.4 9 12.7 
Sub-Total 5 21.7 11 15.5 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Income 
More than 
55 per cent 0 10 14.2 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 
55 per cent 1 4.3 3 4.1 
--Sub-Total 1 4.3 13 18.3 
High Income 
~ore than 
55 per cent 4 17.4 12 17.0 
55 per cent 0 1 1.4 
Less than 
55 per cent 5 21.7 14 19.7 
Sub-Total 9 39.1 27 38.1 
Total 23 99.9 71 100.0 
f 
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total sample percentage by 2.7 per cent. When these smaller hous~ 
hold units have high incomes, however, the "more than 55 per cent" 
category is overrepresented by only 1.8 per cent while the IIless 
than 55 per cent" category is overrepresented by 4.7 per cent. 
For larger coastal household units, nothing is shown for the 
"more than 55 per cent" category when incomes are low, although 
the total sample shows 14 per cent for this category. This seems 
to go contrary to Sub-Hypothesis 1. With high incomes, larger 
household units follow the total sample percentage in the category 
"more than 55 per cent ll and overrepresent the total sample percent 
age by 2 per cent in the "less than 55 per cent ll category. If low 
income can be considered a factor rendering household units "poor-
er/I it is believed that Sub-Hypothesis l--at least with respect 
to smaller household units--is supported. The poorer these units 
are, the greater the proportion of income necessary for food. 
Housing Density. The distribution of coastal respondents and 
the specific ~umber of rooms in their houses is shown in Table 
LVII. By comparison with the total sample, which shows 65 per 
cent as a total of 1-, 2-, and 3-room houses, the coastal sample 
ercentage for this combination declines to 55.5 per cent. A 
notably higher proportion of these respondents live in 4-room 
houses--the total sample percentage (13 per cent) is overrepresent 
ed by 14.8 per cent. For the 4-room category, the 27.8 per cent 
shown for the coastal sample represents three times the percentage 
shown for Lima-Callao respondents--9.l per cent. However, it will 
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also be observed that only 2.8 per cent of the coastal respondents 
live in 6-room houses; none is shown in a house of more than six 
rooms. For the Lima-Callao sample, 13.6 per cent live in houses 
of b-, 7-, or 8-rooms, with approximately equal percentages in 
each. Similarly, 22 per cent of the total sample live in houses 
of 5 rooms or more; for the Lima-Callao sample this percentage is 
27.2 per cent and for the coastal sample only 16.7 per cent. Since 
housing space is an important factor in the level of family livin& 
it is inferred from these findings that Hypothesis 1 is supported. 
TABLE LVII 
SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
Number 
of 
Rooms 
Coastal Respondents 
Number of Houses Per cent 
Total Respondents 
Number of Houses Per cent 
---------r---------~------~--------_1------------------+_--------1 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Total 
1 
11 
8 
10 
5 
1 
o 
o 
36 
2.8 
30.5 
22.2 
27.8 
13.9 
2.8 
100.0 
5 
35 
25 
13 
13 
4 
2 
3 
100 
5.0 
35.0 
25.0 
13.0 
13.0 
4.0 
2.0 
3.0 
100.0 
Not shown in Table LVII is the finding that the 216 persons 
in the coastal sample are living in a total of 118 rooms. The 
housing density for coastal respondents is 1.8 persons per room, 
as compared with 1.99 persons for the total sample and 1.97 per-
Sons for the Lima-Callao sample. 
In Table LVIII, the respective number of dependents is 
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related to the specific number of rooms in the house. It can be 
seen here that an excess of almost 14 per cent of the smaller 
household units are living in 2-room houses--for this category the 
total sample percentage is only 15.7 per cent. Three-room houses 
are underrepresented by 4.6 per cent but 4-room houses overrepre-
sent the total sample percentage by 10 per cent. No 6-room houses 
TABLE LVIII 
DEPENDENTS AND SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
Number Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
of 
Rooms Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
-~ 
0-3 Dependents' 
One 1 3.7 4 4.8 
Two 8 29.6 13 15.7 
Three 2 7.4 10 12.0 
Four 4 14.8 4 4.8 
Five 1 3.7 3 3.6 
Six or 
more 0 4 4.8 
--~- ----~.-
Sub-Total 16 59.2 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
One 0 , 1 1.2 
rrwo 0 11 13.3 
Three 3 11.1 12 14.5 
Four 5 18.5 8 9.6 
Five 2 7.4 8 9.6 
Six or 
more 1 3.7 5 6.0 
~~. 
SUb-Total 11 40.7 45 54.2 
Total 27a 99.9 83b 99.9 
aOmitted: Household units with 4 dependents 9 
bOmitted: Household units with 4 dependents 17 
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are shown for smaller household units although the total sample 
shows 4.8 per cent for this category. 
The total sample percentage for 1-, and 2-room houses is 14.5 
er cent, for larger household units, but nothing is shown for the 
coastal sample for these categories. Four-room houses overrepre-
sent the total sample percentage by 8.8 per cent but the 15.6 per 
cent shown for the total sample for houses of 5 rooms or more de-
clines to 11.1 per cent, for the coastal sample. There is also a 
ecline of 3.3 per cent for the 3-room category. For larger 
ousehold units, the total sample percentage of 39.7 per cent for 
ouses of 3 or more rooms is increased to 55 per cent, for the 
ima-Callao sample, but to only 40.7 per cent, for the coastal sam 
It is inferred ,that these findings support Hypothesis 1 
Since larger household units in the Lima-Callao sample have more 
"spacious" living accomodations. 
Housing Space. When household units in the coastal sample 
re distributed according to specific type of housing space, it 
ill be observed in Table LIX that the larger units have the ad-
antage in this respect also. Space for eating and sleeping only 
per cent in the total sample, for smaller household 
nits; for the coastal sample, this percentage is 48.1 per cent. 
he contrasting larger household units show an overrepresentation 
f 6.5 per cent with living-room space and the "eating and sleep-
ing space only" is underrepresented by 20 per cent, when compared 
ith the total sam es. This im roves the urban outlo 
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for larger coastal household units--they have not only slightly 
"more" space in their houses but there is a higher percentage of 
it in the "living-room" category, when total sample percentages 
are considered. By contrast with the Lima-Callao sample, larger 
TABLE LIX 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND TYPE OF HOUSING SPACE 
(COASTAL) 
Type of 
Space 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Sub-Total 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Sub-Total 
- --.-
Total 
Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
3 11.1 10 12.0 
13 48.1 28 33.8 
16 59.:l 38 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
6 22.2 13 15.7 
5 18.5 32 3~L5 
11 40.7 45 54.2 
27 99.9 83 100.0 
coastal household units have the advantage. In the "living-room" 
category, the total sample percentage is 15.7 per cent; for the 
Lima-Callao respondents it is 15 per cent and 22.2 per cent, for 
the coastal sample. The total sample percentage for the "eating, 
and sleeping space only" category is 38.5 per cent; for the Lima-
Callao sample this percentage becomes 55 per cent while for the 
coastal sample it declines to 18.5 per cent. 
The possession of space other than for eating and sleeping 
needs is considered in this study to indicate a "higher" level of 
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urban living. Since larger coastal units show a distinct advan-
tage in this respect, according to findings enumerated above, Hy~' 
pothesis 1 in the present investigation is not supported. 
Possession Of The House. Household units in the coastal sam-
pIe are distributed according to the type of possession of the 
house in Table LX. Here it can be observed that "owners" are in 
the same proportion for both smaller and larger household units--
14.8 per cent for each. When compared with the total sample, how-
ever, it will be observed that there is an overrepresentation of 
5.l per cent with respect to the smaller unitsj larger units fol-· 
low me total sample percentage. Renters are overrepresented by 8 
per cent, for smaller units but underrepresented by 11:6 per cent, 
for larger units. Findings in Table LX add to the urban "advan-
tage ll for larger household units which has been found in previous 
relationships. 
Of the 4 owners in the sample of smaller household units, 2 
have low incomes and live in 2-room houses. Two have 4-room 
houses while one has a high income and the other, a median income. 
Of the 4 owners with larger household units, 3 have 4-room 
housesj one of these has a median income and l have high incomes. 
The remaining owner has a high income and lives in 5 rooms. 
Three respondents in the coastal sample occupy their houses 
without title. All live in the barriadas. Two have smaller fam-
ilies, 4 members in each, and both families live in a 2-room house 
One respondent has a high income and the other, a low income. The 
:t.18 
third "Occupante ~ hecho" has a larger family--8 dependents--a 
high income, and has 4 rooms in his house. 
Of the 15 respondents in the total sample WhO live in the 
barriadas, 4 are in the ooastal sample. 
TABLE LX 
DEPENDENTS AND POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
Type Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number of Number of 
possession Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
-
Owner 4 14.8 8 9.6 
Renter 10 37.0 24 28.9 
occupantes 
en hechoa 2 7.4 7 8.4 
-
- _. 
Sub-Total 16 59.2 39 46.9 
5 or more Dependents 
Owner 4 14.8 12 14.4 
Renter 6 2l.l 28 33.8 
Occupantes 
en hecho 1 3.7 4 4.8 
-
Sub-Total 11 40.7 44 53.0 
-
Total 27 99.9- 83 99.9 
a Occupantes en hecho hold their property without title. 
-
State Of The House. Inspection of Table LXI shows that 
smaller household units are overrepresented in the category of 
houses in "good" condition--the total sample shows 30.1 per cent 
and the coastal sample, 37 per cent. This is an additional advan-
) 
tage for smaller coastal household units. "Restorable" houses, 
however, (18.5 per cent) are 6.5 per cent in exoess of the total 
sample percentage (12 per cent). Houses in "dangerous" condition 
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are also overrepresented--the total sample shows 2.4 per cent whilf 
the coastal sample shows 3.7 per cent. 
Larger household units in the coastal sample are underrepre-
sented with their 37 per cent of houses in "good" condition against 
the total sample percentage of 39.8 per cent. The total sample 
shows 8.4 per cent for houses in "restorable" condition; there are 
none of these in this section of the coastal sample. The "dange r-
ous" category is underrepresented-~3.7 per cent for the coastal 
sample and 4.e per cent for the total sample. Findings in Table 
LXI strengthen the advantaged position of smaller household units 
in the coastal sample. 
TABLE LXI 
STATE OF THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
_. 
State of ! Coastal Res~_ondents Total Respondents , 
the House Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Good 10 37.0 25 30.1 
Restorable 5 18.5 10 12.0 
Dangerous 1 3.7 2 2.4 
Don't know 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 16 59.2 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
Good 10 37.0 33 39.8 
Restorable 0 7 8.4 
Dangerous 1 3.7 4 4.8 
Don't know 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 11 40.7 ) 45 54.2 
Total 27 99.9 83 99.9 
. 
Materials Predominant In The Construction Of The House. The 
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transition from adobe or mud to brick and concrete, as an indica-
tor of urbanization, is evident in the construction of walls of 
coastal houses, as shown in findings in Table LXII. The 39 per 
cent of the total sample declined to 36.1 per cent, for the coast-
al sample. The use of brick and concrete is in excess of the per-
centage for the total sample--for the coastal sample, the percent-
age is 38.8 per cent while only 36 per cent is shown for the total 
sample. Similarly, more concrete (16.7 per cent) is used· in coast-
al houses when compared with the total sample percentage (15 per 
cent). To a slight degree, urban adjustment is seen in the 2.2 per 
cent overrepresentation of the total sample for the use of wood or 
a wood-mud combination. 
In the construction of floors in coastal houses, the wood or 
wood-mud combination exceeds the total sample percentage by 5.7 
per cent. Here the urban influence which was detected in material 
for walls is negated. Furthermore, brick and brick-concrete com-
bination are both underrepresented, as used in coastal houses. 
Combined, this amounts to 5.2 per cent less than the total sample. 
Most conspicuous in the materials for construction of roofs 
of these houses is the underrepresentation of the use of matting--
the coastal sample shows only 13.9 per cent against the total sam-
pIe percentage of 26 per cent. 
I 
This is distinctly an evidence of 
i 
urban adjustment for the coastal sample. In addition, the brick-
concrete combination is 2.2 per cent short of the 5 per cent shown 
for the total sample but concrete alone overre resents the total 
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TABLE LXII 
MATERIALS PREDOMINANT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOUSE 
(COASTAL) 
." Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
1'1aj~~rials Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
Walle 
Adobe 13 36.1 39 39.0 
Brick-
Concrete 14 38.8 36 36.0 
Concrete 6 10.7 I 15 15.0 Matting 2 5.5 5 5.0 
Earth 0 
I 
0 
Wood or 
I Wood-Mud 1 :l.8 5 5.0 
Total I 36 99.9 I 100 100.0 
-+-.~, 
I 
.. Floors 
Adobe 0 I 1 1.0 
Brick- I Concrete 1 2.8 4 4.0 
Concrete 18 50.0 54 54.0 
Matting 0 0 
Earth 7 19.4 19 19.0 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 10 27.7 22 22.0 
Total 36 99.9 100 100.0 
I 
Roofs 
Adobe '0 I 1 1.0 
Brick-
Concrete 1 2.8 5 5.0 
Concrete 16 44.4 36 36.0 
Matting 5 13.9 26 26.0 
Earth 0 0 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 14 38.8 3:l 32.0 
Total 36 99.9 100 100.0 
sample percentage by 8.4 per cent <. 
With· respect to materials predominant in the construction of 
houses in the coastal sample. these findings sUPQort Hvnothesis 2 
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set for this study in which it is postulated that a more demon-
strable adjustment to urbanization will be evident in coastal re-
spondents than in those originating in the Sierra. Comparable 
findings for the Sierra sample will be found below. 
Windows In The House. The present investigator observed tha~ 
in the houses typical of the type of lower class families in this 
study, there is frequently but one window--often, there ,is none at 
all. Where windows are found in the house, the implication is 
taken to be a sign of urbanization. The number of windows in 
houses of respondents in the coastal sample is related to smaller 
and larger household units in Table LXIII. The distinct advantage 
for smaller units is very evident in the findings presented here. 
All categories of windows overrepresent percentages in the total 
sample. Mention must be made of the overrepresentation of the 
category in which no windows are present. With the possible ex-
II II 
ception of the 3 windows category, percentages of excess are small 
They do, however, reflect the urban influence on these household 
units. 
For larger coastal household units the pattern is reversed--
all categories are underrepresented and the category for 2 windows 
is not represented at all, although the total sample shows 6 per 
cent for this category. It must be noted that percentages of this 
underrepresentation are small, yet, .the pattern follows that of 
the disadvantaged larger household units in the coastal sample 
observed above. Urban influence in the coastal sam le seems to be 
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restricted to smaller household units--number of dependents is the 
dependent variable. 
TABLE LXIII 
WINDOWS IN THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
.. -.--·--::::-::-====i===~==:================F===;:;;::::::;:::::::;;:=====;:==;====1 
Number of 
Windows 
None 
One 
Two 
Three or 
more 
Sub-Total 
None 
One 
Two 
Three or 
more 
Sub-Total 
Total 
Animals In The House. Findings concerning animals in the 
house with the family are shown in Table LXIV. Here it will be 
observed that there is a difference of 2.5 per cent in favor of 
the coastal respondents when compared with total~sample percentag~ 
Affirmative responses fall short of the total sample percentage by 
1.3 per cent and negative responses are 1.2 per cent in excess of 
the 46 per cent indicated for the total sample. 
Similarly, the 21 per cent of the total sample having not 
more than 2 animals in the house declines to 13.9 per cent, for 
the coastal sample. The "more than 2" category, however, is 5.8 
per cent in excess of the 33 per cent of the total sample. 
TABLE LXIV 
ANIMALS IN THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
Anlmals- - ----r Coastal Respondents 
i Number of 
Present 1 Household Units Per cent 
I 
Yes I 19 
I 
No 17 47.2 
Sub-'J's>!_al 36a 99.9 
1 or 2 
animals 5 13.9 
More than l 14 38.8 
Sub-Total 19 52.7 
a Coastal sample N 36 
bTotal sample N 100 
Total Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
54 54.0 
46 46.0 
1000 100.0 
21 21.0 
33 33.0 
54 54.0 
When compared with findings for the Lima-Callao sample, these 
findings support Hypothesis l--if more than 2 animals in the house 
can be considered a departure from the urban pattern. For the 
"not more than 2" category the total sample percentage is 21 per 
cent. For the Lima-Callao sample 40.9 per centis shown for this 
category and 13.9 per cent, for the coastal sample. The total 
sample percentage for the "more than 2" category is 33 per cent. 
Against this, 9.1 per cent is the Lima-Callao percentage and 38.8 
per cent is shown for the coastal sample. Attention is called to 
the fact that, in houses with very limited space such as is the 
pattern in this study and, for that matter, of lower class familie~ 
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of the type and in the area under investigation, there is no other 
place for these animals except in the house. This is true espe-
cially in the barriadas. As Owensl has pOinted out, "people and 
animals share one room." The absence of adjustment to urbaniza-
tion is greater where dependents are more numerous particularly 
when the IImore than 2" category includes chickens, hens, ducks, 
rabbits and pigeons. 
; 
Sanitary Facilities. Point values and percentages of sanitary 
facilities are related to total sample percentages of these in Ta-
ble LXV. As indicated here, 60 per cent of the coastal sample are 
TABLE LXV 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF SANITARY FACILITIES 
(COASTAL) 
- .-.-.. _-.. " 
Score Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Points Number of Scores Per cent Number of Scores Per cent 
.... --- .. -.~~ .. -
High Scores -
--16 18 60.0 42 49.4 
Low Scores 
-- 6 .1 3.3 9 10.6 
5 0 2 2.4 
4 6 20.0 9 10.6 
2 3 10.0 14 16.5 
1 2 6.6 5 5.9 
0 0 4 4.7 
Total 30a 99.9 85b 100.1 
aOmitted: 6 scores--3 scores of 12 pOints and 3 scores of (3 
pOints each 
bOmitted: 15 scores--4 scores of 12 pOints and 11 scores of 8 
pOints each 
1 Owens o. 80. 
....-' ___ ---------w 
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high scores; the total sample percentage is only 49.4 per cent. 
Low scores totalling 39.9 per cent fall short of the total sample 
percentage of 46 per cent. No respondent 1n th1s sample had a 
score of zero although 4.7 per cent of the total sample had th1s 
score. 
The average score for the total sample is 9.4 po1nts. The 
coastal sample scored a total of 386 po1nts--an average of 10.7 
po1nts. The average score for the L1ma-Callao sample 1s 11.7 
pOints. Th1s f1nding supports Hypothes1s 1, s1nce the L1ma-Callao 
average is higher than the coastal, thus indicating a higher level 
of urban living. 
TABLE LXVI 
SCORES FOR SANITARY FACILITIES IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (COASTAL) 
Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Scores Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
High Scores 
16 7 2.5.9 16 19.3 
Middle Scores 
II or 8 1 3.7 3 3.6 
Low Scores ( 1 to 6 8 2.9.6 19 22.9 
Scores of 0 0 0 
- - --- - - ._----
Sub-Total 16 59.2 38 45.8 1----"- 5 or more Dependents 
High Scores 7 2.5.9 i 21 25.3 
Middle Scores 2 7.4 7 8.4 
Low Scores '2 7.4 13 15.7 
Scores of 0 0 4 4.8 
------
Sub-Total 11 40.7 45 54.2. 
Total 2.7a 99.9 83b 100.0 
a Omitted: 9 households with 4 dependents. 
b 4 Omitted: 17 households with dependents. 
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Scores for san1tary fac111t1es are d1str1buted accord1ng to 
spec1f1c number of dependents 1n Table LXVI. It w111 be observed 
here that, for smaller household un1ts, h1gh scores are overrepre-
sented but low scores are also overrepresented to the same degree, 
approx1mately. For larger household un1ts, h1gh scores follow the 
total sample percentage and low scores are underrepresented. 
There are no scores of zero although the total sample shows 4.8 
per cent for th1s category. Accord1ng to these f1nd1ngs, the 
larger household un1ts have the advantage. 
Possess1ons. The d1str1but1on of score po1nts and percent-
ages for possessions for the coastal sample 1s shown in Table ~ 
LXVII. It can be seen here that, aga1nst the total sample 
TABLE LXVII 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS 
(COASTAL) 
-
~. 
Score Coastal Respondents Total Respon ents 
Po1nts Number of Scores Per cent Number of Scores Per cent 
H1gh Scores 
11 0 20.0 1 1.3 
10 5 4.0 11 14.6 
9 1 1 1.3 
8 0 l 2.7 
7 3 12.0 7 9.3 
Low Scores 
- 5 0 2 2.7 
4 1 4.0 5 6.7 
3 3 12.0 18 24.0 
2 3 12.0 5 6.7 
1 5 20.0 11 14.6 
0 4 16.0 12 16.0 
Total 25a 100.0 75b 99.9 
aOm1tted: 11 med1an scores--6 po1nts each. 
bOm1tted: 25 med1an scores--6 po1nts each. 
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percentage of 29.2 per cent for high scores, the coastal sample 
shows 36 per cent. For low scores, the total sample percentage is 
54.7 per cent; the coastal sample shows only 48 per cent. It will 
be recalled that the average score for possessions for the total 
sample is 4.5 pOints. The coastal sample scored a total of 170 
points--an average score of 4.7 pOints. Hypothesis 1 is supported 
here, since the Lima-Callao average is 5.6 points. 
Possessions And Specific Number Of Dependents. When scores 
for possessions are related to specific number of dependents, it 
can be seen in Table LXVIII that the percentage for smaller coast-
al household units with high scores is 7.4 per cent while the to-" 
Uti sample percentage is only 4.8 per cent. However, scores of 
zero show 11.1 per cent for the coastal sample and only 8.4 per 
cent for the total sample. 
Here the larger coastal household units are the advantaged 
group. Their high scores are but slightly underrepresented but 
low scores fall short of the total sample percentage by 9.4 per 
cent. There are-no scores of zero for larger household units. 
The finding that all larger household units have at least some of 
these possessions leads to the inference that there is a positive 
correlation between these two variables--possessions and family 
dependents. The urban influence of acquiring some of these pos-
sessions is slightly more evident in the higher percentage of high 
scores observed for smaller household units but it is likewise 
evident in the notable decline of low scores for lar er household 
~-. ---------------------------l-2-9------------------------~ 
units, when compared with total sample percentages. In addition, 
larger families are older families and have had more time to ac-
cumulate possessions. They may also have more earners contribut-
ing to family income making possible more possessions. 
TABLE LXVIII 
SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (COASTAL) 
Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Scores Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
High Scores 
7 to 11 
Modal Scores 
6 
Low Scores 
1 to 5 
Scores of 0 
Sub-Total 
High Scores 
Modal Scores 
Low Scores 
Scores of 0 
Sub-Total 
Total 
0-3 Dependents 
2 7.4 
5 18.5 
6 l2.2 
3 11.1 
16 59.l 
5 or more Dependents 
5 18.5 
4 14.8 
2 7.4 
o 
11 40.7 
aOmitted: 9 households with 4 dependents. 
bOmitted: 17 households with 4 dependents. 
4 
8 
19 
7 
38 
16 
II 
14 
4 
45 
83b 
4.8 
9.6 
22.9 
8.4 
.45.7 
19.3 
13.3 
16.8 
4.8 
54.2 
99.9 
Furthermore, this pattern for larger household units ap-
proaches that of enculturated Lima-Callao respondents. It will be 
recalled that against the total sample percentage of 19.3 per cent 
for high scores this category for Lima-Callao respondents showed 
35 per cent. These findings support Hypothesis 1 Since the 
jiP 
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acquisition of possessions can be considered an indicator of urban 
living. 
Important Decisions. Table LXIX shows findings for the member 
in the coastal household anit who makes the important deoisions. 
A note of caution here reminds the reader that these are verbaliz-
ed attitudes only. Actually, the pattern may be somewhat dif-
ferent. Furthermore, the inference from these findings cannot be 
presumed to be the sole effect of the urbanization process since 
there was no opportunity of measuring this aspect in the place of 
origin of the respondents. It is hoped, however, to throw some 
light on the departure from the traditional pattern of male domin-
ance as expressed by such writers as Gillin. l 
As indicated in verbal responses shown in Table LXIX, male 
dominance is quite evident in smaller household units, since the 
"father" category is overrepresented by 16.9 per cent, when com-
pared with the total sample percentage. 
For larger household units, the pattern tends toward a weak-
ening of male dominance--the 41 per cent of the total sample de-
clines to '-2.'- per cent, for the coastal sample. The "mother" 
category gains with the overrepresentation of '-.6 per cent and 
there is a slight increase in the percentage of respondents who 
did not answer the question. This adds a new dimension to the 
image of smaller coastal household units--at least with respect to 
1 
Gillin, p. 31 
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verbal responses to the question, male dominance is evident. 
Verbal 
Responses 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No answer 
TABLE LXIX 
PERSON WHO MAKES THE IMPORTANT DECISIONS 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (COASTAL) 
Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
14 51.8 29 34.9 
0 1 1.2 
l 7.4 7 8.4 0 1 1.2 
16 38 45.7 ----------~----------------_r--------_+--------~------4_~~----1 Sub-Total 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No answer 
Sub-Total 
Total 
6 
2 
2 
1 
11 
27 
59.L. 
5 or more Dependents 
22.2 
7.4 
7.4 
3.7 
-
40.7 
99.9 
34 41.0 
4 4.8 
b 7.'1. 
1 1.2 
45 54.2 
83 99.9 
-
Comparison of findings concerning decision-making for Lima-
Callao respondents and the in-migrant coastal respondents is in-
teresting. For smaller household units, the 34.9 per cent of the 
total sample for the "father" category shows a decline to 25 per 
cent for Lima-Callao respondents but an increase to 51.8 per cent, 
for the coastal sample. 
For larger household units, the 41 per cent of the total sam-
ple in which the father makes the decisions increases to 45 per 
cent for the Lima-Callao sample and declines to 22.2 per cent, for 
coastal respondents. The increased industrialization of coastal 
~----------------------------~2~3~2--------------------------~ 
towns is offered as an explanation for this difference since this 
is likely to be the greater concern of the male while domestic in-
terests occupy the female partner. 
Responsibility. Findings for the bearer of responsibility in 
the household present an interesting pattern as indicated in Table 
LXX. For smaller household units, 51.8 per cent of the male part-
ners in the coastal sample make the impo~tant decisions (see Table 
LXIX) and take the responsibility. Total sample percentages dif-
fer, however; for the important decisions the total sample shows 
34.9 per cent and for the responsibility, 39.7 per cent. Male 
dominance in verbal responses is also evident with regard to as-
suming responsibility in the household. 
For larger coastal household units, as was the case for mak-
ing decisions, the total sample percentage (45.7 per cent) de-
clines to 29.6 per cent. Other categories show a tendency toward 
some female recognition. 
When compared with findings for Lima-Callao respondents, it 
is interesting to observe a reversal of pattern. For smaller 
household units, 39.7 per cent of the total sample show the father 
taking the responsibility. For the lima-Callao sample, this de-
clines to 30 per cent and is increased to 51.8 per cent, for 
coastal respondents. 
For larger household units, the total sample percentage of 
45.8 per cent is indicated for fathers taking the responsibility. 
For the coastal sample, this percentage declines to 29.6 per cent, 
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while, for the Lima-Callao sample, it is increased to 60 per cent. 
While percentages differ, findings for decision-making and 
for assuming responsibility in the household for respondents in 
the Lima-Callao sample and for those in the coastal sample tend in 
the same direction, respectively; the inference that increased in-
dustrialization in coastal towns is responsible, at leas·t in part, 
for this circumstance. Since industrialization and urbanization 
are concomitants, these findings do not support Hypothesis l--the 
relinquishing of responsibility and decision-making to the female 
partner, a generally recognized urban characteristic, is stronger 
among coastal in-migrants than in native-born Lima-Callao respond-
ents. 
Verbal 
~_esponses 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No answer 
SUb-Total 
-"-. ~- .. -
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No answer 
--
SUb-Total 
Total 
TABLE LXX 
PERSON WHO TAKES THE RESPONSIBILITY 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (COASTAL) 
Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
14 51.8 33 39.7 
0 0 
2 7.4 4 4.8 
0 1 1.2 
16 59.2 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
8 29.6 38 45.8 
2 7.4 3 3 .• 6' 
0 3 3.6 
1 3.7 1 1.2 
11 .. 40.7 45 54.2 
27 99.9 83 99.9 
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Religious Practice--Sacraments. As shown 1n Table LXXI, all 
respondents in the coastal sample are baptized Catho11cs. Thirty-
five respondents have made their First Commun1on--one, has not. 
Thirty-two respondents have been confirmedj 3 have not and one d1d 
not answer the question. The sacrament of Matrimony will be dis-
cussed under the heading Type of Marital Union. 
TABLE LXXI 
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE--SACRAMENTS (COASTAL 
Coastal Respondents 
y~~~~~l Responses Number Per cent 
Baptism 
First Commun1on 
Have not made It 
No answer 
Confirmation 
Have not made it 
No answer 
Total 
36 
35 
1 
0 
36 
32 
3 
1 
36a 
aCoastal sample N 36 
bTotal sample N 100 
100.0 
97.2 
2.8 
100.0 
88.8 
8.3 
2.8 
99.9 
Total Respondents 
Number Per cent 
100 100.0 
91 91.0 
6 6.0 
3 3.0 
100 100.0 
_ 89 89.0 
6 6.0 
5 5.0 
1000 100.0 
) 
When compared with the Lima-Callao sample, it will be observ-
ed that there is some fal11ng off among coastal respondents re-
garding the reception of the sacraments. Since it is customary in 
Peru to administer the sacraments of Bapt1sm and Confirmation to 
infants, on the same occaSion, the priest shortage indicated above 
may be the explanat10n for the 3 coastal respondents who we~e not 
confirmed. This explanation recognizes the possibility that these 
respondents were not baptized as infants. Reception of the sacra-
ments for the Lima-Callao sample is almost universal. These find-
ings support Hypothesis 1. The difference in findings for the two 
samples is slight but the availability of priests is considered an 
urban characteristic. 
Religious Practice--Mass Attendance. Verbal responses con-
cerning attendance at Sunday Mass are shown in Table LXXII. It 
will be observed that 67 per cent of the totalaample attend Mass 
regularly but, for the coastal sample, this percentage is only 
61.1 per cent. Against the 20 per cent of the total sample who 
attend Sunday Mass at times is the 25 per cent of the coastal sam-
ple in this category. Ten per cent of the total sample do not 
attendj for the coastal sample, this percentage is increased to 
13.9 per cent. When compared with findings for the Lima-Callao 
sample, the 63.0 per cent shown for regular Sunday attendance de-
clines to 61.1 per cent, for the coastal sample. Twenty-five per 
cent of the coastal sample attend "at times" and for the Lima-
Callao respondents this percentage is 31.8 per cent. The 13.9 per 
cent of the coastal sample who do not attend declines to 4.5 per 
cent, for the Lima-Callao respondents. Percentagewise, these 
findings support Hypothesis 1 since the Lima-Callao respondents 
approach more closely total sample percentages. The availability 
of priests in the large metropolitan area may have made these 
ossible for Lima-Callao respondents. However time did 
~ .. 
l36 
not permit a deeper investigation into the reasons for lack of 
attendance. Hence, no definitive conclusions can be drawn from 
these findings. 
TABLE LXXII 
ATTENDANCE AT SUNDAY MASS (COASTAL) 
"- Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Verbal Responses Number Per cent Number Per cent 
----, .. 
Attends regularly 22 61.1 67 67.0 
"At times" 9 25.0 20 20.0 
Does not attend 5 13.9 10 10.0 
No answer 0 .3 3.0 
Total 36a 100.0 100b 100.0 
a Total coastal sample N 36 
bTotal sample N 100 
Family "0rganization"--Type Of Marital Union. It will be ob-
served in Table LXXIII that religious 'ceremonies, for coastal re-
spondents, overrepresent the total sample percentage by 2.4 per 
cent and civil ceremonies are underrepresented by 3.8 per cent. 
"Both" ceremonies--the ideal Catholic pattern 'in Lima--are also 
overrepresented by 2.3 per cent, when compared with the total 
sample percentages. Again, the urban aspect, availability of 
priests, is offered in explanation of the ideal unions. 
Urban influence, of a somewhat different type, can be seen in 
the 41.6 per cent of the coastal sample whose conviviente union 
was subsequently regularized by a marriage ceremony. It must be 
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noted, however, that.this percentage falls short of the total sam-
ple's 46 per cent. Convivientes who have not yet been married by 
civil or religious ceremony show 16.6 per cent for the coastal 
sample but only 13 per cent, for the total sample. 
TABLE LXXIII 
FAMILY "ORGANIZATION"--TYPE OF MARITAL UNION 
(COASTAL) 
-. ' ... "cccc-c.-='====:;===~===::==::=========;:===:===============-1 Coastal Respondents A Total Respondents 1-
Ty~e of Union Number of Unions Per cent Number of Unions Per cent 
Religious 
Civil 
Religious and 
Civil 
Conviviente 
--subsequent 
ceremony 
Conviviente 
--no ceremony 
25 
26 
2.1 
15 
6 
69.4 
72..2 
58.3 
41.6 
16.6 
67 
76 
56 
46 
13 
apercentages are of the coastal sample--N'36 
bpercentages are of the total sample--N 100 
67.0 
76.0 
56.0 
46.0 
13.0 . 
When compared with the Lima-Callao sample, which may be as-
sumed to provide the ideal Catholic pattern for marriage, it can 
be seen that 77.4 per cent of these respondents have been married 
by civil and religious ceremonies. For the coastal sample, this 
percentage declines to only 58.3 per cent. This finding supports 
Hypothesis 1. It is inferred that Lima-Callao respondents show 
a higher level of ideal Catholic living in their marriage patterns 
than is found in coastal in-migrants. Furthermore, this is demon-
strated in the "religious" category with 77.4 per cent shown for 
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Lima-Callao respondents and a decline of 69.4 per cent, for the 
coastal sample. Similarly, 95.5 per cent of the Lima-Callao re-
spondents are married with a civil ceremony--for the coastal sam-
ple this percentage is only 72.2 per cent. 
It may also be observed that there is approximately 10 per 
cent more conviviente unions--with subsequent ceremony and also 
with no ceremony--in the coastal sample than in the Lima-Callao 
group. The financial burden of the fiesta which customarily ac-
companies a marriage ceremony must not be overlooked since it in-
hibits some individuals from such participation. It is believed, 
however, that the presence of priests in the metropolitan area is 
an effective urban influence in this regard. As indicated above, 
the fact that property cannot be transferred unless marital unions 
are regularized by some type of marriage ceremon~ has its effect 
also. 
Housing Space Related to Family "Organization." As shown in 
Table LXXIV, 14 (38.8 per cent of the coastal sample) of the 52 ) 
conviviente unions in the total sample are those of coastal re-
spondents. That is more than one-third of the coastal sample. It 
can be observed, further, that the 23.1 per cent of the total sam-
ple of these unions, with living-room space in the house, is over-
represented by the 28.6 per cent shown for the coastal sample. It 
is inferred from these findings that Hypothesis 3 is supported--
the more demonstrable disorganization of family structure is asso-
Ciated with families whose housing space is limited to needs for 
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eating and sleeping. 
TABLE LXXIV 
SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION" 
(COASTAL) 
Period of Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Conviviente 
Union Number of Unions Per cent Number of Unions Per cent 
Living-Room Space 
Under 5 years 1 7.1 5 9.6 
5 to 9 years 1 7.1 3 5.8 
10 to 14 years 1 7.2 3 5.8 
15 years or 
more 1 7.2 1 1.9 
Sub-Total 4 28.6 12 23.1 
Eating and Sleeping Space only 
Under 5 years 6 42.8 20 38.5 
5 to 9 years 2 14.3 11 21.1 
10 to 14 years 2 14.3 6 11.5 
15 years or 
more 0 3 5.7 
-
Sub-Total 10 71.4 40 76.8 
Total 14 100.0 52 99.9 
, 
Not specifically designated in Table LXXIV are the 13 conviv-
iente type unions in the total sample whose "marital status" is 
unchanged. Of these, 6 (16.6 per cent of the coastal s~ple) are 
in thiS group. 
Of the 40 conviviente unions in the total sample, indicated 
in Table LXXIV, whose space in the house is limited to needs for 
eating and sleeping, 10 (27.8 per cent) are in the coastal sam-
ple. This constitutes more than one-fourth of the coastal re-
spondents in the study. In contrast are the 4 (11.1 per cent ," ... 
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of the coastal sample) who have living-room space, in addition to 
that for eating and sleeping needs. 
As indicated above, family "organization" in this study re-
fers to a marital union which has been irregular, even for a time. 
It is inferred that findings shown in Table LXXIV support Hypothe-
sis 3 in which it is postulated that disorganization of the family 
structure--in this study understood as unions that have not been 
regular for periods--will be more demonstrable in cases where 
space in the house is restricted to needs for eating and sleeping 
than in those where there is living-room space in addition. 
General Tabulation of Respondents 
(Sierra) 
Dependents On The Head Of The Family. It will be observed in 
Table LXXV that percentages of household units by number of depen-
dents in the Sierra sample follow those of the total sample. 
Number 
of 
Dependents 
0-3 
4 
5 or more 
Total 
TABLE LXXV 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS ON FAMILY HEAD (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
16 
6 
20 
42 
38.1 
14.3 
47.0 
100.0 
Total Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
38 
17 
45 
100 
38.0 
17.0 
45.0 
100.0 
Age Of Family Head And Specific Number of Dependents. It will 
be observed in Table LXXVI that, with the exception of smaller 
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household units (0-3 dependents) percentages in the category of 
low age family heads are consistent but slightly higher than those 
of the total sample. In the median age group of family heads 
there is a slight increase in Sierra percentages over those of the 
total sample in cases where there are 4 or more dependents. For 
the high age family heads, the reverse is true--totalsample per-
centages decline for the Sierra sample, particularly in cases with 
4 dependents. 
TABLE LXXVI 
AGE OF HEAD AND SPECIFIC DEPENDENTS (SIERRA) 
-
Number Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number of Number of 
pependents Household Units Per cent HoUsehold Units Per cent 
Low Age - Under 37 
0 
- 3 10 23.8 25 25.0 
4 4 9.5 8 8.0 
5 or more 8 19.0 16 16.0 
Sub-Total 22 52.3 49 49.0 
Median Age 37 
0 
- 3 1 2.4 2 2.0 
4 1 2.4 1 1.0 
5 or more 1 2.4 1 1.0 
Sub-Total 3 7.2 4 4.0 
. High Age 
- 38 or over 
0 
- 3 5 11.9 11 11.0 
4 1 2.4 8 8.0 
5 or more 11 26.2 28 28.0 
.. ---.~ 
Sub-Total 17 40.5 47 47.0 
Total 42 100.0 100 100.0 
Income-Dependency. The distribution of low income and high 
income is related to smaller household units and larger household 
units for the Sierra sample in Table LXXVII. It will be observed 
here that smaller household units follow total sample percentages 
except for a slight decrease in the low income category for the 
Sierra sample. For larger household units, the pattern is somewhat 
different. Larger units overrepresent the total sample percentage 
by 11.7 per cent in the low income category and underrepresent it 
by approximately the same percentage (11.4 per cent) in the high 
income category. According to these findings,urban influence on 
larger household units tends to vary inversely between income and 
number of dependents. 
When compared with the coastal sample, low income for smaller 
household units overrepresents the total sample percentage; for 
high incomes, there is a difference of 5 percent more in the ove~ 
representation over the total sample percentage than is observed 
for the Sierra ~ample. 
For larger household units, the low income percentage of 18.3 
per cent for the total sample declines to 4.3 per cent, for the 
coastal sample but increases to 30 per cent, for the Sierra sample. 
The total sample shows 38 per cent for the high income category 
for larger household units; the coastal sample percentage is in-
creased to 39.1 per cent for this category but the Sierra sample 
declines to 26.6 per cent. Since income is, perhaps, the most 
important factor influencing the level of living, these findings 
s~port Hypothesis 2 which postulates a higher level of living for 
~----------------------------2-4-3--------------------------~ 
~ 
in-migrants from coastal towns than is true of those whose origin 
is in the Sierra. 
TABLE LXXVII 
INCOME - DEPENDENCY DISTRIBUTION (SIERRA 
Income Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of I 
Household Units Per cent 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent Dependents 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Income 8 26.6 20 28.2 
High Income 5 16.7 11 15.4 
5 or more DependEnts 
Low Income 9 30.0 13 18.3 
High Income 8 26.6 "27 38.0 
Total 30a 99.9 7lb 99.9 
aOmitted: Low Income-4 dependents: 5i High Income-4 depend-
ents: Ii Median Income: 6 ~ 12 
--
bOmitted: Low Income-4 dependents: 10i High Income-4 depend-
ents: 4; Median Income: 15- 29 
Percentage Of Income Spent For Food. Percentages of income 
expended for food have been calculated for the Sierra sample and 
findings are presented in Table LXXVIII. It will be observed in 
these findings that smaller household units in both income cate-
gories are fairly consistent with total sample percentages. For 
larger household units, however, there is a different pattern. In 
the low income category, larger units which spend "more" than the 
55 per cent overrepresent the total sample percentage by 9.1 per 
cent. This more than offsets the 2.5 per cent of these household 
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TABLE LXXVIII 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME 
SPENT FOR FOOD (SIERRA) 
Percentage Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number of Number of 
Income Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Income 
More than 
55 per cent 5 16.7 14 19.7 
55 per cent 0 1 1.4 
Less than 
55 per cent 3 10.0 5 7.0 
Sub-Total 8 26.7 20 . 28.1 
High Income 
More than 
55 per cent 1 3.3 2 2.8 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 
55 per cent 4 13.3 9 12.7 
-Sub-Total 5 16.6 11 15.5 
5 or more Dependents 
-Low Income I 
More than 
55 per cent 7 23.3 10 14.2 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 
55 per cent 2 6.6 3 4.1 
._-
Sub-Total 9 29.9 13 18.3 
High Income 
More than 
55 per cent 5 16.7 12 17.0 
55 per cent 0 1 1.4 
Less than 
55 per cent 3 10.0 14 19.7 
SUb-Total 8 26.7 27 38.1 
Total 30 99.9 71 100.0 
~--------------------------~24~5~----------------------~ 
units which overrepresent the total sample percentage for the 
1I1essll than 55 per cent. These findings support Sub-Hypothesis 1 
concerning the percentage of income spent for food by "poorer" 
families. It is inferred that these larger Sierra household units 
qualify as IIpoorer" families. 
Housing Density. Table LXXIX shows the specific number of 
rooms in houses occupied by Sierra respondents as related to tot~l 
sample percentages of these. Upon inspection, it can be seen that 
50 per cent of the Sierra sample live in houses of 1 or 2 rooms as 
compared with 40 per cent, in the total sample. The 65 per cent 
of the total sample shown for houses of 3 rooms, or less, is over-
represented by the 73.8 per cent'of the Sierra sample living in 
houses in these categories. In addition, 13 per cent of the total 
-
TABLE LXXIX 
SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE 
(SIERRA) 
Number Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
of 
Rooms Number of Houses 
-.-
One 4 
Two 17 
Three 10 
Four 1 
Five 5 
Six '/.. 
Seven 1 
Eight 2 
Total 42a 
aSierra sample N 42 
bTotal sample N 100 
Per cent 
9.5 
40.5 
23.8 
2.4 
11.9 
4.7 
2.4 
4.7 
99.9 
Number of Houses 
5 
35 
25 
13 
13 
4 
2 
3 
Per cent 
5.0 
35.0 
25.0 
13.0 
13.0 
4.0 
2.0 
3.0 
100.0 
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sample occupy 4-room houses--for the Sierra sample, this percent-
age is 2.4 per cent. With 73.8 per cent of the Sierra sample liv- ' 
ing in houses of 3 rooms, or less, these findings show a high per-
centage of overcrowding, especially when but 55.5 per cent of the 
coastal sample live in houses in these categories. From this it 
is inferred that Hypothesis 2 is supported--coastal respondents, 
with respect to housing density, show a more demonstrable adjust-
ment to urban living than is true of Sierra in-migrants. 
There is a total of 132 rooms in all houses of Sierra respcnd-
ents. With 283 persons in the total Sierra sample, housing den-
sity for this sample is 2.1 persons per room. Housing density for 
respondents in the coastal sample is 1.8 persons per room. This 
is additional support for Hypothesis 2. 
In Table LXXX the number of dependents is r~lated to the spe-
cific number of rooms in the house. For smaller household units 
in the Sierra sample, it can be seen that there is an underrepre-
sentation of 2-room houses--the 15.7 per cent of the total sample 
declines to 8.3 per cent, for the Sierra sample. However, 1- and 
3-room houses are overrepresented and, combined, houses of 3 rooms 
and less, show 33.2 per cent for the Sierra sample and 32.5 per 
cent, for the total sample. 
For larger household units in the Sierra sample, the overrep-
;, 
resentation of houses of 3 rooms, and less, is quite striking. 
Against the 29 per cent of the total sample, when these three 
categories are combined, the Sierra sample percentage is increased 
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to 36.2 per cent. 
When these findings are compared with those for coastal re-
spondents, it can be seen that smaller houses (3 rooms, or less) 
for household units of not more than 3 dependents, are overrepre-
sented by 0.7 per cent, for the Sierra sample and by 8.2 per cent, 
for the coastal sample. For larger household units, however, the 
29 per cent shown for the total sample of combined categories of 
TABLE LXXX 
DEPENDENTS AND SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE 
(SIERRA) 
Number Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
of 
Houses I Per cent Rooms Number of Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
One 3 8.3 4 4.8 
Two 3 8.3 13 15.7 
Three 6 16.6 10 12.0 
Four 0 4 4.8 
Five 2 5.6 3- 3.7 
Six or 
more 2 5.6 4 4.8 
Sub-Total 16 " 44.4 38 ' 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
One 1 2.8 1 1.2 
Two 8 22.2 11 13.3 
Three 4 11.1 12 14.5 
Four 1 2.8 8 9.6 
Five 3 8.3 8 9.6 
Six or 
more 3 8.3 5 6.0 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 45 54.2 
Total 36a 99.9 83b 100.0 
aOrnitted: Household units with 4 dependents 6 
bOmitted: Household units with 4 dependents 17 
~~--------------------------L~4~8--------------------------~ 
houses of 3 rooms, or less, increases to 36.2 per cent, for the 
Sierra sample but declines to 11.1 per cent, for the coastal sam-
ple. Overcrowding, particularly in smaller houses, is presumed to 
be an indicator of the lQVQl of livini in an ~rgan arQQ. ThQSQ 
findings add support to Hypothesis 2--a more demonstrable adjust-
ment to urbanization, as indicated by their level of living, is 
associated with coastal in-migrants than with those migrating from 
the Sierra. 
Housing Space. The specific type of housing space under con-
sideration in this analysis is that limited to needs for eating 
and sleeping purposes and that which is used specifically as a 
living-room, in addition. Larger and smaller household units in 
the Sierra sample are distributed according to this type of hous-. 
ing space and findings are presented in Table LXXXI. 
It will be observed here that smaller household units show a 
slightly higher percentage of living-room space than is indicated 
for the total sample. There is also a decline from the total sam-
ple percentage (33.7 per cent) for limited eating and sleeping 
space--the difference is 3.2 per cent. 
Larger Sierra households are disadvantaged in both directions 
Living-room space is underrepresented by 4.6 per cent and limited 
, 
space for eating and sleeping purposes is overrepresented by 5.8 
per cent, when compared with total sample percentages. These 
findings support Sub-Hypothesis. 2 in which it is postulated that 
the poorer the family the less space there is for needs other than 
~~------------------------~24~9------------------------~ 
for eating and sleeping purposes. 
When compared with findings for the coastal sample, Hypothe-
sis 2. is also supported, in regard to larger household units. The 
total sample shows 15.7 per cent with living-room space; the 
coastal sample shows 22.2 per cent but the Sierra percentage de-
clines to 11.1 per cent. For the limited eating and sleeping 
space, the total sample percentage of 38.5 per cent increases to 
44.4 per cent, for the Sierra sample but declines to 18.5 per 
cent, for the coastal sample. It is inferred from these findings 
that a higher level of urban living is observed for coastal house-
hold units than for those originating in the Sierra, in the case 
of 5 or more dependents. 
Type of 
TABLE LXXXI 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND TYPE OF HOUSING SPACE 
(SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
-
Space Number of Houses' Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Living-Room 5 13.9 10 12.0 
Eating and 
Sleeping onl~ 11 30.5 28 33.7 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
Living-Room 4 11.1 13 15.7 
Eating and 
Sleeping onlJ 16 44.4 32 38.5 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 45 54.2 
Total 36 99.9 83 100.0 
Possession Of The House. Household Units in the Sierra sam-
ple are distributed according to size and type of possession of 
L,50 
the house they occupy in Table LXXXII. As indicated here, smallerj 
household units follow the total sample percentage in the "owner" 
category but "renters" fall short of it by 3.9 per cent and there 
is an excess of 2.7 per cent for respondents who occupy their 
houses without title. 
Larger household units in the Sierra sample fall short of the 
total sample percentage of owners by 3.3 per cent. Renters are 
overrepresented by 2.3 per cent and respondents who occupy their 
houses without title are in excess of the total sample percentage 
by 3.5 per cent. 
TABLE LXXXII 
DEPENDENTS AND POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE (SIERRA) 
. ~---~ 
-Type Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
of Number of Number of 
Possession Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
- ~ .-~-.-.----
0-3 Dependents 
Owner 3 b.3 -8 9.6 
Renter 9 l5.0 24 28.9 
Occupantes " 
en nechoa 4 11.1 7 8.4 
-
Sub-Total 16 44.4 39 46.9 
5 or more Dependents 
Owner 4 11.1 12 14.4 
Renter 13 36.1 28 33.8 
Occupantes 
en hechoa 3 8.3 4 4.8 
-
Sub-Total 20 55.5 44 "- 53.0 
Total 36 99.9 83 99.9 
aOccupantes en hecho occupy their houses without title. 
A brief description of the owners might be helpful. In the 
smaller household units, one owner has a low income and one room 
in his house. The remaining two, are in the high income category; 
one has 5 rooms, the other 8 rooms in the house. 
Four respondents in the smaller household units have no title 
to their property. Three have low incomes and the fourth has a 
median income. 
Among larger household units, 4 are owners. Two of these 
have high incomes and 2-room houses. Two' have low incomes; one of 
these has 7 rooms and lives in the barriada, the other has 5 
rooms. The respondent who lives in the barriada has succeeded in 
"appropriating" 7 rooms in which to house 11 members of his house-
hold. 
Three respondents among the larger household units occupy 
their property without title. All are in the low income category. 
One of these has only one room and lives in the barriada. One has 
l rooms and the remaining one, 4 rooms. 
Security of tenure resulting from ownership of one's property 
is considered an indicator of urban adjustment. Compared with 
findings for the coastal sample, those indicated in Table LXXXII 
support Hypothesis 2. For smaller household units, the total 
sample shows 9.6 per cent for the owner category; for the coastal 
\ 
sample, this percentage increases to 14.8 per cent but declines to 
8.3 per cent, for the Sierra sample. The total sample percentage 
for owners among the larger household units is 14.4 per cent; the 
coastal sample shows 14.8 per cent but the Sierra percentage falls 
to 11.1 er cent. 
Furthermore, of the 15 respondents in the total sample who 
live in the barriadas,lO are in the Sierra sample and only 4 in 
the coastal sample. Percentagewise, this shows a demonstrably 
higher level of living for coastal respondents--further support of 
Hypothesis 2.. 
State Of The House. Findings concerning the state of the 
house for Sierra respondents are shown in Table LXXXIII. It will 
be observed here that smaller Sferra households have a decline in 
the percentage of houses in "good" condition, when compared with 
the total sample percentage--the difference is 2.3 per cent. For 
the larger households, the 39.8 per cent shown for the total sam-
ple in the "good" category de,clines to 33.3 per cent, for the 
Sierra sample. There is, however, a higher proportion of houses 
TABLE LXXXIII 
STATE OF THE HOUSE (SIERRA) -
~ -- "---
-
State of Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
the House Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
----- .-
0-3 Dependents 
Good 10 27.8 25 30.1 
Restorable 4 ll~l 10 12.0 
Dangerous 1 L.7 .,,- 2.4 
Don't know 1 2.8 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
Good 12 33.3 33 39.8 
Restorable 6 16.7 7 8.4 
Dangerous 2 5.5~/ 4 4.8 
Don't know 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total LO 55.5 45 54.2 
Total 36 99.9 83 99.9 
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which are "restorable; ." For this category, the 8.4 per cent of 
the total sample is increased to 16.7 per cent, for the Sierra 
sample. 
When compared with findings for the coastal sample, smaller 
households in "good" condition show 30-.1 per cent for the total 
sample; for the coastal sample, this percentage is 37 per cent 
but, for the Sierra sample, it declines to 27.8 per cent. The 
"good" category shows a decline for larger households in both sam-
ples; the 39.8 per cent of the total sample declines to 33.3 per 
cent, for the Sierra sample but to only 37 per cent, for the 
coastal sample. Houses in good condition are considered as an ad-
justment to urban living. Hence, findings indicated for the 
coastal and Sierra samples in this regard support Hypothesis 2. 
Materials Predominant In The Construction Of The House. In 
Table LXXXIV, material used for the construction of walls, floors 
and roofs of houses of Sierra respondents is shown in its relation 
to total sample percentages. It can be seen here that the per-
centage of adobe used for walls (40.5 per cent) is slightly higher 
than that shown for the total sample (39 per cent). Brick and 
concrete are underrepresented as a consequence, perhaps, of the 
awareness of the rigors of the Sierra climate. Owens says, 
"Variations in temperature are extreme and the thermometer may 
fall from the 70' s during the daytime to below freezing at night'1l 
1 
Owens, p.6. 
F 
He is describing the climate in the Sierra. Hence although, nu-
merically, the use of brick and concrete are underrepresented, 
these Sierra percentages perhaps reflect a high degree of adjust-
ment to urbanization, and a striving for protection against the 
elements. This adjustment has not been made, however, by the 7.1 
per cent of the Sierra sample who are still using matting--the 
traditional material in Peru--for their walls. 
Concrete for floors in houses of Sierra respondents overrep-
,resents the total sample percentage by 3.1 per cent. Contrasting 
houses of the Peruvian coastal dweller and the highland Indian, 
Owens says, "While the coastal home will have pictures and orna-
ments, the Indian dwelling has neither, and the earthen floor and 
1 
walls go unpainted." The explanation offered for this excess in 
the percentage of concrete used for floors by Sierra respondents 
is that earthen floors have been cold in the Sierra, especially 
when the temperature drops to freezing at night. This has made 
him aware of the necessity of securing, if possible, more durable 
material for his floors. By contrast, the 54 per cent for con-
crete in floors for the tot.al sample declined to 50 per cent, for 
coastal respondents. The milder climate of the Coast has not im-
pressed the coastal in-migrant in the same manner. 
Generally speaking, according to Rycroft and Clemmer, the 
standard thatched farmhouse of the pre-Columbian period is still 
1 
Ibid., p.91. 
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TABLE LXXXIV 
MATERIALS PREDOMINANT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOUSE 
(SIERRA) 
Materials 
Adobe 
Brick-
Concrete 
Concrete 
Matting 
Earth 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
17 
14 
6 
3 
o 
Walls 
40.5 
33.3 
14.3 
7.1 
0.0 
4.7 
39 
36 
15 
5 
o 
5 
39.0 
36.0 
15.0 
5.0 
0.0 
5.0 
Total 42 99.9 
----~----------------~--~~--~---------------+--------, 
100 100.0 
Adobe 
Brick-
Concrete 
Concrete I 
Matting 
Earth 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 
o 
1 
24 
o 
11 
6 
Floors 
0.0 
2.4 
57.1 
0.0 
26.2 
14.3 
1 
4 
54 
o 
19 
-
1.0 
4.0 
54.0 
0.0 
19.0 
22 22.0 
Total 42 100.0 100 100.0 
.. ~.-~-=-----!-----------'~------.l......-""':::":-::"";'-"---'--------=":""'::""----+---:;;;;;";:;"";;"';"';;'~ 
Adobe 
Brick-
Concrete 
Concrete 
Matting 
Earth 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 
1 
2 
13 
17 
o 
Roofs 
2.4 
4.7 
30.9 
40.5 
0.0 
1 1.0 
5 5.0 
36 36.0 
26 26.0 
o 0.0 
21.4 9 32 32.0 
- -·--~-------+--------:--------+---------+----------------+-------I 4l 99.9 100 ·100.0 Total ~·--______ ~ ________________ L-____ ----' __ .l......-___________ ~ ______ I 
the rule in most Latin American countries. This tumbledown 
structure with flimsy walls and a floor of "beaten earth" is 
~----------------------l-5-6------------------~ 
1 incapable of giving protection against the rigors of the climate. 
It will be observed also that the l6.2 per cent of the Sierra sam-
ple who have earth for floors have not made the transition--the 
total sample shows 19 per cent for this category. Wood or wood-
mud combination is used by only 14.3 per cent of the Sierra sample 
although the total sample shows 22 per cent. By contrast, again, 
the coastal sample percentage for this category is 27.7 per cent. 
The traditional material for roofs of houses of poorer fam-
ilies in Peru is matting. This material is found more often, even 
in rural areas in the Sierra. Most conspicuous in the findings in 
Table LXXXIV is that of the 40.5 per cent of the Sierra sample who 
use matting for roofs Since the total sample percentage is only 26 
per cent. For the coastal sample, this percentage is only 13.9 
per cent. The 36 per cent shown for the total sample in the use 
of concrete for walls declines to 30.9 per cent, for the Sierra 
sample. For the coastal sample, the 44.4 per cent shown for this 
category is inferred to be an indicator of urbanization adjustment 
Similarly, the wood or ~ood-mud combination with 32 per cent shown 
for the total sample declines to 21.4 per cent, for the Sierra 
sample but is increased to 38.8 per cent, for the coastal sample. 
This is interpreted as a further indication of adjustment on the 
part of coastal respondents. 2 The principal protection from the 
1 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 132. 
l 
The posSibility that Sierra respondents still see their 
~---------------------------l-5-7------------------------~ 
cold is needed in floors. Many individuals in these lower class 
families sleep on the floor. 
Windows In The House. Percentages of Sierra respondents who 
do or do not have windows in their houses are presented in Table 
r..;t.::£XV. It is not unusual to find"no windows"--that is four solid 
unbroken walls--in houses of lower class persons, such as respond-
ents in this study, in Peru. Frequent, also, are the houses with 
a small opening in one wall. This, of course, will have no glass 
in it. It will be observed in Table LXXXV that 16.6 per cent of 
the Sierra respondents are no exception to this finding. Of these 
11.1 per cent are smaller household units and 5.5 per cent, larger 
units. Total sample percentages for these categories are 9.6 per 
cent and l.4 per cent,respectively. It can be seen that both cat-
egories are overrepresented by the Sierra sample. Attention is 
called to the fact that the 15 per cent shown in the total sample 
for smaller units with 3, or more, windows in the house is over-
represented in the 16.6 per cent, for the Sierra sample. 
For larger household units in the Sierra sample, the reverse 
is true--the 3 windows category shows 24.1 per cent for the total 
sample but only 16.7 per cent, for the Sierra sample. Combined 
total sample percentages for the "one" and "two" windows categor-
ies total l7.7 per cent; for the Sierra sample, this percentage is 
housing needs in terms of the rigors of their home area weather 
must not be overlooked. In vew of thiS, the use of concrete by 
coastal respondents. might be a mark of adjustment while, for those 
migrating from the Sierra, the reverse might actually be true. 
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33.3 per cent. Compared with the coastal sample, smaller house-
hold units show greater adjustment to the urban pattern of windows 
in the house, than do those of the Sierra sample. The total sam-
ple shows 18.1 per cent for the combine-d "one" and "two" window 
categories for smaller household unitsj for the coastal sample, 
this percentage is 2~.2 per cent and for the Sierra sample, 16.7 
per cent. For 3 windows, the total sample percentage of 18.1 per 
cent declines to 16.0 per cent, for the Sierra sample and is in-
creased to L5.9 per cent, for the coastal sample. 
TABLE LXXXV 
WINDOWS IN THE HOUSE (SIERRA) 
Number of Sierra Respondents Total Resoondents 
Windows Number of Houses Per cent Number of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
None 4 -11.1 8 9.6 
One 5 13.9 13 15.7 
Two 1 L.8 2 2.4 
-Three or 
more 6 10.6 15 18.1 
--
Sub-Total 16 44.4 38 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
None l 5.5 2. 2.4 
One 9 25.0 18 21.7 
Two 3 8.3 5 6.0 
Three or 
more 6 16.7 2.0 24.1 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 45 54.l 
Total 36 99.9 83 100.0 
For the larger household units, all houses have at least one 
window. The 21.7 per cent of the total sample with one window is 
overrepresented by the 25 per cent, for the Sierra samplej the 
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coastal sample percentage declines to lS.5 per cent. In the 
"three or more" category, the coastal sample, with 22.2 per cent, 
comes closer to the total sample percentage of 24.1 per cent--the 
Sierra percentage is only 16.7 per cent. These findings support 
Hypothesis 2. 
Animals In The House. Percentages of Sierra houses with an-
imals in the house with the family are shown in Table LXXXVI. It 
will be observed here that positive responses overrepresent the 
total sample and negative responses underrepresent it, when per-
centages are compared. The total difference is 6.3 per cent. It 
is assumed in this study that "not more than two" animals in the 
house constitutes something of an urban pattern. The total sample 
shows II per cent for the "not more than two" category but the 
Sierra sample shows only 16.0 per cent. For the"more than 2" 
category, the total sample percentage--33 per cent--is overrepre-
sented by the Sierra percentage--40.5 per cent. 
When these findings are compared with coastal findings, it 
will be observed that the 54 per cent for affirmative responses 
increases to 57.1 per cent, for the Sierra sample and declines to 
5L.7 per cent for the coastal sample. Against the total sample 
percentage of 46 per cent for negative responses, the Sierra sam-
ple shows 42.S per cent and the coastal sample, 47.2 per cent. 
Twenty-one per cent of the total sample have "not more than 
two" animals; for the coastal sample, this percentage is 13.9 per 
cent and for the Sierra sample, 16.6 per cent. Thirty-three per 
, 
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cent is shown for the total sample in the "more than 2" category; 
38.8 per cent of the coastal sample are in this category and 40.5 
per cent of the Sierra sample. Since the coastal sample approach-
es more closely the expeoteQ ~rban pattern. thee. f1nQ1nga G~pport 
Hypothesis L. 
TABLE LXXXVI 
ANIMALS IN THE HOUSE (SIERRA) 
Animals 
Present 
----
Yes 
No 
.. ~---
Sub-Total 
----
1 or "-
More than 
Sub-Total 
2 
Sierra Respondents 
Number of Houses Per cent 
24 57.1 
18 42,.8 
7 
17 
2.4 
99.9 
16.6 
40.5 
57.1 
a Sierra sample N 4L 
bTotal sample N 100 
Total Respondents 
Number of Houses Per cent 
54 54.0 
46 
100b 
21 
33 
54 
46.0 
100.0 
21.0 
33.0 
54.0 
The possibility that animals are found in the home as pets 
and as a source of food has not been overlooked. The economy of 
poverty within which these respondents live is also a factor. In 
a consideration of adjustment to urbanization, nevertheless, it is 
believed that such animals as hogs, turkeys, hens, pigeons, and 
chickens would not be found in the house with the family members. 
Sanitary Facilities. Point values and percentages for sani-
tary facilities in houses of Sierra respondents are shown in Table 
LXXXVII. It will be observed, as indicated, that the total sample 
. . r·-
" 
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shows 49.4 per cent for high scores while the Sierra sample per-
centage is only 30.8 per cent. At the other extreme, scores of 
zero represent only 4.7 per cent of the total sample--10.3 per 
cent is shown for the Sierra sample. Against the 46 per cent 
shown in the total sample for low scores is the 58.8 per cent, for 
the Sierra sample. In summary, these findings show high scores 
underrepresented, low scores overrepresented, and an excess of 5.6 
per cent for scores of zero, when Sierra findings are compared 
with total sample percentages. 
By contrast, the 49.4 per cent shown for high scores in the 
total sample increases to 60 per cent, for the coastal sample--
the Sierra percentage is only 30.8 per cent. The total sample 
percentage for low scores shows a total of 46 per cent; the coast-
al sample percentage declines to 39.9 per cent while the Sierra 
percentage is increased to 58.8 per cent. For scores of zero, the 
total sample percentage is 4.7 per cent; for the Sierra sample, 
this percentage is 10.3 per cent--there are no scores of zero in 
the coastal findings. 
The presence of sanitary facilities in the house is, without 
doubt, an effect of urbanization, especially. These findings show 
Sierra respondents disadvantaged in this respect, when compared 
with findings for coastal respondents. Support for Hypothesis 2 
is thus inferred. 
A total of 297 pOints was scored by Sierra respondents. With 
42 respondents in the Sierra sample, the average score is 7.1 
points. For the total sample, the average score is 9.4 pOints; 
for the coastal sample, the average score is 10.7 pOints. This 
gives additional support to Hypothesis 2. 
-----
TABLE LXXXVII 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF· SANITARY FACILITIES 
(SIERRA) 
Score Sierra Res~ondents Total Res~ondents 
Points Number of Scores Per cent Number of Scores Per cent 
High Scores 
16 12 30.8 42 49.4 
Low Scores 
--
6 7 17.9 9 10.6 
5 2 5.1 2 2.4 
4 2 5.1 9 10.0 
2 9 23.1 14 16.5 
1 3 7.6 5 5.9 
0 4 10.3 4 4.7 
Total 39a 99.9 85° 100.1 
aOmitted: -3 scores of 8 pOints each 
bOmitted: 15 scores--4 scores of 12 pOints and 11 scores of 
8 pOints each 
Summary of Score Points. In all, total sanitary facilities 
are distributed as follows: Private: 197--788 pOints; Common in 
the building: 59--118 pOints; Common: 35--35 points; None: 110. 
A total of 941 pOints is scored in the total sample. This results 
in a 9.4 point mean for the total sample. The Lima-Callao sample 
scored 258 points--a mean of 11.7 points. Coastal respondents 
scored 386 points--a 10.7 point mean. For the Sierra sample, 297 
pOints were scored giving a 7.1 point mean. 
lb3 
Scores for sanitary facilities are distributed according to 
specific number of dependents in Sierra households in Table 
LXXXVIII. As indicated in this table, for smaller household units 
high scores are underrepresented and low scores, overrepresented. 
For larger household units, the pattern is the same but difference; 
.) are greater. An exception, however, is the finding that zero 
scores constitute 11.1 per cent of the Sierra sample but only 4.8 
TABLE LXXXVIII 
SCORES FOR SANITARY FACILITIES IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (SIERRA) 
Scores 
High Scores 
16 
Middle Scores 
12. or 8 
Low Scores 
1 to 6 
Scores of 0 
Sierra. Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
5 13.9 16 
1 2.7 3 
10 27.8 19 
o 0 
19.3 
3.6 
22.9 
-------------/---------------f----,-.,--.,----/----------,-------+---:---::--I 
16 44.4 38 45.8 Sub-Total 
High Scores 
lb 
Middle Scores 
12 or 8 
Low Scores 
1 to 6 
Scores of 0 
6 
1 
9 
4 
5 or more Dependents 
16.6 
2.8 
25.0 
11.1 
II 25.3 
7 8.4 
13 15.7 
4 4.8 
------------~----------------~--------r_--------------+_--~--~ 45 54.2 Sub-Total 20 55.5 
Total 99·9 83° . 100.0 
aOmitted: Household units with 4 dependents 6 
bOmitted: Household units with 4 dependents 17 
~----------------------------2-6-4------------------------~ 
per cent, of the total sample. 
When compared with findings for the coastal sample, for 
smaller household units, the 19.3 per cent of the total sample in-
dicated for high scores increases to 25.9 per cent, for the coast-
al sample but declines to 13.9 per cent, for Sierra respondents. 
A departure for coastal respondents is seen in their 29.6 per cent 
shown for low socres; the total sample shows 22.9 per cent and the 
Sierra sample, 27.8 per cent. 
For larger household units, the total sample percentage for 
high scores is 25.3 per cent; the coastal sample follows this per-
centage with 25.9 per cent but the Sierra sample declines to 16.6 
per cent. For low scores, the total sample percentage is 15.7 per 
cent; the Sierra sample percentage is increased to 25 per cent and 
the coastal sample declines to 7.4 per cent. No scores of zero 
are indicated for coastal respondents; the total sample shows 4.8 
per cent and the Sierra sample, 11.1 per cent. These findings 
make it quite clear that the coastal adjustment to urban living 
is more demonstrable than that of Sierra respondents, with regard 
to the sanitary facilities in the house. 
Possessions. The distribution of score pOints and percent-
ages for possessions obtained by Sierra respondents is shown in 
Table LXXXIX. As indicated here, the total sample shows 29.2 per 
cent for high scores; the Sierra sample percentage declines to 
15.2 per cent. Against the 54.7 per cent total sample percentage 
for low scores 63.7 per cent is shown for the Sierra sam leo 
Scores of zero are also overrepresented for Sierra respondents--
the total sample percentage is 16 per cent and the Sierra percent-
age ll.l per cent. 
When these findings are compared with those for coastal re-
spondents, the total sample percentage ofl9.l per cent for high 
scores is increased to 36 per cent, for the coastal sample but, 
for the Sierra respondents, only 15.l per cent is shown. The tot~ 
sample percentage for low scores is 54.7 per cent; this percentage 
declines to 4d per cent, for coastal respondents and increases to 
03.7 per cent,for the Sierra sample. The coastal sample follows 
the total sample percentage--16 per cent--for scores of zero; the 
TABLE LXXXIX 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS 
(SIERRA) 
Score Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Points Number of Scores Per cent Number of Scores Per cent 
High Scores 
11 1 3.0 1 1.3 
10 l. 6.1 11 14.6 
9 0 1 1.3 
8 2 2.7 
7 2 6.1 7 9.3 
Low Scores 
-- 5 1 3.0 l. 2.7 
4 2. 6.1 5 6.7 
3 12 36.4 18 24.0 
2. 2 6.1 5 6.7 
1 4 ll.l 11 14.6 
0 7 21.1 II 16.0 
Total 33a 100.0 75b 99.9 
a 
bOmitted: 9 median scores--6 pOints each 
Omitted: l5 median scores--b points each 
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Sierra percentage for these is ll.l per cent. These findings sup-
port Hypothesis l--they have demonstrated, by score pOints, the 
higher level of living for coastal respondents in the matter of 
sanitary facilities in the house. 
Possessions And Specific Number of Dependents. Scores for 
possessions are related to specific number of dependents in Sierra 
household units and findings are presented in Table XC. For 
smaller household units, it will be observed that high scores are 
1 underrepresented and low scores, overrepresented. This is also 
true for larger household units but the differences are greater. 
Scores of zero are an exception--the 4.8'per cent for the total 
sample is increased to 11.1 per cent, for the Sierra sample. 
When these findings are compared with those for coastal re-
spondents it is found that, for smaller household units, the total 
sample percentage of 4.8 per cent declines to l.8 per cent for Si-
erra respondents in the high score category and is increased to 
7.4 per cent, for coastal respondents. For low scores, 22.9 per 
cent shown for the total sample is increased to 25 per cent, for 
the Sierra sample and the coastal sample follows, with 22.2 per 
cent. A departure from this pattern is found for scores of zeroj 
the Sierra respondents follow the total sample, with 8.3 per cent, 
while the coastal percentage is increased to 11.1 per cent. 
For larger household units, 19.3 per cent is indicated in the 
total sample for high scoresj the coastal percentage declines to 
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per cent. The total sample percentage for low scores is 16.8 per 
cent; the Sierra sample shows 25 per cent but the coastal respond-
ents have only 7.4 per cent in this category. For scores of zero, 
4.8 per cent is shown in the total sample; the Sierra percentage 
increases to 11.1 per cent which accentuates the finding that 
TABLE XC 
SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Scores Household Units Per cent Household Units 
0-3 Dependents 
High Scores 
7 to 11 1 2.8 4 
Median Scores 
6 3 8.3 8 
Low Scores 
1 to 5 9 25.0 19 
Scores of 0 3 8.3 7 
--
Sub-Total 16 44.4 3e 
- 5 or moore Dependents 
High Scores 
7 to 11 4 11.1 16 
Median Scores 
6 3 8.3 11 
Low Scores 
1 to 5 9 25.0 14 
Scores of 0 4 11.1 4 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 45 
Total 36a 99.9 83° 
aOmitted: 6 Households with 4 dependents in each. 
b Omitted: 17 Households with 4 dependents in each. 
Per cent 
4.8 
9.6 
22.9 
8.4 
45.7 
19.3 
13.3 
16.8 
4.8 
54.2 
99.9 
there are no scores of zero for larger household units in the 
coastal sample. These findings emphasize the inference drawn when 
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point values were compared. They demonstrate a higher level of 
urban living for coastal in-migrants than for those migrating from 
the Sierra. Hypothesis 2. is supported. 
Important Decisions. From findings presented in Table XCI 
some attempt is made to discern the pattern of responses in answer 
to the question as to which individual in the household make the 
important decisions. "Originally the family was patriarchal, with 
the father officially in absolute authority ••• " says Gillin. l 
Rycroft and Clemmer maintain that women, in most rural communities 
of Latin America, are kept in a subordinate Position. 2 It will be 
observed in Table XCI that, in smaller household units in the Si-
erra sample, there is some tendency away from the traditional pat-
tern. The "father" category is underrepresented by 7.2 per cent, 
compared with the total sample. The "mother" category is slightly 
overrepresented (1.6 per cent) and "both" make the important de-
cisions in 11.1 per cent of the Sierra sample--the total sample 
shows only 8.4 per cent. 
The patriarchal pattern appears more clearly in findings for 
larger household units. The total sample shows 41.0 per cent for 
the "father" category and the Sierra sample, 52..8 per cent. No 
mothers make the important decisions--the total sample percentage 
is 4.d per cent. The 7.2 per cent shown in the total sample where 
1 
Gillin, p. 33. 
"-Rycroft and Clemmer, Urbanization, p. 114. 
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"both" participate is reduced to 2.7 per cent, for the Sierra sam-
ple. The possibility that wives are not always of Sierra origin 
must not be overlooked. However, Rycroft and Clemmer maintain 
that women are numerically predominant among migrants to cities 
which implies, according to these writers, that many of them must 
be unable to find husbands. l 
Verbal 
Responses 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No answer 
Sub-Total 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No answer 
Sub-Total 
Total 
TABLE XCI 
PERSON'WHO MAKES THE IMPORTANT DECISIONS 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number or 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents, 
10 27.7 29 34.9 
1 2.8 1 1.2 
4 
-
11.1 7 8.4 
1 2.8 1 1.2 
16 44.4 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
19 52.8 34 41.0 
0 4 4.8 
1 2.7 6 7.2 
0 1 1.2 
20 55.5 45 54.2 
36 99.9 83 99.9 
Results are interesting when these findings are compared with 
those for coastal respondents. For smaller household units, the 
34.9 per cent of the total sample, where the father makes the de-
cisions, increases to 51.8 per cent, for the coastal sample and 
1 
Ibid. 
.p •. ------ - - -
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declines to 27.7 per cent, for the Sierra sample. In the total 
sample the percentage where "both 11 make the decisions is 8.4 per 
centj for the coastal sample it is 7.4 per cent and, for the 
Sierra sample, 11.1 per cent. 
For larger household units, the total sample shows 41 per 
cent for the "father" categorYj 52.8 per cent is shown for the 
Sierra sample and 22.2 per cent, for coastal respondents. The 
verbal decision-making pattern for coastal respondents givesi,the 
father dominance in smaller household unitsj for the Sierra sam-
ple, male dominance appears in larger household units. These find 
ings would give some indication that urban influence in decision-
making is affecting male dominancej in urban areas it is more 
likely to be a joint affair. 
Responsibility. With regard to the person who assumes the 
responsibility in the household, findings presented in Table XCII 
show a similar pattern to those concerning "important decisions~'I! 
For smaller household units, fathers are underrepresented. For 
larger units, fathers are overrepresented and no mothers are shown 
although the total sample percentage is- 3.6 per cent. The same 
reversal of pattern appears for the coastal sample as was found 
with regard to decision-making. Fathers more often assume respon-
sibility in smaller household units. 
-- ---
- Verbal 
B-~~.20nse s 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
I No answer 
Sub-Total 
Father 
Mother 
Both 
No answer 
Sub-Total 
Total 
2.71 
TABLE XCII 
PERSON WHO TAKES THE RESPONSIBILITY 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (SIERRA 
Sierra Respondents Total ResQondents 
Number of Number of 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
13 36.1 33 39.7 
0 0 
2. 5.5 4 4.8 
1 2.8 1 1.2 
16 ·44.4 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
18 50.0 38 45.8 
0 3 3.6 
2. 5.5 3 3.6 
0 1 1.2 
20 55.5 45 54.:l 
36 99.9 83 99.9 
Religious Practice--Sacraments. All respondents in the Si-
erra sample stated that they are baptized Catholics. When asked 
if they had made their First Communion, 34 respondents (80.9 per 
cent of the sample) responded in the affirmative: 5, or 11.9 per 
cent of the sample, gave negative answers and 3 (7.1 per cent of 
the sample) failed to answer the question. Thirty-six Sierra re-
spondents (85.7 per cent of the sample) said they had been con-
firmed; 3 had not, and 3 did not answer the question. The sacra-
ment of Matrimony will be discussed under the heading, Type of 
Marital Union. 
The dearth of priests to attend to the religious needs of lay 
people in the Sierra will, perhaps; be the best explanation for 
/' 
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the difference in findings for the coastal and Sierra respondents 
regarding reception of the sacraments. The total sample shows 91 
per cent having received the sacrament of Holy Communion for the 
first timej the coastal percentase 1s 97.2 per cent--almost ~n1-
versal--and the Sierra sample, 80.9 per cent. Against the 6 per 
cent of the total sample who have not received this sacrament, the 
Sierra sample shows 11.9 per centj for the coastal sample this 
percentage is 2.8 per cent. In addition, 3 respondents in the to-
tal sample did not respond to the question--all 3 are in the Si-
erra sample. The total sample shows 89 per cent who have received 
the sacrament of Confirmation; 88.8 per cent of the coastal sample 
and only 85.7 per cent of the Sierra sample have received this 
sacrament. Six per cent of the total sample have not been con-
firmedj surprisingly, 8.3 per cent of the coastal sample are in 
this category and 7.1 per cent of the Sierra respondents. 
The availability of priests is considered an urban character-
istic. Since reception of these sacraments is an ideal Catholic 
pattern, the inference from these findings is that coastal respon~ 
ents have been affected by this urban influence to a greater de-
gree than have in-migrants from the Sierra. Having been denied 
this urban luxury in their place of origin, Sierra respondents may 
have neglected these religious practices and will require more 
time to avail themselves of these privileges. 
Findings for reception of the sacraments for Sierra respond-
ents are presented in Table XCIII. 
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TABLE XCIII 
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE--SACRAMENTS (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents 
Verbal Responses Number Per cent 
Baptism 
First Communion 
Have not made it 
No answer 
Total 
Confirmation 
Have not made it 
No answer 
Total 
42 
34 
5 
3 
42 
36 
3 
3 
4Za 
a Sierra sample N 42 
bTotal sample N 100 
100.0 
80.9 
11.9 
7.1 
99.9 
85.7 
7.1 
7.1 
99.9 
Religious Practice--Mass Attendance. 
Total Respondents 
Number Per cent 
100 100.0 
91 91.0 
6 6.0 
3 3.0 
100 100.0 
89 89.0 
6 6.0 
5 5.0 
100 100.0 
The.present sociologi-
cal study reports only external observance of tha precept of at-
tendance at Sunday Mass. Findings for Sierra respondents are 
shown in Table XCIV. It will be observed here that 31 respondents 
• 
--73.8 per cent of the Sierra sample--attend Mass regularly. This 
overrepresents the total sample by 6.8 per cent. Twenty per cent 
of the total sample attend Mass "at times
" 
but, for the Sierra 
respondents, this percentage is only 9.5 per cent. No response 
was given by 7.1 per cent of the Sierra respondents although only 
3 per cent of the total sample are in this category. 
When these findings are compared with those for the coastal 
sample, it can be seen that 67 per cent of the total sample .who 
" 
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attend Mass regularly are overrepresented by the 73.8 per cent 
shown in this Sierra category and underrepresented by the 61.1 per 
cent, indicated for coastal respondents. Furthermore, 20 per cent 
of the total sample attend "at times"; 25 per cent of the coastal 
respondents are in this category and only 9.5 per cent, of the Si-
erra sample. These findings are difficult to explain. Time did 
not permit the present investigator to make intensive inquiry into 
"customary" practices in the Sierra. In the parts that were 
visited, however, informants indicated that Sunday Mass was avail-
able only once every two years in outlying areas. In a situation 
such as this, regular attendance at Sunday Mass would hardly be 
considered as "customary' ... ! In this case, the higher representa-
tion of regular attendance for Sierra respondents might indicate 
their appreciation of the opportunity of attending Mass at all. 
TABLE XCIV 
ATTENDANCE AT SUNDAY MASS (SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents 
Verbal Responses Number 
Attends regularly 31 
"At times" 
, 
4 
Does not attend 4 
No answer 3 
Total 42a . 
aTotal Sierra sample N 42 
bTotal sample N 100 
Per cent 
73.8 
9.5 
9.5 
7.1 
99.9 
Total Respondents 
Number Per cent 
I 
67 67.0 
20 20.0 
10 10.0 
3 3.0 
100b 100.0 
~--------------------------2-7-5------------------------~ 
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The fact that increased industrialization of coastal towns 
has made in-migrants from these areas avid to avail themselves of 
working overtime, and thus supplementing their income, is offered 
as a plausible explanation of the underrepresentation of "regular" 
attendance at Mass for coastal respondents. As indicated above, 
some factories work seven days a week, with a free Sunday only bi-
weekly in turns. For such workers, attending Mass when possible 
is "regular" attendance. If this is the case, "urban influence" 
has had a greater impact on coastal respondents than on those 
whose origin is in the Sierra. 
Family "0rganizationll_-Type Of Marital Union. Percentages of 
different types of marital unions among Sierra respondents are re-
lated to total sample percentages of these in Table XCV. It can 
be seen here that all categories of marriage ceremonies. are under-
represented. Furthermore, attention is called to the highest 
underrepresentation for the ideal Catholic marriage pattern in 
Lima--the religious and civil ceremonies. For Sierra respondents, 
this percentage falls short of. the total sample by 13.2 per cent. 
Again, the priest shortage in their area of origin is offered as 
an explanation for this finding. 
Attention is also called to the finding that the 46 per cent 
of the total sample whose unions have been regularized by some 
type of marriage ceremony is increased to 57.1 per cent, for 
Sierra respondents. However, 14.3 per cent of the Sierra sample 
are at resent conviviente t e unions. Actuall this is 
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almost half of all conviviente type unions in the total sample--6 
are in the Sierra sample and 13, in the total sample. 
When these findings are compared with those for the coastal 
sample, it will be observed that, for the latter, only the civil 
type of ceremony is underrepresented. Conviviente type unions 
which have not been regularized fall short of the total sample 
percentage by 4.4 per cent, for coastal respondents and exceed the 
total percentage by 11.1 per cent, for the Sierra sample. 
The demonstrably higher level of living, concerning this var-
iable, is understood, in this study, to be the ideal Catholic mar-
riage pattern in Lima--the civil and religious ceremonies--which 
is found in coastal respondents. Support for Hypothesis l is in-
ferred from these findings. 
TABLE XCV 
FAMILY "ORGANIZATION"--TYPE OF MARITAL UNION 
(SIERRA) 
Sierra Respondents Total Resoondents .~ 
JI~e of Union Number of Unions Per cen~ Number of Unions Per cent 
Religious 25 59.5 67 67.0 
Civil 29 69.0 76 76.0 
Religious 
and Civil 18 42.8 56 56.0 
Conviviente 
--subsequent 
ceremony 24 57.1 46 46.0 
Conviviente 
--no ceremony 6 14.3 13 13.0 
•.. _.-
42 . apercentage s are of the Sierra Sample N 
bpercentages are of the total Sample N 100 
~~------------------------~27-7------------------------~ 
Housing Space Related To Family "0rganization~I"1 As indicated 
above, ::pub .. Hypothesis 2. in this study postulates that poorer fam-
ilies will have less space in the house for needs "other than" for 
eating and sleeping purposes. By contrast, Hypothesis 3 adds the 
factor of family disorganization; it postulates that a more demon-
strable disorganization of family structure will be associated 
with poorer families whose space in the house is limited to these 
needs. It will be recalled that the term family "organization" is 
used in this study to designate disorganization of family struc-
ture. Findings for family "organization~"~ or convi viente unions, 
are related to specific housing space for Sierra respondents in 
Table XCVI. 
TABLE XCVI 
SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE RELATED TO FAMILY "_ORGANIZATION" 
(SIERRA) 
.. 
Period of Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Conviviente 
Union Number of Unions Per cent Number of Unions Per cent 
Living-Room Space 
Under 5 years 3 10.0 5 9.6 
5 to 9 years 2 6.7 3 5.8 
10 to 14 years 1 3.3 3 5.8 
15 years or 
more 0 1 1.9 
--.-
Sub-Total 6 20.0 12 23.1 
Eating and Sleeping Space only 
Under 5 years "lL 40.0 20 38.5 
5 to 9 years 6 20.0 11 2.1 
10 to 14 years 4 13.3 6 11.5 
15 years or 
more 2 6.7 3 5.7 
-, 
Sub-Total 24 80.0 40 76.8 
Total 30 100.0 52 99.9 
~---------------------------l-'7-8------------------------~ 
Inspection of Table XCVI shows that, of the 52 conviviente, 
or maritally irregular, unions in the total sample, 40 (76.8 per 
cent) have space in the house limited to needs for eating and 
sleeping. Similarly, of the 30 irregular unions in the Sierra 
sample, 24 (80 per cent) are in this category also. These find-
ings support Hypothesis 3. 
Summary Of Notable Variations 
, "Household Units" 
Number of Dependents on the Family Head 
Lima-Callao Sample .. Larger household units constitute 
almost two-thirds (63.6 per cent) of the Lima-Callao 
sample and smaller units slightly more than one-fourth 
(27.3 per cent) of it. 
Coastals. Less than half (44.4 per cent) of the coastal 
household units are in the smaller unit category. The 
balance is divided between the median and larger units--
with 30.5 per cent, for the latter. 
Sierras. Following the Lima-Callao sample, but with a 
lower percentage (47.6 per cent), larger household units 
in the Sierra sample are in the majority. 
Since the distribution of household units in the Sierra 
sample approaches that of the Lima-Callao sample more 
closely than the coastal sample, it might be expected 
that findings for these two groups would be similar. 
l79 
Age of Family Head and Specific Number of Dependents 
Lima-Callao Sample. Household units for this sample are 
evenly distributed--50 per cent have family heads in the 
low age group and 50 per cent, high age. 
Coastals. Low age family heads for this sample are 
somewhat less than half (44.4 per cent) of the respond-
ents; 52.7 per cent of the family heads are in the high 
age category. 
Sierras. More than half (5l.3 per cent) of the Sierra 
family heads are in "the low age group. The high age 
group constitutes 40.5 per cent of the sample. For this 
sample, coastal percentages are almost reversed. 
These findings show the three areas in the analysis well 
matched regarding age of the family head. A possible 
exception is the high percentage (40.9 per cent) of 
larger household units with family heads in 'the high age 
group in the Lima-Callao sample. 
Income and Dependency 
Lima-Callao Sample. Of the total of 18 smaller and lar-
ger household units in this sample, 55.5 per cent are 
larger units with high incomes. 
Coastals. Of the total of 23 smaller and larger coastal 
household units in this sample, smaller units with low 
incomes and larger units with high incomes constitute 
73.9 per cent--34.8 per cent, for the former and 39.1 
,.,.-r=---------------------------2-d-0--------------------------~ 
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per cent, for the latter. 
Sierras. Of the 30 smaller and larger household units 
in the Sierra sample, smaller units with low incomes and 
larger units with high incomes have the same percentage 
--26.6 per cent for each group. 
On the basis of these findings, it might be presumed 
that Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis l are supported. 
Percentage of Income Spent for Food 
Lima-Callao Sample. The United Nations' estimate of 55 
per cent of urban-wage-earners' income spent for food in 
Peru in 1957 is used as a mid-point in this analysis. 
In the Lima-Callao sample, smaller household units unde 
represent total sample percentages in ,all categories of 
expenditure with the exception of the mid-point category 
where incomes are low. When these units have high in-
comes, the "less than 55 per cent" category falls short 
of the total sample by 7.1 per cent. This category is 
overrepresented by '13.6 per cent for larger household 
units with high incomes. 
Coastals. Smaller household units with low incomes in 
this sample overrepresent the total sample by 10.d per 
cent in the "more than 55 per cent" category. When 
these units have high incomes, there is a 4.7 per cent 
increase over the total sample for units spending less 
than 55 per cent. This is true, also of larger units in 
this income category. 
Sierras. Smaller household units in the Sierra sample 
are overrepresented, slightly, in the "more than 55 per 
cent" category in both income groups. Larger units are 
overrepresented for spending "more than 55 per cent" 
when incomes are low; with high incomes, the "less than 
55 per cent" category declines from the 19.7 total sam-
ple figure to 10 per cent, for Sierra units. 
These findings clearly point to the need for higher in-
comes, if household units, especially 'larger ones, might 
be expected to spend less than half of their earnings on 
(' 
food. 
Housing Density 
Lima-Callao Sample. Housing density for the Lima-Callao 
sample is 1.97 persons per room. Almost two-thirds of 
these respondents (63.6 per cent) live in houses of 3 
rooms or less. No house in this group has only one 
room. 
Coastals. More than half (55.5 per cent) of the coast-
al sample live in houses of 3 rooms or less. Housing 
density for the coastal sample is 1.8 persons per room. 
Only one house has but one room. 
Sierras. Housing density for the Sierra sample is 2.1 
persons per room. Almost three-fourths of the sample 
er cent live in houses of not more than 3 rooms. 
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Within the framework of the social implications of hous-
ing, density is an important factor. Findings indicated 
above support Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis l, accordingly 
An exception to the expected pattern is the 55.5 per 
cent of the coastal sample living in houses of 3 rooms, 
or less. This can be explained by the more than one-
fourth (27.8 per cent) of these respondents who have 
4-room houses. 
Dependents and Specific Number of Rooms in the House 
Lima-Callao Sample. Twenty-per cent of the 30 per cent 
shown for smaller Lima-Callao household units~live in 
houses of 3 rooms or less; the remaining 10 per cent 
have houses of 6 rooms, or more. Of the 70 per cent 
. shown for larger household units, 40 per cent have 
houses of 3 rooms or less and the remaining 30 per cent 
live in 4 rooms or more. 
Coasta1s. Smaller household units constitute 59.l per 
cent of the sample; 40.7 per cent have houses of 3 rooms 
or less and the remaining 18.5 per cent live in 4- or 
5-room houses. Of the 40.7 per cent shown for larger 
household units in the coastal sample, 11.1 per cent 
live in 3-room houses and 29.6 per cent, in houses of 
4 rooms or more. 
Sierras. Percentages for smaller and larger household 
units in the Sierra sam Ie are 44.4 er cent and 
~----------------------------2-8-3--------------------------~ 
per cent, respectively. For the smaller household unit~ 
33.2 per cent have houses of 3 rooms or less and 11.2 
per cent have 5 rooms or more. Of the 55.5 per cent 
shown for larger household units, 36.1 per cent live in 
houses of 3 rooms or less; 19.4 per cent have 4 rooms or 
more. These findings support Hypothesis 1 and Hypothe-
sis 2, when larger household units are considered. For 
smaller household units, however, the coastal sample 
shows 18.5 per cent for houses of 4 rooms or more; for 
the Sierra respondents, this percentage is 11.2 per cent 
and, for the Lima-Callao sample, only 10 per cent. With 
these findings, Hypothesis 2 is supported-~the coastal 
sample shows a higher percentage of 4-room houses and 
over than does the Sierra sample. Hypothesis 1, however, 
is not supported--the coastal sample shows 18.5 per cent 
for houses, of 4 rooms or more and the Lima-Callao per-
centage declines to 10 per cent for this category. 
Dependents and Type of Housing Space 
Lima-Callao Sample. Of the 30 per cent of the sample 
consisting of smaller household units, only 10 per cent 
have a living-room; the remaining 20 per cent have space 
limited to needs for eating and sleeping. Larger house-
hold units make up the remaining 70 per cent of the sam-
ple; of these, only 15 per cent have living-room space. 
Coastals. Of the 5 er cent in the smaller 
ld4 
household category, 11.1 per cent have a living-room; 
the remaining 48.1 per cent have space for eating and 
sleeping needs only. Larger household units constitute 
40.7 per cent of the coastal sample--22.2 per cent have 
a living-room and 18.5 per cent, space for eating and 
sleeping only. 
Sierras. Of the 44.4 per cent shown for smaller house-
holds in the Sierra sample, 13.9 per cent have the extra 
living-room space and 30.5 per cent have only the limit-
ed space. Larger household units constitute 55.5 per 
cent of the sample--only 11.1 per cent of these have a 
living-room while the remaining 44.4 per cent have space 
for eating and sleeping needs only. 
When smaller household units are considered, neither Hy-
pothesis 1 nor Hypothesis l is supported. In fact, the 
expected finding is reversed. The Sierra sample has 
the highest percentage (13.9 per cent) of extra living-
room space; the coastal sample follows with 11.1 per 
cent and the Lima-Callao respondents show only 10 per 
cent in this category. For larger household units, the 
Lima-Callao sample shows 15 per cent with living-room 
space and the coastal percentage for this category is 
22.2 per cent. Hence, Hypothesis 1 is not supported. 
With only 11.1 per cent for this space category for Si-
erra respondents, they are surpassed by the 22.2 per 
2.85 
cent shown for the coastal sample. Hypothesis 2. is 
supported. 
Dependents and Possession of the House 
Lima-Callao Sample. Of the 30 per cent of the sample 
consisting of smaller household units, only 5 per cent 
have security of tenure which results from ownership of 
their house. For larger household units (70 per cent of 
the sample), 20 per cent are owners. Five per cent of 
the smaller household units occupy houses without a 
title. Among larger units there is no occupante en 
hecho (no title). 
Coastals. Smaller household units constitute 59.2 per 
cent of the coastal sample; 14.8 per cent of these are 
owners. Of the 40.7 per cent in the larger unit cate-
gory, 14.8 per cent are owners. Occupants who have no 
title to their property constitute 7.4 per cent of the 
smaller units and 3.7 per cent of the larger household 
units. 
Sierras. Of the 44.4 per cent in the smaller household 
category, 8.3 per cent are owners. In the larger unit 
category (55.5 per cent), 11.1 per cent are owners. In 
the smaller units there are 11.1 per cent without title 
and in the larger units, 8.3' per cent have no title. 
For smaller household in this analysis, findings indica-
ted above do not support Hypothesis 1. Only 5 per cent 
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of these households in the Lima-Callao sample have this 
security; for the coastal sample,. 14.8 per cent have it. 
Hypothesis 2 is supported, since this percentage for 
Sierra respondents is 8.3 per cent. Both Hypothesis 1 
and Hypothesis 2 are supported with respect to occupying 
property without title--Lima-Callao sample shows 5 per 
cent; coastal sample, 7.4 per cent and the Sierra sam-
ple, 11.1 per cent for this category for smaller units. 
For larger household units, percentages are 3.7 per cent 
for coastal respondents and 8.3 per cent, for the Sierra 
sample. No respondent in the larger category occupies 
the house without title p in the Lima-Callao sample. 
State of the House 
Lima-Callao Sample. Of the 30 per cent for the category 
of smaller household units in this sample, 25 per cent 
are in "good" condition. Larger household units consti-
tute 70 per cent of the sample--55 per cent are in this 
condition also. 
Coastals. Smaller household units show 59.2 per cent 
and larger units, 40.7 per cent in the coastal sample. 
The "good" category is shown with 37 per cent in each 
case. 
Sierras. Of the 44.4 per cent indicated for smaller 
household units, 27.8 per cent are in "good" condition. 
Of the 55.5 per cent which are larger units 33.3 per 
l87 
cent are in "good" condition. 
Again, Hypothesis 1 is not supported, with regard to 
smaller household units. The coastal sample show 37 per 
cent of these units in good condition; for the Lima-
Callao sample, only 25 per cent are in this condition. 
Hypothesis l is supported since the Sierra percentage is 
only 27.8 per cent. For larger household units, these 
findings support Hypotheses 1 and 2. 
Materials Predominant in the Construction of the House 
Lima-Callao Sample. Matting, one of the materials' fre-
quently found in the construction of houses of the poor 
in Peru, is not used in any house in this sample in the 
construction of walls. The brick-concrete combination is 
used by 36.4 per cent and concrete, by 13.6 per cent. 
For floors, concrete is used by 54.5 per centj 4.5 per 
cent are of earth and 27.3 per cent, of wood or wood-
mud combination. For roofs, concrete is used by 31.8 
per centj 18.2 per cent still use matting and 40.9 per 
cent, the wood or wood-mud combination. 
Coastals. For walls, matting is used by 5.5 per centj 
brick-concrete, 38.8 per centj concrete, 16.7 per cent. 
For floors, concrete is used by 50 per centj earth, 19.4 
per centj wood or wood-mud combination, 27.7 per cent. 
For roofs, 44.4 per cent use concretej 13.9 per cent use 
mattin and 38.8 per cent the wood or wood-mud 
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combination. 
Sierras. For walls, 7.1 per cent of the sample use mat-
ting; 33.3 per cent use brick-concrete mixture and 14.3 
per cent use concrete. For floors, 57.l per cent use 
concrete; 26.2 per cent still have earth floors; 14.3 
per cent use wood or wood-mud combination. For roofs, 
30.9 per cent use concrete; 40.5 per cent still have 
roofs o:f matting; 21.4 per cent use wood or wood-mud co 
bination. The transition from the use of matting to 
more durable materials and the increase in the use' of 
wood, brick, and concrete are considered indicators of 
adjustment to the urbanization process, it seems to be 
generally admitted. In the use of concrete, Hypothesis 
1 is supported with respect to floors. For walls and 
roofs of houses, the coastal sample uses a higher per-
centage of this material and this Hypothesis is not sup-
ported. Percentages for the use of wood, or the wood-
mud combination, show support for Hypothesis 1 in the 
case of roo'fs but not for floors. This hypothesis is 
also supported in the use of matting for walls; no 
Lima-Callao respondent uses this material but it is sti 
used by 5.5 per cent of the coastal respondents. Unex-
pectedly, a higher percentage of matting is used by Lima 
Callao respondents for roofs than is shown for coastal 
respondents--thus, Hypothesis 1 is not supported. 
Hypothesis l is supported regarding the use of concrete 
except for its use in floors. It is believed that Si-
erra respondents are aware of the rigors of the freezing 
night temperatures in their place of origin and have 
managed to use a higher percentage of this durable ma-
terial than have coastal respondents. Findings for the 
use of wood, or wood-mud combination, support Hypothesis 
2. Both Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 1 are supported 
with respect to earth for floors. The greatest depar-
ture is seen for Lima-Callao respondents--only one has 
an earthen floor. For the coastal sample, the percent-
age is 19.4 per cent and, for the Sierra sample, 26.2 
per cent. Hypothesis 2 is supported in the percentage 
of matting used for roofs. Against the 13.9 per cent 
shown for coastal respondents is the 40.5 per cent, 
shown for the Sierra sample. It is inferred that this 
finding is a reflection of the tradition-bound Sierra 
coupled, perhaps, with the effects of poverty. Unex-
pectedly, Hypothesis 1 is not supported in this regard 
Since 18.2 per cent of the Lima-Callao sample use mat~ > 
/ 
td.pg .. f.or: roo'fa. 
Windows in the House 
Lima-Callao Sample. This sample departs from the fre-
quently found pattern of lower class houses of the type 
of res ondents in this anal sis with onl one res ondent 
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who has no windows in his house. This means four solid 
walls with no opening except for a door. Houses with 
but one window show 13.6 per cent for the smaller house-
hold units and 18.1 per cent, for larger unite. HO~8.8 
with 3 or more window~ among smaller household units, 
constitute 9.1 per cent of the sample; for larger units, 
this percentage is 36.4 per cent. 
Coastals. The percentage of houses with no windows is 
11.1 per cent, for smaller household units; no larger 
unit is found in this category. Of the houses with but 
one window, 18.5 per cent of the coastal sample are in 
each category of household--smaller and larger. Houses 
with 3 or more windows show 25.9 per cent of the coastal 
sample of smaller households and 22.2 per cent, larger 
units. 
Sierras. No windows are found in 11.1 per cent of the 
Sierra sample in the smaller household cate,gory and 5.5 
per cent of the sample that are larger households. One 
window in the house is shown for 13.9 per cent of the 
sample which are smaller households and l5 per cent that 
are larger household units. Houses with 3 or more win-
dows are equally distributed--16.7 per cent of the sam-
ple are larger households and the same percentage, 
smaller household units. 
H othesis 1 and H othesis 2 are su these 
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findings with two exceptions. A higher percentage of 
coastal smaller households have one window in the house 
than is true for Lima-Callao or Sierra respondents. For 
the 3 or more category of windows, the coastal sample 
(smaller household units) shows 25.9 per cent; the Lima-
Callao sample shows only 9.1 per cent. Hypothesis 1 is 
not supported in this instance and Hypothesis 2, in the 
"one windowi' category for smaller household as indicated 
above. 
Animals in the House 
Lima-Callao Sample. Fifty per cent of the total sample 
of Lima-Callao respondents have animals in the house. 
For 9.1 per cent of the sample, there are more than two 
animals in the house. 
Coastals. For the coastal sample, 52.7 per cent of 
these respondents indicated that they have animals in 
the house. Houses with more than two animals constitute 
38.8 per cent of the sample. 
Sierras. Of the 42 respondents in the Sierra sample, 
57.1 per cent have animals in the house and 40.5 per 
cent have more than two animals. 
On the assumption that more than two animals in the 
house with the family members is not characteristic of 
urban living, findings indicated above support Hypothe-
Sis 1 and Hypothesis l. A more intensive investigation 
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of the reasons for having "more than two" animals in the 
house would have been fruitful. Time did not permit 
this research hence numerical findings must suffice. 
Sanitary Facilities 
Lima-Callao Sample. On the basis of score points calcu-
lated for sanitary facilities in the house, 75 per cent 
of the Lima-Callao sample registered high scores; 25 
per cent, l'ow scores and no respondent had a score of 
of zero. 
Coastals. Of the 36 respondents in the total coastal 
sample, 60 per cent have high scores; 40 per cent have 
low scores and no respondent has a score of zero. 
Sierras. Of the 42 respondents in the total Sierra sam-
ple, 30.8 per cent are high-scorers; 58.9 per cent are 
low-scorers and 10.3 per cent have scores of zero. On 
the basis of findings presented for these scores, Hy-
pothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 are supported. 
Scores for Sanitary Facilities and Specific Dependents 
Lima-Callao Sample. In the smaller household unit cate-
gory, 20 per cent of the total Lima-Callao sample ob-
tained high scores; 5 per cent, low scores and there is 
no score of zero. In the larger unit category, 40 per 
cent of the sample obtained high scores; 10 per cent, 
low scores and no respondent scored zero. 
Coastals. Of the 59.2 er cent of the coastal sam Ie in 
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the smaller household unit category, 25.9 per cent are 
high-scorers; 29.6 per cent, low-scorers and there is no 
score of zero. The remaining 40.7 per cent of the sam-
ple are larger household units. or these, 25.9 per cent 
are high-scorers; 7.4 per cent, low scorers and there is 
no score of zero. 
Sierras. Smaller household units constitute 44.4 per 
cent of the" Sierra sample. Of these, 13.9 per cent have 
high scores; 27.8 per cent have low scores and no score 
of zero. The remaining 55.5 per cent of the Sierra sam-
ple are larger household units. Of these, [6.6 per cent 
have high scores; 25 per cent have low scores and 11.1 
per cent have scores of zero. 
As indicated by these findings, Hypothesis 1 and Hypoth-
esis 2 are supported. Among smaller household units, it 
will be observed that coastal respondents have a higher 
percentage of high scores than is shown. for the Lima-
Callao sample. However, further inspection shows that 
these respondents (coastal) also have a high percentage 
of low scores (29.6 per cent)--higher, even, than the 
27.8 per cent of the Sierra sample. Furthermore, among 
larger household units, coastal respondents have a very 
low percentage of low scores (7.4 per cent); this is 
negated, however, by the 40 per cent shown for high 
scores for the Lima-Callao sam lee The coastal 
percentage is only 10 per cent for high scores. It will 
also be observed that the 11.1 per cent of the Sierra 
sample with scores of zero are the only respondents 
found in this category. 
Possessions 
Lima-Callao Sample. High scores constitute 47.1 per 
cent of the Lima-Callao sample; low scores have the same 
percentage and 5.9 per cent, are scores of zero. 
Coastals. Thirty-six per cent of the coastal sample 
have high scores; 48 per cent have low scores and 16 per 
cent, scores of zero. 
Sierras. In the total Sierra sample', high scores con-
stitute 15.2 per cent; low scores, 63.7 per cent and 
21.1 per cent are scores of zero. 
These findings support Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2. 
Scores for Possessions and Specific Dependents 
Lima-Callao Sample. For smaller household units in this 
sample, 5 per cent of the sample have high scores; 20 
per cent, low scores and 5 per c~nt, scores of zero. 
For larger units, percentages are 35 per cent and 15 
per cent, respectively, for high scores and low scores. 
There is no score of zero. 
Coastals. For smaller household units, 7.4 per cent of 
the sample have high scores; 22.2 per cent have low 
scores and 11.1 er cent have scores of zero. For 
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larger household units, 18.5 per cent of the sample have 
high scoreSj 7.4 per cent have low scores and there is 
no score of zero. 
Sierras. Among the smaller Sierra household units, l.8 
per cent of the sample are high-scorersj 25 per cent are 
low-scorers and 8.3 per cent'have scores of zero. ,Per-
centages for larger household units are: 11.1 per cent 
of the Sierra sample have high scoresj l5 per cent have 
low scores and 11.1 per cent have scores of zero. 
It is inferred from these findings that Hypothesis 1 and 
Hypothesis 2 are supported. Although the percentage of 
high scores, among smaller coastal household units, is 
slightly higher than that of corresponding units in the 
Lima-Callao sample, it will be observed, also, that the 
percentage of coastal respondents with scores of zero is 
highest in the three areas in the analysis. Similarly, 
larger coastal units have the lowest percentage of low 
scores. Lima-Callao respondents, however, have more 
then compensated for this difference in their very high 
percentage of high scores. 
Important Decisions 
Lima-Callao Sample. Important decisions in smaller 
household units are made by the father for 25 per cent 
of the Lima-Callao sample. This is true, likewise for 
45 er cent of the sample which are larger units. 
~----------------------------2~9-6--------------------------~ 
Coastals. In the coastal sample, the male partner makes 
the important decisions for 51.8 per cent of the sample, 
which are smaller household units, and for 22.2 per cent 
of the sample, which are larger household units. 
Sierras. In the Sierra sample, important decisions are 
made by the male partner for'27.7 per cent of the sample 
(smaller units) and for 52.8 per cent of the sample 
which are in the larger unit category. 
It is assumed that decision-making in important matters 
is,by force of circumstances, an inevitable task of the 
female partner in the family in present-day large metro-
politan areas. While the male partner is occupied, al-
most constantly, with concerns of modern industrializa-
tion, it is upon the female.partner that this responsi-
bility falls. Using this as a basis for inference from 
these findings, Hypothesis 2 is not supported. The high 
percentage (51.8 per cent) of fathers making important 
decisions in smaller coastal units exceeds the 27.7 per 
cent shown for this category in the Sierra findings. 
Similarly, Hypothesis 1 is not supported, Since 45 per 
cent in the "father" category (larger units) exceeds the 
22.2 per cent shown for this category in the coastal 
sample. According to what is postulated for this analy-
sis, it might be expected that the father would make the 
important deciSions with the lowest percentage in the 
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Lima-Callao sample and the highest percentage in the 
Sierra sample. In the instances noted above, this is 
not the case. Attention is called to the fact that 
these are verbalized attitudes, merely; in actual prac-
tice, it is recognized that the procedure might be quite 
different. Nevertheless, it is believed that these 
findings do pOint in the direction of the trend in this' 
important matter. 
Responsibility 
Lima-Callao Sample. In the total Lima-Callao sample, 
responsibility is taken by the father in 30 per cent of 
the cases (smaller household units) 'and in 60 per cent 
(larger units). 
Coastals. In the coastal sample, it is the father who 
-
takes the responsibility in 51.8 per cent (smaller unit~ 
and in 29.6 per cent (larger units) of the sample. 
Sierras. In 36.1 per cent and in 50 per cent (both per-
centages are of the total Sierra sample) of the sample 
it is the father who assumes the responsibility. In the 
first instance, it is smaller household units; in the 
second case, larger units. 
The pattern of responses for assuming responsibility is 
similar to that of decision-making. Where smaller units 
are involved, Hypothesis 2 is not supported--the coastal 
percentage (51.8 per cent) for fathers is higher than 
that (36.1 per cent) of the Sierra respondents. In the 
case of larger household units, Hypothesis I is not 
supported. The percentage for Lima-Callao fathers (60 
per cent) is the highest of all three areas. Again, it 
is recalled that these are verbalized attitudes. It is 
believed, however, that there is some reflection of the 
traditional patriarchal family pattern, especially where 
larger household units are involved, since the percent-
age for the IIfathers ll category is 60 per cent, for Lima-
Callao respondents, and 50 per cent, for the Sierra sam-
ple. As indicated above, increased industrialization in 
coastal towns may have the effect of lIabsorbingll much of 
the male partner's interests, hence, responsibility in 
the household must be assumed by the female partner. 
This is notable in the difference in percentages for 
smaller and larger household units. For the former, the 
percentage is 51.8 per centj for the latter, or more 
numerous family members, the percentage has declined to 
29.6 per cent. 
Religious Practice--Sacraments 
Lima-Callao Sample. All respondents in the Lima-Callao 
sample are baptized Catholics. All, likewise, have made 
their First Communion. The sacrament of Confirmation 
has been conferred on 95.5 per cent of the sample. 
Coastals. All res ondents in the coastal sam Ie are 
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baptized Catholics. All except one (97.2 per cent of 
the sample) have made their First Communion. Confirma-
tion has been conferred on 88.8 per cent of the sample. 
Sierras. All respondents in the Sierra sample are bap-
tized Catholics. Thirty-four respondents (80.9 per cent 
of the sample) have made their First Communion and 36 
respondents (85.7 per cent of the sample) have been con-
firmed. 
These findings support Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2. 
All subjects in the analysis are baptized Catholics. In 
the reception of First Communion and Confirmation, how-
ever, it can be seen that percentagmare highest for 
Lima-Callao respondents. There is a decline in percent-
ages for coastal respondents and a further decline, for 
those originating in the Sierra. Here, the urban ad-
vantage of the availability of priests seems to be a 
function in the results indicated by these findings. 
Religious Practice--Attendance at Sunday Mass 
Lima-Callao Sample. Of the total Lima-Callao sample, 
b3.o per cent attend Mass on Sunday regularly; 31.8 per 
cent, attend "at times"; 4.5 per cent, do not attend. 
Coastals. Of the total coastal sample, 61.1 per cent 
attend Sunday Mass regularly; 25 per cent, do not attend 
except "at times"; 13.9 per cent, do not attend. 
Sierras. Of the total Sierra sample, 73.8 per cent 
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attend Mass on Sunday regularly; 9.5 per cent, attend 
"at times" and the same percentage do not attend. No 
response was received from 7.1 per cent of the Sierra r~ 
spondents. 
Findings regarding attendance at Sunday Mass are quite 
unexpected. In view of the customary procedure result-
ing from the availability of priests in the urban area, 
it might be expected, with reason, that Lima-Callao re-
spondents would have the highest percentage attending 
Sunday Mass regularly. This is not the case. Sierra 
/ 
respondents have a 10.l per cent increase over the Lima-
Callao percentage for this category. Since the coastal 
sample has the lowest percentage (61.1 per cent) for the 
regular attendance category, it might be expected that 
their percentage for attendance "at times" would be the. 
highest. This is not true, either. Attention is called 
to the finding of 13.9 per cent of the coastal sample 
who indicate that· they "do not attend~'! This percentage 
is highest among the three areas. All respondents in 
the analysis answered the question except for the 7.1 
per cent of the Sierra sample; these did not respond. 
Numerically, findings do not support either Hypothesis 
1 or Hypothesis 2. However, the present investigator 
postulates the effect of increased industrialization, 
the concomitant of urbanization, on coastal respondents. 
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It can be observed that their percentage for regular 
attendance is the lowest. Their percentage for attend-
ance "at times" is not the' highest and their 13.9 per 
cent of the sample who "do not attend" exceeds that of 
the other two areas in the analysis. If industrializa-
tion has affected external observance of the precept of 
attendance at Mass on Sunday--there is no question of 
commitment in this study--then, with their "higher level 
of urban living',\~' Hypothesis 2 is supported. Sierra 
respondents show a higher percentage of regular attend-
ance at Sunday Mass but a lower "level of living'.'~' 
Family "Organization"--Type of Marital Union 
Lima-Callao Sample. Of the total Lima-Callao sample, 
77.4 per cent show the ideal Catholic pattern in their 
marital union, that of civil and religious ceremony. For 
31.8 per cent of the sample, irregular unions have been 
formalized by subsequent ceremonYi for 4.5 per cent, 
(~ 
this type of union has not been formalized. 
Coastals. The ideal Catholic marriage pattern is evi-
dent in findings for 58.3 per cent of the coastal sample. 
Irregular unions, later formalized, constitute 41.6 per 
cent of the sample; 16.6 per cent, are irregular unions 
not formalized. 
Sierras. For 42.8 per cent of the Sierra sample, the 
civil and religious ceremonies have been performed. For 
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57.1 per cent of the sample, irregular unions have been 
formalized but for 14.3 per cent, this type of union is 
still irregular. 
Concerning the ideal Catholic marriage pattern, the hi 
er level of living for Catholics, Hypothesis 1 and Hypo-
thesis ~ are supported. With regard to irregular unions 
which have been formalized, these hypotheses are also 
supported. The coastal sample, however, shows a higher 
percentage of unions that remain irregular than does the 
Sierra sample. Hence, Hypothesis 2 is not supported. 
Specific Housing Space Related to Family "Organization" 
Lima-Callao Sample. There are 8 irregular marital 
unions (conviviente) in the Lima-Callao sample. Of 
these, L5 per cent have living-room space in the house 
and 75 per cent have space for eating and sleeping needs 
only. Of the 75 per cent in the category of limited 
space, 37.5 per cent have high incomes; 1~.5 per cent, 
median income and L5 per cent, low incomes. 
Coastals. There are 14 irregular marital unions in the 
coastal sample. Of these, ~8.6 per cent have an addi-
tional living-room in the house; 71.4 per cent are lim-
ited to space for eating and sleeping needs only. Of 
this latter 71.4 per cent, 28.6 per cent is evenly di-
vided'between high incomes and median incomes; 4L.8 per 
cent have low incomes. 
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Sierras. There are 30 irregular marital unions in the 
Sierra sample. Of these, 20 per cent have additional 
living-room space and ciO per cent have space for eating 
and sleeping needs only. Of the 80 per cent with limit-
ed space, 13.3 per cent have high incomes and the same 
percentage have median incomes; 53.4 per cent have low 
incomes. 
It will be observed that these findings support Hypothe-
sis 3 which postulates a more demonstrable disorganiza-
tion of family structure will be associated with poorer 
families who have low incomes and space in the house 
limited to needs for eating and sleeping purposes. When 
the tota~ sample is considered, there is a total of 52 
irregular unions--l, of these have additional living-
rooni space and the remaining 40 have limited space. Of· 
the 1, un~ons with living-room space in the house, 50 
per cent have high incomes. Of the 40 unions with space 
in the house limited to needs for eating and sleeping 
purposes, 60 per cent have low incomes. This is further 
indication of support for Hypothesis 3. 
CHAPTER VII 
COMPARISONS AND ANALYSIS 
Since the basic concern of this study was with the effeot of 
urbanization and the adjustment of household units to an urban 
metropolitan.area, a triple control was used for comparison and 
analysis of variables considered to be most pertinent to the prob-
lem at hand. In this chapter, each of these comparisons will be 
examined in turn for the respective areas in the study--the Sierr~ 
the coastal towns, and the Lima-Callao area. 
A note of caution might be inserted here. When, because of 
multiple controls, categories are increased, frequencies are small 
and percentages are high and, therefore, not so meaningful. They 
do, however, indicate the direction of the findings. 
-
Comparison And Analysis (Lima-Callao) 
Number of Rooms in the House. The number of rooms "in houses 
of Lima-Callao respondents is controlled for age of the family 
head, income, and the number of dependents. Findings are shown in 
Table XCVII. No Lima-Callao household unit lives in a house with 
only one room and all other categories of rooms in the house ex-
ceed the total sample with one exception--2-room houses for the 
low age-low income category fall 2.1 per cent short of the total 
sample percentage (13.2 per cent). There are only 5 smaller hous 
hold units in the Lima-Callao sample which are included in the 
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analysis in this chapter. Since frequencies are small, caution 
regarding the interpretation of percentages is recommended. How-
ever, as indicated above, they do give direction to the findings. 
For the 13 larger Lima-Callao household units in this analy-
sis, the overrepresentation of 3-, or 4-room houses in the high 
income categories for both age groups is notable. For the low-age 
family heads, the Lima-Callao sample shows 11.1 per cent while the 
total sample shows only 5.9 per cent. Similarly, for the high age 
group, with high incomes also, there is a difference of 7.5 per 
cent in favor of the Lima-Callao sample--the total sample percent-
age is only 14.7 per cent for this category. 
TABLE XCVII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
.. --., - -
Age - Income 
Number of Rooms 
Low Age-Low Income (Jrle-- -
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Low Age-High Income 
-one--
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-Low Income 
-one----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-High Income 
one--
Lima-
Callao Resoondents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
o 
2 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
11.1 
11.1 
5.5 
Total Resoondents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
2 
9 
5 
o 
o 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
2.9 
13.2 
7.3 
1.5 
4.4 
2.9 
1.5 
1.5 
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TABLE XCVII (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
---- -:-:--.::::.-==~"===-========;::========================;::================1 
Age - Income 
Number of Rooms 
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Sub-Total 
Low Age-Low Income 
-one --
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Low Age-High Income 
lfrle-
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-Low Income 
--one----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-High Income 
--one-----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Lima-
Callao Respondents 
--:-~uW~~~e s -r Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
o 
o 
o 
5 27.7 
5 or more Dependents 
5.6 
5.6 
11.1 
5.6 
5.5 
Total Respondents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
1 
1 
3 
29 
0 
4 
0 
3 
0 
1 
4 
2 
I 
-- 2 
2 
0 
0 
3 
"10 
7 
39 
68 
-
5.9 
4.4 
1.5 
5.9 
2.9 
1.5 
2.9 
2.9 
Possessions. For the Lima-Callao sample, findings for pos-
sessions, when controlled by the triple factors, are indicated in 
Table XCVIII. The reader is reminded of the small number of re-
spondents involved in this analysis and, as a result, the high but 
Age - Income 
Scores for 
Possessions 
Low Age -
Low Income 
H"Igh Scores 
Low Scores 
Low Age -
High-rri"come 
High Scores 
Low Scores 
High Age -
~Income 
'H'Igh Scores 
Low Scores 
High Age -
HIg11 !i1C ome 
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TABLE XCVIII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND POSSESSIONS 
(LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
Lima-Callao Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
o 
4 28.6 
o 
1 7.1 
o 
o 
Total Respondents 
Number of I 
Household Units I Per cent 
1 
14 
o 
4 
o 
2 
, 
1.9 
26.9 
7.7 
3.9 
HIgFl Scores 0 2 3.8 
Low Scores 0 0 
Sub-Total 5 35.7 23 44.2 
-- .-----.--.-.-----+-----"'------'-----::~~--s.-------__t----___1 
Low Age -
Low !i1Come 
High Scores 
Low Scores 
Low Age -
JrIgh-rri"come 
HIgh Scores 
Low Scores 
High ~ -
Low Income 
IrIgh Scores 
Low Scores 
High Age -
High Yr1"Come 
o 
1 
2 
1 
1 
o 
5 or more Depende~ts 
14.3 
7.1 
7.2 
o 
5 
2 
4 
1 
3 
9.6 
3.9 
7.7 
1.9 
5.7 
m:gn Scores 3 21.4 11 21.1 
Low Scores 1 7.2 3 5.8 
-----+----------4---~---~------------~-------Sub-Total 9 64.3 29 55.7 
Total 14a 100.0 520 99.9 
aOmitted: 4 median scores 
'bOmitted: 16 median scores 
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not so meaningful percentages. The most conspicuous findings in 
Table XCVIII seem to be for the low age-high income category and 
the high age-low income category for larger household units. For 
these two groups there appears to be a positive oorrelation be-
tween number of dependents and the acquisition of possessions. At 
least, the number of dependents does not inhibit their acquisition, 
nor does the age of the family head, seemingly. High scores in 
both categories are overrepresented--by 10.4 per oent for the low 
age-high income category and by 5.3 per cent, for the high age-
low income category. 
If this can be taken as a norm for urban living in metropoli-
tan Lima, the coastal and Sierra samples can be compared in terms 
of approximations of--or deviations from--the norms that prevail 
here. 
Sanitary Facilities. Sanitary facilities in Lima-Callao 
households are controlled for age of the family head, income, and 
dependency. Findings are shown in Table XCIX. Again, it must be 
noted that, because of small numbers involved in this analysis, 
percentages must, of themselves, be viewed with caution. They do, 
however, give the direction in which findings tend. As will be 
observed in Table XCIX, the high income categories for larger 
household units, in both age groups, might be used as the norm of 
urban living for the Lima-Callao sample. In these categories, 
high scores overrepresent the total sample; there are no low 
scores. 
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TABLE XCIX 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SANITARY FACILITIES 
(LIMA-CALLAO Sample) 
. - -
Age - Income 
Scores for Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Sanitary Number of Number of 
Facil;LJ;ie s Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age -
Low Income 
High Scores 2 15.4 2 3.4 
Low Scores 1 7.7 
-
12 20.7 
Low Age 
-
High Income 
High Scores 1 7.7 4 6.9 
Low Scores 0 1 1.8 
High Age -
Low Income I 
rrrgh Scores 0 0 I 
Low Scores 0 2 I 3.4 
High Age- I High Income 
m:gn Scores 0 5 I 8.6 
Low Scores 0 0 L 
'" rm_ 
Sub-Total 4 30.8 26 I 44.8 
5 or more Dependents I 
Low Age - I I Low Income --
I High Scores 0 1 1.8 
Low Scores 1 7.7 4 6.9 
Low Age -
-High Income 
HIgE" Scores 2 15.4 2 3.4 
Low Scores 0 3 5.2 
High Age -
I 
Low Income 
HIgh Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 1 I 7.7 5 8.6 
High Age 
-
I 
:HIgh" Income 
HI'g11 Scores 5 38.4 15 25.9 
Low Scores 0 2 3.4 
Sub-Total 9 69.2 32 55.2 
Total 13a 100.0 580 100.0 
aOmitted: 5 median scores 
b Omitted: 10 median scores 
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Specific Housing Space Related To Family "Organization." For 
the sake of conformity, Table C presents findings for Lima-Callao 
households when specific housing space in relation to family "or-
ganization" has been controlled for age of family head, income, 
and number of dependents. As will be observed here, only 6 convi-
viente unions are included in this specific-analysis for the Lima-
Callao sample. They are the only unions that fit the categories. 
As a result, percentages are too high; the pattern is distorted. 
TABLE C 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE 
RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION" (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
Housing Space Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Number Number 
__ Age - Income of Unions Per cent of Unions Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 0 1 2.8 
Eating and -
Sleeping only 2 33.3 10 27.8 
Low Age-High Income 
Living-Room 0 1 2.8 
Eating and -
Sleeping only 0 2 5.5 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2 5.5 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 0 ) 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 0 
Sub-Total 2 33.3 17 47.2 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 1 16.6 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 4 11.1 
.. -" 
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TABLE C (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE 
RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION II (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
-- ~. -- ~ . - _.- -
Housing Space 
Age_- Income 
Low Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Ro'Oiil 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Sub-Total 
Total 
Lima-
Callao Respondents 
Number 
of Unions Per cent 
5 or more Dependents 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
2 
4 
16.7 
33.3 
66.6 
99.9 
aOmitted: 12 regularized unions 
bOmitted: 3l regularized unions 
Total Res)ondents 
Number 
of Unions 
o 
2 
o 
4 
4 
4 
19 
Per cent 
11.1 
11.1 
11.1 
99.9 
Percentage of Income Spent For Food. Findings for the pe~-
centage of income spent for food by household units in the Lima-
Callao samPle are presented in Table CIt According to the proce-
dure in this chapter, the triple control has been used. It will 
be observed in Table CI that low income households--the '~oorer 
families ll indicated in Sub-Hypothesis (l)--in the smaller house-
hold units depart from the pattern with 11.1 per cent shown for 
the IImore than 55 per cent" category when the total sample shows 
14.7 per cent, with low age family heads. A similar departure 
occurs for low income households whose family heads are in the 
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high age category; no household is indicated for this category al-
though the total sample shows 2.9 per cent. In the "less than 55 
per cent" category, it will be observed that households with high 
incomes are not represented when the family head is in the high 
age group and underrepresented when the family head'is, in the low 
age group. 
TABLE CI 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
.-
Percentage of Lima-Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Income for Food Number of Number of 
Age - Income Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age -
Low Income 
More than 55 . 
per cent 2 11.1 10 14.7 
55 per cent 1 5.5 1 1.5 
Less than 55 
per cent 1 5.5 
-
5 7.4 
Low Age -
High Income 
More than 55 
per cent 0 0 -
55 per cent nO 0 
Less than 55 
per cent 1 5.6 6 8.8 
High Age -
~Income 
More than 55 
per cent 0 2 2.9 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 55 
per cent cO 0 
High Age -
HIgh" Income 
More than 55 
per cent 0 2 2.9 
55 per cent 0 0 
Less than 55 
per cent 0 3 4.4 
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TABLE CI (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
...... --
Percentage of 
Income for Food 
I-_~ge - Income 
_ .. _---
Sub-Total 
-----
Low Age -
Low Income 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
Low Age -
High Income 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
r:;ow-rncome 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
HIgFl Income 
More than 55' 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cen"C 
Sub-Total 
Total 
For larger 
Lima-Callao Res~ondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
5 27.7 
Total Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
29 42.6 
5 or more Dependents 
( 
'2. 11.1 7 10.3 
0 0 
0 0 
1 5.5 4 5.9 
0 0 
2 11.1 3 4.4 
-
1 5.6 '2. 2.9 
--, 0 0 , 
0 3 4.4 
2 11.1 8 11.8 
1 5.6 1 1.5 
Lj. 22.2 11 16.1 
13 72.2 39 57.3 
18 99.9 68 99.9 
household units, the low age-low income category 
is only slightly (0.8 per cent) overrepresented in the "more than 
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55 per cent" category and is overrepresented by only 2.7 per cent 
in this same "food" category by the high age-low income category 
of family heads. These findings support Sub-Hypothesis 1. 
Poorer Household Units And Specific Type Of Housing Space. In 
Table CII, specific type of housing space is controlled for age of 
family head, income, and dependency and findings are indicated. 
It can be seen that low income smaller household units have a high 
percentage of limited "eating and sleeping" space, where they are 
represented. 
TABLE CII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC TYPE 
OF HOUSING SPACE (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
":. ._ .. Lima-Type of 
- Total Respondents Housing Space Callao Respondents 
Number Number 
J~.gE3 - Income ~ of Houses Per cent of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
-"" 
Low Age-Low Income 
""Living-Room 0 1 1.5 
Eating and , 
Sleeping only 4 22.2. 15 22.1 
Low Age-High Income 
Lrving-Room 1 5.5 3 4.4 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 3 4.4 
High Age-Low Income 
J:;fVing-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2 2.9 
High Age-High Income 
--r;rving-Room 0 3 4.4 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2 2.9 
Sub-Total 5 27.7 29 42.6 
i 
, 
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TABLE CII (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC TYPE 
OF HOUSING SPACE (LIMA-CALLAO SAMPLE) 
-- -
L~ma-Type of 
Housing Space Callao Respondents Total Respondents 
Number Number 
Age - Income of Houses Per cent of Houses Per cent 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 1 5.6 1 1.5 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 1 5.6 6 8.8 
Low Age-High Income 
LIving-Room 0 2 2.9 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 3 16.7 5 7.3 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 1 5.5 5 7.3 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 2 11.1 8 11.8 
Eating and 
__ .e~e~ping only 5 27.7 12 17.7 
Sub-Total 13 72.2 39 57.3 
Total 18 99.9 - 68 99.9 
Comparison And Analysis (Coastal) 
Number Of Rooms In The House. As shown in Table CIII, per-
centages of 2-room houses overrepresent the total sample in all 
age-income categories, for smaller. household units in the coastal 
sample. The greatest difference, however, is in the low age-low 
income category. Three-, and 4-room houses are underrepresented 
in both income categories for households with family heads in the 
low age group. For family heads in the high-age-high income cate-
gory, the 3-, or 4-room houses are 3 per cent in excess of the 
total sample (1.5 per cent). In this category, it will be observed 
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houses of 5 rooms, or more, are not represented--the total sample 
shows 4.4 per cent for these. 
For larger household units in the coastal sample, there are 
no l-room houses represented in any category. This .. is true, also 
of l-room houses for both smaller and larger household units, with 
the exception of one house in the high age-low income category of 
the smaller households. The absence of l-room houses for larger 
units is more notable, however, since the total sample shows l4.V 
TABLE CIII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
Age - Income 
Number of Rooms 
Low Age-Low Income One-- --
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Low Age-High Income one-----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-Low Income 
One ---
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-High Income 
--one -- ---
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Sub-Total 
Coastal Respondents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
0 ... 3 Dependents 
o 
4 
1 
o 
o 
1 
2 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
12 
18.2 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
4.6 
4.6 
54.5 
Total Respondents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
2 
9 
- 5 
0 
0 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3 
29 
2.9 
13.2 
7.3 
1.5 
4.4 
2.9 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
4.4 
42,.6 
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TABLE CIII (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (COASTAL) 
Age - Income ! Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Low Age-Low Income 
-ori"e-- --
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Low Age-High Income One-- ---
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-Low Income one ----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-High Income on-e---
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Sub-Total 
Total 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
5 or more Dependents 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
5 
2 
10 
22 
4.5 
4.5 
4.6 
45.4 
99.9. 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
o 
4 
o 
3 
o 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
2 
o 
o 
3 
10 
- 7 
39 
68 
5.9 
4.4 
1.5 
5.9 
2.9 
1.5 
2.9 
2.9 
4.4 
14.7 
10.3 
57.3 
99.9 
per cent for these, in the l-room category, when all age-income~ 
groups are combined. 
Furthermore, the 3- or 4-room categor~ of houses, for family 
heads in the low age-high income group, is underrepresented by 
1.9 per cent but there is compensation in the 1.6 per cent in-
crease, over the total sample percentage (2.9 per cent), for 
c 
houses of 5 rooms or.more. Three or 4-room houses are slightly in 
excess of the total sample percentage for high age-low income 
p 
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family heads--the difference is 1.7 per cent. However, in the 
high age-high income category, 3- or 4-room houses show ll.7 per 
cent (larger household units) while the total sample percentage is 
only 14.7 per cent. Houses of 5 rooms or more fall short of the 
total sample percentage but the difference is only 1.'1. per cent. 
Possessions. Possessions of coastal household units are con-
trolled for age of the family head, income, and number of depend-
ents. The findings are shown in Table CIV. Here it will be ob-
served that low age-low income family heads show an increase of 
4.8 per cent over the total sample (1.9 per cent) in the high 
score category for possessions. The low incomes of the high age 
family heads are evidently the explanation for their higher per-
centage (13.3 per cent) of low scores--the total sample shows 3.9 
per cent. When the high age group have higher incomes, there is an 
increase of l.9 per cent over the total sample percentage of 3.8 
per cent, for high scores. These findings are for smaller hou,se-
hold units. 
For larger coastal household units, there is no high score 
for the low age family heads in either income category--the total 
sample shows 3.9 per cent, in the high income category. Low 
scores in the low age-high income category, however, decline from 
7.7 per cent, for the total sample, to 6.7 per cent, for the 
coastai sample. In the high age groups, there are no high scores 
{ 
for the low income category--the total sample shows 1.9 per cent. 
Again, the low income may be the explanation for the 1 per cent 
p 
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TABLE CIV 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND POSSESSIONS (COASTAL) 
-_ . 
.. -
Age - Income Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Scores for Number of Number of 
Possessions Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age 
-
Low Income 
High Scores 1 6.7 1 1.9 
Low Scores 4 26.6 14 26.9 
Low Age 
-
High-:rri:'come 
High Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 1 6.7 4 7.7 
High Age 
-
I;OWlncome 
HIgh Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 2 13.3 2 3.9 
High Age -
High Income 
High Scores 1 6.7 2 3.8 
Low Scores 0 0 
-- ~ ... -.,- .. ---.-
Sub-Total 9 60.0 23 44.2 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age -
Low Income 
HIgh Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 0 5 9.6 
Low ~ -
High Income , 
IfI'gh" Scores 0 2 3.9 
Low Scores 1 6.7 4 7.7 
High Age -
Low Income 
High Scores 0 1 1.9 
Low Scores 1 6.7 3 5.7 
High Age -
High Income 
High Scores 4 26.6 11 21.1 
Low Scores 0 3 5.8 
Sub-Total 6 40.0 29 55.7 
Total 15a 100.0 520 99.9 
aOmitted: 7 median scores ( ~~ 
bOmitted: 16 median scores 
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increase over the total sample percentage of 5.7 per cent, for low 
scores in this category. Where high age family heads have high 
incomes, high scores overrepresent the total sample (21.1 per cent) 
by 5.5 per cent; coastal r&spona&nts hav& no low soor& for th1s 
category, although the total sample shows 5.8 per cent. 
Sanitary Facilities. Findings for sanitary facilities, using 
the triple control, are shown for coastal respondents in Table ev. 
Low scores overrepresent total sample percentages for smaller 
household units in both age groups of family heads who have low 
incomes--for low age family heads, the difference is 0.4 per cent 
only but for high age respondents, it is 7.1 per cent. For family 
heads in both age groups but with high incomes, the reverse is 
true--high scores are overrepresented. For the low age-high in-
come group, the total sample shows 6.9 per cent and the coastal. 
sample, 10.5 per cent. For the high age-high income group, the 
coastal sample shows 10.5 per cent for high scores and the to~al 
sample, only 8.6 per cent. 
There are no low scores for larger household units in the low 
income categories for coastal family heads of low age--the total 
sample shows 6.9 per cent; in the high age-low income category, 
the total sample percentage of 8.6 per cent for low scores is un-
derrepresented by the coastal sample's 5.3 per cent for this cate-
gory. In the low age-high income category, there are no high 
scores for the coastal sample--the total sample shows 3.4 per 
cent; high scores for the high age-high income category, however, 
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TABLE CV 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SANITARY FACILITIES 
(COASTAL) 
--_._---. -
----Age - Income Coastal Respondents Total Respondents Scores for 
Sanitary Number of Number of 
Faci1i t_±.e._f? Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age 
-
Low Income 
High Scores 0 2 3.4 
Low Scores 4 I 21.1 II '2.0.7 
Low Age 
- I HIgh Income 
High Scores 2 
I 
10.5 4 6.9 
Low Scores 1 5.3 1 1.8 
High Age - I 
Low Income 
HIgh Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 2 10.5 2 3.4 
High Age 
-
'H'Tgh" Income 
8.6 HIg11 Scores 2 10.5 5 
Low Scores 0 0 
Sub-Total 11 57.9 26 44.8 
---,-
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age - I 
I 
---Low Income 
High Scores 0 1 1.8 
Low Scores 0 4 6.9 
Low Age , 
-
High Income 
High Scores 0 2 3.4 
Low Scores 1 5.2 3 5.2 
High Age 
-
Low IilCome I High Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 1 5.3 5 8.6 
High Age-
m:gn Income 
'HI'"gh" Score s 6 31.6 15 25.9 
Low Scores 0 2 3.4 
Sub-Total 8 42.1 32 55.2 
Jota1 19a 100.0 58b 100.0 
aOmitted: 3 median scores 
bOmitted: 10 median scores 
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overrepresent the total sample (25.9 per cent) by 5.7 per cent. 
As shown~f no low scores for coastal family heads in the high age-
high income category were obtained but 3.4 per cent are shown for 
the total sample. 
Specific Housing Space Related to Family''Organization. 1I In 
Table CVI, housing space is related to family lIorganizationll and 
controlled for age of the family head, income and dependency. It 
will be observed here that, for smaller household units, space for 
"eating and sleeping" is overrepresented in the low income cate-
gories for both age groups. For the low age group, this differ~ce 
is 2.2 per cent; for the high age group, there is a difference of 
14.5 per cent--the coastal percentage is 20 per cent and the total 
sample shows only 5.5 per cent. 
Among the larger household units in the coastal sample, for 
low age-low income respondents there is no representation in 
either space category. For family heads in the high age-low In-
come category, there is no representation for living-room space 
and the limited lIeating and sleeping" space is underrepresented--
the coastal sample shows 10 per cent and the total sample, 11.1 
per cent. In the high age-high income category, however, living-
room space is overrepresented by 8.9 per cent and there is no rep-
resentation in the "eating and sleeping" space category, although 
the total sample percentage for this category is 11.1 per cent. 
A note of caution might be inserted here. There are 36 con-
viviente type unions in the total sample in the analysis. Only 10 
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TABLE CVI 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE 
RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION" (COASTAL) 
-- -" Coastal Responaents Total ResponCi.ents Housing Space 
Number Number 
Age - Income of Unions Per cent of Unions Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age-Low Income 
""""Living-Room 0 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 3 30.0 10 27.8 
Low Age-High Income i 
-Uving-Room 0 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 2 20.0 2 5.5 
High Age-Low Income 
LIVing-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 2 20.0 2 5.5 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 0 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 0 
Sub-Total 7 70.0 17 47.2 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 0 -~~ 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 4 11.1 
Low Age-High Income , 
-rrving-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2 5.5 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 1 10.0 4 11.1 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 2 20.0 4 11.1 
Eating and 
~_~_leeping only 0 4 11.1 
Sub-Total 3 30.0 19 52.7 
~----.---
Total lOa 100.0 36b 99.9 
aOmitted: 12 regularized unions 
bOmitted: 32 regularized unions 
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of these unions fall into categories in the analysis in this chap-
ter. Consequently frequencies are low and percentages are high. 
These high percentages are not so meaningful. The findings do, 
however, get their direction from these calculations. 
Percentage Of Income Spent For Food. The triple control is 
used to calculate the percentage of income spent for food, for the 
coastal sample, and findings are indicated in Table CVII. In the 
smaller household units with low incomes, it will be observed that 
total sample percentages for the "more than 55 per cent" category 
are increased--for both age groups--when compared with the total 
sample. For the low age group, the increase is 3.5 per cent; for 
the high age group, it is 6.2 per cent. It will be observed, fur-
ther, that the "less than 55 per cent" category, for low age-low 
income units, falls almost 3 per cent short of the 7.4 per cent of 
the total sample. In the low age-high income category of smaller 
units, almost 5 per cent difference--in favor of these smaller. 
units--is found between total sample and coastal sample percent-
ages. 
Larger coastal units, in the low income categories for both 
age groups, are 110t represented in the IImore than 55 per cent" 
category--the total sample shows 10.3 per cent for the low age 
group and 2.9 per cent, for the high age group. When these units 
have high incomes, the "more than 55 per cent ll categ~ry underrep-
resents the total sample percentage by 1.4 per cent. For the 
high age-high income group, there is a slight overrepresentation 
, 
32.5 
TABLE CVII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (COASTAL) 
--.-.-- ---
Percentage of 
Income for Food 
__ Age - Income 
Low Age -
Low 1'i1Come 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
Low Age -
High]Jicome 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
'LOWIncome 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
High 1'i1Come 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
Coastal Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
4 
o 
1 
o 
o 
3 
2. 
o 
o 
1 
o 
18.2 
4.5 
13.6 
4.5 
Total Respondents 
Number of 
Household Units Per cent 
10 
1 
5 
o 
o 
6 
2 
o 
14.7 
1.5 
7.4 
8.8 
__ p~e_r ___ c._e.:;..:.n-.:..t __ --+ ___ --...::l:....-__ -+-__ 4..:...-.:....6:-+-___ .:..3 ___ -+-__ 4;...:.:...4:....-
~.1JJ.?=J'gta=1:::...-__ -+-__ .-:1=2=---__ ....J-._-G.....:. 54..:,.. 5~-I--__ -=2~~9:-_--,.-+-_4-:...:l::..;-.:..,:6:"-1 
Low Age -
Low 1'i1Come 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
Low Age -
RTgh]Jic ome 
More than 55 
_pe:r;> gen.J_ 
5 or more Dependents 
o 
o 
o 
1 4.5 
7 
o 
o 
4 
10.3 
5.9 
jiP 
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TABLE CVII (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (COASTAL) 
:-:=:.:::~.-=-======F=7F===;=:;;;==;::;====<===;===;====;:;;:=;==:;=~===;'===;=== Percentage of Coastal Respondents Total Respondents 
Income for Food Number of ' Number of 
__ Age. .... -- Income Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
Low Income 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
High Tr1'Come 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
--.-.~---. 
Sub-Total 
Total 
5 or more 
o 
1 
o 
o 
1 
3 
o 
4 
10 
22 
Dependents 
4.5 
4.6 
13.6 
18.2-
45.4 
99.9 
o 
3 
2 
o 
3 
8 
1 
11 
39 
68 
4.4 
2.9 
4.4 
11.8 
1.5 
. 16.1 
57.3 
99.9 
of units which spend more than 55 per cent for food--the differencE 
is 1.8 per cent--but this is more than equalized by the 18.2 per 
cent in which less than 55 per cent is spent, when the total 
sample shows 16.1 per cent for this category. 
Poorer Families And Specific Type Of Housing Space. The tri-
ple control was used to relate the specific type of housing space 
to coastal household units. Findings are presented in Table CVIIL 
As indicated in this table,the low age-low income category in the 
smaller households follows the total sample percentage in the 
, 
32.7 
TABLE CVIII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC 
TYPE OF HOUSING SPACE (COASTAL) 
Type of 
Housing Space 
.f'._g~ - Income 
Low Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Low Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Room I 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
.. __ ~.~.~_eJ?ing only 
Sub-Total 
Low Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Low Age-High Income 
-:erving-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-Low Income 
--r;:[Ving-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
S.leep:lng only 
Sub-Total 
Total 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
o 
5 
1 
2 
o 
2 
o 
2 
12 
22.7 
4.5 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
54.5 
5 or more Dependents 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
1 
3 
4 
10 
22 
9.1 
4.5 
13.6 
18.2 
45.4 
99.9 
Number 
of Houses 
1 
15 
3 
3 
o 
2. 
3 
2 
29 
1 
6 
2 
5 
o 
5 
8 
12 
39 
68 
Per cent 
1.5 
22.1 
4.4 
4.4 
2.9 
4.4 
2.9 
42.6 
1.5 
8.8 
2.9 
7.3 
7.3 
, 11.8 
17.7 
57.3 
99.9 
category of space for "eating and sleeping." In the high age-low 
income category in the smaller households, however, the total 
, 
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sample percentage is overrepresented by coastal respondents by 6.2 
per cent. Furthermore, it will be observed that, in both age 
groups, with high incomes the "eating and sleeping only" space 
categories are overrepresented--for the low age-high income cate-
gory, the difference is 4.7 per cent and for the high age-high in-
come group, it is 6.2 per cent. 
A departure from the expected pattern is seen in larger coa~ 
al household units. There is no representation in the low age-low 
income category for either space category; the high age-low income 
group have no representation in the category of "living-room" 
space. These latter are underrepresented by 2.8 per cent in the 
"eating and sleeping" space category. The low age-high income 
group shows 9.1 per cent in the living-room category while, for 
the total sample, only 2.9 per cent is shown. Coastal respondents 
are not represented (low age-high income group) in the category of 
space for eating and sleeping but the total sample shows 7.3 per 
cent for this category. 
Comparison and Analysis (Sierra) 
Number Of Rooms In The House. Controlled for age of the fam-
ily head, income, and the number of dependents, findings for the 
number of rooms i~ houses of Sierra respondents are shown in Table 
CIX. As indicated here, sub-totals for smaller and for larger 
household units in the Sierra sample follow total sample percent-
ages. In the low age-low income category of smaller households, 
it can be seen that there is an excess of 4.2 per cent for the 
, 
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l-room category, over the total sample. Two-room houses, for this 
group, fall short of the total sample by 2.5 per cent. With high 
age and high income, however, it can be seen that smaller units 
show an excess of 6.3 per cent over the total sample, for houses 
of 5 rooms or more. 
TABLE CDC 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (SIERRA) 
Age - Income 
Number of Rooms 
Low Age-Low Income Gne----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Low Age-High Income 
One--
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-Low Income 
One .----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-High Income one -- ---
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Sub-Total 
Low Age-Low Income 
One-- --
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Low Age-High Income 
<In:e-- ---
Sierra Respondents 
Number I 
of Houses Per cent 
5 
0-3 Dependents 
or 
2 
3 
2. 
o 
0-
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3 
12 
more 
0 
3 
0 
2. 
0 
7.1 
10.7 
7.1 
3.6 
3.6 
10.7 
42..8 
Dependents 
I 
10.7 
7.1 
Total Respondents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
2. 
9 
5 
o 
o 
1 
3 
- 2 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
3 
29 
o 
4 
o 
3 
o 
2.9 
13.2. 
7.3 
. 1.5 
4.4 
2.9 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
4.4 
42..6 
5.9 
4.4 
I. 
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TABLE CIX (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (SIERRA) 
Age - Income 
Number of Rooms 
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-Low Income 
One ----
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
High Age-High Income one -- ---
Two 
Three or Four 
Five or more 
Sub-Total 
Total 
~ierra Respondents 
Number 
of Houses 
5 or more 
1 
1 
o 
Per cent 
Dependents 
3.6 
3.6 
1 3.6 
1 3.6 
1 3.6 
o 
O. 
2 7.1 
1 3.5 
3 10.7 
16 57.1 
~ota1 Respondents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
1 
4 
2. 
1 
2. 
2. 
o 
o 
3 
10 
7 
39 
68 
1.5 
5.9 
2.9 
1.5 
2.9 
2.9 
4.4 
14.7 
10.3 
57.3 
99.9 
Two-room houses, for larger household units in the low age-
low income category, are 4.8 per cent in excess of the total sam-
ple. A slight overrepresentation of 2.7 per cent, however, is 
also indicated for houses of 5 rooms or more. In the high age-
high income category, the most conspicuous departure from the total 
pattern is seen. Two-room houses are overrepresented by 2.7 per 
cent and 3- or 4- room houses are underrepresented by 11.2. per 
cent, when compared with the total sample. With possible excep-
tion of smaller units in the high age-high income category--where 
houses of 5 or more rooms exceed the total sample percentage by 
6.3 per cent--these findings present an urban environment in which 
p 
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there is a highly overcrowded housing situation for Sierra house-
hold units. The smaller houses overrepresent the total sample and 
larger ones show a reverse pattern. The reader must not be misled 
by the finding that sub-total percentages follow the total sample. 
A closer scrutiny shows an excess of smaller houses, when categor-
ies are compared with the total sample. 
Possessions. As indicated above, possessions, in this study, 
include television, mirrors, sewing machine, and radio. Findings 
for these possessions, when controlled for age of the family head, 
income, and number of dependents, in Sierra households are prese 
ed in Table ex. It will be observed here that there is a very 
slight overrepresentation of high scores for the high age-high in-
come category of smaller household units. There are no low scores, 
however, in this income category--the total sample shows no scores 
also. In the high age-low income category, neither high nor low 
scores are represented--the total sample percentage for low scores 
is 3.9 per cent. 
More striking, even, is the decline from Ll.l per cent to 
17.4 per cent for high scores in the high age-high income group of 
larger household units. In the low age-high income category of 
larger units, no high scores were obtained--the total sample per-
centage is 3.9 per cent--and low scores show an excess of 1 per 
cent over the total sample. In the low age-low income category, 
there are no high scores in the total samplej low scores for 
Sierra units overrepresent the total sample by 7.7 per cent. 
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TABLE CX 
AGE 
- INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND POSSESSIONS (SIERRA) 
-'"_ .....• _- S1.erra .H.esponden~s ~ot-aT ~espon-a.en~s Age 
-
Income 
Scores for Number of Number of 
Possessions Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age 
-
Low Income 
High Scores 0 1 1.9 
Low Scores 6 l6.1 14 26.9 
Low Age 
-
High Income 
High Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 2 8.7 4 7.7 
High Age 
-
Low Income 
High Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 0 2 3.9 
High Age 
-
HIgh Income 
High Scores 1 4.3 2. I 3.8 Low Scores 0 0 
Sub-Total 9 39.1 l3 44.l 
I 5 or more Dependents 
Low Age-
Low Income 
High Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 4 17.3 5 I 9.6 Low Age 
-
Ir'Igh --mc ome 
, 
High Scores 0 2. 3.9 
Low Scores 2 8.7 4 
I 7.7 High Age -
Low Income 
High Scores 0 1 1.9 
Low Scores 2. 8.7 3 5.7 
High Age -
High Income 
High Scores 4 17.4 11 ll.l 
Low Scores 2 8.7 3 5.d 
Sub-Total 14 60.8 29 55.7 
Total 23a 99.9 52b 99.9 
aOmitted: 5 median scores 
bOmitted: 16 median scores 
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Similarly, low scores for the high age-low income category show an 
excess of 3 per cent over the total sample. There is a further 
overrepresentation of low scores for the high age-high income 
category--the total sample shows 5.8 per cent but the Sierra per-
centage is 8.7 per cent for this category. In short, these find-
ings for Sierra household units show that, compared with total 
sample percentages, these respondents have a high percentage of 
low scores and a lower percentage of high scores. 
Sanitary Facilities. Findings for scores for sanitary facil-
ities for Sierra household units are shown in Table eXI. As indi-
cated in this table, high scores for smaller household units in 
the high age-high income category show an increase of 3 per cent 
/ 
over the total sample percentage (8.6 per cent). Low scores, in 
the low age-low income category, however, more than offset this--
the total sample shows lO.7 per cent and the Sierra sample, 27 per 
cent. In the low age-high income category, the 6.9 per cent shown 
for high scores in the total sample declines to 3.8 per cent, for 
the Sierra respondents. 
In larger household units, it might be expected that the ac-
quisition of these facilities would increase with age of the famll 
head. This is not seen to be the case. High scores, for the low 
age-low income category, show an increase of l.l per cent over the 
total sample percentage (1.0 per cent). In the high age-high in-
come category, however, the l5.9 per cent shown for high scores in 
the total sample declines to 15.4 per cent, for the Sierra 
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TABLE CXI 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SANITARY FACILITIES 
(SIERRA) 
Age 
-
Income Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Scores for 
Sanitary Number of Number of 
Facilities Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
....:c 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age 
-
Low TrlCome I High Scores 0 2 3.4 
Low Scores 7 27.0 lL LO.7 
Low Age -I High-rncome 
. High Scores 1 3.8 4 6.9 
Low Scores 0 1 1.8 
High Age -
Low Income 
High Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 0 l 3.4 
High Age 
-
/ 
HIgh" Income 
High Scores 3 11.5 5 8.6 
Low Scores 0 0 
Sub-Total 11 4L.3 2.6 .44.8 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age 
- -
Low Income 
High Scores 1 3.9 1 1.8 
Low Scores 3 11.5 4 t?9 
Low Age -
High Income 
High Scores 0 2 3.4 
Low Scores 2 7.7 3 5.2 
High Age 
-
LOWIncome 
High Scores 0 0 
Low Scores 3 11.5 5 8.6 
High Age -
HIgfl me orne 
, 
HIgfl Scores 4 15.4 15 25.9 
Low Scores L 7.7 I.. 3.4 
Sub-Total 15 57.7 31.. 55.2 
Total l6a 100.0 58b 100.0 
aOmitted: 2. median scores 
bOmitted: 10 median scores 
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respondents. Low scores are overrepresented in all categories, 
the greatest differences being in the low age-low income and high 
age-high income categories, for both types of household units. 
Specific Housing Space Related To Family "Organization." In 
. Table eXII, it will be observed that 36 conviviente type unions, 
in the total sample (100 respondents) fall into categories con-
trolled for age of family head, income, and dependency. In the 
Sierra sample (42 respondents), 20 of these unions are included in 
categories in the analysis in this chapter. 
It will be observed in Table eXII that the "living-room" 
space category is overrepresented in all age-income categories of 
smaller household units with the exception of the high age-low in-
come group. In the low age-low income category of smaller house-
holds, the "eating and sleeping only" space category is underrep-
resented. 
The "eating and sleeping only" space category is overrepre-
sented when larger household units have low incomes (in both age 
groups) and follows the total sample, when incomes are high. The 
"living-room" space category is conspicuous by its absence of rep-
resentation for larger household units in all age-income categor~ 
except that of the high age-high income group. In this age-income 
category, Sierra percentages follow the total sample in both space 
categories. It is inferred from these findings that respondents 
in the low age-low income category show a notable proportion of 
disor anized famil structure as defined in this stud when 
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TABLE CXII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE 
RELATED TO FAMILY 1I0RGANIZATIONII (SIERRA) 
---
Housing Spac,e Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number Number 
Age 
-
Income of Unions Per cent of Unions Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age-Low Income 
'-Uving-Room 1 5.0 1 2..8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 5 25.0 10 27.8 
,Low Age-High Income 
Living-Room 1 5.0 1 2.0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2. 5.5 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2 5.5 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room / 1 5.0 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 0 
Sub-Total 8 40.0 17 47.2. 
--- 5 or more Dependents 
Low Age-Low Income 
-Uving-Room 0 
-
1 2.8 
Eating and 
-Sleeping only 4 20.0 4 11.1 
Low Age-High Income 
Living-Room 0 0 , 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 1 5.0 2 5.5 
High Age-Low Income 
LIVing-Room 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 3 15.0 4 11.1 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 2 10.0 4 11.1 
Eating and ( 
_e:l_e~J2Jng only 2 10.0 4 11.1 
Sub-Total 12 60.0 19 52.7 
-. --
Total 20a 100.0 i 3615 99.9 
aOmitted: 8 regularized unions 
bOmitted: 32 regularized unions 
, 
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space in the house is limited to needs for eating and sleeping, 
when household units are small. Larger household units, in both 
age-income categories, with the exception of the high age-high in-
come category, are represented only in the limited space for eat-
ing and sleeping. When incomes are high, these household units 
approximate the total sample percentages more closely. It is in-
ferred that these findings support Hypothesis 3, since the latter 
have more "living-roomll space. 
Percentage Of Income Spent For Food. The percentage of in-
come spent for food by Sierra household units is controlled for 
age of the family head, Jncome, and number of dependents and find-
ings are indicated in Table eXIII. Smaller household units, it 
will be observed, follow total sample percentages with possible 
exceptions of two categories. In the low age-low income and high 
age-high income groups, household units which spend "less than 55 
per cent ll of their income for food are overrepresented--in thE;! 
first instance, by 3.3 per cent and, in the second, by 2.7 per 
cent. 
Larger Sierra household units present a different pattern. 
Household units which spend "more than 55 per cent ll are overrepre-
sented in all age-income categories, except for the high age-high 
income group. The most notable excess (7.6 per cent) is seen in 
the low age-low income category. Units which spend Illess than 55 
per cent ll are not represented in income categories for both age 
groups, although, in the low age-high income category, the total 
,. 
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TABLE CXIII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (SIERRA) 
Percentage of 
Income for Food 
_~ge - Income 
Low Age-
Low InCome 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
Low Age -
'High-rncome 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
LOWIncome 
More than 55 
per cent 
5:5 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
High InCome 
r.1ore than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
Sub-Total 
Low Age -
Low InCome 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
Low Age -
High-rrlcome 
More than 55 
. p'er cent 
Sierra Respondents Total Respondents 
Number of Number of 
Household Units Per cent Household Units Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
4 
o 
3 
o 
o 
2.~ 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
12 
14.3 
10.7 
3.6 
7.1 
4l.8 
5 or more Dependents 
5 
o 
o 
2 
17.9 
7.1 
10 
1 
5 
o 
o 
6 
l 
o 
3 
29 
7 
o 
o 
4 
14.7 
1.5 
7.4 
8.8 
4.4 
42.6 
10.3 
5.9 
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TABLE CXIII (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (SIERRA) 
---~---=--==-======;;:;::;===='====~===;===F====::~;:==;::===;:;====~:::::::;:===I Sierra Respondents I Total Respondents Percentage of 
Income for Food 
_Agl? - In come 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
'Low Income 
~More than 55 
I per cent 
55 per cent. 
Less than 55 
per cent 
High Age -
High TriCome 
More than 55 
per cent 
55 per cent 
Less than 55 
per cent 
Sub-Total 
Total 
Number of I Number or 
Household Units Per centlHousehold Units Per' cent 
5 or more Dependents 
o 
o 
1 
o 
3 
o 
3 
16 
28 
3.6 
10.7 
10.7 
57.1 
99.9 
o 
3 
1.. 
o 
3 
8 
1 
11 
39 
68 
4.4 
2.9 
4.4 
11.8 
1.5 
16.1 
57.3 
99.9 
sample shows 4.4 per cent. When respondents with low incomes at-
tain high age, it will be observed that 7.1 per cent spend "less 
than 55 per cent" while, for the total sample, this percentage is 
only 4.4 per cent. A further advantage for Sierra respondents is 
seen when they reach high age and receive high incomes, in addi-
tion--the 11.8 per cent shown in the total sample for the IImore 
than 55 per cent" category declines to 10.7 per cent, for Sierra 
respondents. This advantage is negated, however, when it is seen 
that the respondents in this category (high age-high income) show 
10.7 per cent of the sample spending IIless than 55 per cent ll with 
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the total sample showing 16.1 per cent, for this food category. 
In Sub-Hypothesis 1 in this study, it is postulated that 
there is a positive correlation between poorer families and the 
amount of income necessary for physical maintenance, specifically, 
the portion of income spent for food. Findings in Table CXIII 
support this Hypothesis. 
Poorer Families And Specific Type Of Housing Space. The age, 
income, dependency control is used to relate specific type of 
housing space to low income and high income household units. Find-
ings are shown in Table CXIV. It will be observed that low age-
low income and high age-high income categories, among the smaller 
household units, can secure "living-room" space. They show an in-
/ 
crease over the total sample--in the first case, the difference is 
L per cent and, in the second, 6.3 per cent. 
Larger Sierra household units--and they are presumed to be 
the "poorer" ones--in both age groups with low incomes are over-
represented in the "eating and sleeping onlyil space category. For 
the low age category., the difference is 9.1 per cent; for the high 
age category, 3.4 per cent. Households in the low age-high income 
category are not represented for "living-room" space although the 
total sample shows 2.9 per cent. For the high age-high income 
category, however, it must be noted that "living-room" space is 
1.1 per cent in excess of the total sample and the limited "eating 
and sleeping onlyll space is 7 per cent less than the 17.7 per cent 
of the total sam leo But these are the older famil heads who 
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TABLE CXIV 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC 
TYPE OF HOUSING SPACE (SIERRA) 
. -.-
Type of 
Housing Space 
~g§.._- Income 
,Low Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
~ Sleeping only 
Low Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
__ eleeping only 
Sub-Total 
Low Age~Low Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Low Age-High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-Low Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-High Income 
l:3:V"ing-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Sub-Total 
Total 
;:)~erra rtespona.ents 
Number 
of Houses Per cent 
0-3 Dependents 
1 
6 
1 
1 
o 
o 
3 
o 
12 
3.5 
21.4 
3.6 
3.6 
10.7 
42.8 
5 or more Dependents 
o 
5 
o 
2. 
o 
3 
3 
3 
16 
28 
17.9 
7.1 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
57.1 
99.9 
'l'ota.L rte spona.ents 
Number I 
of Houses Per cent 
1 
.,15 
3 
3 
o 
2 
3 
2 
29 
1 
6 
2 
5 
o 
5 
8 
12 
39 
68 
1.5 
22.1 
4.4 . 
4.4 
2.9 
4.4 
2.9 
42.6 
1.5 
8.8 
2.9 
7.3 
7.3 
11.8 
17.7 
57.3 
99.9 
---------------...L-.-----...!----_----L _____ ..l..-_____ I 
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have higher incomes--they are not the IIpoorer families" to which 
reference is made in Sub-Hypothesis 2. In this hypothesis, it is 
postulated that the "poorer families" will have less space for 
needs "other than" for eating and sleeping purposes. As indicated 
in Table CXIV, it is inferred that findings support Sub-Hypothesis 
L.. 
In Table CXV, all categories of housing space which fall into 
the analysis in this chapter are combined. Following the pattern, 
the triple control was used and categories have been arranged and 
divided according to income groups--low incomes and high incomes--
'to facilitate comparison. It will be observed in Table CXV that 
smaller household units with low incomes and family heads in 
either age group ar:e overrepresented in the lleating and sleeping 
onlyll space category. This applies to the three areas in the 
study. It will be seen, also, that "living-roomll space is repre-
sented in only 2 instances in this section of the Table CXV. 
Larger household units in the low income category and with 
family heads in either age group are not represented in the "liv-
ing-room" space category in either the Sierra or coastal samples. 
Percentages for the limited Ileating and sleeping only" space are 
considerably higher for the Sierra sample. 
Smaller housenold units with high incomes and family heads in 
the high age group, by contrast, have a 10.7 per cent representa-
tion in the IIliving-roomll space category--the total sample shows 
onl er cent for this cate Smaller coastal households 
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TABLE CXV 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC TYPE 
OF HOUSING SPACE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Hous ing Space __ S_a_m...!:p_l_e _ +-__ S_am~p_l_e __ +-__ s_a_m=-p_l_e __ +-_S_am----=p~l_e_--1 
Age _ Income Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
______ · _____ --'--=::...::...-_-...:::=~""---=:..=.--~=~~..:::..::.=----.::.=-=--+-==---=~I 
Lovi' Age -
Low Income 
Living-Room 1 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 6 
High Age -
Low Income 
Living-Room 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 
Sub-Total 7 
Low Age - ! 
Low me ome II 
Living-Room 0 
Eating and I 
Sleeping onlYI' 5 
High Age -
Low Income ' 
Li ving-Room I 0 
Eating and 
1l1e~ping only 3 
Sub-Total I 8 
Low Age-
High--rrlcome 
Living-Room 1 
Eating and 
Sleeping onlYI 1 
High Age-
High l'i1Come 
Living-Room 3 
Eating and 
Sleeping only! 0 
0-3 Dependents 
I 
3.5 0 0 
21.4 5 4 
o 0 
2 9.1 0 
24.9 7 31.8 4 
5 or more Dependents 
17.9 
10.7 
28.6 
3.6 
3.6 
10.7 
17.9 
I 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
4.5 
4.5 
0-3 Dependents 
I ~ 4.5 9.1 
o 
2 9.1 
5 22.7 
1 
1 
o 
1 
3 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
22.2 
22.l 
5.6 
5.6 
5.5 
16.7 
5.5 
5.5 
1 1.5 
15 2.2.1 
o 
2 2.9 
18 26.5 
1 1.5 
6 8.8 
o 
5 7.3 
II 17.6 
3 
3 
3 
2 
11 
4.5 
4.4 
4.4 
2.9 
16.2 
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TABLE CXV (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC TYPE 
OF HOUSING SPACE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Housing Space 
Age - Income 
Low Age-
High Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
High Age-
'HlgFl Income 
Living-Room 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 
Sub-Total 
Total 
! Sierra 
L_-1>_9-mp 1.§ 
I Num- Per 
I ber cent 
5 or 
.0 
2 7.1 
3 10.7 
3 10.7 
8 28.5 
28 99.9 
Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Sample Sample Sample Num- p·e'--r-+-""""N-r iu-=m=-=:::';.l:'~,e~r~-+-"""N"":u-'m::::.;_=c:...l:'~,e7-:-r-1 
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
more Dependents 
2. 9.1 0 2 2.9 
0 3 16.7 5 7.3 
3 13.6 2 11.1 8 11.8 
4 18.2 5 27.7 12 17.7 
9 40.9 10 55.5 27 39.7 
22 99.9 18 99.9 68 100.0 
in the high income category, even, are overrepresented in both age 
categories of family heads, for the limited "eating and sleeping 
only" space. 
,c 
Larger household units with high incomes and family heads in 
the low age category, in the Sierra and Lima-Callao samples, are 
only represented in the "eating and sleeping only" space category; 
the coastal sample, however, is represented only in the "living-
room" space category. The difference is striking in the case of 
larger household units with high incomes and family heads in the 
high age category--the Sierra sample is equally represented (10.7 
per cent) in both space categories; the coastal sample shows 13.6 
per cent in the "living-room" space category and 18.2 per cent,in 
the limited "eating and sleeping only" space. For the Lima-Callao 
SamDle 11 1 ner cent is shown for "livin9:-r'QQm"snaceand 27.7 
~----------------------34~5------------------~ 
per cent, for lIeating and sleeping onlyll space. 
Furthermore, inspection of total sample percentages shows, 
with the exception of the smaller household units with high inco 
that the "living-room" space category is consistently underrepre-
sented, when compared with the category of limited space for 
eating and sleeping purposes. 
This study relies on the "normll set by the Lima-Callao sample 
for urban living. Findings in Table CXV show the Lima-Callao re-
spondents approximating the total sample percentages rather con-
sistently. Since findings shown for Sierra respondents deviate 
from the Lima-Callao "norm" and, of course, from the total sample, 
to a greater degree than do the coastal respondents, it is infer 
-' 
,,' I. that findings presented in Table CXV support Sub-Hypothesis 2 
and, in addition, Hypotheses 1 and 2. 
SUMMARY OF NOTABLE VARIATIONS 
THE TOTAL SAMPLE 
Number of Rooms in the House 
Lima-Callao Sample. There is no Lima-Callao household 
unit living in a house of only one room. Two-room hou~ 
are either underrepresented or not represented at all. 
Three or four-room houses are overrepresented and the 
"5 or more" room.category is overrepresented for the low 
age-high income group. 
Coastals. Two-room houses occupied by smaller coastal 
units are overrepresented in all age-income groups; 3-, 
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or 4-room houses are overrepresented in all age-income 
categories with the exception of the low age-low income 
group where they are underrepresented. Three or 4-room 
houses are overrepresented by larger coastal units with 
high age family heads and in both income categories--the 
greatest difference is in the high age-high income cate-
gory. 
Sierras. Smaller coastal units in the low age-low in-
come category, with houses of one room, overrepresent 
the total sample and 2-room houses underrepresent it: In 
the low age-high income category there is no representa-
tion in houses of less than 3 rooms; for 3 or more rooms 
percentages follow the total sample. In the high age-
high income category there is no representation in hou~ 
of less than 5 rooms; houses of 5 or more rooms overrep-
resent the total sample by 6.3 per cent. Larger Sierra 
units are overrepresented in the l-room category by 4.8 
per cent in the low age-low income category and by 2.1 
per cent, in the low age-high income group. This is als 
true of the larger household units with high age family 
heads and in both income groups. In the high age-high 
income group, 3- or 4-room houses fall short of the to-
tal sample percentage by 11.2 per cent; houses of 5 or 
more rooms follow the total sample percentage. With 
these findin s it is inferred that H otheses 1 and 2 
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are supported. Housing conditions show the least over-
crowding for respondents in the Lima-Callao sample; the 
most congested conditions are found for respondents in 
the Sierra sample. 
Possessions 
Lima-Callao Sample. Low scores for possessions obtained 
by smaller household units in the Lima-Callao sample are 
slightly overrepresented, when compared with the total 
,sample. High scores are overrepresented for larger 
units in the low age-high income and high age-low income 
categories. 
Coastals. High scores are overrepresented for smaller 
coastal household units in the low age-low income and 
the high age-high income categories. However, there is 
an overrepresentation of almost 10 per cent in low 
scores for the high age-low income group. High scores 
for the larger household units in the high age-high in-
come category are 5.5 per cent in excess of the total 
sample. 
Sierras. Only one respondent in the category of smaller 
households in the Sierra sample obtained a high score. 
Low scores, for these households, are overrepresented in 
two age-income categories. While 4 respondents in the 
larger household units obtained high scores, the corre-
of the total sample by 
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3.7 per cent. All categories of low scores, for larger 
units, are overrepresented--the greatest difference is 
in the low age-low income category--a difference of 7.7 
per cent. As presented above, these findings support 
Hypotheses land 2. 
Sanitary Facilities 
Lima-Callao Sample. High scores are overrepresented for 
smaller household units in the low age-low incomecate-
gory of the Lima-Callao sample. This is true, likewise, 
of larger units in the low age-high income and high age-
high income categories. 
Coastals. High scores are overrepresented for smaller 
coastal household units in the low age-high income and 
high age-high income categories. But low scores for the 
high age-low income category are also overrepresented. 
The overrepresentation of high scores for the larger 
units in the high age-high income category is seen to be 
the highest for the coastal sample. It will be observed 
that Lima-Callao respondents have a higher percentage of 
high scores than do those from coastal towns. 
Sierras. Smaller units in the Sierra sample show low 
scores 6.3 per cent in excess of the total sample in the 
low age-low income category. To a lesser degree, low 
scores are also overrepresented in the high age-high in-
come category. Low scores are overrepresented in all 
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age-income categories of larger Sierra household units. 
There are no high scores in the low age-high income or 
high age-low income categories and, in the high age-high 
income category, these scores are underrepresented by 
10.5 per cent. Coastal respondents approximate the Lim 
Callao and total sample patterns more closely than do 
Sierra respondents. 
It is inferred, from these findings, that Hypothesis 1 
and hypothesis 2 are supported. 
Housing Space Related to Family "Organization" 
Lima-Callao Sample. It will be recalled above, that the 
reader was cautioned against placing much emphasis on 
percentages in findings in this area of the investiga-
tion. Inspection of findings relating family "organiza-
tion1i to the specific type of housing space, for Lima-
Callao respondents, show all categories of "living-roomli 
space (where they are represented at all) in excess of 
those for "eating and sleeping only" space, with the ex-
ception of the low age-low income category in which 
there is but one respondent represented (larger house-
hold unit). Examination of total sample percentages 
will show the same finding for these--the high age-high 
income category of smaller households and the same cate-
gory for larger units are exceptions. In the former, 
there is but one respondent; in the latter, there are 
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four respondents. 
Coastals. With the exception of the high age-high in-
come category of larger household units, coastal respord 
ents are represented only in the "eating and sleeping 
only" space categories. For the exception, which is the 
high age-high income category of larger units, the 2 
respondents indicated have "living-roomll space. 
Sierras. In the smaller household unit section of the 
findings for Sierra respondents, "living-room" space is 
underrepresented in the low age-low income category,when 
compared with the "eating and sleeping onlyll space cate-
gory for these respondents. The remaining 2 respondents 
represented in the smaller unit section have high incom 
and "living-room" space; one family head is in each age 
group. The only 2 respondents representing larger Si-
erra units are in the high age-high income category--
they have "1iving-roomll space. All other respondents in 
this section--lO respondents--are represented in the 
"eating and sleeping only" space categories. 
These findings show the limited space for eating and 
sleeping purposes overrepresenting that of the addition-
al living-room space. Consequently, it is inferred that 
they support Hypothesis 3. Since only irregular marital 
unions are included in this analysis, it is clear that 
the more demonstrable disorganization of family structure 
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is associated with space in the house that is limited to 
needs for eating and sleeping purposes. 
Percentage of Income Spent for Food 
Lima-Callao Sample. There are 5 smaller Lima-Callao 
household units included in this specific analysis. Of 
these, 4 are in the low age-low income group; the fifth 
is in the low age-high income category. For the former, 
the "more than 55 per cent" category falls short of the 
total sample by 3.6 per cent. Of the 13 larger units 
that are included, 5 are in the low age group; with low 
incomes, the "more than 55 per cent" category is slight-
ly in excess of the total sample but, with high incomes, 
the "less than 55 per cent" category shows an increase 
of 6.7 per cent over the total sample percentage. Of 
the remaining 8 larger units, the "more than 55 per 
cent" category shows an excess of 2..7 per cent over the 
total sample, in the high age-low income group; in the 
same age group but with high income s, the Ille s s than 55 
per cent" category exceeds the total sample by 6.1 per 
cent. 
Coastals. Smaller coastal household units in the low 
age-low income category show an excess of 3.5 per cent 
over the total sample in the "more than 55 per cent" 
category. In the high age-low income group, there is an 
excess of 6.2 per cent for this food category. Larger 
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units in the high age-high income group show a balance--
there is an increase of 1.8 per cent over the total sam-
ple for units spending "more than 55 per cent" and a l.l 
per cent increase for units spending "less than 55 per 
cent." 
Sierras. Smaller household units in the Sierra sample--
low age-low income and high age-high income categories--
show an unexpected increase over the total sample for 
the "less than 55 per cent" category. It is unexpected 
since these findings are similar. It would seem that, 
with low incomes, there would be a decline in the coast-
al percentage for the "less than 55 per cent" category. 
With the exception of the high age-high income category, 
all other age-income groups in the larger households 
overrepresent the total sample for the "more than 55 per 
cent"food category. For the high age-high income group, 
the total sample shows 11.8 per cent for the "more than 
55 per cent" category while the Sierra sample shows 10.7 
per cent; the "less than 55 per cent" category shows 
10.7 per cent for the Sierra sample and 16.1 per cent, 
for the total sample. With the exception of the unex-
pected finding indicated for Sierra smaller household 
units, these findings support Sub-Hypothesis I--the 
"poorer the family the greater the percentage of income 
• • • allowed for food. II 
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Poorer Families and Specific Type of Housing Space 
Lima-Callao Sample. With the exception of smaller units 
in the low age-high income group and the larger units in 
the low age-low income group, all "eating and sleeping 
only" space categories overrepresent the "living-room" 
space for Lima-Callao respondents. In some instances, 
there is no representation in the "living-room" space 
category. 
Coastals. The limited "eating and sleeping only" space 
category for coastal respondents is similarly overrepre-
sented except for the low age-high income category of 
larger household units. As in the case of the Lima-
Callao findings, in some cases "living-room" space is 
not represented. 
Sierras. Smaller units in the low age-high income cate-
gory and larger units in the high age-high income group, 
of the Sierra sample, show the same percentage of space 
in both categories. There is no representation in 
either space category for the high age-low income small-
er units. In all other categories, "eating and sleeping 
only" space is overrepresented--an exception is the 
smaller units in the high age-high income group where no 
representation for the limited "eating and sleeping 
only" space is shown. 
Actually all household units in this stud as 
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the "poorer families." The average annual per capita 
income for respondents in this study is $191.2. Inspec-
tion of total sample percentages of specific housing 
space show that, with the exception of smaller household 
units with high incomes and in both age groups, all 
"eating and sleeping only" space is overrepresented. As 
for the smaller units with high incomes, equal percent-
ages are shown for both space categories (family heads 
are in the low age group); in the high age-high income 
group, "living-room" space shows an increase of 1.5 per 
cent over the limited space for eating and sleeping pur-
poses. The inference from these findings is that Sub-
Hypothesis 2 is supported. 
.. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was undertaken to make an intensive sociological 
analysis of a social problem--the problem of poverty. This social 
problem is one of critical importance since it has international 
implications. It is a social problem because it interferes with 
the common good and society. Speaking of inter-American relations 
in particular, Yoder states: 
Since the visits to Latin America of Milton S. Eisenhower 
in 1953 and 1958, Richard M. Nixon in 1958, and Dwight D. 
Eisenhower in 1960, there has been a greater awareness that 
cooperation must be based on knowledge and genuine under-
standing of the peoples of Latin America. This new period in 
inter-American relations is based on the recognition that the 
nations of the Western Hemisphere have a special relationship 
that makes mutual understanding of critical importance. l 
The present investigation began with the assumption of the 
social fact that Latin America has a culture of poverty, especial-
ly as it touches the lives of the individuals in the lower cla~es. 
In order to delimit the inquiry into a manageable proportion of 
Latin America, the investigation was focused on Peru, specifically 
the metropolitan area of Lima and its port, Callao. The country 
of Peru was chosen because it ranks among the most underprivileged 
nations of Latin America. The annual per capita national income 
1 
Howard M. Yoder, This is Latin America (New York: Friend-
ship Press, 1961), p. 23. 
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for Peru, in 1962, was estimated at from $100 to $199, in American 
dollars. l Only Haiti and Bolivia have annual per capita incomes 
under $100. Of the 10,016,000 inhabitants in Peru in 19612 , about 
l million inhabitants3 are living in Lima and Callao. This metro-
politan area was selected as being representative of Peru. 
The present analysis originates with the question, What are 
some of the aspects of the poverty that is affecting workingmen 
with families in Lima? Specifying questions which seem to point 
toward possible answers to the originating question are: Where 
and under what conditions do these people live? Where do they 
work? What type of work do they do? What is the significance of 
this type of work in Latin America? What are some of the charac-
teristics of their families? In short, the investigation is an 
attempt to discover some of the social, cultural, and economic di-
mensions of existence for these families in the lower class lead-
ing to their inability to achieve adequate nourishment, shelter, 
clothing, education, and public health. 
The design of the study called for an intensive sociological 
analysis of 100 lower class families in Lima employing an adapta-
tion of the Le Play method. 
Szulc. 
l 
Owens, p. 6. 
3 
Ibid., p. 8. 
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Le Play studied the level of living largely in its relation 
to the social structure. Early in his work, he formulated the 
idea that, if one knew the family budget of the total standard of 
living, one could establish a meaningful typology of the fam~11es 
studied. Then, once one knew the type of family, he would be able 
better to understand the total social structure of which it was a 
part. Le Play used the family budget as the analytical tool for 
his analyses. In this study, the principal item of the family 
budget--the percentage of income spent for food--has been used for 
an understanding of the total style of living of these 100 lower 
class families. It was hoped that this, in turn, would provide 
some insight into the general society or social structure. 
The basic point at which the Le Play studies differ. from most 
other studies of the family is the utilization of the case study 
of family living for the purpose of understanding social structure 
As seen by Le Play, this social structure determined social wel-
fare. The Le Play plan of gathering a great deal of information 
about a few representative families and his analysis were limited 
to people who work. He believed that this class included 95 per 
cent of the population of the world and that the welfare of this 
95 per cent would explain the welfare of the other 5 per cent. 
Zimmerman and Frampton emphasize the "need for the greater 
development of methods of investigation which apply direct field 
observation as well as theoretical analysis to the problem of the 
relation between the social and economic orders and the human 
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family. III Le Play gave this problem its greatest prominence by 
his studie s in the per.1od following the French Revolution of 1789. 
Since that time, statistics, cultural histories, and other methods 
of investigation and analysis have grown in popularity. However, 
Zimmerman and Frampton make a plea for the application of theories 
similar to those held by Le Play, to the study of social facts. 
The present upheaval of conditions in America and the urbanized 
and industrial societies of the western world is usually evaluated 
from several pOints of view. Each of these suggests important al-
terations in family structure and family life. Investigations 
along the lines of Le Play's approach to social problems may be 
used to test any of the major hypotheses regarding these upheavals 
Le Play was influenced by the troubles of Europe following 
the Revolution of 1789 and the Napoleonic wars. The outline of 
the future of Europe could be but dimly glimpsed. France had suf-
fered in prestige and strength and many other uncertainties had 
been loosened in Western society by the intellectual developments 
of the late seventeenth century. The present period in Latin 
American social and economic life is also one of change, of con-
flicting forces, and of momentous decisions which might be made 
after little first-hand study, particularly of the real conse-
quences of given social acts upon the family. 
In order· to understand Latin America, it is important to 
1 
Zimmerman and Frampton, p.3. 
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understand a complex of ideas and events and to discover the im-
print they have made on the religious life of Latin America. The 
beginning of the 19th century was marked in Latin America by the 
independence of almost all the Spanish oolonies, exoept Cuba. 
While the new countries were experiencing a period characterized 
by many difficulties, the Roman Catholic Church, too, was passing 
through a similarly difficult period. During the 18th century in 
Europe there was a progressive deterioration of relations between 
Church and State. No longer dominated by the religious and in-
tellectual culture of the Church, by which society had been inte-
grated, the idea of the autonomy of the State was born. This sit-
uation had a great effect on the Roman Catholic Church in Latin 
America. 
The 18th century had witnessed the development of the new 
philosophy--Enlightenment--which rejected Revelation. The adop-
tion of a kind of deism, or even atheism, and such trends of 
thought expanded rapidly in France and in all Europe through a 
truly great literature developed by Voltaire, the Encyclopedists, 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and similar powerful voices. It expressed 
itself in the form of anti-religious aggressiveness, especially 
against the Roman Catholic Church. In Latin America, tne major 
organized religious body was this Catholic Church. The new ideol-
ogy of the ldth century spread its influence beyond the limits of 
Europe and, in Latin America, played especially against her. 
At the beginning of the 19th century in Latin America, the 
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movement toward independence was closely related to the revolution-
ary movement in Europe. While the basic aims in Latin America 
were to oust Spain and its colonial administration, the religious 
problems were intimately related to those stirred up by the French 
Revolution. Through the anti-religious spirit of Europe's philo-
sophical movements, traditional privileges of the Roman Catholic 
Church in Latin America were abolished and many other measures 
were taken to curb her position. Simultaneously, the Church lost 
its identity as the champion of social justice during the post-
independence period. While the Church's concern with social ques-
tions in Latin America may seem to be of recent origin, 
missionaries in Santo Domingo, as early as 1510, defended the 
rights of the Indians. Much of the social legislation during 
the conquest, ranging from the abolition of Indian slavery to 
the payment of just wages, resulted from demands of mission-
aries and bishops such as Bartolome de las Casas. l 
It must be conceded, however, that a great part of the inequitable 
distribution of wealth is also directly attributable to other 
bishops and representatives of the Roman Catholic Church. 
Le Play, nevertheless, conceived a future society recreated 
on the basis of its original segments. In this society, the home 
and the community would be formed or strengthened by more perman-
ent relations between the hearth and family; between the employer 
1 
Bishop. Manuel Larrain Errazuriz and Joseph A. Gagliano, 
"Plagues That Followed Freedom," The Church in the New Latin Amer-
ica, ed. John J. Considine, M.M. ("A Fides Paperback li ; Notre Dame, 
Inaiana: Fides Publishers, Inc., 1964), pp. 10-20. 
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and employee. The cement of Le Play's future state was to be a 
Decalogue of moral principles not unlike the Mosaic Commandments. 
Le Play considered these as the fundamental moral virtues, recog-
nized by all religions and by all lasting social philosophy. He 
was never a man to criticize any writer on meticulous theoretical 
grounds. He concentrated all of his ideas upon what he considered 
three of the false dogmas of the intellectuals of his time--
Liberty, Equality, and the Right of Revolt. Fundamentally, the 
intellectual background of Le Play was life itself--France after 
the Terror, the Europe of the Industrial Revolution. It seems ap-
propriate, with the background indicated above, that the Le Play 
method of analyzing the social structure of this pre-industrial 
society in Peru should be used in the present investigation. 
As will be recalled above, the present study was conducted 
during a period of five months in Lima, Peru. It was preceded by 
a four-month period of intensive study of the language and culture 
of the Latin American people, in the Center of Intercultural For-
mation, Cuernavaca, Mexico. Obviously, during a five-month period 
it would be impossible to spend the extended time that was custom-:~ 
ary for Le Play to spend with his subjects. In constructing the 
interview-schedule on the basis of the Le Play method of question-
ing, however, it is believed that the present study has merit. A 
further limitation of the present study was the lack of time need-
ed to secure a more random sample. Concerning the use of the case 
study method when gathered without sampling design, Furfey has 
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this to say: 
It is clear from scientific logic that a number of cases 
selected in casual fashion, and not in accordance with a pre-
viously specified sampling design, cannot serve as the basis 
of statistical inference about the universe from which they 
were taken. This fact is familiar, but there is another fact 
which is often overlooked. A few cases, no matter how col-
lected, or even a single indubitable case, will be sufficient 
to prove at least that a certain phenomenon is possible. Here 
the logical axiom applies, Ab esse ad posse valet illatio 
(Inference from existence to-possibITity is valid inference.)] 
The case study method can be applied in sampling studies but 
its usefulness there is restricted by certain practical considera-
tions. It would be too much to expect, for example, that nearly 
all the individuals drawn in a large sample of lower class work-
ingmen Lima would submit to a thorough case study. Since the few 
questions asked in the decennial census cause considerable criti-
cism in the United States, it can be concluded, with reason, that 
only a few groups are available for intensive case studies. As 
indicated above, even in this underdeveloped area some respondents 
declined to submit to the interview when they became aware of the 
personal nature of some of the questions. Hence, a more typical 
application of the case study is in the investigation of cases 
which are known to be typical of their universe. In this instance, 
the method has real scientific value in extending knowledge of the 
range of human behavior. 
Among the contributions of the present study, the writer 
1 
Furfey, pp. 343-44. 
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hopes to have provided the type of investigation of which there is 
an urgent need. As far as this author is aware, no similar study 
is available. It would be rewarding if the data provided in this 
investigation would stimulate others in the field. Further re-
search might be attempted in the form of a repetition of this 
study in ten years, using a matched sample concerning the number 
of respondents in each area of the investigation and postulating 
greater adjustment to urbanization in respondents originating in 
coastal towns when compared with the enculturated inhabitants of 
the Lima-Callao area. 
While no generalizations can be made regarding the universe 
from which respondents in this sample-were drawn, the observations 
and findings presented can lead to inferences concerning the cul-
ture of poverty within which these 100 families--655 individuals 
in all--live. They can provide some insight into the SOCial, 
cultural, and economic dimensions of existence for these families 
in the lower class. It might well be that these dimensions 
account for IItheir failure to achieve nourishment, shelter, 
clothing, education, and public health. I. As stated by Kolb and 
Brunner, 
Studies of the standard of living become a means or a 
"tool" for a better understanding, not only of the rural home 
but of SOCiety itself. Budget of income, expenditures,use of 
time or energy, have importance in and of themselves, but 
they have wider usefulness as a means of studying family 
organization, discovering social classes, and observing the 
interaction of family groups with other groups and with the 
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institutions in society.1 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The subjects in this investigation were workingmen with fam-
ilies who, though differing from each other with regard to place 
of origin, are comparable in that they are factory workers and 
members of the lower class segment of the population. They are 
family heads who are all baptized Catholics. Ninety-two subjects 
are mestizos, 4·are Indian and 4 are white. Twenty-two subjects 
were born in the Lima-Callao metropolitan areaj 36 originated in 
coastal towns and 42, in the Sierra. 
Forty-nine family heads are under 37 years of agej 4 family 
heads are 37 years of age and 47, are 38 years of age or over. As 
noted, there is a total of 655 persons in the study. Of these, 
l64 persons are over II years of age (130 males and 134 fema1es)j 
96 persons (47 males and 49 females) are 13 years of age or to and 
including 20 years of agej 145 persons are 6 years of age or to 
and including 12 years (80 males and 65 fema1es)j 150 persons (91 
males and 59 females) are under 6 years of age. Dependents numbe~ 
ing 3 or less constitute the families of 38 family heads; 17 fam-
ily heads have 4 dependents each, and 45 family heads have 5 or 
more dependents. Thirty-seven family heads have less than 5 years 
1 
J.H.Ko1b and Edmond de 
Its Organization and Changes 
Com.pany, 1940}. p. j9l. 
S. Brunner, A Study of Rural Society 
(New York: Houghton and Mifflin 
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of primary education--2 family heads have no formal education. 
Forty-three family heads have 5 or 6 years of primary education; 
14 have some secondary education and 4 family heads have technical 
or commercial education. A departure from the pattern in the 
United States is seen in the fact that, of those subjects with 
primary education, 3 are analfabetos (able neither to read nor 
write) and 22 are alfabetos (able to read but not write). Similar-
ly, of those subjects with some secondary education, 4 are 
alfabetos. 
The design of the investigation called for the testing of in-
migrants to the urban metropolitan area of Lima, Peru, in terms of 
their adjustment to that area as compared with the native-born 
Lima-Callao respondents. Workingmen with families were selected 
I 
because they were members of the lower class segment of the popu-
lation. Le Play focused his attention on this type of worker. 
These specific 100 workingmen were deemed able to provide adequate 
material for the testing of the hypotheses set for the study and 
were ready to lend themselves "willingly to observation"--aqual-
ification stipulated by Le Play. 
The purpose of the investigation was to throw some light upon 
the adjustment to the urbanization process. The following hypoth-
:,;',eses were tested: 
(1) Within the framework of the social implications of in-
migration of families to pre-industrial cities in the 
process of urbanization development, a more demon-
strable adjustment will be associated with families 
whose origin is in the Lima-Callao area than with 
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those originating in coastal towns or in the Sierra; 
(L) Within the framework noted above, a more demonstrable ad-justment will be associated with families whose ori-
gin is in coastal towns than with those having re-
duced exposure to the urbanization process as presu~ 
.;,; to be associated with families originating in the 
Sierra; 
(3) Within the framework of the social implications of hous-
ing, as indicative of the standard of living, a more 
demonstrable disorganization of family structure will 
be associated with poorer families who have low in-
comes and housing space limited to needs for eating 
and sleeping than with families whose incomes are 
higher and who have living-room space, in addition. 
Additionally, the following sub-hypotheses are being 
tested: • 
(1) Within the framework of the Le Play and Engel theories, 
the poorer the family, the greater the percentage of 
income necessary for the maintenance of physical sus-
tenance, specifically, the portion allowed for food; 
(2) Within the framework of the social implications of hous-
ing, as indicative of the standard of living, the 
poorer the family the less space there is for needs 
other than for eating and sleeping purposes. 
The testing of these hypotheses involved the administering of 
an interview-schedule to 100 workingmen in their respective houses 
These interviews, of an hour and a quarter to an hour and a half's 
duration, were conducted by social work students in their fourth, 
or graduating, year of training in the Escuela Sociale (School of 
. Social Work) of the Pontificia Universidad Cat61ica Del Peru (Pon-
tifical Catholic University of Peru). The students had been pre-
viously instructed in the purpose and method of Le Play and in the 
manner of administering the interview-schedule. These instruc-
tions were given by the present investigator. Members of the 
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faculty of the School of Social Work assisted the students in 
every pos'sible way. The completed interview-schedules were col-
lected by the investigator at the end of each day. It might be 
added parenthetically. that the last completed interview-schedule 
was handed in on the night previous to the investigator's depar-
ture for the United States. 
The interview-schedule which was used in this study was con-
structed according to the model indicated by Ellwoodl and adapted 
within the uniform framework designed by Le Play to the situation 
in Lima. In order to ascertain the facts contained in this ~." 
bridged monograph, two means were utilized, first, that of direct 
observation of the facts and, second, interrogating the laboring 
man, or his spouse, concerning the things which escape direct ob-
servation. The third means indicated by Ellwood, that of obtain-
ing information from persons of the locality who have known the 
family for a long time, was used only in regard to the choice of 
families to be observed. 
For this study, the "persons of the locality," referred to 
above, were the professional social workers who were consulted and 
whose advice was taken in the selection of respondents for the 
analysis. Since these social workers knew the respondents through 
their association with them in their respective places of work, it 
was believed that they were qualified to give the required 
1 
Ellwood, pp. 662-79. 
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information. All factories with more than 100 employees are obli d 
-! i. by law, in Peru, to employ a professional social worker--part-
time or full-time, as the factory management sees fit. Deprived 
of the many economic benefits provided for most factory workers in 
the United States, the situation of most lower class families in 
many Latin American countries is so precarious that almost all of 
the obreros (factory workers) must request assistance of one kind 
or another from a professional social worker. The role of this 
social worker in the factory is that of attending to the personal, 
social, economic, and emotional needs of the employees--empleados 
o obreros (office workers or factory workers). This social worker 
is available to all workers within the factory and her services 
may be used as needs arise on the part of the workers. 
In the choice of subjects for observation, lists were provid-
ed by these professional social workers who were employed in four-
teen different factories in the metropolitan Lima-Callao area. 
Subjects whose names were included on these lists were known per-
sonally by the social workers who considered them representative 
of the type of lower class workingmen who were needed for this in-
vestigation. Furthermore, these subjects indicated their willing-
ness to submit to this very personal type of interview. Indeed, a 
few subjects objected, preferring not to be interviewed. From 
these lists,- 166 interview-schedules were distributed to the 
social work students and as many interviews were attempted. 
The investigator learned that, as is often the case in the 
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United States, the lists were sometimes inaccurate, employees had 
changed their address and failed to notify the social worker, des-
ignated persons were not at home when the interviewer arrived or 
had not been notified beforehand of the time of the interview. 
These and other difficulties such as these were encountered. The 
interviewers made as many as five trips to some homes before se-
curing the interview and, in some instances, did not secure it 
even then. Some other interview-schedules had to be discarded be-
cause they were incomplete. Finally, the last of the 100 complete 
interview-schedules was collected by the investigator and these 
constitute the material for analysis in this investigation. 
Responses to the questions asked on the interview-schedules 
yielded the following findings. It is assumed that an aspiration 
to increase family income is an indication of adjustment to urban-
ization. It seems ironic to discuss "high" incomes in a study of 
poverty such as the present one. This is all the more true when 
it is realized tnat the highest income in this analysis of 100 
families is $4,237 annually for a family of ten persons. However, 
it will be recalled that a division of low incomes and high in-
comes (with median incomes excluded) was made to facilitate com-
parison. The reader is cautioned that there are ££ high incomes, 
actually, in this analysis. 
Hypothesis 1 
On this basis, as indicated in Table CXXV, with the exception 
of low age family heads who have low incomes, Hypothesis 1 is 
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supported by the fact that Lima-Callao respondents have the high-
est percentage of high incomes and the lowest percentage of low 
incomes. In the low age-low income category, contrary to expecta-
tions, the Lima-Callao percentage of low incomes is higher than 
that of coastal respondents--the difference is 10 per cent. Hy-
pothesis 1 is not supported in this difference. 
Adjustment to urbanization is reflected by the number of 
rooms in the house as related to the specific number of dependents 
As indicated in Table CXLI, findings support Hypothesis 1. With 
regard to smaller household units, Lima-Callao respondents have 
the lowest percentage of houses with 3 rooms or less. No Lima-
Callao household unit--large or small--lives entirely in one room. 
When larger household units are considered, more than half (55 per 
cent) of the Lima-Callao respondents live in houses of 3 rooms or 
more. For the coastal sample, this percentage is 40.7 per cent; 
for the Sierra sample, 30.5 per cent. 
Another measure used to indicate adjustment to urbanization 
in this study relates to the condition of the physical structure 
of the dwelling, whether it is in "good" condition as opposed to 
"restorable" or "dangerous ll categories. According to findings in-
dicated in Table CXLIV, Hypothesis 1 is supported. Eighty per 
cent of the houses in which Lima-Callao respondents reside are in 
"good" condition. This percentage for the coastal sample is 74 
per cent; for the Sierra sample, 61.1 per cent. 
In a discussion of a IIculture of poverty" one can hardly 
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re fer to "middle" and "upper" class familie s. However, Owens 
states that, "In Peru a relatively few families own much of the 
wea1th.,,1 Furthermore, below this highest level of society flour-
ish the next highest in social rank, drawn from the commercial, 
professional, and upper-rank military c1asses. 2 The present in-
vestigator observed that, in houses of these persons, it was usual 
to find one or two anima1s--chiefly dogs or cats--but most unusual 
if ever, to find more than two animals. These were never found in 
the house with the family. No pigeons, ducks, hens, chickens, 
roosters, turkeys, or pigs were found on the property belonging to 
'these persons. On the contrary, in the houses of respondents in 
this investigation, animals where present were found in the house 
with the family members. Since this was not true of the persons 
indicated above, this finding was taken as a measure of adjustment 
to urbanization. 
As indicated in Table CXLVII,findings tend to support Hypoth-
:···~,e Sis 1. Fifty per cent of the Lima-Callao sample have animals 
in the house; this percentage is 52.7 per cent for coastal respond 
ents and 57.1 per cent for the Sierra sample. It is assumed that 
one or two animals in the house approaches the level of living in-
dicated above more closely than does the presence of more than two 
animals. Findings also tend to show support for Hypothesis 1 in 
1 
Owens, p. 72 
2 
Ibid. 
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this respect. Lima-Callao respondents have the highest percentage 
(40.9 per cent) of houses with not more than two animals. This 
percentage is almost reversed in the 40.5 per cent of the Sierra 
respondents who have more than two animals in the house. The 
coastal percentage declines to 38.8 per cent while the Lima-Callao 
percentage drops sharply to 9.1 per cent. 
As indicated above, the use of concrete or brick and concrete 
mixture, in place of matting and adobe, may be taken as an index 
of adjustment to the urbanization process. These latter are the 
traditional and less durable materials. According to this measure 
for the present investigation findings indicated in Table CXLV 
show support for Hypothesis 1 since the Lima-Callao sample has the 
highest percentage of these materials used for floors. Contrary 
to expectations, however, Hypothesis 1 is not supported if walls 
and roofs are considered. In both instances the coastal sample 
shows the highest percentage of these materials. 
The use of matting for construction of houses in Peru is both 
traditional and characteristic of the houses of poorer families. 
If the use of matting has been abandoned or reduced, this was 
taken as an indicator of adjustment to urbanization. In this 
analysis, matting was not used for floors in any of the houses. 
Hypothesis 1 is supported since no Lima-Callao respondent has mat-
ting for walls in his house; coastal and Sierra percentages for 
this material are 5.5 per cent and 7.1 per cent, respectively. 
Contrary to the expectation in Hypothesis 1, however, is the 
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finding that matting is used in 18.2 per cent of the houses of 
Lima-Callao respondents and 13.9 per cent, for the coastal sample. 
For Sierra respondents this percentage is 40.5 per cent. 
Prior to the actual interviewing of the respondents used for 
the analysis, the present investigator visited 300 houses of lower 
class workingmen for the purpose of ascertaining what one might 
expect to find in these houses. At this time it was observed that 
many of these houses had no windows--that is, four unbroken walls, 
except for a door. Many of these houses had but one opening for 
a window and many more had no glass in this window opening that 
might be there. Consequently, windows in the house were taken as 
an index of adjustment to urbanization. As will be observed in 
Table CXLVI, unexpectedly, Hypothesis 1 is not supported in the 
category of smaller household units having three or more windows--
-
the Lima-Callao sample has the lowest percentage of these (9.1 per 
cent) and the coastal sample, the highest (25.9 per cent). The 
Sierra sample shows 16.0 per cent in this category. Here as above 
coastal respondents seem to present a challenge to native Lima-
Callao respondents. 
It will likewise be observed in Table CXLVI that houses of 
larger household units in both Lima-Callao and coastal samples are 
not represented in the "no window" category. Hypothesis 1 is sup-
ported in percentages shown for these larger units--Lima-Callao 
respondents have the highest percentage (36.4 per cent) in the 
"three or more" windows category and the Sierra sample, the lowest 
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(16.7 per cent). The coastal percentage for this category falls 
between with 22.2 per cent. 
As indicated above, a scoring system was devised for sanitary 
facilities in the house to provide a convenient means for compari-
son. In the preliminary visitation of the 300 houses of typical 
workingmen in this area, it was observed that sanitary facilities-
-water, drainage, shower, and flush toilet--were found in these 
houses in varying degrees. Some houses had none of these facili-
ties. Some had one or two of them and others had all four of 
these modern necessities. It. was considered that the scoring sys-
Item would provide a basis for comparison of this aspect of adjust-
ment to the urbanization process. 
Findings in Table CXLVIII show that Hypothesis 1 is supported. 
All respondents in the Lima-Callao and coastal samples have some 
of these sanitary facilities. This is not true of the 10.3 per 
cent of the Sierra sample who have no sanitary facilities in the 
house. It will be observed, in addition, that the Lima-Callao 
sample has the highest percentage (75 per cent) of high scores and 
the Sierra sample has the lowest(30.8 per cent). 
When findings in Table CXLIX are related to the specific num-
ber of dependents, it can be seen that Hypothesis 1 is not sup-
ported with respect to smaller household units which have sanitary 
facilities. Coastal respondents show 25.9 per cent with high 
scores while only 20 per cent is shown for the Lima-Callao sample. 
Hypothesis 1 is sUDDorted. however3 by findings for larger 
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household units. The highest percentage of high scores is shown 
for the Lima-Callao respondents; Sierra respondents have the low-
est percentage of high scores. In addition, 11.1 per cent of the 
Sierra sample have scores of zero in the larger household unit 
category. 
The acquisition of possessions is clearly related to the 
style of life of an individual. For poorer lower class families 
the number of these possessions is obviously very limited. The 
present investigator observed that television, radio, mirrors, and 
a sewing machine were the most notable of these possessions in the 
exploratory visitations that were made prior to the actual inter-
views. It was explained by persons acquainted with these lower 
class workers that mirrors in the house were indicative of "stat-
us. 1I Hence, these were included in the possessions selected as 
indicators of adjustment to urbanization. 
A scoring system similar to that devised for sanitary facil-
ities was employed in this connection too. Findings for these 
scores, as shown in Table CL, support Hypothesis 1. The Lima-
Callao sample has the highest percentage of high scores and the 
Sierra sample, the lowest. The coastal percentage falls between 
these two figures. Similarly, Hypothesis 1 is supported by find-
ings for low scores--the Lima-Callao percentage for these is the 
lowest, followed by a higher percentage for coastal respondents; 
the 84.4 per cent shown for the Sierra respondents is the highest 
of the three areas in the analysis. 
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When findings for scores for possessions in relation to spe-
cific number of dependents are considered, as shown in Table CLI, 
the coastal percentage of high scores for smaller household units 
exceeds that of the Lima-Callao sample. In this, Hypothesis 1 is 
not supported. For low scores of smaller household units, Lima-
Callao respondents have the lowest percentage--this supports 
Hypothesis 1. This is not true of low scores for larger household 
units, however, for coastal respondents have the lowest percentage 
of these, contrary to expectations in Hypothesis 1. The 35 per 
cent shown for high scores for larger household units is highest--
11.1 per cent for Sierra respondents is the lowest percentage--
this supports Hypothesis 1. 
Hypothesis 2 
Table CXXV indicates that findings concerni~g income of the 
coastal and Sierra respondents support Hypothesis 2, with respect 
to high incomes. For both age groups coastal percentages of these 
• incomes are higher than for those of Sierra respondents. In re-
gard to low incomes, however, this hypothesis is supported in the 
low age category only--the Sierra percentage of these is higher 
than that of the coastal sample. In the high age category,Hypoth-
esis 2 is not supported--the coastal sample has a higher percent-
age of low incomes than is shown for the Sierra sample. 
As shown in Table CXLI, findings support Hypothesis 2, with 
respect to larger household units~ The coastal percentage of 
houses with three or more rooms is higher than that of the Sierra 
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sample. Contrary to expectations, a higher percentage (40.7 per 
cent) of the coastal smaller household units have houses of three 
rooms or less than the figure (33.3 per cent) shown for the Sierra 
sample. This does not support Hypothesis 2. 
Hypothesis 2 is supported by findings shown in Table CXLIV. 
The coastal sample shows 74 per cent of the houses in "good" con-
dition; for the Sierra sample, this percentage declines to 61.1 
per cent. 
In the coastal sample, 52.7 per cent gave affirmative answers 
when asked whether they had animals in the house; 57.1 per cent of 
the Sierra sample answered affirmatively. These findings are in-
dicated in Table CXLVII; they support Hypothesis 2. Similarly, 
the 38.8 per cent of the coastal sample who have "more than 2" 
animals is increased to 40.5 per cent for the Sierra sample. This 
also supports Hypothesis 2. Attention must be called to the find-
ing, however, which is unexpected--the coastal sample shows 13.9 
per cent with "lor 2" animals while the Sierra percentage is 16.6 
per cent for this category. Hypothesis 2 is not supported here. 
Observation of findings in Table CXLV shows that they support 
Hypothesis 2, with respect to the use of concrete or brick and 
concrete for walls and roofs of houses. In both instances, coast~ 
percentages of these are higher than those for the Sierra sample. 
When these materials are used for floors, however, the coastal 
percentage of 52.8 per cent is exceeded by the 59.5 per cent 
shown for the Sierra sample. This is contrary to Hypothesis 2. 
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Percentages indicating the use of matting, as shown in this table, 
support Hypothesis 2. No matting is used for floors and coastal 
percentages of this material used for walls and roofs are lower 
than those for Sierra respondents. 
Hypothesis 2 is supported by findings shown for windows in 
the house, in Table CXLVI. In both smaller and larger household 
categories percentages of coastal houses with three or more win-
dows are higher than those of the Sierra sample. 
In Table CXLVIII, findings show that high scores for sanitary 
facilities obtained by the coastal sample (60 per cent) are almost 
double those for the Sierra sample (30.8 per cent). These find-
ings support Hypothesis 2. Similarly, Hypothesis l is also sup-
ported by findings shown in Table CXLIX, where scores for sanitary 
facilities are shown in relation to the size of the household unlls 
High scores for coastal respondents show higher percentages in 
both smaller and larger household units than do those of the Si-
erra sample. Low scores for coastal larger units are less than 
one-third percentagewise when compared with the Sierra percentage. 
In the smaller unit category, however, low scores. for the coastal 
sample (29.6 per cent) are slightly higher than those (27.8 per 
cent) of the Sierra sample. 
Percentages of scores for possessions are shown in Table CL. 
In Table CLI, these percentages are related to the size of the 
household units. All findings support Hypothesis 2. Coastal per-
centages for high scores are higher than those for low scores and 
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the reverse is true for low scores. Size of the household unit 
makes no difference in this support. 
Hypothesis 3 
In this analysis, family "organization" includes that pattern 
of relationship between partners in a union which has not been 
'regularized by some type of marriage ceremony. It is postulated 
in Hypothesis 3 that this type of family "organization"--what 
might in other contexts be regarded as "disorganization" of family 
structure--will be associated with poorer families who have low 
incomes and housing space limited to needs for eating and sleeping 
to a higher degree than with families whose incomes are higher and 
who have living-room space, in addition. Since the per capita in-
come for the 655 persons in this analysis is $191.2, annually, it 
is believed that all families in the analysis must be included in 
the category of "poorer" families. 
Findings shown in Table CLVII support Hypothesis 3. For each 
area in the analysis, percentages shown for the "living-room" 
space category are lower than those shown for the space limited to 
needs for "eating and sleeping only." For the Lima-Callao sample, 
the percentage of limited space is three times as great as that 
for "living-room" space. For the Sierra sample, "living-room" 
space is one-fourth of that for the limited space. For the coast-
al sample, the difference in the percentages is 42.8 per cent. 
The Sub-Hypotheses 
Inspection of Table CXXIX shows that findings support Sub-
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Hypothesis 1 in this investigation. With two possible exceptions, 
smaller and larger household units spend a greater percentage of 
income for food when incomes are low than is true when incomes are 
higher. This is true of all three areas in the analysis--Lima-
Callao, coastal, and Sierra. The two exceptions occur in the 
,larger household units. Differences in each case are rather 
slight but attention is called to the fact that they do exist. No 
larger coastal household unit is represented as spending more than 
55 per cent of its income for food; one unit (4.3 per cent of the 
sample) spends less than 55 per cent for food. This unit is in th 
low income category. In the Sierra sample, larger units with high 
incomes show 16.7 per cent of the sample spending more than 55 per 
cent of the income for this commodity; in the 1I1ess than 55 per 
cent ll category, 10 per cent is shown. It is believed that these 
findings support Sub-Hypothesis 1. 
As postulated in Sub-Hypothesis L, findings shown in Table 
CXV show that lithe poorer the family the less space there is for 
needs other than for eating and sleeping purposes. 1I It will be 
observed in these findings that, where incomes are low, all 
categories of 1I1iving-room" space are either lower in percentage 
than those in the "eating and sleeping space onlyll categories or 
they are not represented at all. There is one exception. In the 
Lima-Callao sample, the percentage is the same for both space 
categories--5.6 per cent. In the higher income categories, the 
results are similar but there are more exceptions. In two 
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instances, the same percentage is shown for both space categories. 
In three instances, the "eating and sleeping space only" is not 
represented. When totals for space categories ar~ compared, in 
the low income categories all totals for the limited space are 
higher than those for "living-room" space. In the higher income 
categories, the Lima-Callao and coastal samples show a higher per-
centage of limited space than of "living-room" space. "Living-
room" space for the Sierra sample is slightly (3.6 per cent) high-
er than that shown for "eating and sleeping only" space. It is 
believed that these findings support Sub-Hypothesis 2. 
The evidence presented above leads to the conclusion that all 
hypotheses and sub-hypotheses set for this study have been suppor~ 
ed in some respects, but not in others. On balance, however, the 
weight is in favor of support. The reader is reminded that, since 
the sampling employed in this study was accidental, no generaliza-
tions concerning the universe from which the sample was drawn can 
be made on the basis of the findin~ presented above. It is the 
opinion of the investigator, nevertheless, that they do demon-
strate the fact that these 100 workingmen's families live in a 
culture of poverty. The findings are offered for consideration as 
symptoms of the existence of a condition of which they are the 
effects. 
Conclusion 
"Latin America," according to Wythe, "is today at about the 
stage of industrialization reached by the United States in the 
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l870's." l Latin Americans have no more urgent concern than that 
of the hastening of their material progress. Powelson says: 
In progressive urban centers (such as Lima, Medellin, and 
Sao Paulo) there is growing recognition that the hacienda 
system conflicts with the interests of a rising middle class. 
Higher food costs lead to higher costs of production, and 
money wages are increased without a corresponding rise in the 
real share "(and hence satisfaction) of the worker. L 
Powelson indicates further that lithe economic decline of the 
hacienda lies not only in the political opposition of the growing 
middle classes but in the alternative opportunities that urban de-
velopment provides for rural labor."3 The same writer predicts 
that the "day of the hacienda is in twilight, and the reasons lie 
in all branches: economic, social, and political."4 La tierra es 
de todos, ~ el aire, el agua, la luz, y el calor del sol.5 
(Land is for all, like air, like water, like light,like the heat 
of the sun). 
Stemming from the social revolution that has taken place in 
the United States since the thirties, Powelson believes that a 
gradual awareness of Latin American land problems has dawned upon 
1 
"-
George Wythe, Industry in Latin America, p. 12, as quoted 
in Donald M. Dozer, p. 363. 
John Powelson, Latin America (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1964), p. 41. 
3 
Ibid., p. 4l. 
4~ 
Ibid., p. 41. 5--
Inscription carved above the entrance to the Secretaria de 
Educaci6n Mexico City. 
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influential, educated North Americans. Added to this is a growing 
sense of leadership in world affaris, which requires more responsi-
ble decisions than those which are based soley in the interest of 
one's own nationals. Certain events in recent years, notably the 
Cuban revolution, have focused the problem more clearly, "but the 
focus was possible only because the camera was already aimed."1 
It is no secret that the United States government is con-
cerned over communist activity in Latin America and the pos-
sibility that the Soviet Union will come to dominate part of 
the western Hemisphere, both economically and politically. 
It has also become clear that change is inevitable in land 
tenure systems • . • toward private hOTdings of more moderate 
size . . . togetner with a more equitable distribution of the 
fruits of labor. L 
More than anything else, according to Powelson, "the hacienda sys-
tem depends for its survival on the immobility of labor and denial 
of alternative opportunities.,,3 The Sierra of Peru, in Holmberg's 
opinion, no longer stands out as the area of poor resources that 
it has always been considered. 4 
The concept of "social development," as seen by Rycroft and 
Clemmer, complements that of "economic development" in two ways. 
Social development refers to the raising of living standards--
health, food consumption and nutrition, education, employment and 
working conditions, housing, social security, clothing, recreation 
1 
Powelson, p. 33. 
2 
Ibid., p. 35. 
3 
Ibid. 
4-
Holmberg, p. 87. 
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human freedom, the elimination of extreme poverty, and the broaden-
ing of social services that are expected to be the fruits of econ-
omic development. 
Secondly, social development refers to the changes in the 
structure of society that are prerequisites to economic develop-
ment or concomitants of it. In the simplest terms, these changes 
can be summed up as "a shift from a static two-class society, with 
a wide gap between their respective ways of life and with partici-
pation in national affairs practically confined to the small upper 
IClass, towards a SOCiety which has considerable movement from one 
stratum to another." l 
This transition is never simple or painless, according to Ry-
croft and Clemmer. Attitudes and values may fail to change in ac-
cordance with new needs, while social tensions and failures of 
adaptation may endanger the continuance of economic growth and the 
stability of SOCiety. This second aspect of social development--
changes in the structure of society--is much more difficult to in-
corporate into national plans, since it involves questions of eth-
ics and values, which lie at the heart of the individual's social 
relationships and his views of what is good and what is bad. l 
Social changes that took centuries to accomplish in the west-
ern industrial countries must be telescoped into a few decades. In 
1 
Rycroft and Clemmer, Factual, p. 121. 
2 
Ibid. 
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reality, it is only a great social revolution in Latin America 
that will produce the rapid rates of change essential to avert 
chaos. According to Rycroft and Clemmer, 
this will involve a revolution in customs, values, attitudes, 
institutions and mores, all of which traditionally change 
very slowly. It will involve land reform, wise and better 
use of natural resources, an expanding educational system, 
equality of opportunity and a fluid social system with mo-
bility within that system based on individual merit. These 
value changes must come at the top where reSistance is great-
est.l 
Describing the situation in Lima, Schurz says, 
Peru is also three separate worlds. Lima, the sophisticated 
capital, fifth largest city in South America, with a million 
people, is dominated socially by the same oligarchic families 
as in the eighteenth century, though its modern culture seems 
Parisian and its bUSiness is in the hands of foreigners. L 
Lima is--as Park has described the city--a "state of mind, a 
body of customs and traditions, and of organized attitudes and 
sentiments that inhere in these customs and are transmitted with 
this tradition. 1I3 
The present investigation proposed to make an intensive anal-
ysis of 100 workingmen with families in Lima, Peru, in order to 
gain some inSight into the SOCial, cultural, and economic aspects 
of this segment of a considerable portion of the population of 
1 
Ibid. 
i.--
William Lytle Schurz, Latin America: A Descriptive Survey 
(rev. ed.j New York: E.P.Dutton & Company, Inc., 1963), p. 640. 
3 
Robert .Park et al, The City (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 19L5), p. 1-.--
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metropolitan Lima. Since the investigator has relied so heavily 
on Le Play's scientific method of monographs on families for the 
study and analysis of social phenomena, it is only fitting in this 
concluding chapter that some evaluation of the relevance of the Le 
Play method be made here. The Le Play plan of "gathering a great 
deal of information about a few representative families" was found 
to be quite adequate for purposes of the present analysis. It 
will be recalled that, because of the limited time at the investi-
gator's disposal, it was necessary to use an adaptation of the Le 
Play method in this study. To be sure, a great deal ilmore " infor-
mation could be gathered were the investigator permitted to live 
with the family, as Le Play did. Furthermore, Le Play used the 
family budget as his tool of analysis. This study used "the most 
important item on the family budget, namely, the percentage of in-
come spent for food,"to support one hypothesis in the study. Other 
items on the family budget were recorded and calculated in the 
list of expenditures but these were not used in the analysis. 
By way of judgment of the Le Play method as to whether it re-
mains a scientifically useful approach at the present stage of so-
ciological development, it must be admitted that, in more advanced 
countries where scientific investigation is attempted, other 
methods take precedence. Time is at a premium in these countries 
and data can be processed by computers, once it has been gathered, 
often by research teams. Furthermore, modern transportation in 
these countries facilitates the research process. In the 
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underdeveloped countries, this is not true. The concept of time 
is vastly different; individuals still move slowly and transporta-
tion is inadequate. Computers are not used here, as yet, and only 
on rare occasions--particularly when financed by foreign countriea 
--are research teams utilized. In the event of the " social and 
economic revolution" indicated above, it might be postulated that 
the Le Play method of gathering information will be discarded for 
more modern methods. 
The task of the present analysis has been, not to force West-
ern standards on Latin America but, to report the facts as observe< • 
i, The family was selected as the specific focus of study Since 
it is the most important unit of society. In efforts to deal with 
the problems of rapid urbanization in Latin America, the Seminar 
on Urbanization in Latin Americal made the following reaffirmatim 
1. The Seminar reaffirmed the recommendation that "family 
living surveysl1 be conducted. Such studies should be de-
signed to obtain a direct and comprehensive picture of 
family living conditions, and to provide a better empiricru 
basis than now exists for formulating specific policies 
and action programmes.~ 
Latin America offers the example of a centuries-old urban 
civilization that is only now undergoing a rapid process of 
1 
Report on International Definitions and Measurement of 
Standards of Levels of Living, based on meeting convened by the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations jOintly with the Inter-
national Labour Office and the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
2 
Hauser, p. 86. 
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transformation, marked by the acquisition of new characteristics. 
The long-standing contradiction between the basic agrarian struc-
ture of the continent, as a whole, and the politico-cultural 
significance of its chief urban centers--always the vehicle for 
the transmission of universal values--provides an abundance of ma-
terial for study. Furthermore, it is equally undeniable that 
there is an historical difference between the formation and weight 
of influence of towns in the two zones of Iberian colonization. 
It was the writer's purpose in preparing this dissertation to 
make a sociological investigation of a social problem--the ackno~­
edged social fact that Latin America has a culture of poverty--
which is believed to be of critical importance. This investiga-
tion was made with the conviction that this specific social prob-
lem has international implications. Gutkind says: 
Population growth is most rapid in the underdeveloped 
countries, in Asia, Latin America, and most of Africa, where 
about two-thirds of the world's population live in conditions 
that are near or below the subsistence minimum. If this de-
v/elopment persists unchecked, it will divide the world even 
more sharply than political rivalries into two antagonistic 
groups: the "have" and "have-not" blocs. This is the overall 
picture. l 
liAs the world becomes increasingly interdependent," says 
Brown, "and as new nations become involved in international affairs 
cultural relativism becomes a matter of world concern."2 The fact 
1 
E.A. Gutkind, The Twilight of Cities (New York: The Free 
Press of Glencoe, 196~), p. 146. 
2 
Ina Corinne Brown, Understanding Other Cultures (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 15b. 
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that these nations reject Western political control does not mean 
that they reject Western civilization, especially in its material 
aspects. A part of the problem of these people on the move, as 
Brown sees it, lies in the fact that many of these nations are 
trying to achieve within a period of a few years technological 
.levels, social controls, and forms of government that the West has 
taken generations to master. l 
Staley has summed up the dilemma which faces new nations when 
he writes that they, like individuals, often want incompatible 
things: 
. they may want active industries and higher incomes but 
not real competition among businessmen or lower profits per 
unit of sales .... Underdeveloped countries may want fine 
highways and public buildings and a cradle-to-the-grave so-
cial security system, but not an honest tax system or a non-
political civil service or labor laws designed to encourage 
productivity and honest effort as well as to protect labor's 
rights. They may want good health, plenty of food, and a 
low death rate, but not changed family system and a low birth 
rate.L. 
Staley sees the main pressures on the people of underdevelop-
ed countries to change accustomed ways and make new choices among 
life's values, not as intentional pressures, whether from the 
United States or from any other source. "Rather," he says, "they 
are impersonal pressures impinging from all sides out of a chang-
ing world environment. These peoples of underdeveloped countries 
1 
Ibid., pp. 158-59. 2--
Staley, p. 266. 
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cannot escape. Their real choice is not whether to change but how) 
how fast, and in what direction."1 
The ethic of aiding people in changing their culture begins 
with a readiness to understand that culture, to recognize what is 
good in it, and to learn the reasons why it is what it is. This 
involves not simply the morality of cultural relativism. It is 
not merely tolerance or broad-mindedness. For the technical agent, 
it is basic wisdom, for in every culture there is a reason for 
each element. Doubtless, the reason, at times, is no longer vali~ 
in this case, change will not be dangerous. At other times, the 
reason is still valid and change may spell disaster. Whether the 
change in Latin America will be orderly or disastrous only the fu-
ture will show. That change there must be, can be read in the 
facts of the present. 
At the present time the human race is enjoying an abundance 
of wealth, resources, and economic power. Yet, a huge proportion 
of the world's population is still tormented by hunger and pover~ 
tyL while countless numbers suffer from total illiteracy. Man is 
more keenly aware of freedom than ever before, yet, new forms of 
1 
Ibid., p. 391. 
2,--
This alert has been sounded by Barbara Ward in her essays 
and lectures on inequalities between righ and poor nations. As 
indicated above, Michael Harrington has called the attention of 
many citizens of the United States to the fact that similar in-
equalities can exist between IIhaves" and "have nots" even in the 
richest nation on earth. 
social and psychological slavery make their appearance. 
The world of today is most grievously torn into opposing 
camps by conflicting forces while at the same time it has a very 
vivid sense of its unity and the extent to which one man depends 
on another in needful solidarity. Bitter political, social, econ-
omic, racial, and ideological disputes continue and, with them, 
there is the peril of a war which would reduce everything to ashes 
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On March 1, 1963, I began my research project under the spon-
sorship of the Organization of American States. I set out to in-
vestigate one hundred workingmen's families, following the method-
ological technique of Frederic Le Play. This research was intend-
ed to constitute the material required for the writing of a doc-
toral dissertation in partial fulfillment of the PH. D. degree in 
'sociology at Loyola University, Chicago. My research was conduct-
~ 
led in Lima, Peru. It was terminated on July 26, 1963. On my re-
turn to Chicago, I submitted my work to Loyola University and it 
has been accepted by the Department of Sociology. 
With respect to the fellowship grant, I was interested in the 
areas indicated in I and IlIon the informational folder on the 
Fellowship Program--specifically, these are I. Latin American area 
studies and III. Studies to enable United States students and 
scholars to obtain a better understanding of current social, cul-
tural, political, and economiC developments in Latin America. My 
study did not focus on the political aspect for the reason that 
the method and thesis which I employed did not cover that area. I 
believe that the political focus opens up an area of further re-
search. 
Le Play's work was done in Europe, primarily in France during 
the nineteenth century. He collected family monographs involving 
the case-study method for direct study of the standards of living 
of the masses. Since workingmen constituted ninety-five per cent 
of the population, Le Play justified his choice of workingmen as 
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representing the masses. According to the methodological techniql~ 
of Le Play, it is assumed that if one knew the family budget of 
the total standard of living one could tell the type of family in-
volved. Ea~ed ~pon th~& ~dea was anothe~. that ~s. thQt ~f on~ 
jknew the 
! 
type of family, one would understand the social structure 
~of which 
n 
it was a part. 
R 
I The data that my study has yielded will be used to make some 
tentative estimate of the value system of the people involved in 
the monographs. In this way, I am testing, to some degree, the 
applicability of Le Play's thesis and method to evaluate social, 
cultural, and economic aspects of the cultural system of this Latin 
American area, in the present day. Le Play studied the standard 
of living largely in its relation to the social structure. 
utilizing the family budget of the total standard of living to 
estimate the type of family and, in addition, the type of family, 
to understand the total structure of which it was a part, he made 
a triple parallelism between the type of total standards of living; 
type of family; and type of society or social structure. 
This analysis makes Le Play's studies unique. Moreover, it 
penetrates the problem of living much more deeply than ordinary 
statistical studies. His work lasted from 1829 to 188l, during 
his life and was continued, with some modifications, by his fol-
lowers to the present. The first part of the period mentioned 
above witnessed much of the last phase of the change from feudal 
to the factory system in Europe. If it is remembered that Le Play 
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saw the family budget and standard of living as a picture of the 
family in operation, Le Play's emphasis on the family will be more 
understandable. The tool of analysis which he used was a descrip-
tion of the family budget and the standard of living. Le Play's 
studies reflect the change from feudal to factory system in Europe. 
My study, I believe, indicates some of the effects of industrially 
increased technology on the institution of the family in this 
specific Latin American area, that of Lima, Peru. 
In summary, I have made an investigation of a social struc-
ture in Lima, Peru. Within the triadic focus of Le Play's place-
work-family, I have collected monographs of one hundred working-
men's families in this Latin American area. As with Le Play, the 
tool of analysis which I have used is a description of the family 
budget and standard of living. 
I expect to apply the benefits obtained from this fellowship 
to teachers and students. I am a secondary school teacher in the 
city of Chicago and in other American cities. Since a consider-
able percentage of the student population in these schools consist 
of Spanish-speaking individuals whose parents or grandparents, in 
many instances, are Latin Americans, I believe that my experience 
, 
in doing this research will greatly enrich their background. In 
addition, upon its completion a copy of my dissertation will be 
placed in the Loyola University library where it will be available 
to faculty and scholars interested in Latin American studies. 
as an introduction I shall proceed 
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directly to the report of the findings of my research. 
My experience in Lima was preceded by a four month period of 
study in Cuernavaca, Mexico. Here I participated in a very inten-
sive study of the Spanish language and an exceedingly enlightening 
course in Latin American culture conducted by the highly efficient 
faculty of the center of Intercultural Formation. Upon completion 
of this training, I left for Lima on February 27, 1963. My in-
vestigation got under way on March 1, 1963. 
My first task was to interview Doctor Andres Ruszkowski, Dean 
of the Pontificia Universidad Cat61ica Del Peru, who was to direct 
my activities in Lima. I had previously completed all the neces-
sary course work in the United States. The university in Lima was 
used in an advisory capacity only. Dr. Ruszkowski was very help-
ful and keenly interested in my project. He placed the following 
facilities at my disposal: 
1.General orientation in the method of investigation in area 
of study, in Lima. 
l.Suggestions for supplementary reading and bibliography 
3. Access to the particular library of Dr. Ruszkowski 
4. Contacts to further my investigation: 
a) Professor Anibal Ismodes, Professor of Sociology, 
Universidad de San Marcos 
b) Doctor Gregorio Garayar, National Director of Statis-
tics, Ministerio de la Hacienda 
c) Sister Rose Dominic, Maryknoll, Professor in the School 
of Social Work, Universidad Cat61ica, and collaborator 
of the Mision de Lima 
d) R.P. Carlos Alvarez Calder6n, Asesor eclesiastico de la 
J.O.C. 
e) Sr. Andres Carbone, gerente de la Imprenta "Studium" 
f) Srta. Magdalena Bondina, Directora, and 
Srta. Germine Ogee, Directora Techn1ca, 
Escuela Social de la Universidad Cat61ica 
Escuela de Servicio Social 
These contacts also introduced others who directed me to hospital~ 
clinics, Assistencias Sociales, factories, schools--in short, all 
agencies having to do with the type of workingmen and families 
which would be involved in my investigation. Dr. Ruszkowski was 
personally at my disposal whenever I needed him and exceedingly 
helpful in directing me to t~ese various agencies, pointing out 
appropriate and time-saving transportation, and, in general, pro-
viding me with necessary information during each phase of my work. 
I spent the entire month of March studying the city map of 
Lima, visiting the various agencies mentioned above, and making 
endless contacts with all persons who could be of service to me in 
formulating appropriate questions for my questionnaire, according 
to the outline used by Le Play. During this time, I cannot fail 
to mention the invaluable assistance I was given by Dr. Palma, his 
two very capable sons, and his brilliant secretary in the office. 
I can truthfully assert that in the most highly developed country 
I could not have had more courteous and efficient service. I am 
indeed truly grateful to each of them. 
During the month of March I also visited three hundred of the 
types of homes which workinEmen~. such as I was investigating. 
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would be occupying. This experience gave me first-hand informa-
tion concerning localities, over-crowded conditions, construction 
of homes, number of rooms, furnishings, family size, accomodation 
(or lack of it), and a general picture of the information which my 
questionnaires could be expected to yield. I likewise secured as 
many various "fichas" as I could. Those used in clinics, hospit~ 
factories, and various agencies attending or dealing with working-
men and their families were perused in order to ascertain the 
types of questions which I could utilize to achieve my purpose. At 
this time, it must be noted, school was not in session. In Lima, 
the school term begins in April. 
I took advantage of the first week in April being also the 
opening week of school and decided to see something of the sierra. 
I visited Cuzco and Sicuani and surrounding parts during this 
first week. I experienced the hazards of unguarded railroad 
crossings and complete lack of signals when, while in the Sierra, 
I was in an accident which might have been very serious. For-
tunately for me and my study, my visit to the Sierra was terminat-
ed rather unpleasantly and I was subjected to the discomfort of 
four fractured ribs. The second week in April was the one pre-
vious to Easter Sunday. Since Thursday and Friday of that week 
are religious holidays, my work was not seriously interrup,ted _and 
I was able to recover with the assistance of some good medical 
attention in Lima. During this time and for the remainder of 
April I was engaged in the construction of my questionnaire. 
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It had been my intention when initiating my study that I 
choose my sample on a proportionate basis. That is, I had hoped 
to obtain some official statistic for the number of workingmen--
married and with families--in Lima. This is something I failed to 
accomplish. I: made every contact with every agency which could 
give me this figure. None of them was equipped with the informa-
tion and I was forced to abandon that plan and make an accidental 
sampling of workingmen who were available and willing to submit to 
this type of interview. I then visited various factories and re-
quested their cooperation which, I must state, they gave very 
courteously and willingly. I was treated with the utmost courtesy 
at all times. To be sure, I did meet with individuals who were 
resent~ul of Le Play's personal type of interview. However, as 
with him, these individuals were of no help to me and I was oblige 
.... to discount them. The remaining weeks in May were spent in se-
curing the duplication of my questionnaire and securing lists of 
workingmen who would be interviewed. By this time, I had learned 
that persons in this cultural area are not accustomed to the 
"speed" with which projects such as this are executed in the Unitee 
States. I realized that it would be highly improbable for me to 
accomplish the task which I had set for myself, unassisted. Con-
sequently, I decided to request the cooperation of the School of 
Social Work in the Universidad Cat61ica. I suggested to them that 
they allow their students to make the actual interviews. The 
Directora and Directora Tecnica agreed to my plan and gave me the 
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services of the fourth year students on condition that I should go 
to the school, lecture to the group on the general plan and pur-
pose of Le Play, and instruct the students in the manner of con-
ducting the interviews. They had never engaged in a project such 
as this on a previous occasion. 
These contacts and collections of lists occupied my tire dur-
ing the entire month of June. During this time, with the promise 
of assistance from the School of Social Work, I had dreamed of ex-
panding my study to include two hundred workers--even, perhaps, 
some who would be office employees, thus affording a comparative 
study of factory workers and office workers. This, however, had 
to be abandoned. My contacts were only familiar with factory 
workers but the list of these was extended to 166 names. The ded-
ication of the new school building (School of Social Work) and 
other personal commitments of the students delayed my lecture to 
the class until July 4, 1963. I spent two days instructing them 
in the procedure and the school faculty sent them on their various 
assignments. It was something of a discouragement to learn that, 
just as in the United States, office lists are inaccurate, em-
ployees change their address and faile to change office records, 
persons are not at home, or have not been previously notified that 
the interview was to take place. These vicissitudes provided a 
wealth of experience for the students and a great disappointment 
for me. I learned that, with strenuous effort on my part, I 
should be very fortunate, indeed, if I could leave Lima with one 
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hundred completed questionnaires, as I had originally planned. 
I trust it is one of the attributes of a good researcher to 
be not completely satisfied with his achievements. However, I 
must note that other professors with whom I discussed my project 
considered it phenomenal that I could secure the cooperation of 
these faculty and students in a work that was quite foreign to 
them and had to be accomplished in a brief period. Had I been able 
to spend a full year at this task, I should have been working urdeI 
less pressure and more in keeping with the pace with which these 
persons work. This, I believe, was no small part of my education. 
I am exceedingly happy with what I accomplished. As you know, I 
returned to the United States on July 26,1963. I did consider the 
possibility of requesting an extension of time but that, too, had 
its disadvantages. The mid-term vacation was beginning at the 
first of August. This would last for two weeks and it would take 
an additional two weeks before the students would be in "working 
spirit" again. Consequently, one entire month would be lost. 
It has not been possible for me to do more than tabulate my 
findings. My completed dissertation will involve comparisons, 
patterns, and other data which I cannot supply at this time. How-
ever, I do believe that I can give you an overview of the families 
that I investigated and this will give some estimate of their 
value system, in addition to an estimate of the social, cultural, 
and economic aspects of this cultural system. Since my sample was 
selected on an accidental basis, I have no right to generalize. 
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However, from my cumulative experience in Lima, I believe that 
what is true of these one hundred families is, by and large, true 
of this type of family in Lima. 
The sample I used was selected from fourteen different fac-
tories in metropolitan Lima, including Callao. Since there are 
upwards of 30,000 factory workers in Callao, I deemed it important 
to include this industrial area. My factories included: an oil 
company; a daily paper, a glass factory; a beer company; a company 
which manufactures water pumps; a flour factory and companion 
noodle factory; a tannery, mosaic factory, fish flour factory, and 
a boat-building factory. Two additional factories--an earthenware 
and flour factory--were secured through the ingenUity of the stu-
dents. Most of these factories were visited by me, personally. 
Thirteen interviews were taken from the daily paper; seven, from 
the oil company; 17 from the factory which manufactures water 
pumps; 18, from the beer factory; 16 from the flour factory and 3 
from the companion noodle factory; 2, from the boat-building fac-
tory, and one from each of those remaining. Two or these inter-
views were lacking some vital information; consequently, they 
were discarded. In all, one hundred interviews will be used to 
constitute these findings. 
Families consisting of four,five, six and seven members were 
most numerous--these numbered fifteen, eighteen, seventeen, and 
fourteen, respectively. Of the remainder, two families have two 
members; three, three members; nine, eight members; eight, nine 
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ten members; two, eleven and three, twelve members. A total of 
655 persons is included in the study. With respect to age and sex 
groupings, 130 males and 134 females are over twenty-one years of 
age; forty-seven males and forty-nine females are between the ages 
of thirteen and twenty; eighty males and sixty-five females are 
between six and twelve; eighty-nine males and fifty-nine females 
are under six years of age; for two persons, no age was given. 
It should be noted here that a family is defined in this 
study as: the group of persons that was living in the home on the 
night previcus to the interview. 
Fathers or heads of the household indicated the following 
ultimate year of education completed: two, Commercial; four, tech-
nical; one, poly technical; one, first year university; three each 
have completed second and third year media, respectively; two are 
analfabeto and two are alfabeto; fourteen, thirty~one, and ten 
have completed sixth, fifth, and fourth years of primary educatio~ 
for third, second, and first years the numbers are ten, fifteen, 
and five, respectively. For one person, no education was indicat-
ed. Education indicated for the mother or househkeeper of the 
household showed two, for Commercial; one of these completed two 
years and the other, four; for first, second, and fifth year media 
the numbers were one, two and two respectively; twelve have com-
pleted six years of primary; twenty-three, five years; and two, 
fifteen, and eight persons the remaining fourth, third, second, 
and first year; one person indicated completing only transition. 
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Fourteen fathers or heads of household are between ages 
twenty-two and twenty-nine, inclusive; forty-seven, from thirty to 
thirty-nine, inclusive; twenty-six, range between forty and forty-
nine, inclusive; nine, from fifty-two to fifty-eight, inclusive; 
one is sixty-six and one is seventy years of age. One mother or 
housekeeper is seventeen and two are nineteen years of age; twenty 
range from twenty to twenty-nine years, inclusive; forty-four are 
from thirty to thirty-nine years, inclusive; fourteen are in their 
forties; seven are in their fifties and one is sixty-three. 
Ninety of these workingmen are mestizo; five are white; four 
are Indian and race was not given for one. Ninety-six workers are 
Catholic; one is Evangelical; no religion was given for three of 
them. Twenty-two couples have contracted civil marriage, only; 
fifty-four were married with civil and religious ceremony; eleven 
were married with religious ceremony, only; thirteen are conviv-
ientes. It is interesting to note that forty-four partners were 
convivientes for a period, even though they are at present married 
by civil or religious ceremony--or both. The homes of these work-
ers and their families are located in metropolitan Lima; thirty-
one, in Callao; nineteen in Lima; fourteen in Surquillo; ten, in 
Ventanilla; six, in Rimac; four, in Villa Maria; three each in 
Miraflores and Bar~anco; two each in Brena, Pampas de Comas, and 
San Martin; and one each in Barrios Altos, Independencia, San Juan 
and Magdalena del Mar. 
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Forty-seven workers are free for a half day on Saturday; e~t 
are free all day Saturday. Fifty-five are free all day on Sunday 
and nine are free for a half day. Five have free Sundays at times 
Forty are free all day on free days while fourteen are free on 
those days at times. With regard to activities realized on free 
days or hours, one indicated that he is a bar owner; four noted 
picnics; forty spend their time improving the home; four engage in 
football; one, in sports'reading and fourteen, reading periodicals 
four spend their free time sleeping; one, gambling and three, 
drinking. Other activities indicated by one, two or three workers 
include Housing Cooperatives, music, movies, visits with friends, 
sports, shoemaker, tailoring, assisting with religious cults, 
photography, cachuelos, T V, radio, studying English, sewing at 
home, selling in a store, and carpentry. Of workers showing in-
terest in sports, twenty-eight indicated a preference for football 
two, for basketball, and one each, for boxing and swimming. 
Eighty-eight workers indicated their ability to read; six ad-
mitted that they could not read and two,·· read only a little. 
Thirty-two workers can write; forty-three cannot write and one can 
write but a little. Preference for reading periodicals was high-
est--thirty prefer this type of reading; twelve workers read the 
daily papers; seven read local magazines and eight read The Read-
ers' Digest. Five workers indicated a preference for cultural 
reading and the same number read geography and history. One or 
two workers, in each instance prefer radio technology, politics, 
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sports, police literature, news, mechanics, commercial periodicals 
shady novels, and adventures. With respect for Church attendance, 
eighty-six workers attend; on Sundays, sixty-eight and at times, 
fifteen; three attend but rarely and seven do not attend. Ninety-
five workers have social security; one has none and four did not 
answer the question. 
Two-roomed homes were most numerous--thirty-seven of this 
sample live in houses having but two rooms; twenty-seven homes 
have three rooms; thirteen and eleven have four and five rooms, 
respectively. One family in the sample lives in a home having 
seven rooms and seven families live in homes having but one room. 
Ninety-five families indicated having separate sleeping rooms--
this, however, cannot be the reality since seven families live in 
one-roomed homes. There is Obviously a slight discrepancy here. 
Among these ninety-five, forty-two families have one separate 
sleeping room; thirty-two, have two of these while sixteen, four, 
and one have three, four and five separate sleeping rooms, respec-
tively. Forty-four families have a separate dining room; twenty, 
have living and dining room combined; thirty have combined dining 
and sleeping rooms; thirty-two have a separate living room. 
Eighty-five families have what might be termed a "kitchen. II 
Fifty-four of these are in rooms apart; fourteen, are "in the 
house"; seventeen are in the dining room; two, are in combined 
dining and sleeping rooms; six, are in sleeping rooms. 
Sixty-five families rent their homes; twenty-three, own them; 
p. 
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of these owners, two are paying rent which is applying toward pay-
ment of the home and ownership; twelve, have the title of "Occu-
pante de hecho." Thirty-five homes are classed as individual; 
forty-seven, are independent. Three homes are apartments in 
buildings; two are farm homes. Twenty-one homes are tenements in 
vecindadesj twenty, are in calle jones. One is in a house which is 
subdivided and one is on the roof of a building. Three are apart-
ments and five are in corralones. Six are apartments improvised 
in corralonesj three are chozasj eight are houses constructed in 
barriadas and five are houses "no terminada en barriada." Three 
are indicated as types other than those enumerated. It will be 
observed that some houses are classified under two headings; con-
sequently, those indicated above will total more than one hundred. 
Walls of thirty-seven homes are of adobe; twenty-six, are 
brickj fifteen, are concretej three, are quincha; three, are straw; 
eight, are brick and concrete; two, are wood and one, each are 
brick and concrete, adobe and concrete, concrete and wood, adobe 
an~ straw, and adobe and wood. Floors in forty-one homes are of 
concrete; twenty, are earth; fifteen, are wood; three, are brick; 
six, are cement; four, each are loceto and wood and concrete; two, 
are mud; and one, each of adobe, brick and concrete, earth and 
concrete, adobe and wood. Roofs in thirty-two homes are of con-
crete; twenty-eight, are wood; twelve, are straw; eleven, are 
quincha; three, are brick and concrete; two, are brick; and one, 
each of cement.quincha and straw, tin, straw and mud, wood and 
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mud, adobe, wood, and mud, straw and earth, and waste material. 
Four failed to indicate material. 
Fifty-four homes have water, proper to the homej twenty, have 
water which is common to a number of homes; twenty-two, have water 
which is common in the building; one family buys the water it uses 
three families failed to indicate the source. Fifty-five homes 
have drainage, proper to the home; nineteen, have drainage which 
is common in the building; thirteen, have common drainage in a 
group of dwellings; thirteen, failed to indicate. Forty-two homes 
have showers; five, have showers, common in the building; one, has 
a shower, common to a number of dwellings; fifty-two, indicated no 
shower. Forty-eight homes have flush tOilets; one, has a flush 
toilet in common; thirteen, have flush toilets for common use in 
the building; two families indicated the use of botaderos; thirty-
six families gave no indication of toilet facilities. 
It might be noted here, parenthetically, that, since the to-
tal number of families in this investigation is one hundred, abso-
lute figures are likewise percentages. 
Forty-two homes have patios, proper to the home; eleven, have 
common patios, shared with other families. Ten, have a garden, 
proper to the dwelling; one, has a garden which is in common; 
three, have gardens which are exterior to the homes. 
In eight instances, the state of the house was indicated as 
dangerous; twenty-one, were rehabilitated; sixty-nine, were deemed 
to be in good condition. Eighty-one families possess a radio; 
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twenty-three, have television; forty-six, have mirrors (thiS item 
in the Latin American home appears to be relevant); sixty-eight 
homes have sewing machines. Other furniture noted in thirteen 
homes includes; a wardrobe, iron, heater, refrigerator, piano, 
record player, one electric washer, photographic apparatus, a 
bicycle. 
In eighty-one homes, there is a table in the dining room; 
eighty-three homes have chairs in the dining room; there is a cup-
board in this room in thirty-three homes; two, possess a frigida~ 
In eighty-three homes there are religious pictures, visible; 
twenty-nine homes have a crucifix; there is an altar in seven 
homes. It should be noted that, with respect to these religious 
articles in the home, only those that were visible were indicated. 
There are windows in sixty-nine homes and glass in forty-
seven of these. The total number of beds in homes in the sample 
is 373; the total number of persons sleeping in beds is 558; it 
will be recalled that there are 655 persons included in the entire 
sample. The conclusion is that there are some one hundred persons 
s:leeping in other than beds. This observer noted that, in' some 
homes, persons were sleeping on mattresses; others were sleeping 
in berths; still others were sleeping on the floor. In one in-
stance, an elderly woman was sleeping on four large pieces of tim-
ber. This was a very personal aspect of this interview and one 
which could be more readily observed by Le Play, since he made his 
observations while living, for some time. with the family he was 
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investigating. This writer believes that it is something of a 
phenomenon that one hundred families in thiS twentieth century 
would be willing to cooperate in giving this information. 
Eighty-three homes have electric light; in these, there are a 
total of 306 bulbs in L73 rooms. Fifty-one homes have but one 
bulb in each room. Six homes use candles for light and fifteen, 
use kerosene. Ninety-four homes cook with kerosene and three, use 
primus. Two homes use gas for cooking and one family has meals 
out of the home. Sixty-five homes use cooking utensils of alumin-
um; eleven, use those of aluminium and porcelain; four homes in-
dicated having "modern" cooking utensils; one, antique and one, 
"homemade." A total of 476 cooking utensils was indicated on the 
questionnaires. Three families indicated "complete" sets; two, 
various and five, necessary. In fifty-eight homes, the number of 
cooking utensils in each ranges from two to eighteen pieces. 
Washing utensils indicated consist of tub, brushes, and wash-
ing place, in general. Utensils of wood predominate. A total of 
137 pieces was indicated--one, two, and tnree pieces to a home. 
Thirty-seven homes were observed to be obscure; seventy-thr~, 
were deemed in good state; sixty-four, were considered well-order-
ed; twenty-seven, disordered. Forty-five were judged "too small 
for the family"; thirty-one, large enough. Fifty-four homes have 
animals in the home with the family. These include chickens, dog~ 
hogs, hens, rabbits, cats, turkeys, parrots, roosters, pigeons, 
ducks, and canaries. But thirteen homes have a Single animal--a 
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dog or a cat. 
Eighty-two families indicated compatibility with parents; 
while eighty-four, noted like relations with other members. In 
eighty-six homes, the father assumes the responsibility; in eight, 
it is the mother and in two homes, both share it. In seventy-one 
homes, the father makes the important decisions; in four homes, 
it is the mother; in twenty homes, both share this responsibility. 
In sixty-eight homes, good behavior was indicated for the children 
one home noted bad behavior and one indicated that the children 
were restless; in nine homes, "regular" or "normal" behavior was 
indicated. Eighty-four homes gave affirmative answers when asked 
if children were obedient; five, replied negatively. In eighty 
homes, children were thought to be truthful; five, replied in the 
negative. In fifty homes, children are born in the hospital; in 
twenty-five homes, the birth takes place in -the home; in sixteen 
homes, children are born in both places. 
With regard to personal habits of the worker, thirty-five 
workers smoke; seventeen, smoke "a little ll ; twenty workers drink; 
two, were indicated "with neglect of their families" and twenty, 
drink "a little" or "at times." Five workers engage in betting; 
eighteen, bet in the horse races and two, bet "a little." One 
worker uses drugs or coca; eleven, participate in family reunions. 
Recreational activities indicated fifteen participate in dances; 
three dance "a little"; thirty-five recreate in picnics. Five go 
to the theater--one, Ita little"; sixty-two families go to the 
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movies. Eleven families assist at the circus; eight watch T V; 
thirty-five engage in sports. Six families attend horse races and 
thirty-six go to the beach, especially in summer. 
Thirty-seven fathers belong to an association or clubj forty-
five, do not. Included in these associations or clubs are co-
operatives, sports, Church clubs, work clubs, Vivienda associa-
tions, a squash farmer and a revolver club. Eighty-seven fathers 
belong to the sindicate; ten~ do not; three,failed to answer the 
question. Of the members, sixty-nine admitted satisfaction; seven 
are dissatisfied; one, is dissatisfied in part; ten, did not ans-
wer the question. Among the reasons given for satisfaction were 
such statements as: defends the interests of the worker; corrects 
abuse against the worker; supports workers' demands; makes workers' 
job more safe; gets results; Secretary of Discipline in Sindicate; 
does good work. 
Those who registered dissatisfaction mentioned such reasons 
as: indifferent to the worker; doesn't help in worker's type of 
job; there is disorganization; lacks seriousness; not interested 
in the worker; left, because of lack of organization; not well 
conducted--worker does not feel the need of it; was Secretary of 
Defense; almost no worker partiCipation. 
Sixty-seven workers indicated a feeling of security for the 
future; twenty, feel insecure; three, were doubtful and ten, fail-
ed to give any indication. Reasons for feeling secure, among three 
who gave affirmative responses were: able to work; good job and 
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good home; permanent job; contented with work; can improve home; 
things are going well; obtaining, little by little, life's ambi-
tions; has wife and children; optimistic, can better himself; fam-
ily confidence; knows how to face situations; good in his work. 
Among the reasons for those taking a negative view of the future 
were the following: desires better situation; fears poverty; ill 
health; no security with father of his son; old age--many children 
--cannot provide for their needs; cannot improve, even if he tries 
can be discharged any day; job unstable; unexpected changes; hus-
band and wife ill. 
When the question was reversed and workers were asked to in-
dicate whether they had feelings of insecurity for the future, 
there were twenty-nine affirmative responses and the same number 
of negative replies. Thirty-four workers are uncertain or failed 
to answer the question, as did eight workers. The eight, were un~ 
certain as to the future. Among the responses of those who feel 
insecure for the future are the following: insufficient salary; 
many debts in work and cooperative; has no house of his own; 
accident of young son; thinks he will be ill and of no value; 
economy is deficient; unhappy marriage; pre-occupied with responsi 
bility for young Sisters. Replies of those who are optimistic for 
the future include: thinks he is working toward a secure future; 
will own home of his own; work and courage; works to live; occup~d 
with trying to own home; middle age enables one to do anything; 
fighting spirit--optimistic; no fear of life--faith in God. 
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Eighty-two workers indicated that their health is good; 
twelve, admitted bad health and six failed to answer the question. 
Twenty-nine workers indicated the presence of an infirmity; fifty, 
stated tney had none and twenty-one, did not respond. Among in-
firmities indicated were: spine and foot--accident at work; asthma 
ulcers; TBC; epilepsy; thyroid; low blood pressure; four cases of 
bronchitis; two defective eyesight; liver ailment; diabetes; con-
lstant headache; allergy; heart trouble; two cases of tonsilitis; 
high blood pressure; loss of leg; three cases of stomach disorder; 
leg fracture; bad blisterj spinal surgery; rheumatism; mental ill-
ness. 
Eighty-three workers receive medical attention; three stated 
that they do not. Twenty-nine workers have social securitYjsix-
teen, receive attention at work; fifteen, are treated at the 
Hospital Obrero. Four workers. are treated in other hospitals and 
five consult particular doctors. Twenty-three workers are treated 
in the Policlinic Obrero, in Callao. 
Other members of families who were observed to have infirmi-
ties included: twelve wives; seventeen daughters and twenty-one 
sons. Noted among the infirmities were: nose irritation; .neck 
trouble; head tumors; anaemia; pleurisy; mental illness; hip in-
fection; nervous disorder; colitis; four cases of TBC; two, of 
asthma; three, of heavy colds; nine, of bronchitis; stomach in-
fection; two liver disorders; hernia; rheumatic fever; defective 
eyesight; tonsilitisj measles; menQRausej one wife is alcoholic; 
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skin disease; low blood pressure; bronchial pneumonia. In the 
general observations, one family was observed to be undernourished 
--blood tumors were also present. Four cases of family malnutri-
tion were noted; skin disease, skin allergy, TEe, and a son whose 
right arm was missing. 
Although quantitites of food consumed weekly varied slightly 
from family to family, from the general picture this writer was 
chosen to state average quantities consumed by persons to be the 
best method of reporting this phase of the investigation. Each 
person consumes weekly; nineteen portions of bread; .85 pounds of 
rice; .5 pounds of Quaker; .77 pounds of spaghetti; .22 pounds of 
butter; .33 pounds of fat; .3 quarts of oil; 1.7 pounts of meat; 
.4 pounds of chicken; .43 pounds of fish; 1.6 liters of fresh milk 
1 can of canned milk; 1 pound of powdered milk; only one family 
of nine persons reported l.2 pounds of cream. 
The above averages were calculated by the following numbers 
of families, indicated for each item: 604 persons reported the use 
of bread; 1,516, that of rice; 574, for Quaker; 591, for spaghetti 
500, for butter, 00, for fat; 595, for oil; 604, for meat; 140, 
for chicken; 450, for fish; 501 persons consumed 954 eggs--an 
average, approximately, of two per p.erson~ 
In response to the question, What foods are basic?, Sixty-
eight families indicated meat; forty-one, soup; forty, milk; 
twenty-one, eggs; twelve, rice, eleven, vegetables; ten, potatoes; 
nine, fish; eight, each for fruit, spagehetti, flour; six, for 
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bread; four, each for cereals and beans; five, for broth; three, 
each for greens and lentils; and one, each for sugar, salads, 
sweets, Quaker, oil, pasta, butter, oats, fats and sweet potatoes. 
Other foods consumed and not included in the above list were 
wheat, tea, jam, and chocolate. 
Forty-seven families indicated cooked dish or dressed, for 
their manner of preparing foods; twenty-one, fried; the same num-
ber for boiled with water; four, each for roasted and creole; two, 
for frittered; two, with condiment and one with little condiment. 
Thirty-five families eat four times a day; fifty-one, three times; 
ten, twice; and one family indicated only once a day. Seventy-
three families eat together; twenty-one, do not; of these,eleven, 
serve the father first or last. Ninety families sit at a table 
for meals; one, does not. For the use of knives, forks, and 
spoons, the numbers were, respectively, ninety-one, eighty-four, 
and seventy-seven. 
Budget of family expenses, monthly, was as follows: 
under 100 soles, per month, one family; 100-200 soles--seven fam-
ilies; 200-300 soles--four families; 300-400 soles--four families; 
400-500 soles--two families; 500-600 soles--nine families; 600-700 
soles--fourteen families; 700-800 soles--five families; 800-900 
soles--thirt~en familiest 900-1,000 soles--three families; 1,000-
l,OOO sales--twenty-seven families; 2,000-3,000 soles--eight fam-
ilies; over 3,000 soles--three families. It will be observed that 
of the 100 families noted above twent -seven families are in the 
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1,000-l,000 category; fourteen and thirteen families are in the 
600-700 and 800-900 categories, respectively. 
Weekly expenses for food are as follows: 
under 100 soles, weekly, three families; 100-lOO soles--eight fam-
ilies; LOO-300 soles--thirty-five families; 300-400 soles--twenty-
five families; 400-500 soles--eleven families; 500-600 soles--nine 
families; 600-700 soles--three families; 700-800 soles--one family 
and 900-1,000 soles--one family. Two families failed to note 
weekly expenditures for food; in one case, a family reported that 
a divorce is pending--the family does not eat at home; in a fourth 
case, the family eats at the grandmother's home and shares ex-
penses for food in that situation. Of the one hundred families 
reported, it will be observed that thirty-five families fall in the 
LOO-300 soles per week category and twenty-five, in the 300-400 
soles per week category. 
Total monthly incomes were reported as follows: 
600-700 soles per month--two families; 900,1,000 soles monthly--
two families; 1,000-2,000 soles--twenty-nine families; L,000-3,000 
soles--thirty-six families; 3,000-4,000 soles--sixteen families; 
4,000-5,000 soles--six families; 5,000-6,000 soles--five families; 
6,000-7,000 soles--two families; 7,000-8,000 soles--one family; 
9,000-10,000 soles--one family. Of the one hundred families in-
dicated above, it will be observed that twenty-nine families fall 
in the 1,000-L,000 category; thirty-six families fall in the L,OOO 
-3 000 cate or ; and sixteen families in the 3,000-4,000 category 
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Eighty-five workers indicated that they are contented with 
their work; four take a negative attitude; three, report "not 
entirely"; eight, failed to answer the question. Sixty-eight 
workers noted that their work-day consists of eight hours; for six 
it is seven hours and for two, it is seven and one-half hours. 
Five workers have an eight and one-half hour day; four, work nine 
hours; seven, work ten hours and one, works eleven hours. Seven 
workers did not respond to the question. Fifty-seven workers in-
dicated that they had given military service; eighteen, had not; 
six, were dispensed and nineteen failed to answer the question. 
In this report, the writer has attempted to incorporate all 
of the meaningful data collected on the questionnaires. Obviousl~ 
it would not be possible to include any comparisons,such as will 
be an integral part of the completed dissertation. This latter 
will be done over an extended period of time--significantly 
greater than the two-month period allowed for this report. Never-
theless, it is believed that the information given in the report 
will, to a great extent, shed considerable light on the social, 
cultural, and economic aspects of this type of family in the 
cultural area of Lima, PerG. It is the sincere hope of the writer 
that interested persons in the Organization of American States 
will have access, in the future, to the completed copy of the 
dissertation. To accelerate the delivery of this report, the 
writer has taken the liberty of relying on the copy of the ques~ 
tionnaire which was used in the investigation and which it is 
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believed, was forwarded by Dr. Palma, from Lima. There are two 
additional copies of the questionnaire in the Lima office at this 
time. The stencil is also there, as the questionnaire was 
duplicated in the Lima office. To speed this report on its way, 
'it is assumed that these copies will suffice. If there are any 
further questions, regarding the report, the writer would be most 
happy to answer them. 
It is with the greatest pleasure that I submit this report to 
you. My experience with the Organization of American States has 
been an extremely happy one. I am deeply grateful to Sr. Don 
Javier Malagon, to Dr. Palma and the various members in his Lima 
office, and to the personnel in the office in Mexico City. All 
have treated me with the utmost courtesy and consideration. I 
hereby express my sincere appreciation. 
Respectful sUbmi~tft!:;ed' 
~11-7 /fA... ~""-- fl }
, j".. -1/ , ,-<-;;-1, Q.;C./£,-
Sister M~Ignatius Staley 
September 30, 1963 Ref. Beca OEA No. 5059 
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APPENDIX II 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Sister M. Ignatius Staley, I.B.V.M 
Name of the family 
Address City Zone 
Street District Lot 
Street number Interior Block 
Indicate with (x) if factory or office Factory Office 
Date of 
Name of interviewer interview 
Name of the factory 
Address of the factory 
Type of industry or enterprise 
-Occupation Section 
PERSONAL DATA OF WORKER 
Civil 
Name of worker status 
Race Religion 
Last grade of school completed 
Date of birth: Day Month Year 
Military service Place of birth 
COMPOSITION OF FAMILY 
Date Place Last Grade Relation-
of of of School Civil ship to Occupa-
Birth Birth Completed Status Worker tion 
! 
Father 
Mother 
4ll 
2. 
COMPOSITION OF FAMILY (cont. ) 
Date Place Last Grade Relation-
of of of School Civil ship to Occupa-
Birth Birth Completed Status Worker tion 
Sons 1 
:2. 
Daughters 3 
4 
5 
" 6 
7 
8 
9 
Persons 
attached to 
the house 
Servants 
How long have you been in Lima? 
TYPE OF MARRIAGE 
Civil Date: Day Month Year Place 
--
Religious Date: 
--
Day Month Year Place 
-
None: Yes or No How long have you been living 
together? 
FAMILY COMPOSITION: EDUCATION 
Grade of Instruction (Indicate last year completed) 
Can read 
Cannot but not 
read write Primary Secondary Technical Univere~ 
Father 
Mother 
Sons 1 
2 
3 
Daughters 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
4L3 
FAMILY COMPOSITION: EDUCATION (cont.) 
Grade of Instruction (Indicate last year completd) 
Can read 
Cannot but not 
3. 
read write Primary Secondary Technical Univers~ 
(9) 
Other members ---------------------------------------------------
attached to 
'the home 
Social Security? Yes No (Factory or office worker) 
Ages of Persons in the House Men Women 
Over L.la Number 
From 13 - LO " 
From 6 - lL II 
Under 6 years II 
DWELLING OR LODGING 
Address of the House 
----------------------------------------------1 
Section or district 
-----------------------------------------------1 
What type of Possession? Title of 
Title of owner Title of Renter Occupant in fact 
----
Classification of the house Indicate with (x) 
1 Individual house 
L Section in a building 
3 Tenement 
4 Room in house sub.-div. 
5 In building for other u-s-e---------
6 On the roof or garden 
7 Section improvised in~c~o~r~r7a~1-------
8 House constructed in barriada 
9 Unfinished house in barriada ----
1) Independent 
2) With orchard 
or garden. 
3 In an all-e-y-----------I 
4 Compartment 
5 Large corra~l--------I 
6 Hut or cabin 7 Other ---------1 
aIn Latin America, category "Over 2111 means age 21 and over; 
Category 13-20 means age 13 to and including age 20. 
-4L4 
Materials predominant in construction of the dwelling 
(Indicate with (x) what they are) 
Mud 
4. 
Brick Quinchaa Concrete Matting Earth Wood Mud Other 
Walls 
Floors 
Roofs 
-----
, 
a: Quincha: textile or woof (weave) of reed with which any 
construction of straw, reeds, etc. are fastened 
General in Common for the 
Sanitary Services One's own the building lot or block 
Water 
Drainage 
Shower 
Flush Toilet 
Indicate if you have: Open court Garden 
(One's own, in common, or--n-o-n-e~)---
Condition of the house 
Good 
Dangerous __ _ Can be made fit to live in Condition 
------ --------I 
Number of rooms in the house 
---
Use of rooms 
Sleeping and 
For sleeping For eating eating combined 
---- ----
Kitchen (Indicate with sign (x)) 
Kitchen in the house? In a room apart? 
------
In dining-room? In sleeping-room? 
---------
Is the kitchen outside? 
---------
Light 
Do 'you have electric? Hoy many bulbs? 
--------
4L.5 
5':. 
Light (cont.) 
In which rooms? How many? 
Light with kerosene? Candles? Other? 
Cook with kerosene? With other? 
Indicate with Yes or No if you have? 
Living Dining Living and 
room. room dining Sleeping room 
Number or sleeping 
rooms Toilet Kitchen Radio T.V. 
Mirrors Sewing Machine Other Furniture 
Indicate furniture in dining room 
What do you cook with? Gas? Kerosene? Electricity? 
Primus? Kindling? ,- Coal? 
Other? 
Utensils for cooking 
-
What type are used? 
How many cooking utensils have you? 
Utensils for washing clothes 
What type are used? 
How many have you? 
Religious articles in the hOl.1Se {visible) 
Pictures Altar Crucifix 
Number of windows Do they 'have glass? Yes No 
Number of beds Number of mattresses 
Do you have mattresses without beds? Yes No Number? 
-
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6. 
Number of persons who sleep 
in beds 
on mattresses without beds 
~ 
other 
General Observations About the Dwelling 
Dark 
In good condition 
Orderly Disorderly 
Small for the family 
Are there animals in the house? Which animals are 
they? 
Observations Personal 
Compatibility between parents? 
Good relations between members? 
-
Who takes the responsibility? Father Mother 
Who makes important decisions? Father Mother 
How do the children behave? 
Do they tell 
Are the children obedient? Yes No the truth? Yes No 
- -
Sacraments (Indicate with Yes or No) 
Baptism First Conununion Confirmation· 
Father 
Mother 
Sons I 
:2 
3 
Daughters 4 
5 
6 
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7. 
Sacraments (cont.) 
Baptism First Communion Confirmation 
(7) 
~~~ 
others 
Are children born at home or in the hospital? Yes No 
Number of couples in the house? Married Yes No 
Living 
together Yes No 
Other particular data concerning the worker, his life, his wife, 
his children, or other? 
Are there any notable peculiarities concerning any member of the 
family? 
Cultural and Recreational Aspects 
How employ free time (factory or office worker) 
_ .. 
Number of free hours on working days 
Number of free hours on Saturday 
Number of free hours on Sunday 
Number of free hours on free days 
What activities are performed in free time? 
In what spectacles do you assist? 
What sports are practiced habitually? 
Do you rElad? Do you write? 
What reading you you prefer? 
2 
4L8 
8. 
Do you go to church? When? 
Do you belong to an association or club? Yes No 
Which? 
Do you belong to the sindicate? ~es No 
Are you satisfied with the work of the sindicate? Yes No 
Reasons 
Personal habits of the factory or office worker 
(Indicate if with negligence for the family) 
Smoke Drink Gamble with cards 
Drugs or coca Bet on horses Other 
General Observations on domestic life 
Do you feel secure for the future? 
Reasons 
-
Do you feel insecure for the future? 
Reasons 
Family Recreation Ho many times weekly? 
Dances Walks ,rides Theatre Movie 
Circus Sports Beach Horse Races 
Other 
Health 
l)Does the worker or office worker enjoy good health? Yes ___ No 
-
Does he suffer from any infirmity? Yes " No Which? 
--
Does he receive medical attention? Yes No Where? 
-
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9. 
L)Members of the family who are ill 
Name Infirmity 
(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
(d) 
3) Observations 
Tubercular 
Malnutrition 
Skin disease 
Crippled or disabled 
Does your wife give birth to her children at home or in the 
hospital? 
Nutrition 
Cereals Quantity weekly 
Bread 
Rice 
Quaker 
Noodles 
Fats 
Butter 
Lard 
Oil 
Meats and Fish 
Meat 
Chicken 
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10. 
Fish 
Milk z Cheese and Eggs 
Fresh milk 
Canned milk 
Powdered milk 
Cream 
Cheese 
Eggs 
Diet 
-
What foods are basic? 
Other foods consumed? 
Manner of preparing meals? 
How many meals eaten in a day? 
Does the family eat together? 
-
Does the family sit at a table to eat? 
Do they use: sppons? table forks? knives? 
Family Budget 
Monthly or Weekly or Daily 
Rent for the house 
Light 
Fuel 
Water 
Municipal services 
Mobility 
PaYments debts 
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11. 
Famil;z: Budget (cont.) 
Monthly or Weekly or Daily 
Education-tuition 
-transportation 
Clothing 
Doctor 
Medicine 
Insurance 
Recreation 
'" -
Shoes 
Other 
Foods 
Cereals Weekly Expense 
Bread Rice Quaker Noodles 
Fats - --
--
Butter Lard Oil 
Meats and Fish 
Meat Chicken Fish 
Milk, Cheese, and Eggs 
Milk Cheese Eggs 
Vegetables and Fruits 
Potatoes Green vegetables Fruits 
Other 
-
Tea Coffee Sugar 
Beverages 
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lL. 
Total weekly expenses 
Observations: 
Receipts 
, 
- -
Monthly or Weekly or Daily 
Salary of Worker 
Salary of other members of the 
family 
Payment for sewing 
Odd jobs 
Payment for other works 
Rents 
Other Receipts 
Total Receipts -
Observations 
Work of Worker 
Date of entrance into factory: Day Month Year 
Section in which he works 
Initial salary: Daily Weekly Monthly 
Actual salary: Daily Weekly Monthly 
Hours of work 
Number of hours worked daily 
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13. 
Are you contented with your work'? 
Reasons, if No: 
-
Attitude of the family toward the work 
Aspirations of the worker toward the work 
Suggestions of the worker for improvement 
Needs experienced by the worker 
With regard to his home 
Dwelling 
-' 
His wife 
His children 
Health 
Education 
Relatives 
Other 
With regard to his work 
His bosses and superiors 
His companions at'work 
The directors 
The work itself 
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14. 
The sindicate 
Facility of necessary and commercial services 
(Number of blocks or in what sector is it necessary to travel) 
School 
Market 
Work 
Telephone 
Assistance services 
Bus service 
Other necessary services 
General Observations 
With regard to the family: 
Description of the locality of the house: 
Description of the locality of the factory or office: 
" I 
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CUESTIONARIO 
Hermana Ignatius Staley 
Nombre de la Familia 
Direcci6n Ciudad Zona 
Calle Barrio Lote 
No. de Calle Interior Manzana 
Indicar con la senal (x) si es Obrero o Empleado 
Obrero Empleado 
Entrevistado p~r Fecha 
Nombre de la Empresa 
Direcci6n de la Empresa 
Tipo de Industria o Empresa 
Ocupacion Secci6n 
DATOS PERSONALES DEL OBRERO 0 EMPLEADO 
Nombre Estado Civil 
Raza Religi6n 
Grado de Instrucci6n (indicar ultimo - ha cursado) ano que 
Fecha de Nacimiento: Dia Mes Ano 
Servicio Militar Lugar de Nacimiento 
COMPOSICION FAMILIAR Parentesco 
con el 
Fecha·de Lugar de Grado de Estaio Obrero 0 Ocu-
Nacimiento Nacimiento Instrucci6n Civil Empleado paci6n 
Padre 
Madre 
Hijos I 
2 
3 
Hijas 4 
5 
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1... 
!~l 
Agregados 
0 
S1rv1entes 
Desde cuando est~n en Lima? 
MATRIMONIO 
Civil Fecha: Dia Mes Ano 
-
Lugar 
Religioso Fecha: D!a Mes Afro Lugar 
Convivientes: Cu~nto tiempo viven juntos? 
COMPOSICION FAMILIAR: EDUCACION 
Grado de Instrucci6n (Indicar altimo ano que ha curs~ 
Univer-
Analfabeto Alfabeto Primaria Secundaria Tecnica sidad 
Padre 
Madre 
Hijos 1 
2-
3 
Hijas 4 
5 
6 
)~ 
,9 
Otros 
Est~ asegurado? sf No (Obrero 0 Empleado) 
Edades de las personas en casa Hombres Mujeres 
Mayores de 1..1 a'1'1os (numero) 
De 13 - 1..0 " " 
De 6 - lL II " 
.... -----~ -~ - - -
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3. 
Menores de 6 arios (numero) 
VIVIENDA 
Direcci6n de la casa 
sector 0 Barrio 
Posesi6n de la Vivienda: 
A titulo de Propietario A titulo de Arrendatario 
A titulo de Ocupante de hecho -
Clasificaci6n de Vivienda: Indicar con senal (x) 
1) Casa individual 1) Independiente 
l) Departamento - en Edificio L) Quinta 
3) Departamento - .en casa de vecindad 3) Callej6n 
4) Cuarto en casa sub-dividida 4) Departamento 
5) Departmento - en Edificio con otro uso 5) Corra16n 
--
6) Departmento en azotea 0 patio 6) Choza 
7) Departamento improvisado en corra16n 7) Otros 
-
8) Casa construida en barriada 
9) Casa no terminada en barriada 
Materiales predominantes en l~ vivienda 
. (Indicar con sen-al (x) cual es) 
Adobe Ladr:Ulo Quincha Concreto EStem Tierra Madera Lodo Oires 
Muros 
Pisos 
., 
----
Techos 
Comun-dentro I~~~Y §or Servicios Higi€nicos Propio del edificio m zan 
Agua 
Desague 
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4. 
Comun-dentro Comun por lotes 
Servicios Higienicos Propio del edificio o manzana 
Ducha 
W.C. 
1ndicar si tiene: Patio Jardin 
(propio, coman o no tiene) 
Estado de vivienda 
Peligroso Re-Habitable Bueno 
, 
Numero de piezas en la casa 
Uso de las piezas 
Dormir Comer Dormir y comer 
Cocina (1ndicar con serial (X) ) 
,,;, 
Tiene cocina en la casa? en cuarto aparte? 
en el comedor? en el dormitorio? 
Tiene cocina afuera? en cu~ntos cuartos? 
Luz 
Tiene lU--Z-e l~ ctrica? cu~ntos focus? 
Alumbran con kerosene? velas? otros? 
Cocinan con kerosene? con otros? 
-
Tienen: (1ndicar con S1 o NO) 
Sala Comedor Sala y comedor Dormitorio 
Numero de dormitorios Ban 0 Cocina Radio TV 
~ 
Lunas de vidrio M~quina de coser Otros 
1ndicar muebles en el comedor 
Con qu~ cocina: gas? Kerosene? electricidad? primus.L. 
lena? carb6n? otro 
Utensilios de cocina: 
Qu~ tipo emplean? 
\ 
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5. 
Cuantos tienen'? 
Utensilios para lavar ropa 
Que tipo emplean'? 
Cuantos tienen7 
Artfculos Religiosos en casa (visibles) 
Cuadros Altar Crucifijo 
Numero de ventanas Tienen vidrio SI NO 
Numero de camas Numero de colchones 
Tienen colchones sin camas SI NO Numero 
Numero de personas que duermen 
en camas 
en colchones sin camas 
otros 
Observaciones Generales sobre la Vivienda 
-" 
Obscura 
Buen estado 
Ordenada Desordenada 
Pequena para toda la familia 
Hay animales en casa? Cuales? 
Observaciones Personales . 
Compatibilidad entre los padres? 
Buenas relaciones entre los miembros'? 
Quien lleva las responsabilidad'? Padres Madre 
Quien hace las decisiones importantes? Padres Madre 
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6. 
Observaciones Generales sobre la Vivienda 
Obscura Buen estado 
Ordenada Desordenada 
Pequena para toda la familia 
Hay animales en casa'l Cul!les? 
Observaciones Personales 
Compatibilidad entre los padres? 
Buenas relaciones entre los miembros? 
Qui~n lleva las responsabilidad'l Padre Madre 
Qui~n hace las decisiones importantes? Padre Madre 
C6mo se portan los ninos? 
Los Ninos son obedientes? SI NO Los ninos dicen 1a verdad? 3I 
- - NO-
Sacramentos (Indicar con SI 0 NO) -
Bautismo Primera Comuni6n Confirmaci6n 
Padre 
Madre 
Hijos 1 
-2 
3 
Hijas 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Otros 
La madre se atiende en su casa o en e1 hospital para dar a luz? 
SI NO 
Numero de parejas en la casa? Casados SI NO 
Convivientes 3I NO 
Otros datos particu1ares en 10 concerniente al obrero, ,su vida, su 
esposa, sus nin~s, U otros? 
Son peculiaridades notables en cualquier miembro de la familia1 
-
Aspectos CUlturales y Recreatlvos 
Empleo de horas llbres (del obrero 0 empleado) 
Numer~ de horas libres en dfas de trabajo 
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7. 
N(imero de horas libres en dia Slibado 
Numero de horas libres en dia Domingo 
Numero de horas libres en dias feriados 
Que actividades realizan en sus horas libres? 
A qu~ espectaculos asiste? 
Que deportes practica? 
Lee? Escribe? 
Que lectura prefiere? 
Va a la Iglesia? Cu~ndo? 
Pertenece a alguna Asociaci6n 0 Club? SI NO 
Cuales? 
Pertenece al Sindicato? SI NO Estli satisfecho con la labor 
del Sindicato? SI NO - -
Razones 
Habitos personales del Obrero 0 Empleado 
(Ind1car s1 con neg11gencia para la familia) 
Fuma Toma Juega 
Drogas o coca Garrera de Caballos Otros 
Observaciones Generales sobre la vida familiar 
Si siente seguro frente a la vida? 
Razones 
Se siente inseguro trent al futuro? Razones 
Recreaciones de la familia Cu~ntas veces a la semana? 
Bailes Paseos Teatro Cine 
Circo Deportes Playa Carrera de Caballos 
Otros 
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8. 
SALUD 
l)Goza el obrero 0 empleado de buena salud7 
Sufre de alguna enfermedad? SI NO Cual? 
--
-
Tiene atenci6n m~dica? SI NO D6nde? 
-
2) Miembros de la familia que se encuentran enfermos 
Nombre Enfermedad 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
~) Observaciones 
T.E.C. 
Malnutrici6n 
Enfermedad de la piel 
Incapacitados 
-
La senora ha tenido sus hijos en la casa 0 en la maternidad7 
--
NUTRICION 
Cereales Cantidad semanal 
Pan 
Arroz 
Quaker 
Fideos 
Grasas 
Mantequilla 
Manteca 
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9. 
Aceite 
Carnes y Pescado 
Carne 
PolIo 
Pescado 
Leche, Qu.esos y Hu.evos 
Leche fresca 
Leche en lata 
Leche en polvo 
Crema 
Qu.eso 
Hu.evos 
Dieta 
Qu.~ alimentos son b~sicos? 
-
Otros alimentos que consumen? 
Manera de preparar las comidas? 
Cu~ntas veces comen en el dfa? 
Todos comen juntos? 
Se sientan a la mesa para comer? 
Emplean: cucharas? tenedores? cuchillos? 
PRESUPUESTO FAMILIAR 
Mensual 6 Semanal 6 Dairio 
Alquiler de vivienda -, 
I 
Luz 
Combustible 
Agua 
Baja Policia 
Movilidad 
Pagos, Deudas 
Educaci6n - pensi6n 
movilidad 
Vestidos 
M~dico 
Medicina 
Seguros 
Recreaci6n 
Zapatos 
Cereales 
Pan Arroz 
Grasas 
Mantequilla 
Carnes y·Pescado 
Carne 
Leche, Quesos y 
Leche 
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Mensual 6 
ALIMENTOS 
Quaker 
Manteca 
Pollo 
Huevos 
Queso 
Verduras y Frutas 
Papas Verduras 
Otros 
T~ Cafe 
10. 
Semanal 6 Diario 
Gastos Semanales 
Fideos 
Aceite 
Pescado 
') 
Huevos 
Frutas 
Azucar 
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, 11. 
Bebidas 
Total de gastos - semanalmente: 
Observaciones: 
INGRESOS 
Mensual 6 Semanal 6 Diario 
Sueldo del obrero (0 empleado) 
Sueldo de otros miembros de la familia 
Cachuelos 
Pagos p~r coser 
Pagos p~r otros trabajos 
Rentas 
Otras entradas ") 
Total Ingresos: 
Observaciones: 
TRABAJO DEL OBRERO - o EMPLEADO 
Fecha de Ingreso a la F~brica: Dia Mes Ano 
Secci6n en que trabaja 
Salario inicial: Diario semanal mensual 
Salario actual: Diario semanal Mensual 
Horario de trabajo 
Horas que trabaja diariamente 
--
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12. 
Esta contento con su trabaj07 
Razones, si NO: 
-
Actitud de la familia frente al trabajo 
Aspiraciones del obrero (0 empleado) frente al trabajo 
Sugerencias del Trabajador para realizar mejoras 
NECESIDADES SENTIDAS POR EL OBRERO {o EMP LEADO ) ) 
En cuanto a su hogar 
Vivienda 
Su esposa 
Sus hijos 
Salud 
Educaci6n 
Par1entes 
Otros 
En cuanto a su trabajo 
Sus jefes y superiores 
Sus companeros de trabajo 
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13. 
Los dirigentes 
El trabajo mismo 
El Sindicato 
FACILIDAD DE SERVICIOS NECESARIOS Y COMERCIO 
(Numero de cuadras 0 en qu€i sector tiene queviajar) 
Escuela 
Mercado 
Trabajo 
Telefono 
Servicios Asistenciales 
Movilidad de omnibus 
Otros servicios necesarios 
OBSERVACIONES GENERALES 
En cuanto a la familia: 
--
Descripci6n de la localidad de la casa: 
Descripci6n de la localidad de la f~brica (i oficina: 
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APPENDIX III 
TABLE CXVI 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF RESIDENCE IN LIMA (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
HOUSEHOLD UNITS 
.. '~' ~.--~ ..... ~-, .... ..-..~., .. Sierra Coastal Lima-callao Total Number of 
Years of Sample Sample Sample Sample Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Residence ber cent ber cent· ber cent ber . cent 
o - 9 12 28.5 11 30.5 0 I .23 2.3.0 
-
10 
- 19 24 57.1 12. 33.3 0 36 36.0 
20 
- 29 4 9.5 9 25.0 4 ·18.2 
I 
17 17.0 
30 and 2. 4.8 4 11.1 18 81.8 24 . 24.0 
over 
Total 42 99.9 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
TABLE CXVII 
AGE OF FAMILY HEAD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
-
Sierra Coastal I Lima-Callao Total 
Sample Sample i Sample Sample Age ! Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent~ ber cent ber cent ber cent 
20 
- 29 8 19.0 5 13c.'9 4 18.1 17 17.0 
30 
- 39 23 54.8 15 41.6 9 40.9 47 47.0 
40 
- 49 9 21.4 12 33.3 6 27.3 27 27.0 
50 and 2 4.8 '4 11.1 3 13.6 9 9.0 
over 
Total 42 100.0 36 99.9 I 22 99.9 100 100.0 
, 
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TABLE CXVIII 
AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTION 
OF ALL INDIVIDUALS IN THE FAMILY GROUP (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
~~erra voastaJ. L~ma-vaJ.J.ao 'l'otaJ. 
Age-Sex Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Distribution Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Males 
Under 6 41 27.3 26 22.4 24 29.l 91 .26.1 
6 - 12 38 25.3 28 24.1 14 17.1 80 23.0 
13 - lO 23 15.3 13 11.2 11 13.4 47 13.5 
2.1 and I 
over 48 32.0 49 42.2 33 40.2 130 37.3 
Sub-Total 150 99.9 116 99.9 82 99.9 348. 99.9 
Females 
Under 6 33 24.8 17 17.0 9 12.2 59 . 19.2 6 - lL. 27 20.3 19 19.0 19 25.6 65 21.2 
13 - 20 18 13.5 13 13.0 18 24.3 16 16.0 
21 and 
over 55 41.3 51 51.0 LB 37.8 134 43.6 
Sub-Total 133 99.9 100 100.0 74 99.9 307 100.0 
Total 283 100.0 216 100.0 156 100.0 655 23.8 
-
TABLE CXIX 1 
EDUCATION OF FAMILY HEAD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
, 
- Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Type Sample Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Education ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Primary 1-4 18 42.8 15 41.7 4 IB.2 37 37.0 
Primary 5-6 17 40.5 16 44.4 9 40.9 42 42.0 
Secondary ~ 
1-5 4 9.5 2 5.5 '8 36.4 14 14.0 
I 
Other 1 2.4 3 8.3 1 4.5 5 5.0 
None 2 4.7 0 0 2 2.0 
Total 42 199.9 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
, 
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TABLE CXX 
PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT OF FAMILY HEAD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Type Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Per Factory Per Num- Per Num- Num-ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Glass II 28.6 5 13.9 L. 9.1 19 19.0 
Water Pumps 11 2.6.2 :1 2.8 4 18.2 16 16.0 
Daily Press 5 11.9 4 11.1 5 22.7 14 .14.0 
Beer 7 16.6 7 19.4 3 13.6 17 17.0 
Petroleum L. 4.8 2 5.5 3 13.6 7 7·.0 
Noodle 2 4.ti 1 2.8 0 3 3.0 
Flour 1 2.4 10 27.8 5 22.7 16 16.0 
Fish Flour 1 l.4 1 2.8 0 ·2 2.0 
Mosaics 1 2.4 0 0 1 1.0 
. 
Boat-
building 0 2 5.5 0 "- 2.0 
Crockery 0 2 5.5 0 2- 2.0 
Leather 0 1 2.ti 0 1 1.0 
Total 42 100.1 36 99.9 22 99.9 100 100.0 
TABLE CXXI 
HEALTH OF THE WORKER (TOTAL SAMPI:E) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Subject:ive Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Assessment Num- Per, Num- Per Num- Per Num- rer 
of Health ber cent' ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Good Health 31 73.8 26 72.2 18 81.8 75 75.0 
Some 
Infirmity 11 l6.2 9 25.0 3 13.6 23 23.0 
No answer 0 1 2.8 1 4.5 2 2.0 
Total 42, 100.0 36 100.0 22, 99.9 100 100.0 
\ 
<-
, 
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TABLE C,XXII 
CONTENTMENT WITH WORK (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
~tate ~lerra Coas~al Lima-Callao ! Tota:!-Sample Sample Sample i Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Contentment ber cent ber cent ber cent 'ber cent 
Contented 35 83.3 29 80.5 21 95.5 85 85.0 
Not contented 2. 4.7 1 2.8 1 4.5 4 4.0 
Not entirely 1 2.4 2 5.5 0 3 3.0 
No answer 4 9.5 4 11.1 0 8 8.0 
Total 42 99.9 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
TABLE C,XXIII 
SATISFACTION WITH THE WORK OF THE SYNDICATE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Satisfaction I ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Satisfied 29 69.0 25 69.4 17 77.4 71 71.0 
Not satisfied 5 11.9 ,4 11.1 4 18.1 13 13.0 
-
No answer 8 19.0 7 19.4 1 4.5 16 16.0 
Total 42 99.9 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
, 
TABLE C,XXIV 
FUTURE SECURITY (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra ! Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Future Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Security Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Secure :l2 52.4 28 77.7 16 72.7 66 66.0 
\ 
Insecure 15 35.7 5 13.9 6 27.3 26 26.0 
No answer 5 11.9 3 8.3 0 8 8.0 
Total 42 100.0 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
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TABLE CXXV 
AGE - INCOME DISTRIBUTION (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
.::;~erra goas~al Lima-callao '!'ota;t Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Age - Income Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
bel' cent bel' cent bel' cent bel' cent 
. 
Low Age -
Low Income 15 45.5 7 2.5.0 7 35.0 29 35.8 
Low Age - , , 
High Income 5 15.2 5 17.9 4 20.0 14 17.3 
H'I"gFl Age 
-
Low Income 4 12.1 5 17.9 1 5.0 10 12.3 
High ~ -
27.3 39.3 8 40.0 28 34.6 High Income 9 11 
Total 33 100.1 28 100.1 LO . 100.0 81a 100.0 
aIn this distribution, 19 incomes have been omitted •. From 
the Sierra sample, 9 incomes: 6, in the median income category and 
3, in the median age group. From the coastal sample, 8 incomes: 
7, in the median income and 1 in the median age groups. From the 
Lima-Callao sample, 2 incomes in the .median income group. 
-TABLE CXXVI 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS ON FAMILY HEAD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal , Lima-callao Total Number Sample :: Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Dependents bel' cent I bel' cent bel' cent bel' cent i 
0 
- 3 16 38.1 I 16 44.4 6 27.3 38 38.0 I 
4 6 14.3 I 9 25.0 2. 9.1 17 17.0 
5 or more 20 47.6 11 30.5 14 .63.6 45 45.0 
Total 42 100.0 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
\ 
, 
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TABLE C.x.xVII 
AGE OF HEAD AND SPECIFIC DEPENDENTS (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD UNITS 
Number Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Dependents ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Low Age - Under 37 
0 
- 3 10 23.8 10 27.8 5 22.7 25 25.0 
4 4 9.5 3 8.3 1 4.5 8 8.0 
5 or more 8 19.0 3 8.3 5 22.8· 16 16.0 
Sub-Total 22 52.3 16 44.4 11 50.0 49 49.0 
Median Age - 37 
0 
- 3 1 2.4 1 2.8 0 .2 2.0 
4 '1 2.4 0 0 1 1.0 
5 or more 1 2.4 0 0 ·1 1.0 
Sub-Total 3 7.2 1 2.8 0 4 4.0 
High Age - 38 or over 
0 
- 3 5 11.9 5 13.9 1 4.5 11 11.0 
4 1 2.4 6 16.6 1 4.6 8 8.0 
5 or more 11 26.2 8 22.2 9 40.9 28 28.0 
Sub-Total 17 40.5·· 19 52 .. 7 11 50.0 47 47.0 
Total 42 100.0 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
TABLE C.x.xVIII 
INCOME - DEPENDENCY DISTRIBUTION (TOTAL SAMPLE) .. 
Income Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
-
Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Dependency ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Income 8 26.6 8 34.8 4 22.2 20 28.2 
High Income 5 16.7 5 21.7 1 5.5 11 15.4 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Income 9 30.0 1 4.3 3 16.7 13 18.3 
High Income 8 26.6 9 39.1 10 55.5 27 38.0 
Total 30 99.9 23 99.9 18 99·9 71a 99.9 
aOmitted: 29 incomes (Median incomes and 4 dependents group~ 
, 
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TABLE CXXIX 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME 
SPENT FOR FOOD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Percentage Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
of Sample Sample Sample Sample Per Per Num- -"-,,-- ---_. Num- Num- Per Num- Per 
Income ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Income 
More than 55 
per cent 5 16.7 7 30.5 2 11.1 14 19.7 
55 per cent 0 0 1 5.5 1 1.4 
Less than 55 
per cent 3 10.0 1 4.3 1 5.5, '5 7.0 
Sub-Total B l6.7 B 34.8 4 ll.l 20 lB.l 
High Income 
More than 55 
per cent 1 3.3 1 4.3 0 I.. l.B 
55 per cent 0 0 0 0 
Less than 55 
per cent 4 13.3 4 17.4 1 5.6 9 ll.7 
Sub-Total 5 16.6· 5 ll.7 1 5.6 11 15.5 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Income - " 
More than 55 
23'.3 per cent 7 0 3 16.7 10 14.'l. 
55 per cent 0 0 0 0, ' 
Less than 55 
per cent 2 6.6 L 1 4.3 0 3 4.1 
Sub-Total 9 19.9 1 4.3 3 16.7 13 lB.3 
High Income 
More than 55 
per cent 5 16.7 4 17.4 3 16.7 11.. 17.0 
55 per cent 0 0 1 5.5" 1 1.4 
Less than 55 
per cent 3 10.0 5 21.7 6 33.3 14 19.7 
Sub-Total d l6.7 9 39.1 10 55.5 '-7 3d.l 
Total 30 99.9 23 99.9 18 99.9· 71 100.0 
, 
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TABLE CXL 
SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Number Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Rooms ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
One 4 9.5 1 l.8 0 j 5.0 
Two 17 40.5 11 30.5 7 31.8 35 35.0 
Three 10 l3.8 8 ll.2 7 31.8 l5 25.0 
Four 1 l.4 10 27.8 2 9.1 13 113.0, 
Five 5 11.9 5 13.9 3 13.0 13 13.0 
Six l 4.7 1 l.8 1 4.5 4 4.0 
Seven 1 2..4 0 1 4.5 2 2.0 
Eight l 4.7 0 1 4.6 3 3.0 
Total 42 99.9 36 100.0 '1.2 gg.g 100 100.0 
TABLE CXLI 
DEPENDENTS AND SPECIFIC NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOUSE 
. (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Number Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Rooms ber cent' ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
-One 3 8.3 1 3.7 0 4 4.8 
Two 3 8.3 8 29.6 2 10.0 13 15.7 
Three 6 16.6 l 7.4 2. 10.0 10 12.0 
Four 0 4 14.8 0 4 4.8 
Five 2. 5.6 1 3.7 0 3 3.7 
Six or 
more .'1. 5.6 0 '1. 10.0 4 4.8 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 59.2 6 30.0 38 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
One 1 l.d 0 0 1 1.l 
Two 8 2'1..'1. 0 3 15.0. 11 13.3 
Three 4 11.1 3 11.1 5 l5.0 1'1. 14.5 
Four 1 '1..8 5 18.5 2 10.0 8 9.6 
Five 3 8.3 l 7.4 3 15.0 8 9.6 
Six or 
more 3 8.3 1 3.7 1 5.0 5 6.0 
Sub-Total lO 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 36 99.9 27 99.9 2.0 100.0 83a 100.0 
aOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents 
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TABLE CXLII 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS AND TYPE OF HOUSING SPACE 
(TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Type Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Space ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Living-Room 5 13.9 3 11.1 2 10.0 10 12.0 
Eating and \ 
Sleeping only 11 30.5 13 48.1 4 20.0 28 33.8 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 59.2 6 30.0 38 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
Living-Room 4 11.1 6 2L..2 3 15.0 13 15.7 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 16 44.4 5 18.5 11 55.0 32 38.6 
Sub-Total lO 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 45 54.l 
Total 36 99.9 1.7 99.9 20 100.0 83 100.0 
TABLE CXLIII 
DEPENDENTS AND POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
HOUSEHOLD UNITS 
Type . Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
of Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Possession ber cent ber cent ber cent ber· cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Owner 3 8.3 4 14.8 1 5.0 8 9.6 
Renter 9 25·.0 10 37.0 4 20.0 24 28.6 
Occupantes 
en hechoa 4 11.1 2 7.4 1 5.0 7 8.4 
-
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 59.2 6 30.0 39 46.9 
5 or more Dependents 
Owner 4 11.1 4 14.8 4 lO.O 12 14.4 
Renter 13 36.1 6 L.1..l 10 50.0 28 33.7 
Occupantes 
en hecho 3 8.3 1 3.7 0 4 4.8 
-
Sub-Total 20 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 44 53.0 
Total 36 99.9 27 99.9 20 100.0 83 100.0 
aOccupantes en hecho OCCUpy their houses withol~~~title 
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TABLE CXLIV 
STATE OF THE HOUSE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
State of §~erra Sample goasral amp e L1ma-cillao Samp e S~~~Ie 
the House Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
\ 
Good 10 27.8 10 37.0 5 25.0 25 30.1 
Restorable 4 11.1 5 1ci.5 1 5.0 10 12.0 
Dangerous 1 1..7 1 3.7 0 2 2.4 
Don't know 1 2.8 0 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 59.1. 6 30.0 3/j 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
. 
Good 12 33.3 10 37.0 11 55.0 33 39.8 
Restorable """'- 6 16.7 0 1 5.0 7 8.4 
-Dangerous 2 5.5 1 3.7 1 5.0 4 4.8 
Don't know 0 0 1 5.0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 45 54.l 
Total 36 99.9 ··27 99.9 20 100.0 83 99.9 
~ 
c' 
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TABLE CXLV 
MATERIALS PREDOMINANT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOUSE (TOT AL SAMPLE) 
. Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Materials Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Walls 
Adobe 17 40.5 13 36.1 9 40.9 39 39.0 
Brick- \ 
Concrete 4 33.3 14 38.8 '8 36.4 . 36 36.0 
Concrete 6 14.3 6 16.7 3 13.6 15 15.0 
Matting 3 7.1 2 5.5 0 5 5.0 
Earth 0 0 0 '0 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 2 4.7 1 2.8 2 . 9.1 5 5.0 
Total 42 99.9 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
Floors 
Adobe 0 0 1 4.5 1 1.0 
Brick-
Concrete 1 2.4 1 L.8 2 9.1 4 4.0 
Concrete 24 57.1 18 50.0 12 54.5 54 54.0 
Matting 0 0 0 0 
Earth Ii 26.2 7 19.4 1 4.5 19 19.0 
Wood or 
-
Wood-Mud 6 14.3 10 27.7 6 27.3 22 22.0 
Total 42 100.0 36 99.9 2'- 99.9 100 100.0 
Roofs 
Adobe 1 2.4 0 0 1 1.0 
Brick- c 
Concrete l 4.7 1 l.8 2 9.1 5 5.0 
Concrete 13 30.9 16 44.4 7 31.8 36 36.0 
Matting 17 40.5 5 13.9 4 18.2 26 26.0 
Earth 0 0 0 0 
Wood or 
Wood-Mud 9 21.4 14 38.8 9 40.9 32 32.0 
. 
Total 42 99.9 36 99.9 22 100.0 100 100.0 
Lima-Callao N 22 Coastal Sample N 36 Sierra 
Sample N 42 
, 
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TABLE CXLVI 
WINDOWS IN THE HOUSE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Number Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
of Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Windows ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
None 4 11.1 3 11.1 1 4.6 8 9.b 
One 5 13.9 5 18.5 3 13.6 13 15.7 
Two 1 2.8 1 3.7 0 2 2.4 
Three or more 6 16.6 7 25.9 2 9.1 15 ·18.1 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 59.2 6 27.3 38 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
None 'L 5.5 0 0 2 2.4 
One 9 25.0 5 18.5 4 18.1 18 21.7 
Two 3 8.3 0 2 9.1 5 6.0 
Three or more 6 16.7 6 22.2 8 ·36.4 20 24.1 
Sub-Total LO 55.5 11 40.7 14 63.6 45 54.2 
Total 36 99.9 27 99.9 20 99.9_ 83a 100.0 
aOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents 
TABLE CXLVII 
ANIMALS IN THE HOUSE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
/ 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Animals Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Present Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber· cent 
Yes 24 57.1 19 52.7 11 50.0 54 54.0 
No 18 42~8 17 47.1- 11 50.0 46 46.0 
Sub-Total 41- 99.~ 36 9~.9 21. 100.0 100 100.0 
1 or 2 
animals 7 16.6 5 13.9 9 40.9 21 21.0 
c; 
More than 2 17 40.5 14 38.8 2 9.1 33 33.0 
Sub-Total l4 57.la 19 52.7a 11 50.0a 54 54.0 
Sierra sample N 42 Coastal sample N 36 Lima-Callao N 22 
apercentages are of the respective samples. 
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TABLE CXLVIII 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF SANITARY FACILITIES 
(TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Score Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Points Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
High Scores 
16 12 30.8 18 60.0 12 75.0 42 49.4 
Low Scores 
-- 6 7 17.9 1 3.3 1 6.2 9 10.6 
5 2 5.1 0 0 2 2.4 
4 2 5.1 6 20.0 1 0.2 9 10.6 
2 9 23.1 3 10.0 2 12.5 14 16.5 
1 3 7.6 2 6.6 0 5 5.9 
0 4 10.3 0 0 4 4.7 
Total 39 99.9 30 99.9 16 99.9 85a 100.1 
aOmitted: 15 modal scores--4 scores of 12. pOints, and 11 
scores of 8 pOints, each 
TABLE CXLIX 
SCORES FOR SANITARY FACILITIES IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sie:pra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Scores Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
High Scores 0-3 Dependents 
16 5 13.9 7 :l5.9 4 lO.O 16 19.3 
Middle Scores 
II or 8 1 2'.7 1 3.7 1 5.0 3 3.6 
Low Scores 
1 to 6 10 27.8 8 29.6 1 5.0 19 l2.9. 
Scores of 
Zero 0 0 0 0 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 5~.l 6 30.0 38 45.8 
5 or more Dependents 
High Scores 6 16.6 ~ :l5.~ 8 40.0 21 25.3 Middle Scores 1 2.8 . 7.4 4 20.0 7 8.4 
Low Scores 9 25.0 2 7.4 :l 10.0 " 13 15.7 
Zero Scores 4 11.1 0 0 4 4.8 
Sub-Total lO 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 36 99.9 2T 99.9 20 100.0 83GL 100.0 
aOmitted: 17 household units with 4 dependents each 
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TABLE CL 
POINT VALUES AND PERCENTAGES OF SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS 
(TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Score Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Points Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
HiS;h Scores 
11 1 3.0 0 0 1 1.3 
10 2 6.1 5 20.0 4 23.5 11 14.6 
9 0 1 4.0 0 1 1.3 
8 0 0 '2. 11.8- 2 2.7 
7 2 6.1 3 12.0 2 11.8 7 9.3 
Low Scores 
- 5 1 3.0 0 1 5.9 -2 2.7 
4 2 6.1 1 4.0 2 11.8 5 6.7 
3 12 36.4 3 12.0 3 .17.6 18 24.0 
'2. 2 6.1 3 12.0 0 5 6.7 
1 4 12.1 5 20.0 1 11.8 11 14.6 
0 7 21.1 4 16.0 1 5.9 12 16.0 
Total 33 100.0 25 100.0 17 100.1 75a 99.9 
aOmitted: 25 modal scores--6 points each. 
TABLE CLI 
SCORES FOR POSSESSIONS IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC 
NUMBE~ OF DEPENDENTS (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao i Total 
Sample Sample Sample I Sample 
Scores Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
High Scores 1 2.8 2. 7.4 1 5.0 4 4.8 
Modal Scores 3 8.3 5 18.5 0 8 9.6 
Low Scores 9 25.0 6 '2.2.2 4 20.0 I 19 22.9 Zero Scores 3 8.3 3 11.1 1 5.0 7 8.4 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 59.2 6 30.0 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
High Scores 4 11.1 5 18.5 7 35.0 16 19.3 
Modal Scores 3 8.3 4 14.ti 4 20.0 11 13.3 
Low Scores 9 25.0 /. 7.4 3 15.0 14 16.8 
Zero Scores 4 11.1 0 0 4 4.8 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 36 99 9 '/.7 999 20 100 0 83a qq .9 
C.Umi T.T.p.n • 17hol1 sp.ho ld un1.ts with _Lj.d leoendents 
---
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TABLE CLII 
PERSON WHO MAKES THE IMPORTANT DECISION 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Verbal Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Responses Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Father 10 2.7.7 14 51.8 5 l5.0 29 34.9 
Mother 1 l.b 0 0 1 1.2. 
Both 4 11.1 1- 7.4 1 5.0 7 8.4 
No answer 1 2.8 0 0 1 1.2 
SUb-Total 16 44.4 16 59.2 6 30.0 3d 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
Father 19 52.8 6 2.2.2 9 45.0 34 41.0 
Mother 0 2 7.4 2 10.0 4 4.8 
Both 1 2.7 2 7.4 3 15.0 6 7.2 
No answer 0 1 3.7 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 36 99.9 l7 99.9 20 100.0 83a 99.9 
aOmitted: 17 holtSehold ( units with 4 dependents 
TABLE CLIII 
PERSON WHO TAKES THE RESPONSIBILITY 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Verbal Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Responses Num- Per Num- Per Num-. Per Num- Per 
ber cent ' ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
. Father 13 36.1 14 51.8 6 30.0 33 39.7 
Mother 0 0 0 0 
Both 2 5.5 2 7.4 0 4 4.8 
No answer 1 2.8 0 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 16 44.4 16 59.2 6 30.0 38 45.7 
5 or more Dependents 
Father 18 50.0 8 29.6 12 60.0 38 45.8 
Mother 0 2 7.4 1. 5.0 " 3 3.6 
Both 1. 5.5 0 1 5.0 3 3.6 
No answer 0 1 3.7 0 1 1.2 
Sub-Total 20 55.5 11 40.7 14 70.0 45 54.2 
Total 36 99.9 27 99.9 20 100.0 83 99.9 
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TABLE CLIV (TOTAL'SAMPLE) RELIGIOUS PRACTICE--SACRAMENTS 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Verbal Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Responses Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Baptism 42 100.0 36 100.0 22. 100.0 100 100.0 
\ 
First 
Conununion 34 80.9 35 97.2 22 100.0 91 91.0 
Have not 
made it 5 11.9 1 2.8 0 6 6.0 
No answer '3 7.1 0 0 '3 3.0 
Total 42 99.9 36 99.9 22 99.9 100 100.0 
Confirmation 36 85.7 32 88.8 21 95.5 89 89.0 
Have not 
made it 3 7.1 3 8.3 0 6 6.0 
No answer 3-0 7.1 1 l.8 1 4.5 5 5.0 
Total 4l 99.9 36 99.9 l2 99.9 100 100.0 
TABLE CLV 
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE--SUNDAY MASS ATTENDANCE 0TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Verbal Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Responses Num- Per Num- Per Num- f>er Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Attends 
regularly 31 73.8 l2. 61.1 14 63.6 67 67.0 
" 
"at times" 4 9.5 9 25.0 7 31.b lO 20.0 
Does not 
attend 4 9.5 5') 13.9 1 4.5 10 10.0 
No answer 3 7.1 0 0 3 3.0 
Total 42 99.9 36 100.0 '2.2 99.9 100 100.0 
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TABLE CLVI 
FAMILY "ORGANIZATION"--TYPE OF MARITAL UNION 
(TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal . Lima-Callao Total 
Type of Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Union Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Religious 2.5 59.5 25 69.4 17 77.4 67 67.0 
Civil 2.9 69.0 26 72.2 21 95.5 76 76.0 
Religious 
and Civil 18 4l.8 21 58.3 17 77.4 56 56.0 
Conviviente 
--Subsequent 
ceremony 24 57.1 15 41.6 7 31.8 46 46.0 
Conviviente 
--no ceremony 6 14.3 b 16.6 1 4.5 13 13.0 
TABLE CLVII 
SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION" 
(TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Period of Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Conviviente Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Union ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Living-Room Space 
Under 5 years 3 10.0 1 7.1 1 12.5 5 9.6 
5 to 9 years 2 6.7 1 7.1 0 3 5.8 
10 to 14 years 1 3..3 1 7.2 1 12.5 3 5.8 
15 years or 
more 0 1 7.2 0 1 1.9 
Sub-Total 6 20.0 4 l8.6 2 2.5.0 II 23.1 
Eating and Sleeping Space only 
Under 5 years 12. 40.0 6 41..8 1. 25.0 20 38.5 
5 to 9 years 6 1.0.0 2 14.3 3 37.5 11 2.1.1 
10 to 14 years 4 13.3 2 14.3 0 6 11.5 
15 years or 
more 2. 6.7 0 1 12.5 3 5.7 
Sub-Total 24 80.0 10 71.4 6 75.0 40 76. cl 
Total 30 100.0 14 100.0 18 100.0 52 99.9 
AGE 
Number 
of Rooms 
Age - Income 
Low Age 
-
Low Income 
one 
Two 
Three or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
Low Age -
High-rncome 
One 
Two 
Three or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
High Age -
Low Income 
one 
Two 
Three or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
High Age -
High Income 
One 
Two 
Three or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
Sub-Total 
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TABLE CLVIII 
- INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
::>lerra Coastal Lima-Callao 
Sample Sample Sample 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
2 7.1 0 0 
3 10.7 4 18.2 2 11.1 
2 7.1 1 4.5 '2. 11.1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 4.5 0 
1 3.6 2 9.1 0 
1 3.6 0 1 5.5 
--
0 1 4.5 0 
0 1 4.5 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 4.6 0 
3 10.7 0 0 
12 42.8 1'2. 54.5 5 '2.7.7 
Total 
Sample 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
2 2.9 
9 13.2 
5 7.3 
0 
0 
1 .1.5 
3 4.4 
2 2.9 
1 1.5 
1 1.5 
0 
0 
0 
1 1.5 
1 1.5 
3 4.4 
29 42.6 
. , 
Number 
of Rooms 
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TABLE CLVIII (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND NUMBER OF ROOMS 
IN THE HOUSE (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao 
Sample _Sample Sample 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Age - Income ber oent ber oent ber oent 
Low Age-
Low InCome 
-one 
Two 
Three or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
Low Age -
High-rncome 
One 
Two 
Three or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
High Age -
Low Income 
One 
Two 
Three or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
High ~­
High TnCome 
One 
Two 
Three· or 
Four 
Five or 
more 
Sub-Total 
Total 
5 or more Dependents 
o 
3 
o 
2 
o 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
10.7 
3.6 
3.6 
3.6 
3.b 
3.6 
2 7.1 
1 3.5 
3 10.7 
16 57.1 
28 99.9 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
4.5 
4.5 
4.6 
5 22.7 
2 9.1 
10 45.4 
22 99.9 
aOmitted: Median Age 4 
Median Income 15 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
2 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
5.6 
5.6 
11.1 
5.6 
1 5.5 
422.2 
2 11.1 
13 72.2 
18 99.9 
Total 
Sample 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
o 
4 5.9 
o 
3 
o 
1 
4 
1 
2 
2 
o 
o 
4.4 
1.5 
5.9 
2.9 
3 4.4 
10 14.7 
7 10.3 
39 57.3 
4 Dependents 13 (One Sierra respondent also has a 
median income and 3 coastal respondents also have median incomes.) 
There is a total of 17 household units with 4 dependents in each 
in the total sample. 
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TABLE CLIX 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND POSSESSIONS (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Scores for ~ierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Possessions Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Age - Income ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Low Age - 0-3 Dependents 
Low Income 
HIgh Scores 0 1 6.7 0 1 1.9 
Low Scores 6 26.1 4 26.6 4 28.6 14 26.9 
Low Age -
HighIncome 
HIgFl Score s 0 0 0 0 
Low Scores 2 8.7 1 6.7 1 7.1 4 7.7 
High Age -
Low Income 
High Scores 0 0 0 0 
Low Scores 0 2 13.3 0 2 3.9 
High Age -
HTgFl Income 
HTg.n Scores 1 4.3 1 6.7 0 2 3.8 
Low Scores 0 0 0 0 
Sub-Total 9 39.1 9 60.0 5 35.7 23 44.2 
Low Age - 5 or more Dependents 
Low Income 
HIgh Scores 0 0 0 
_.-
0 
Low Scores 4 17.3 0 1 7.1 5 9.6 
Low Age -
High Income 
High Sc~res 0 0 2 14.3 ;'2 3.9 
Low Scores 2 8.7 1 6.7 1 7.1 4 7.7 
High Age 
-
Low Income 
High Scores 0 0 1 7.2 1 1.9 
Low Scores 2 8.7 1 6.7 0 3 5.7 
High Age -
High Income 
High Scores 4 17.4 4 26.6 3 21.4 11 21.1 
Low Scores 2 8.7 0 1 7.2 3 5.8 
Sub-Total 14 60.8 6 40.0 9 64.3 29 55.7 
Total 23 99.9 15 100.0 14 100.0 52a 99·9 
aOmitted: In addition to the 3L respondents excluded in 
Table CLVIII (see page 466), 16 additional respondents with modal 
scores have been excluded from this distribution. 
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TABLE CLX 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SANITARY FACILITIES (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Scores for Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Sanitary Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Facilities Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Age-Income ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Low Age 
-
O-_:i Dependents 
Low Income 
IrI'gh Scores 0 0 2 15.4 2 3.4 
Low Scores 7 27.0 4 21.1 1 7.7 12 20.7 
Low Age -
High--W-come 
HTgl1 Scores 1 3.8 2 10.5 1 7.7 4 6 .. 9 
Low Scores 0 1 5.3 0 1 1.8 
High Age -
r:;owlncome 
High Scores 0 0 0 0 
Low Scores 0 2 10.5 0 2 3.4 
High Age -
High Income 
m:gn Scores 3 11.5 L 10.5 0 5 8.6 
Low Scores 0 0 0 0 
Sub-Total 11 42.3 11 57.9 4 30.8 L6 44.8 
Low Age 
- 5 or more Dependents 
Low Income 
High Scores 1 3.9 0 0 - 1 1.8 
Low Scores 3 11.5 0 1 7.7 4 6.9 
Low Age -
High--W-come 
15.4 3.4 High Scores 0 0 2 2 
Low Scores 2 7.7 1 5.2 0 3 5.L 
High Age-
Low Income 
HIgh Scores 0 0 0 0 
Low Scores 3 11.5 1 5.3 1 7.7 5 8.6 
Hign Age -
m:gn Income 
High Scores 4 15.4 6 31.6 5 38.4 15 L5.9 
Low Scores 2 7.7 0 0 2 3.4 
Sub-Total 15 57.7 8 42.1 9 69.2 3l 55.2 
Total 26 100.0 19 100.0 13 100.0 58a 100.0 
aOmitted: In addition to the 32 respondents excluded in 
Table CLVIII (see page 466) 10 additional respondents with modal 
scores have been excluded from this distribution. 
.. 
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TABLE CLXI 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE 
RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION" (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Sierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
Housing Space Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Age - Income Num- Per . Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age -
Low Income 
Living-Room 1 5.0 0 0 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 5 25.0 3 30.0 2 33.3 10 27·.8 
Low Age 
-
High Income 
Living-Room 1 5.0 0 0 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2 20.0 O' 2 5.5 
High Age -
Low Income 
Living-Room 0 0 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 2 20.0 0 2 5.5 
High Age 
-
High Income 
Living-Room 1 5.0 0 0 -' 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 0 0 O' 0 
Sub-Total 8 40.0 7 70.0 2 33.3 17 47.2 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age 
-
Low Income 
Living-Room 0 0 1 16.6 1 2.8 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 4 20.0 0 0 4 11.1 
Low Age 
-
High Income 
Living-Room 0 0 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 1 5.0 0 1 16.7 2 5.5 
High Age 
-
Low Income 
'LIVing-Room 0 0 0 0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 3 15.0 1 10.0 0 4 . 11.1 
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TABLE CLXI (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND SPECIFIC HOUSING SPACE 
RELATED TO FAMILY "ORGANIZATION" (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
.:aerra l;OaStia.L L~ma-l;a.L.LaO! '.!.'otia.L 
Housing spacer-_S_am~p~1_e ____ r-___ S_am~p~le ____ +-___ S_a_m~p_1_e ____ ri ___ S_a_m~p~l_e--; 
Age - Income Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per I Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
5 or more Dependents 
High Age-
High InCome 
Living-Room 2 10.0 
Eating and 
Sleeping only 2 10.0 
Sub-Total 12 60.0 
Total 20 100.0 
2 20.0 
o 
3 30.0 
10 100.0 
o 
2 33.3 
4 66.6 
6 99.9 
4 11.1 
4 11.1 
19 52.7 
aOmitted: In addition to the 32 respondents excluded in 
Table CLVIII'(See page 466), 32 regularized unions have been 
excluded from this distribution. 
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TABLE CueII 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Percentage ;jierra Coastal Lima-Callao Total 
of Income Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Age - Income Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
0-3 Dependents 
Low Age -
Low Income 
I 
More than 55 
per cent 4 14.3 4 Ib.2 2. 11.1 10 14.7 
55 per cent 0 0 1 5.5 1 1.5 
Less than 55 
per cent 3 10.7 1 4.5 1 5.5 5 7.4 
Low Age -
High Income 
More than 55 
per cent 0 0 0 0 
55 per cent 0 0 I 0 0 Less than 55 I per cent 2 7.1 3 13.6 I 1 5.6 6 8.8 
High Age - I Low Income I 
More than 55 I I 
per cent 0 2 9.1 I 0 2 2.9 I 55 per cent 0 0 I 0 - 0 Less than 55 I 
per cent 0 0 0 0 
High Age -
High Income 
More than 55 
per cent 1 3.6 1 4.5 0 2 2.9 
55 per cent 0 0 0 0 
Less than 55 
per cent 2 7.1 1 4.6 0 3 4.4 
Sub-Total 12 42.8 12 54.5 5 "-7.7 29 42.6 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age 
-
Low Income 
More than 55 
per cent 5 17.9 0 2 11.1 7 10.3 
55 per cent 0 0 0 0 
Less than 55 
per cent 0 0 0 0 
41'2. 
TABLE CLXII (cont.) 
AGE - INCOME - DEPENDENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCOME SPENT 
FOR FOOD (TOTAL SAMPLE) 
Percentage Sierra Coastal Lima ... Callao Total 
of Income Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Age - Income Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
5 or more Dependents 
Low Age 
-
'HIgh In come 
More than 55 
per cent 2 7.1 1 4.5 1 5.5 4 5.9 
55 per cent 0 0 0 0 
Less than 55 
per cent 0 1 4.5 2 11.1 3 4.4 
High Age 
-Low Income 
More than 55 
per cent 1 3.6 0 1 5.6 2 2.9 
55 per cent O· 0 0 0 
Less than 55 
per cent 2 \ 7.0. 1 4.6 0 3 4.4 
High" Age -
High Income 
"\ 
More than 55 -
per cent 3 10.7 3 13.6· 2 11.1 8 11.8 
55 per cent 0 0 1 5.6 1 1.5 
Less than 55 
per cent 3 10.7 4 18.2 4 22.2 11 16.1 
Sub-Total 16 57.1 10 45.4 13 1'2..2 39 57.3 
Total 28 99.9 22 99.9 18 99.9 68 99.9 
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